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Teen films from the 1980s are a part of the zeitgeist, but there is very little we 

actually understand about how they can be qualified and defined, and about the 

phenomenon of their prolific production, box office success, and cultural relevance.  

Gaining greater insights about these issues is essential for recognizing the significance of 

a specific group of films and the ways they address concerns of how teens come of age, 

but is also important for learning about the films’ historical and industrial contexts of 

production.  Asking the questions why these kinds of films, why at this time, and what do 

they mean, leads to an awareness and identification of the phenomenon, but additionally, 

these lines of inquiry explore how the films and their success are tied to changing 

Hollywood industrial conditions, and to the shifting political, economic, social, and 

cultural climate of the U.S. in the 1980s.   
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While previous scholars have studied the industrial context of production of teen 

films in the 1950s, and some have looked at the different types of films produced in the 

1980s, the matter remains as to whether teen films actually constitute their own genre.  

Examining this question of genre is necessary for clarifying a number of issues: how the 

films relate to the culture at large; how representations of youth on screen can help us 

understand and reevaluate Generation X, the demographic group coming of age at the 

time; and how an assessment of these films contributes to a re-conceptualization of the 

ways films are produced, marketed, and categorized in the New Hollywood.  Using 

primary data consisting of textual analysis and contextual analysis, and applying both 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies, the study builds on and adds to previous 

approaches to genre.  The contributions of this research are multifaceted.  By gaining 

insights about these films, we can begin to appreciate more fully a maligned generation, 

the changing landscape of the entertainment industry, and a cultural phenomenon.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Teen films in the 1980s were ubiquitous.  John Hughes’ films like The Breakfast 

Club (1985) and Sixteen Candles (1984) propelled their “Brat Pack” actors to stardom, all 

while highlighting the trials and tribulations of teenagers coming of age in an era when 

disillusionment with traditional forms of authority was running the gamut from funny to 

serious.  Teen romance was in the air with nostalgic pictures like Dirty Dancing (1987), 

where a young woman could grow up and learn about both sex and courage and end up 

being rewarded and admired instead of punished and ashamed.  Meanwhile, in slasher 

films like Friday the 13th (1980), when summer camp counselors decide to experiment 

with sex and drugs, they are systematically, and gorily, murdered by a revenge-seeking 

serial killer.  In Risky Business (1983), high school kids could throw parties with call girls 

and cashed-in savings bond-toting boys, and yet still manage to impress college 

interviewers in a twisted take on how to succeed financially in the Reagan yuppie decade.  

Action and science fiction films starring teenagers added to the mix as well: in true 

underdog, Rocky-like fashion, The Karate Kid (1984) tells the story of how the picked-on 

can work hard and prevail against the bullies, and in Back to the Future (1985), a teen not 

only time travels, but he does so to save his and his parents’ future, effectively restoring 

and recuperating the entire family unit.  The variety of films indicates the widespread 

interest in depictions of teens on film in the ‘80s, but with such a large array of 

characters, stories, and themes, how can the films be understood as a cohesive group?  

What can explain their cultural significance and resonance?  
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 These films, and many others, focus on teenage characters and their experiences 

in one of the most prolific periods of teen film production in American film history.  The 

considerable surge in production was directly related to the high number of films starring 

teenage characters that enjoyed huge success at the box office during the 1980s.  They 

made up nearly one out of every ten films released, and accounted for approximately 

17% of the top fifty grossing films per year throughout the course of the decade 

(Appendix A), or one out of every five to six top grossing films – quite substantial 

numbers.  Indeed, partially as a result of this proliferation and popularity, these films can 

be identified as one of the dominant production trends of the time.  But what can account 

for their prevalence and success? 

The box office grosses of the films translated to ancillary markets as well, which 

became an increasingly significant source of revenue throughout the decade.  Starting 

with the introduction of cable and home video in 1975, and rising dramatically over the 

course of the 1980s, many films were viewed on television.  This trend has grown 

substantially, and ever since 1987 (Prince 2000, 97; Thompson and Bordwell 2003, 680), 

the majority of film revenues are earned not during the theatrical run, but rather in 

ancillary markets like cable and home video (with DVDs, downloads, and online 

streaming videos currently replacing VHS).  While data isn’t available for how many 

times the films were shown on cable or rented from video stores, certain titles like 

Flashdance (1983), The Karate Kid, and Back to the Future broke records for numbers of 

VHS copies sold (“‘Flashdance’ Blazes” 1983; “‘Karate Kid’ Storms” 1985; Bierbaum 

1986).  The market for teen films on cable and home video was also robust because of the 
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relative ease of getting around ratings restrictions.  Slashers like Friday the 13th and sex 

comedies like Porky’s were rated “R” by the Motion Picture Association of America 

(MPAA), or restricted to viewers under 17.  While underage viewers could sneak into 

these films after buying tickets for a different movie, it was easier, and less expensive, to 

watch these films at home, especially if they were watching with a group of friends.  

Interestingly, many of these films are still present in today’s media landscape, 

twenty to thirty years after their initial releases.  They continue to be shown on broadcast 

networks and cable stations, are still popular rental titles, the press still keeps tabs on the 

actors who starred in the films, and they’re still discussed in entertainment media outlets.  

The films are also still important because of how well and how fondly they’re 

remembered, and because of the continued influence they have on popular culture, all of 

which gives more evidence to their iconic status and their lasting appeal as a cultural 

phenomenon.  Apparent references and films modeled after some of the narrative patterns 

from the ‘80s era are numerous, such as the updated sex quest plots in American Pie 

(1999) and Superbad (2007), the revised storylines of the popular kids who terrorize the 

unpopular ones in She’s All That (1999) and Mean Girls (2004), and parodies like Not 

Another Teen Movie (2001) and comedies like Kevin Smith’s Dogma (1999) make direct 

reference to John Hughes films.  But plot lines and character types aren’t the only things 

repeated; there are also direct remakes of ‘80s teen films such as Friday the 13th (2009), 

Fame (2009), and The Karate Kid (2010), with still more scheduled for future release.  

While the films remain relevant for their nostalgic value and for their continued 

presence in contemporary media, they’re also powerful for their canonic value.  The films 
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most frequently thought of and identified as teen films are invariably from the 1980s.  

Yes, there are the Andy Hardy films from the 1930s and 1940s, and certainly Rebel 

Without a Cause (1955) is extremely influential.  But the most paradigmatic teen films in 

popular culture are ‘80s films like The Breakfast Club and Sixteen Candles, Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High (1982) and Say Anything… (1987), A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984) 

and Back to the Future, Heathers (1989) and Dirty Dancing.  The teen film and the teen 

demographic have been the subject of great interest ever since the 1950s, and while the 

popular notion that the teen film began in the 1950s and not earlier is arguable, it was the 

first period that saw a substantial number of youth-centered productions.  Even so, it was 

not until the 1980s that the filmmaking style coalesced.  Elements textual, about the 

narratives and characters of the films, and contextual, both regarding changes in the 

structure of the Hollywood industry and about changes in the social, cultural, economic, 

and political landscape of the country, all contribute to calling the 1980s a golden age of 

teen film production.  But what is it about the films in particular, and about this decade of 

filmmaking specifically, that gives them this canonic and iconic status?   

When classifying these films as paradigmatic teen films and as exemplary 

Hollywood productions during the decade, a number of additional questions arise.  There 

are many types of films from multiple genres that can be labeled as a “teen film.”  The 

titles run the range from teen comedies and dramas, to teen horror, action, and science 

fiction.  There are even teen musicals like Grease 2 (1982), teen war films like Red Dawn 

(1984), and teen westerns like Young Guns (1988).  But, if all these different kinds of 

films can be called teen films, then that label can be confusing.  What does it mean to call 
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something a teen film?  Is it enough just to say that teen films feature teen characters?  

This may be a useful starting point, but hardly seems a sufficient qualifier for indicating a 

developed, cohesive genre.  Are they their own group of films, with their own set of 

operating principles, formal and narrative elements, and audience expectations?  Or, are 

the films we think of as teen films emblematic of a more fleeting filmmaking trend, are 

they subgenres of other types of films, or are they by nature a sort of hybrid form?  In 

effect, can we say that teen films constitute their own genre?  These seemingly basic 

questions are quite significant, and rather fundamental for our understanding of, and for 

the way we organize and process, a large group of influential films and their context of 

production.  

Films are cultural products that effectively embody the values and mores of the 

society that produces them.  If a group of films coalesce into a genre, there is an even 

more significant, enduring relationship between films and society that those films 

represent.  Genres serve as coded systems, as sets of expectations between filmmakers 

and audiences, and by the repetition and resolution of familiar story patterns, genre films 

try to deal with enduring cultural conflicts and contradictions that always seem to be 

brewing beneath the surface, but that often don’t have an easy real-world solution (Schatz 

1981).  Questioning the phenomenon of the prevalence and popularity of these ‘80s teen 

films leads to wanting to define what they actually are, and leads to examining the 

relevance of their cultural and industrial context of production.  In turn, these 

investigations lead to questioning the generic status of the films.  Do these films address 

enduring cultural conflicts about the coming-of-age process or do they focus more on 
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Generation X, the generation coming of age at the time?  Do they get at the teen 

experience in a significant way and is this experience something new and different in the 

‘80s that lets us see teens and teen films as a whole in a new light?  How do these films 

construct teen identities?  Evaluations and analyses of these films can help us learn more 

not only about the films themselves, but also about genre, industry, and society. 

Over the course of the ‘80s, the films started to come together and were 

developing into a cohesive teen film genre, defined by recurring formal elements, and 

even more so, by consistent narrative and thematic patterns, which include the 

appearance of familiar characters, repeating storylines, and thematic concerns addressing 

the coming-of-age process as a search for identity.  However, there are tensions evident 

in the genre formation process that need to be explored regarding exactly how the films 

are understood as a genre, what the films are and what they say, and what the 

implications of genre status mean for the relationship of the texts to their context of 

production.  For example, the individual films function as hybrid texts, combining 

qualities of other genres and sometimes obfuscating the structural elements and operating 

procedures of the teen film; establishing that the films constitute their own genre allows 

for seeing through this hybridity to get at the essential elements of the teen film, and 

hence to greater comprehension of the form and the functions it serves.  The films in the 

genre also articulate the struggle over adolescent identity at the time, but the issues 

surrounding this constructed identity, including topics related to the way the industry and 

generational discourses position teens, are full of complexity.  Looking at the teen film as 
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genre is useful in that it allows a greater multifaceted understanding of the intricate 

relationships between the films and the industry and culture at large.  

Teen films from the 1980s are a part of the zeitgeist, but there is very little we 

actually understand about how they can be qualified and defined, how we can explain the 

phenomenon of their prolific production, their box office success, and their cultural 

relevance.  Trying to gain greater insights about these issues is essential to understanding 

not only a specific group of films and the way they address concerns of how teens come 

of age, but also for learning more about their cultural and industrial contexts of 

production; teen films are often overlooked when it comes to ascribing artistic value and 

cultural status, but not taking these films seriously means missing out on significant 

representations of youth and an important historical moment.  Asking the central 

questions – why these kinds of films, why at this time, and what do they mean – leads to 

an awareness and identification of the phenomenon.  But additionally, these lines of 

inquiry also explore how these films and their success are tied to changing economic and 

Hollywood industrial contexts, and to the changing political, social, and cultural climate 

of the U.S. in the 1980s.  These are interesting and important films, fixed in our cultural 

consciousness and representative of much greater issues, and they are ripe for further 

analysis. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW: DEFINING THE TEEN FILM 

 In order to understand why teen film production was so prolific during the 1980s 

and why the films are so relevant, we first need to ask what it means to call something a 
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teen film.  The most exhaustive effort to quantify the teen film phenomenon is in 

Timothy Shary’s Generation Multiplex: The Image of Youth in Contemporary American 

Cinema (2002).  In the study, Shary defines the youth film, which is the larger term he 

uses for what has been called alternatively the “youth/teen/young adult” genre (2002, 2), 

as those in which youth appear and are the primary focus of the narrative.  “Youth” are 

considered to be individuals between 12 and 20; the age demarcation takes into account 

characters both in their early pre-teen years after childhood, and the post-18-year-olds 

who have not quite fully grown into adulthood.   Additionally, this population can be 

called youth, young adult, teen, or adolescent – a term that indicates a stage of 

development from puberty to maturity.  The definition of the film category Shary gives is 

rather broad, and therefore highly inclusive, and the overview of the teen film that 

follows here is based on this definition.  Although people in their early twenties still 

sometimes fall into this (socially as opposed to biologically extended) adolescent 

category, and although there has been a tendency toward postponement of adulthood 

since the latter half of the twentieth century, films made about youth after they have 

settled into their college years and beyond often present a different set of struggles than 

those of the high school years, and as such should not be considered part of the teen film.  

In addition, Shary’s definition rules out all films that merely include youth or teenage 

characters in some role.  It is therefore differentiated from David Considine’s The 

Cinema of Adolescence, which includes many films that contain adolescent characters in 

some secondary capacity.  Because Considine’s delineation is so broad, a film like 

Mildred Pierce (1945) is considered because its storyline involves a teenage daughter.  
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 Although teen films do of course cater to the youth market, this is not necessarily 

one of their defining or determining features.  Indeed, when describing the teen film, it is 

important to clarify terminology by noting two qualifications – films with teenagers as 

the main characters are not made to appeal solely to a teen audience, and a majority of 

Hollywood films are often made to appeal to teenagers.  These qualifications 

notwithstanding, the idea that films try to target specific population segments is a 

longstanding practice in Hollywood, even though before 1950, as Doherty points out 

citing Martin Quigley, Jr. in the Motion Picture Herald, “In the ‘good old days’ of 

dimming memory no one in the industry – be he producer, distributor, or exhibitor – took 

interest in the question Who Goes to the Movies.  The answer was plain – Everyone who 

was not too young, too old, too sick, or living in the remotest backwoods” (Quigley 

quoted in Doherty 49).  However, this notion, and the actual practice in Hollywood, is a 

bit more complex.  For example, during the studio system, as Richard Maltby points out 

in “Classical Hollywood’s generic conception of its audiences” (1999), there were noted 

differences in audience tastes, hence the production of different types of genres.  During 

this period, the production of various kinds of films usually related to audience 

segmentation according to gender and geographic location; for example, the western was 

seen to appeal mostly to rural males.   

Beginning in the 1950s however, these targeting practices started to change.  

Hollywood lost a large portion of its audience to the rapid population migration into the 

suburbs and away from the profitable first-run city theaters, suffered after the major 

studios had to divest themselves of their theater chains as a result of the Paramount 
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Decree which declared the studios an oligopoly, and lost still more of its main audience 

to television.  In the wake of the Paramount Case, the path was paved for independent 

studios to enter the market more profitably with niche-based filmmaking, and films in 

general could also deal with more risqué subject matter as a result of loosening 

Production Code enforcement and the Miracle Decision (1952), a Supreme Court case 

that determined films were protected under the First Amendment (the MPAA rating 

system would take effect in 1968).  Consequently, marketing and audience-based genre 

strategies became much more important.  One of the new factors considered, especially 

as the teenage demographic grew as a result of the increase in birth rates after the Great 

Depression, and as teenagers became recognized as a viable and profitable market 

segment in the rebounding economy, was making films that appealed to audience 

segments based on age.  Producing films that catered to a specific and profitable market 

segment became essential during the 1950s because of general theater attendance attrition 

and changes in the structure of the Hollywood industry – hence the outgrowth of teen 

films during this period.  

 Still, films appealing to youth and films about youth are different.  As Thomas 

Doherty describes in Teenagers and Teenpics (2002), as Steve Neale notes in Genre and 

Hollywood (2000), and as scholars of the New Hollywood like Thomas Schatz (1993) 

and Justin Wyatt (1994) also point out, most films are made with an eye toward the 

largest, most reliable segment of the audience – teenagers.  The subject matter may 

appeal to youthful audiences with the abundance of simple plots, action, and special 

effects, but these films can star superheroes or adventurers regardless of age.  While teens 
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are the primary target for big budget event movies, producers are often careful not to 

alienate other audience segments to try to ensure the highest possible grosses.  Examples 

of cross-generational appeal can be seen in many types of films, like the Star Wars, 

Indiana Jones, and Terminator franchises, and superhero films featuring Batman, 

Superman, Iron Man, and the like.  But just because a majority of films appeals to teens 

does not mean that all films can be considered teen films.  The reverse is true as well: just 

because a film stars teenage characters does not mean that teens are the only intended 

audience.  This can be seen with Rebel Without a Cause and Blackboard Jungle (1955), 

two films that were originally made as melodramas and social problem films, even 

though they both feature teenage characters, and the latter features a rock ‘n’ roll 

soundtrack.  More recently, the same could be said of films like Ordinary People (1980), 

Romeo + Juliet (1997), or Brick (2005), or of a franchise featuring a teenage superhero 

like Spiderman, and of a television show like Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003), a 

program known for its widespread appeal across a broad age-range (Kearney 2007).  

While Doherty mentions that most films in the post studio era are made for the youth 

audience, the examples in his book explicitly focus only on teen films and thus elide 

some of the very distinctions he observes.  He seems to be illustrating his point about the 

juvenilization of films in general by only discussing the abundance of teen films in the 

1950s and 1960s, and not how other types of films were “juvenilized.” 

 Doherty’s study is most useful when he contextualizes the appearance of the teen 

film as a result of the changing structure of the Hollywood industry.  However, he does 

not offer definitions that would unify the films as a genre and instead relies on describing 
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popular trends and marketing strategies.  He himself even says that his own research, or 

critical departure, is not without problems: “it assumes but does not define the shared – 

and, for most viewers, unquestioned – sense of what a genre is; it appropriates the 

referential convenience of genrelike categorizing without observing its standards and 

practices” (2002, 12).  He rationalizes this stance by saying that the downside in his 

analysis of the genre has an advantage, that asking the question of why the genre exists 

before describing what the genre is (and, it might be added, whether it is a genre) “can 

actually be answered with a degree of certainty.  Explaining the inception of the teenpic 

seems a more enlightening enterprise than debating its essence” (ibid.).  His express aim, 

therefore, is not to define the teen film, but rather to trace its development.  In fact he 

never does define the films, he only says that teenpics can be seen as a version of the 

exploitation film (ibid. 2), and moreover, he doesn’t specifically clarify the differences 

between the “teen film” and the “teenpic” (is Rebel Without a Cause an exploitation 

film?).  Nonetheless, Doherty does end up describing groups of films such as the 

dangerous youth, rock-n-roll, clean, and horror pics.  In doing so, he lays out, albeit on a 

limited scale, some of the manifest content apparent in each group.  By going over the 

stock characters, settings, and iconography of each type of film (but notably not of the 

films a unified whole), he offers descriptions of subcategories, but only assumes a shared 

understanding of a teen genre without going so far as to explicitly state what that is.   

Shary’s work displays much the same problem.  In Generation Multiplex, he lays 

the groundwork for a starting definition of the teen film by describing what he calls “a 

reliable denotative frame” (17) – that the main focus of the films is on characters between 
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the ages of 12 and 20.  The bulk of his study, then, is an analysis of what he labels 

subgenres of the teen film, this time from 1980-1999.  He describes subgenres such as the 

horror, science fiction, juvenile delinquent, romance, sex comedy, and school films, and 

then discusses stock characters like the popular kid, rebel, jock, nerd, and weirdo that 

often appear in these films in their end-of-the-century incarnation.  Shary keeps the 

analysis of the films on a descriptive level and only goes into more detail within the 

frame of the specific subgenres, an approach he sees as a way to get at studying the 

representation of different kinds of youth and what these representations tell us about the 

coming-of age process.  He substantiates this research method by stating that his “study 

considers how American films about teenagers have utilized different techniques and 

stories to represent young people within a codified system that delineates certain 

subgenres and character types with the ‘youth film’ genre.  Unlike other genres that are 

based on subject matter, the youth genre is based on the ages of the films’ characters, and 

thus the thematic concerns of its subgenres can be seen as more directly connected to 

specific notions of different youth behaviors and styles” (11).  He describes that films 

about youth have only recently come to be understood as their own genre, citing 

Considine’s Cinema of Adolescence as a pioneering study, and catalogs of films like 

Daniel Lopez’s Films by Genre: 775 Categories, Styles, Trends, and Movements Defined, 

with a Filmography for Each (1993) and The Moving Image Genre-Form Guide (1997) 

commissioned by the Library of Congress, that both include entries for “youth” genres, to 

substantiate this claim (16).  But these other works confer the genre label without giving 
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definitions or explicitly stating what else might tie these films together via theme, 

narrative, style, audience, industry, etc. 

Doherty’s and Shary’s ideas about a teen film genre either rely on an assumed 

shared understanding, or on only one criterion dealing with character age.  However, 

while often there is one primary feature that is used to define a genre, there are almost 

always other levels of meaning attached that solidify this status.  Generally, in order to 

form a coherent or cohesive genre on a textual level, there is a strong tie between what 

Rick Altman would call the films’ semantic and syntactic dimensions, where the 

semantic refers to the building blocks of the text, like the iconography, setting, and 

character types, and the syntactic relates to the ways these building blocks are organized, 

for example in the plot structure or in the relationships between the characters (Altman 

1984, 1999).  While the distinctions between what is considered “semantic” and what is 

considered “syntactic” are debated, even by Altman himself in Film/Genre (1999), the 

conceptual framework is still highly instructive.  For example, in a gangster film, there is 

often an ethnic protagonist involved in organized crime, who uses guns, brute force, and 

cunning tactics, and whose stamping ground is usually the underbelly of a major city.  

But the stories are not just about committing crimes; on a deeper level, they can also be 

about good and evil, rewards and punishments for trying to get ahead through a life of 

crime and individual initiative in a capitalist society, and questions of loyalty, power, and 

self-preservation.  The gangster film, through its close semantic and syntactic ties and its 

frequent repetition of familiar storylines, is recognized as a more clearly codified genre. 
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If a genre is to gain meaning and relevance, these different levels of signification 

must accumulate across a large corpus of films.  In addition, textual qualifiers need not be 

the only feature that joins the films together.  Textual issues, in combination with 

industrial or reception factors, can help the genre label achieve a more complete and 

cohesive configuration.  With the teen film, it is not enough to say that there is one 

denotative feature (teens are the main characters) and one industrial condition (teens 

comprise the target audience).  While a foundation for the genre is the presence of teen 

characters, the intended audience qualifier is not substantiated.  According to Doherty, 

almost all films cater to youth so the intended audience category is too broad to be useful; 

moreover, the teen film itself is not necessarily intended solely for a teen audience.  This 

becomes evident especially in the 1980s when almost half of the top grossing teen films 

(41 out of 87), including Fast Times at Ridgemont High, Valley Girl (1983), and The 

Breakfast Club, were rated “R” by the MPAA, a rating that restricts viewers under age 17 

(Appendix B).  Even though there’s an aspirational allure to seeing these films, and many 

teens could get around the restricted rating by sneaking into theaters or watching the 

films on television, the “R” is still indicative of an intended older audience.  By only 

using one main criterion for the teen film, and by using more detailed modifications only 

for subgenres, categorizations of this group of films as a genre are necessarily 

incomplete, and importantly, trying to understand the larger meaningful cultural issues 

and contradictions the teen film addresses is unclear. 

As Barry Keith Grant describes, “Stated simply, genre movies are those 

commercial feature films which, through repetition and variation, tell familiar stories 
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with familiar characters in familiar situations” (2003, xv).  But on a more complex level, 

genre films serve other functions.  While genre films follow formal and narrative 

formulas and offer commercially viable modes of production, they also have value on 

another level.  Genres are ways of addressing and momentarily resolving larger social 

conflicts and cultural contradictions that often cannot be so neatly resolved in reality.  As 

Thomas Schatz explains, “a genre’s basic cultural oppositions or inherent dramatic 

conflicts represent its most basic determining feature.  Also the sustained popularity of 

any genre indicates the essentially unresolvable, irreconcilable nature of those 

oppositions.  Resolution involves a point of dramatic closure in which a compromise or 

temporary solution to the conflict is projected into a sort of cultural and historical 

timelessness” (1981, 31).   

Although noting additional similarities between all teen films may be a difficult 

task, there are some scholars who have tried to find themes that unify the texts, to lay out 

some of their structural foundations, and who try to approach an analytical framework 

that would take into consideration Schatz’s ideas about a genre’s attempts to solve 

recurring social conflicts.  As Jon Lewis describes in The Road to Romance and Ruin 

(1992), one of the central themes of the teen film that he has found is the breakdown of, 

or the fighting against, systems of authority, such as the family, schools, church, and the 

law.  The larger problems in society are therefore reflected in the stories and characters 

presented in these films.  Lewis goes on to offer further definitions of the genre through 

consideration of its subjects and characters, while also pointing out, in agreement with 

Considine, that teen films are important because they offer youth a site for identity 
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formation that is informed through media consumption.  Youth becomes a mediated 

culture – one that is represented by and through media.  While Lewis does make 

interesting points about this mediation of culture, by only focusing his argument and 

examples on films that display vices of teen characters and these characters’ rebellion 

against authority, his observations about teen films as a whole are limited. 

In Genre and Hollywood (2000), Steve Neale also discusses the historical 

trajectory of the teen film and describes significant production cycles, almost exclusively 

from the 1950s, like the j.d., rock ‘n’ roll, and horror pictures, and then goes on to explain 

some overarching themes, namely that the characters are between childhood and 

adulthood and are trying to negotiate conflicts both within their peer group and with the 

adult world.  Citing James Hay’s (1990) review of the first edition of Doherty’s 

Teenagers and Teenpics for this point, both Neale and Hay agree that although 

investigations of genre are for the most part absent in Teenagers and Teenpics, Doherty’s 

points about the formation of youth subcultures in the 1950s can help inform thematic 

conventions of the these films.  Because the teens were forming subcultures, not wholly 

independent from or counter to the mainstream culture but still different from it, the films 

that were produced to appeal to this audience relied on conflicts between adults and 

teens.  However, definitions of the teen film based on generational and cultural conflict 

are limited in their application to the films as a whole.  For example, as Doherty 

describes, the clean teenpic seems almost devoid of any such generational conflict, and 

although Hay does see the potential in this subgroup of films for a renegotiation of 

gender norms, ultimately the conflict that seems central to certain films does not carry 
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over to all the others.  Neale’s conclusions about definitions of the teen film end up being 

very similar to Shary’s: “Despite their generic diversity, these films can all be defined as 

teenpics because they all focus on teenage characters” (2000, 124).   

It is important to note that Neale does point out, in the introduction to his 

discussion of what he considers “Major Genres,” that “most of these genres [including 

the teenpic] are uncontentious.  The terms critics and theorists have used have generally 

coincided with those used by the industry itself […and] for the most part have been 

categorized or described in the same way by the industry’s relay” (2000, 51).  This would 

seem to lend a multifaceted definition to the teen film, but becomes problematic when 

examining what he considers “uncontentious” genres.  According to Neale, it seems that 

because the industry, critics, and theorists call something by a name, by general 

consensus, it then becomes what it is labeled.  However, it does not seem, for Neale, that 

a film’s generic label can change with time (the film’s label is given at the time of 

production), and herein lies a problem.  He goes on to say that “The industry has often 

used a number of additional terms to describe and to sell its films.  These terms have 

often been flexible, imprecise and hybrid rather than rigorous, pure and exact” (ibid.).  As 

a result, in his analysis, genres overlap, and films can be part of multiple genres.  There is 

nothing inherently wrong with this, and in fact this is how films actually work, especially 

because so many films, like the romantic comedy or the sci-fi horror, often display 

characteristics of multiple genres.  The problem is not that genres overlap or that they’re 

imprecise, the point is not to nitpick, but rather to question more deeply what the teen 

film label means without relying on an assumed notion of consensus, on the single 
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characteristic that they feature teenagers, or that an understanding of this label can change 

with time.  Can the term “teen film” stand on its own?  Do films from different eras share 

enough characteristics to be grouped together?  Is there a “teen film” or is there a teen 

comedy, a teen horror, a teen drama, etc.? 

Similar arguments have been posed by film theorists about the term “film noir.”  

It remains a debate as to whether film noir is its own genre or rather if it’s a style, a set of 

visual and thematic conventions that are present in a number of different genres, and, in 

addition, whether a consensus about the term after the films were made can impart 

generic status retroactively (see discussions in Altman 1999; Neale 2000; Schatz 1981; 

Schrader 1972).  The example of film noir, and the debate around its status as distinct 

genre or pervasive style, brings up the issue of terminology, and of course, the meanings 

and values associated with the different terms.  Instead of labeling films a genre, a group 

of related films produced at the same time might instead be labeled a subgenre or a cycle, 

terms that also take into account both textual and industrial concerns.  “On occasion, the 

term ‘sub-genre’ has also been used, generally to refer to specific traditions or groupings 

within” larger genres, while “sometimes the term ‘cycle’ is used as well, usually to refer 

to groups of films made within a specific and limited time-span, and founded, for the 

most part, on the characteristics of individual commercial successes” (Neale 2000, 9).  In 

teen film literature, there have been discussions of subgenres and cycles by every author 

writing about teen films mentioned thus far.  However, none have made distinctions 

between the films as production cycle or trend, as subgenres of other types of films, or 

given more adequately detailed descriptions of the “teen film” as its own genre. 
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Previous attempts at defining the teen film as a genre have tended to rely on 

purportedly shared understandings of the genre, on incomplete qualifications of genre, or 

on analyses of only certain groups of films.  However, these conditions alone are not 

adequate to substantiate claims of generic status, and we are still left wondering the larger 

meaning behind these films as a collective whole.  There has been little evidence to 

suggest that the films share any other textual similarities besides the age of the main 

characters, and industry qualifiers remain vague.  Teen films may be unified as a 

production trend, but in order to more fully understand and appreciate the function of 

these films in the Hollywood system, additional analyses of the films, taken as a corpus 

and examined on textual, intertextual, and extratextual layers, must be undertaken.  These 

distinctions are significant; the meaning of the films and their relationship to deep-rooted, 

longstanding social, cultural, economic, and political issues are different if the films are 

determined to be cycles, subgenres, or genres.  Arguably for the teen film, further 

analysis is still necessary.  

 

THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

 The proliferation of the teen film in the 1980s is highly overdetermined; 

explanations for the increased production of youth films during this time lie in a number 

of areas.  While a political economy approach is useful to help understand how industry 

practices shape the output of films, assuming a pure base/superstructure framework 

would ignore cultural studies models that point to the importance of texts and of audience 

influence in affecting the kinds of films that are produced.  Using a combination of 
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approaches is one which Toby Miller advocates when he states that “a certain tendency 

on both sides [political economy and cultural studies] has maintained that they are 

mutually exclusive: one approach is concerned with structures of the economy and the 

other with structures of meaning.  But this need not be the case.  Historically, the best 

critical political economy and the best cultural studies have worked through the 

imbrication of power and subjectivity at all points on the cultural continuum” (2001, 2).  

Indeed, he goes on to cite Raymond Williams when he explains that “we should engage 

culture by reading its products and considering their circumstances of creation and 

circulation” (ibid. 5).  Just as Miller would propose that we should approach studies of 

commercial cultural products from different angles, the theoretical grounding of this 

study also takes from different areas of inquiry, namely, from various aspects of genre 

theory that incorporate understandings and relevance of genres, and the way the industrial 

context of production affects the content and types of films made during certain eras.  

The following discussion will examine theoretical and methodological applications for 

genre research paradigms. 

 

Genre Theory 

 In order to understand the larger social and cultural implications of the popularity 

of teen films during the 1980s, to help determine their industrial significance, and to 

substantiate the significance of how and why they might be considered a distinct generic 

category, it is necessary to situate the analysis of the teen film in the context of genre 

theory.  The following theoretical investigation takes into account multiple aspects of the 
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study of genre.  Specifically, the analysis will include sections on genre locations, social 

and ideological implications, production cycles, formation and development, and finally, 

definitions and labels.  The different areas of theory will help establish how genre 

descriptions are used, will offer cultural and industrial contexts for genre films, and will 

clarify how the evolution and naming of groups of films inform the study of the teen film.   

 

Locations of Genre 

 Rick Altman (1999) points out that there are four locations for the study of genre, 

or that genre is a complex concept with multiple meanings.  Genre can be seen as a 

blueprint which gives formulas for production, as a structure which helps define 

individual texts, as a label which enables programming decisions, and as a contract which 

depends on audience expectations (14).  These four locations of genre definition can be 

thought of as coinciding with production, text, marketing, and reception, and they are 

based on a number of features often examined in genre studies.  Industrial models of 

genre identification take into account classification systems in the three areas of 

production, marketing, and reception (Grant 1995; Hayward 2000).  Categorizing films 

according to genres is useful for producers who want to make films that can efficiently be 

made en masse, for example at a specific studio that already has the sound stages to 

accommodate certain types of films, for marketers who look for readily identifiable traits 

that can easily be translated into a sales pitch, and for audiences who are either looking 

for their expectations to be met or who are looking for ways to understand on what terms 

a specific film operates (Neale 1990).  
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Whereas industrial discourses often focus on extratextual issues such as the 

production, marketing, and reception of films, theoretical models for identifying and 

defining genres rely to a large extent on properties of the actual filmic texts.  Altman 

points out that films have both semantic (visual signs in the text) and syntactic (series of 

relationships or structures) levels, and that, in “order to be recognized as a genre, films 

must have both a common topic…and a common structure, a common way of 

configuring that topic” (1999, 23).  These properties of the text are located both on 

surface, visual levels, and on latent, internal levels.  Altman (1984), Bourget (1973), 

Buscombe (1970), and Tudor (1973), describe how iconographic signs visible in the film 

can delineate a certain genre.  For example, a western will have horses and cowboy hats 

as its surface level signs, whereas the teen film usually has teenaged characters in a high 

school setting (e.g., Fast Times at Ridgemont High, The Breakfast Club).  While 

Buscombe (1970) describes how visual demarcations are useful for categorizing films 

and operate as formal elements that affect the type of story told, not every film of a 

certain genre contains what is considered its traditional iconography; for example, 

cowboy hats can be missing from a film that can nevertheless be labeled a western, or a 

teen film can take place outside the high school setting (e.g., Little Darlings [1980], set in 

a summer sleep-away camp; Adventures in Babysitting [1987], set in a family home and 

in the city of Chicago).  Often when a film has specific surface elements that combine 

with certain subject matter, it can be classified with other similar films in a genre (Altman 

1984, Buscombe 1970).  Again, taking the example of the western, while a film might or 

might not have horses and cowboy hats, it will often deal with the tensions or oppositions 
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of nature vs. civilization, primitive law vs. social law, etc., whereas the teen film might 

deal with the tensions between older authority figures and rebellious youth (e.g., 

Footloose [1984], where the teens are fighting against town elders to be able to listen to 

music and have a school dance), or between fitting in and standing out as an individual 

(Can’t Buy Me Love [1987], where an outcast tries to buy his way into the popular group 

and then realizes he was a good person as he was).  Though there are problems with 

defining genre films in terms of their signs and stories, such as semantic and syntactic 

elements can be hard to separate (Neale 2000), a list of demarcations of a genre can often 

be deductive (Buscombe 1970; Tudor 1973), or the themes of one type of film can be 

mapped onto another (Wood 1977), they are nonetheless useful starting points for trying 

to classify films. 

 Another problem with trying to define genres addresses simultaneously one of the 

main difficulties and sources of interest in studying genre films: the films stay the same 

and also keep changing.  In “A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre,” Altman 

(1984) calls attention to a problem in genre studies by describing that research is often 

classified as history or theory, labels which borrow from synchronic vs. diachronic 

studies in linguistics that influenced the study of film.  In his schema, the theorists take a 

synchronic approach and accept as a given the timelessness of a structure while the 

historians take a diachronic approach and concentrate on the development of the same 

structure over time.  In so doing, the theorists try to argue for the agelessness of the 

structure of the genre, while the historians trace the changes, even though a combination 

of the approaches would be more useful (Altman 1984, 28).  Thomas Schatz addresses 
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this synchronic versus diachronic issue in Hollywood Genres by stating that the 

underlying structure, or the deep-seated socio-cultural “problem” that the genre tries to 

solve remains the same while the solutions to the problem provide the dynamic surface 

changes (1981, 31).  For the teen film, this dynamism becomes manifest in the changing 

roles different characters play, for example from the authority figures in the 1950s who 

were considered just and knowledgeable, or at the least those who could wield power, to 

their role in the 1980s as clueless, hurtful, or absent, while the tension and problem of 

how children find their place in the adult world remains the same.   

 

Social and Ideological Implications of Genre 

Although theorists agree that it is difficult to offer concrete qualifications for 

defining genres, they differ on what they feel is the appropriate starting point for trying to 

figure out these questions – for example, by using signs or themes, manifest or latent 

content, production or reception studies.  While some genre theory is conducted solely in 

the domain of the text, some theorists like Altman (1984; 1999), King (2002), Neale 

(2000), and Schatz (1981; 1993) also try to describe genre in terms of their industrial 

contexts of production and audience expectations, and then often try to relate these points 

to reasons for a genre’s larger social relevance.  As Tudor (1973) explains, genre 

classifications are sets of cultural conventions; “genre is what we collectively believe it to 

be” (7) and genre becomes a site for analysis because it is a play on the relationships 

between filmmaker, film, and audience.  Genres are also useful for studying relationships 

“between groups of films, the cultures in which they are made, and the cultures in which 
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they are exhibited” (10).  It is these ideas and frameworks that help lead to an 

appreciation of the significance of genres and why it is important to understand if and 

how the teen film functions as a genre. 

 In the 1970s, the structuralist influence on film theory shifted the analytic focus 

from what a film means to how it produces meaning.  This meaning was seen to arise 

from a number of different discourses that rely on ideology (Grant 1995; Klinger 1984; 

Stam 2000; White 1992).  Some theories on the ideological function of genre, posed by 

Marxist theorists like Judith Hess Wright (1974) and as explained by Altman (1999), 

claim that studios make genre films to try to ensure consumers for products, and try to 

delineate a very specific framework in which the films are to be interpreted.  However, 

another branch of genre studies grew out of the increased interest in ideology and 

signification in art and culture, and allows for the further examination of economic and 

historical contexts, conventions and mythic functions of films.  These ideological and 

mythic functions of genre are closely related to the idea of ritual and provide a 

methodological framework for linking films to the culture at large.  In order to try to 

understand why films of certain genres keep getting made, theorists look to what function 

is served by retelling similar stories (Mitchell 1995; Schatz 1981).  Schatz, following 

Levi-Strauss and Barthes, locates the repetition of certain stories and storytelling as part 

of a mythic structure.  The myths and stories are repeated because they represent 

ideological contradictions in society.  Because they can never actually be worked out and 

resolved sufficiently, or can only be worked out in mythic terms (i.e., individual films), 
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the problems remain and the stories keep getting retold as in a ritual where acts are 

repeated to relieve anxiety or to provide comfort. 

By pointing to the underlying problems in society as a possible explanation for 

the enduring nature of genres, genre studies moves into the area of signification and 

representation.  Often there is a difference between the manifest and latent content of 

films, and this difference is borne out in examining genre films.  Films can make 

comments about society, but often this commentary is masked by the surface level of the 

film, which is then analyzed to reveal deeper meanings (Bourget 1973; Cawelti 1979; 

Schatz 1981; Schrader 1972).  Indeed, this kind of analysis tries to understand art and 

culture as a type of social expression, as a representation of larger social, historical, 

economic, political, and ideological functions.  Cultural texts, which are produced in 

specific contexts, are seen as expressing the values, beliefs and ideas of the time in which 

the texts are made (Tudor 1973; White 1992).  Films in general can be viewed as 

representative cultural artifacts, but for the teen film specifically, depictions are laden 

with additional signification.  As Joe Austin and Michael Willard point out in their 

introduction to Generations of Youth (1998) when they cite the contribution of British 

subcultural studies, “the public debates surrounding ‘youth’ are important forums where 

new understandings about the past, present, and future of public life are encoded, 

articulated, and contested.  ‘Youth’ becomes a metaphor for perceived social change and 

its projected consequences, and as such it is an enduring locus for displaced social 

anxieties” (1).    
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Although it is important to recognize that there are ideological signification 

processes at work in cultural texts, it is also necessary to note that texts do not just 

represent or reproduce only the dominant ideology (Grant 1995; Klinger 1984).  In fact, 

as Wood (1977) and Kellner (1991) point out, to say that texts represent the dominant 

ideology is to ignore that the dominant ideology itself is rarely ever monolithic and is rife 

with contradictions.  Furthermore, according to Wood in “Genre, Ideology, Auteur,” 

multiple genres can share the same thematic elements because they all reflect the same 

ideologies of the culture that produced the films.  For example, a common thematic trope 

in narratives across different types of films is that the hero goes through a process of 

growth, changes from the beginning of the film to the end because of knowledge or 

experience gained.  In the teen film, this can be called a coming-of-age process.  

Although this process may bear many similarities with the common course of character 

development in a narrative film, it is nonetheless an important contribution that can be 

seen as specific to the teen film because coming-of-age often surrounds a stage of 

development that marks a transition from childhood to adulthood.  This can take the form 

of rites of passage like losing one’s virginity (Fast Times, Risky Business, Dirty 

Dancing), to standing up to an authority figure or peer (The Karate Kid, Ferris Bueller’s 

Day Off  [1986]), or even to fighting to defend one’s own life (Friday the 13th, Nightmare 

on Elm Street, Red Dawn [1984]).  With the complexities of studying ideology duly 

noted, it is still necessary to try to understand how specific genres approach particular 

ideological concerns.  In effect, examining similar ideologies at work in the teen film can 

help inform its status as genre.  
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Genre Production Cycles 

 While mythic structures and ideological implications gauge the significance of 

genre films and describe reasons certain themes and genre films keep getting repeated, 

another area of genre studies engages with the idea of cycles of production (in this case, 

the word “cycles” is used to designate a group of similar kinds of films, made during 

distinct time periods; this is a different context then when cycles are used to describe 

groups of similar films that are produced during the same time period).  In studying the 

changes of genre films over time, theorists hope to discover what changes take place in a 

genre and hopefully, try to offer some explanations for those changes.  Studying the ways 

a genre changes is helpful for identifying and trying to define a genre, and is also useful 

for trying to understand how representational systems in films refer to larger ideological 

meanings.  Examining the contexts of production of teen films, how they change and how 

these alterations are borne out in the texts themselves also helps relate a broader social 

implication to the study of teen films as genre. 

 While certain types of genre films endured consistent popularity over decades, 

like the western during the studio era until 1960, other styles of filmmaking had their 

heyday in specific historical eras, like the film noir in the 1940s.  The teen film itself has 

gone through periods of popularity, most notably in the 1950s and the 1980s.  Even if 

there are surges of production of genre films over different times, films of a genre rarely 

repeat themselves exactly; there are always some changes that alter the genre from one 

film to the next while still keeping some of the central tenets intact either on deep or 
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surface levels.  Attempting to understand how genres change is at issue not only when 

trying to determine how they remain popular, but also in understanding the 

transformations themselves on a filmic level (Cawelti 1979; Hayward 2000; Schatz 1981; 

Schrader 1972).  For the teen film, a productive line of inquiry might entail asking how 

teen films of the 1950s differ from those of the 1980s.  Do the films from the different 

decades get at the teen experience in a meaningfully different way that speaks to mores of 

the times, that get at the specifics of the coming-of-age process in an essentially 

dissimilar manner?  On a theoretical level, are these differences fundamental, which 

might lead to separate classifications for the films, or do they speak to differing ways to 

approach the same cultural contradiction and thus provide further support for the teen 

film as genre?  

Theories of the development of genres have often taken the form of life cycle or 

evolutionary models (in this case, the word “cycle,” as in life cycle, is used to designate 

changes within films of a genre over time).  Cawelti (1979), Metz (1975), and Schatz 

(1981) describe the stages of genre development as moving from early stages of 

experimentation, to middle periods of maturity, and to later phases of self-reflexivity.  

Specific developmental stages, while useful, are also complicated and contested.  Even 

though there are different classifications and stages in genres, films that operate in the 

different modes usually operate in more than one mode at a time, and films from the 

earlier periods of a genre’s development can have elements of, for example, parody or 

satire, characteristics often only granted to later periods of the genre according to 

evolutionary models.  While Gallagher (1995) and Neale (2000) point to these problems 
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with models of genre evolution, the conceptual framework is nonetheless productive.  

The terminology of the “life cycle” in film genres poses an interesting feature for genre 

studies, in essence, equating genre to a living entity that constantly changes, or as Altman 

(1999) and Neale (2000) might say, genres are always in process and continue to change 

as new films are added.   

 Notwithstanding the problematic issues raised regarding genre transformation and 

evolution, examining changes in genres offers a useful framework for understanding the 

appearance of various production cycles of the teen film during different time periods.  

When describing stages in a genre’s life cycle, attention is also paid to explaining 

possible reasons for the changes in generic forms (Cawelti 1979; Schatz 1981; Schrader 

1972).  Transformations are attributed to audiences and filmmakers becoming aware of 

the formal qualities of the genre and its social functions.  Once a genre has reached this 

level of self-awareness, modifications often appear in order to keep interest in the form.  

Cawelti notes three main reasons for changes: audiences have a growing awareness of 

popular culture; genres have a tendency to exhaust themselves; or there can be a decline 

of the underlying mythology upon which traditional genres have been based – “not only 

the traditional genres but the cultural myths they once embodied are no longer fully 

adequate to the imaginative needs of our time” (1979, 244).  It is this last issue that again 

speaks to the questions of context.  In order to understand how genres change, it is 

important to look not just at the formal elements of what happens to films over time, but 

to analyze the ideological and contextual implications of those changes.  This becomes 

especially valuable when examining how different subgenres of the teen film, like horror 
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and science fiction, were (re)born and updated from the 1950s to the 1980s.  Again, 

noting changes in production styles can lead to a better understanding of whether all the 

films constitute a unified genre or if the films from the 1980s are different from their 

ancestors. 

 

Genre Formation and Development 

 While an overview of genre theory provides some of the theoretical grounding 

necessary for understanding the ways in which genre texts are defined and the importance 

of their context of production for reaching this understanding, another issue essential to 

this study is that of how a genre forms and then becomes labeled.  Altman points out in 

his semantic/syntactic model that a genre takes hold when there is a high level of 

correspondence between the outer and inner levels, and Schatz describes that “as the 

product of audience and studio interaction, a film genre gradually impresses itself upon 

the culture until it becomes a familiar, meaningful system that can be named as such” 

(1981, 16), but the question still remains as to how genres initially develop. 

 There is a non-film, literary history of what might be called the teen genre.  While 

noting forms of genres in other media still doesn’t answer the question of the origin of the 

stories, it is nonetheless useful to look towards these other sources for a sort of historical 

lineage of the form.  The bildungsroman (formation-novel or novel of growth) is a 

German term, often first associated with Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Wilhelm 

Mesiter’s Apprenticeship (1795-6).  The novels usually follow “the development of the 

hero or heroine from childhood or adolescence into adulthood, through a troubled quest 
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for identity” (Bildungsroman 2008), and “focus on the integration of the self and society” 

(Bildungsroman 2006, 19).  While this is helpful for illustrating that the adolescent 

development story has a literary history of its own, “even when a genre already exists in 

other media, the film genre of the same name cannot simply be borrowed from non-film 

sources, it must be recreated” (Altman 1999, 35).  Indeed, we must still look to the ways 

genres are formed and named as such in film. 

 In Film/Genre, Altman describes that there is a specific type of terminology 

employed when genres are forming that rely on the use of adjectives and nouns.  A genre 

may be previously established, for example from prior literary forms or from earlier 

films, and as such is labeled as a noun form.  When different variations on that genre are 

produced, adjectives are used to modify the noun.  While one term can be used as both 

noun and adjective, for example, a film can be a musical or it can be a musical comedy 

where “musical” is used in both parts of speech, it is the transference of a word from 

adjective to noun that starts to confer genre status to a corpus of films.  To use another 

example from Altman, a broad category like “poetry” can be used initially, and then can 

be delimited by adjective qualifiers like epic poetry or lyric poetry.  The more adjectival 

qualifiers used for the noun form of poetry, the more poetry is reinforced as an 

independent category.  But, as Altman goes on to say, “When we drop the noun and 

promote the adjective to substantival status – a lyric – we have done quite a bit more than 

simply pass from a general type – poetry – to a specific case – a lyric poem.  By giving 

the adjective the status of a noun we imply that lyric exists as a category independent of 

poetry, the noun that it originally modified” (1999, 50, italics in original).  Many teen 
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film scholars have actually taken part in this process.  While not outlining overarching 

tenets of the genre, Doherty (2002) and Shary (2002), by offering details and labels of 

subgenres like the clean teen film, the delinquent teen film, the high school teen film, 

etc., have attempted to confer generic status on the label of teen film itself by the 

suggestion of adjectival qualifiers.  In addition, even though the teen film might not be its 

own category according to producers or distributors who instead rely on adjective/noun 

phrases like teen comedy, teen horror, or teen adventure, etc., when there is consistent 

and widespread use of the adjective “teen” as modifier, the noun forms can be dropped, 

leaving teen to stand on its own and potentially become its own generic category. 

 Often this genre forming process takes place when different types of films are 

combined into one category to form what might initially be considered a hybrid and what 

could possibly later be called a single genre.  While Altman describes that hybridity of 

genres has always been present in Hollywood, and is in fact part of the process by which 

genres are formed, he also addresses a concern of genre historians who try to locate 

hybridity in a particular period of time, specifically in the New Hollywood.  Janet Staiger 

(1997) and Steve Neale (2000) propose that there were always genre hybrids or cross-

breeds, both during the studio system and after, and in fact the very dual plot structure of 

most classical Hollywood films also points to supporting this claim (Bordwell, et al, 

1985).  Jim Collins, on the other hand, sees new forms of genre hybridity and the extent 

to which it is a common filmmaking practice exaggerated in the post-1975 New 

Hollywood.  In the context of the postmodern condition and as a response to a media-

saturated landscape, Collins states that these new types of genre films focus on “ironic 
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hybridization,” and are “founded on dissonance, on eclectic juxtapositions of elements 

that very obviously don’t belong together” (1993, 242).  As an example, he describes a 

scene from Back to the Future Part III (1990) where a present-day teen (Michael J. Fox) 

is driving his DeLorean time machine across Monument Valley, a location often 

associated with and depicted in westerns, while watching Indians on horseback chasing 

him in the car’s rearview mirror.  Altman also notes the increases in hybrid forms, but 

ultimately takes a middle-ground between these two poles.  He concludes that while there 

were always hybrid genres, there is a difference in the New Hollywood, but it is one of 

degree rather than kind (1999, 140).  Examining this notion of hybridity, especially 

because of its essential function in teen films, is critical to understanding the changing 

role of genre in the New Hollywood. 

 The genre formation process occurs not just with hybrids, but also when popular 

cycles, or groups of films with similarities, coalesce into a cohesive unit.  Cycles of films, 

like the biblical epics in the 1950s or the disaster pictures in the 1970s, are usually tied 

together by topical themes or exploitation elements (Doherty 2002).  Initially, they are 

made in quick succession to take advantage of newsworthy events or prior box office 

success.  However, if the cycle progresses, if it develops and is consistently produced 

over time, it may form a genre.  With the teen film, it can be said that the juvenile 

delinquent films of the 1950s, most notably Rebel Without a Cause and Blackboard 

Jungle, helped spawn a number of others made in quick succession, like Teenage Crime 

Wave (1955) and Dino (1957, starring Sal Mineo in the title role as a teen hardened by a 

life of crime).  According to Doherty, these films can be grouped together in the category 
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labeled “dangerous youth.”  In a similar vein, but this time in the 1980s and ‘90s, Shary 

lists various films such as Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, Footloose, and River’s Edge (1987, 

where a group of high school friends cover up a murder) in the category of “delinquent 

youth.”  Whether the adjectival qualifiers “dangerous” and “delinquent” can be dropped, 

whether the films can be seen as constituting a teen film genre on their own or are part of 

a hybrid form, and, furthermore, whether these films can be grouped together with films 

about teen rock ‘n’ rollers, teens running from monsters, and teens on sex quests, etc., is 

still questionable. 

It is important to reiterate definitions of different uses of “cycle” terminology that 

can be particularly confusing because the word is used in so many different contexts.  A 

cycle can sometimes refer to a subgenre, especially when it is used to describe a 

particularly successful or popular group of films of a larger genre.  In this case there can 

be generic confusion because of the idea of synecdoche – a popular cycle of films can 

sometimes be misconstrued as standing in for the rest of the genre, for example the 

Arthur Freed musicals at MGM, or the John Hughes’ teen films in the 1980s.  Another 

confusion with cycles stems from its use in genre evolution where genres are considered 

to be going through a life cycle in their development from early stages to later ones.  Yet 

another definition is used to describe cycles of production, where groups of similar films 

are produced during a specific time, then their production drops off, and then reemerges 

again a number of years later.   

Importantly, as I am primarily using the term in this study without qualifiers like 

life cycles or production cycles, a cycle is distinguished from a subgenre; whereas a 
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subgenre is part of an established genre, a cycle is a similar group of films, is potentially 

the beginning of new genre, or is a popular recombination of certain genre forms.  For 

example, vampire films can be a subgenre of horror, while the cycle of disaster pictures 

of the 1970s like The Poseidon Adventure (1972) or The Towering Inferno (1974), were a 

series of similarly-themed films produced in quick succession, combined elements of 

action and drama, but did not coalesce to form their own sustained genre.  While new 

films, still in the cycle phase, are produced, they may be considered part of a current 

genre, as part of an adjective-noun genre description, or as a hybrid.  Taking the film 

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off as an example, it can be: a subgenre of the comedy genre; a film 

in the cycle of teen films produced in the 1980s; an entry in a teen film genre; a subgenre 

of the teen film (be it teen comedy or rebellious youth); or a hybrid of teen and comedy.  

When a genre is forming, it is seen as a combination of these multiple contemporary 

forces and signifiers, and it is only later, with critical and temporal distance, and of 

course after a number of films are made with surface and structural similarities, that the 

term genre may be applied to what was at first considered a cycle.  

 

Genre Definitions and Labels 

 Knowing when generic status is conveyed onto a group of films is not likely a 

moment that can be specifically pinpointed, which leads to the likely unanswerable, yet 

still productive, questions of when generic consensus occurs, at what number of films, at 

what level of codified production and reception, and at what point of critical distance.  In 

addition, because genres are located in multiple areas and are constantly in process, if or 
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when a consensus is reached on a new genre, it is unlikely to occur at the same time 

across the different locations of inter- and extratextual analysis. 

 These questions surrounding the subjects of hybridity, cycles, and periodization 

relate to the conceptual and critical ways in which genres are defined and understood, 

point to their unstable and blurred borders that pose difficulties for delimiting a corpus of 

films, and indicate the way they change over time.  For example, Rebel Without a Cause 

was initially labeled as a social problem film, but can now be considered part of the teen 

film corpus.  The label of the film can change, as can the conception of the genre, which 

then further complicates both hybrid and genre formation processes.  If films are hybrids, 

and if they can be renamed in different periods, then questions arise as to the nature of a 

film or genre’s central tenets or essential qualities.  In other words, if films display 

elements of multiple genres, it may be difficult to establish criteria that allow for distinct 

generic analyses.   

Directly related to the questions of how a corpus of films of a specific genre can 

be established is how the films can be labeled, or how to situate the discourse around 

specific genres.  Buscombe indicates that striving for a Platonic ideal for genre films is 

unnecessary, that genre theory works best when it is trying to be descriptive rather than 

prescriptive (1970, 12), and as such, if a film contains a number of characteristics that 

define a genre, it may be considered a member of that genre.  Complicating this issue of 

description and corpus formation is Neale’s (2000) point that establishing an all-

inclusive, broad definition of a genre is of just as limited use as coming up with a 

definition that is too narrow and limiting.  For the teen film, describing it as a genre as 
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one where teens appear as main characters, as both Neale (2000) and Shary (2002) claim, 

does seem to be too inclusive, while limiting the definition to films where youth are 

rebelling against adults, as Lewis (1992) has stated, is too narrow. 

The challenges to naming and categorizing films into genres are not just posed for 

hybrids.  In fact, even more difficulties arise when trying to establish the basic 

characteristics of, and subsequently labeling, a genre in the first place.  Both Tudor and 

Buscombe show that the very naming of a genre can be arbitrary, that if we want to know 

what a certain genre is, we have to look at certain kinds of films, but that we do not know 

what kinds of films to look at until we know what a genre is.  The circular argument is 

also an empirical question.  Tudor describes that “we are caught in a circle that first 

requires that the films be isolated, for which purposes a criterion is necessary, but the 

criterion is, in turn, meant to emerge from the empirically established common 

characteristics of the films.  This ‘empiricist dilemma’ has two solutions.  One is to 

classify films according to a priori criteria depending on the critical purpose…. The 

second is to lean on a common cultural consensus as to what constitutes [for example] a 

western and then go on to analyze it in detail” (1973, 5).  In light of these theoretical 

concerns and in order to engage in productive analyses of genres, a starting point or 

definition therefore must be decided upon for the classification of a group of films.  For 

the study of the teen film, noting these epistemological challenges, and then working with 

them, provides the research with a strong theoretical grounding.  Indeed, all the issues 

related to the formation, definition, and labeling of genres offer valuable conceptual 

frameworks that can inform a more thorough examination of the teen film.  
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Methodology 

A few studies have provided influential methodologies that can be applied to 

investigating the teen film as genre.  Specifically, Nina Liebman, in Living Room 

Lectures: The Fifties Family in Film and Television (1995), studies the domestic 

melodrama, traditionally thought of as melodramatic films, but then also examines how 

family sitcoms on television in the 1950s could be seen as addressing similar issues, in 

essence grouping together texts that initially seem dissimilar.  Importantly, her analysis 

examines why the industrial context of production was so important to the development 

of the form, and then looks at recurring narrative patterns across all the texts to determine 

ways meaning is produced.  Meanwhile, Charles Ramirez Berg, in Latino Images in 

Film: Stereotypes, Subversion, and Resistance (2002), instead of focusing on a single 

type of film, examines how a specific group of people is represented across different 

genres, like the social problem film, the western, or the science fiction film, and instead 

of going through titles separately, focuses analyses on recurring plots, character types, 

and motifs that are prevalent in multiple types of films.  Both of these authors seek to 

combine analyses – instead of focusing on individual films, they look at patterns across 

texts.  

 Two other studies are also extremely useful for the way they approach genre.  In 

Monsters and Mad Scientists: A Cultural History of the Horror Movie (1989), Andrew 

Tudor studies the horror film by moving from broad definitions at first to more specific 

organizing principles, and then by going from the history of the genre to its narrative 
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elements, types of analyses which help conceptualize and structure the way the genre 

develops and functions as a meaningful system.  Another useful model is provided by 

Rick Altman in The American Film Musical (1987).  In fact, his approach to the musical, 

and some of his reasons for studying it in the manner in which he does, could also be 

used as reasons for the present study.  Altman notes that industrial definitions, and even 

previous critical definitions of musicals, which state that musicals are films where music 

comes from the diegesis (the narrative world of the film, as opposed to non-diegetic 

soundtrack music), are not particularly useful for a more thorough analysis that seeks to 

understand the importance and deeper functioning of the form.   

 

STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 

 The initial question that forms the grounds for this study is trying to understand 

the phenomenon of teen film production in the 1980s.  This is the main concern that then 

leads to other issues, the largest and most encompassing of which is questioning whether 

the films constitute their own genre.  The question of genre provides an analytical 

framework from which to examine the texts and their context of production.  Specifically, 

in trying to reach a greater understanding and appreciation of teen films in the ‘80s and in 

studying how they came to form a genre, contextual issues are addressed, such as: the 

history and changing nature of the teen film; the relevance of the contemporary political, 

economic, social, and cultural landscapes; the importance of the ways teen films 

construct generational identities; and the significance of examining shifting Hollywood 

industrial practices.  Textual issues include assessing whether the films have their own 
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sets of narrative and thematic rules and operating procedures that are different from other 

films, what those rules and procedures are, and what they mean.  These lines of inquiry 

establish the multifaceted nature of teen film production in the 1980s and reinforce the 

many use values of genre analysis.  

 In order to explore the teen film, a sample of films must be chosen and 

categorized so that constructive analyses can proceed.  Relying on broad terms in order to 

establish a working group of films, whether these qualifications are a priori or based on 

cultural consensus, will provide a starting foundation for the designation of the form.  

Specifically, the teen film is defined as one where the main characters and the main 

stories deal with individuals aged from twelve to twenty, which takes into account the 

years marked by the approximate period of biological adolescence.  The qualification that 

the films focus on teenage characters that play a prominent role will invariably lead to 

some problems because of the level of interpretation involved in making this 

determination.  For example, a difference of opinion may arise from including the film 

Teachers (1984) but not Wildcats (1986) – both are primarily teachers’ stories (a similar 

question could arise as to whether Blackboard Jungle could be included as well), but 

from the text, the students in Teachers (and Blackboard Jungle) had more screen time, 

were more individualized, their stories provided major plotlines, and their character 

development was more important to the narrative.  The question of what to include and 

what to omit, and why, is also relevant because it’s part of the process of investigating 

genre.  Titles like Ordinary People (1980) or Full Metal Jacket (1987), which might 

otherwise be considered in the genres of drama or war respectively, are not necessarily 
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films one might think of with the term “teen film.”  But this is part of the critical process.  

Teens can be the main characters and their stories can be at the center of the narrative, but 

this study, beginning with the sample selection process, seeks to investigate when and if 

it makes sense, and what it means, to label films with teens as the main characters as part 

of a teen film genre. 

Because even with further qualifications, the demarcation of teens having a 

primary role in the narrative results in a large corpus of films – over 500 between 1980-

1990 – I have further limited the quantity by using mainly the top grossing teen films of 

the decade.  The top fifty box office grossing films per year from the decade are culled 

from lists on the website Box Office Mojo (boxofficemojo.com) and cross-listed with 

those on the Internet Movie Database (imdb.com) and the trade publication Variety.  The 

year 1990 is included because many of the films released that year were likely produced 

in the later 1980s; while this same logic might preclude films released in 1980, the films 

produced and released that year are nonetheless part of the decade.  All the titles on the 

top-grossing lists were then evaluated to determine which films principally feature 

teenaged characters.  There are 87 films that resulted from this process (Appendix A).  

Also, there are a few films included in the research sample that did not make the top fifty 

grossing films of the year.  These 13 additional films are considered because of their 

inclusion on other “top” lists – for example, top selling soundtracks of the decade, if they 

gained considerable press, had high rental/sell-through numbers, or a high frequency of 

appearance on cable and television.  The total number of teen films in the sample is 100; 

they are listed according to title, date of release, and genre in Appendix C. 
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Challenging analytical issues arise with determining the sample, two of which 

concern the release years and the types of films chosen, and it’s important to note the 

basis for these choices.  Bracketing off the decade of the ’80s and the teen films released 

therein is not to imply that there aren’t complex periodization issues associated with 

grouping together years by their numeric value alone.  However, as Jane Feuer points out 

in her analysis of television in the 1980s, “The eighties are emerging more and more as 

an incredibly hegemonic period; and yet we are also more and more able to sense 

contradictions that were played out in the culture.  Because of the hegemonic politics, we 

are able to ‘periodize the eighties’ in the sense of seeing that the same phenomena, for 

example, TV and politics, worked themselves out at different levels” (1995, 16).  The 

‘80s are one of the decades where political, economic, and social ideals seemed to be 

remarkably consistent throughout.  This is not to imply that the decade or the films were 

homogenous, and indeed, profitable analysis often proceeds by noting the contradictions 

to and areas of tension with the dominant.  But even with the presence of contradictions 

and differences noted, it’s still important to recognize the strong pull towards seeing the 

“eighties” (the decade as it’s generally understood) as the ‘80s, and vice versa, and to 

proceed with an analysis that considers the teen films released within this period as a 

cohesive group. 

 The rationale for relying chiefly on commercial success is twofold.  Successful 

films, especially in Hollywood, are often ones that are reproduced, albeit with variations, 

and instigate cycles and genres.  As Schatz notes, successful films inspire repetition, and 

this repetition continues as long as the films satisfy audiences and are profitable (1981, 5, 
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16).  In addition, because of ritual functions of genre, borne out in the feedback loop 

where movie attendance tells producers what types of films audiences like, popular films 

can also indicate the cultural or ideological impact of a group of films.  Although there 

are a large number of titles that are inevitably going to be omitted from the more detailed 

analyses, I do not mean to imply that they are not important to the development of the 

teen film during this decade.  Rather, the emphasis is on the way prevailing changes in 

Hollywood influenced the content of the films and how the shaping of the teenage market 

affected the evolution of the form.  The films chosen are ones that are indicative of 

prevailing market forces, if not necessarily representative of the entire corpus of teen 

films throughout the decade.  However, taking the sample of films from a set of 

parameters that addresses economic factors will facilitate insights into dominant market 

trends and genre formation via popular films. 

 There are, of course, concerns with relying on success as criteria for the sample 

selection.  It must be duly noted that it is problematic to use audiences that frequent films 

as an accurate gauge for the rest of the population.  As Steve Neale (2000) points out, just 

because a film is popular, which is measured by box office success, does not mean that 

audiences approve of or agree with the messages in the text, or that any approval is 

necessarily ideologically based.  Indeed, saying that a film is popular only means that a 

certain audience has gone to see it and one must be careful about equating that audience 

with the larger population, about saying that the audience is representative of society, or 

about saying that the audience is in ideological alignment with the film itself.  Another 

problem with using mostly top grossing box office films is that these films are not 
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necessarily representative of the whole corpus of teen films made during this time period.  

However, fortunately, in Generation Multiplex, Shary has already worked through 

detailed analyses of hundreds of youth films released during the ‘80s and ‘90s.  

Additionally, it could be argued that a film in the top 50 doesn’t necessarily indicate 

success – depending on budget and prints and advertising costs.  A film like Grease 2, 

which made it onto the top 50 grossing films of 1982, was actually considered a 

commercial failure.  Instead, using the top grossing lists allows for a level of popularity 

and a reasonable lack of obscurity of the films, and indicates how success breeds 

repetition.  Despite the problems with using box office grosses, this sample nonetheless 

illustrates some of the dominant and influential filmmaking trends of the decade, shows 

how the industrial context of production affected the output of films, and demonstrates 

developmental patterns. 

 After determining the sample, instead of analyzing the films according to teen 

film subgenres without first sufficiently establishing genre, one of the goals was to 

ascertain whether the category of teen film would hold up across multiple film genres.  

Teen films could be separated according to teen categories, i.e. teen rebel, teen rock ‘n’ 

roll, but they could also be seen as part of other genres, for example, a teen sex comedy 

could be seen, instead of as a teen film, as aligning more with comedies in general.    

More specifically, the question is to ask whether the teen films have their own operating 

procedures and narrative conventions, whether there is something more in common 

between all the different types of teen films than between a specific teen film and other 

genres under which it could be categorized.  For example, does a teen action film like 
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Back to the Future have more in common with a teen horror film such as Friday the 13th 

or with another action film like Rambo: First Blood Part II (1985)?   

In order to investigate similarities across the form, to see if commonalities 

amongst the teen films are stronger than commonalities amongst films in other genres, 

the films were separated into already established industry genres.  The five industry 

genres used are: action adventure, comedy, drama, science fiction/fantasy, and horror.  

These genres represent well-known, recognizable types with a long legacy in Hollywood; 

they’re ones that come quickly to mind when thinking about genres or types of films, and 

are ones that could easily be found, for example, if searching through a video store.  For 

the sake of analysis, some already established film types are combined into one of the 

five majors.  War and western are grouped within action adventure, comedy/drama and 

romantic comedy into comedy, romance into drama, and musical, depending on the film, 

into comedy or drama.  The sample of films according to industry genre is listed in 

Appendix C.  

An issue that arises at this point, one that speaks to the nature and difficulty of 

genre boundaries and labeling (and also perhaps speaks to a new way of thinking about 

grouping films), is trying to decide which of these major genres “trumps” the others.  For 

example, should Teen Wolf (1985) be in comedy or horror?  Should Taps (1981) or 

Platoon (1986) be in war/action/adventure or drama?  What of a film like Say Anything… 

that seems to be a comedy, a drama, and a romance, but not really a dramatic romance or 

a romantic comedy?  These questions remain, and will hopefully be addressed throughout 

the study, but for the initial analysis, films were put into categories according to how 
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they’re generally understood, and for cross-referencing purposes, based on genre listings 

on the Box Office Mojo website (interestingly, there is currently no “teen film genre” 

category).  If there was no listing for a film, then I tried to follow the website’s patterns.  

If there were overlaps between categories but one seemed like it offered more narrative 

specificity, or if a film seemed like it should be placed in a different category after 

watching and analyzing it, the film was placed in the other category and noted in 

Appendix C in parentheses.  For example, Adventures in Babysitting (1987) is listed as a 

comedy on Box Office Mojo, but is listed under action adventure for this study.  Both 

comedy and action are appropriate for the film, but while comedy offers more in the way 

of tone, action adventure lends the categorization slightly more detail about narrative 

events.  

 The schema that results from separating the sample into industry genres is as 

follows: there are 34 comedy films, including comedy/dramas, romantic comedies, and a 

musical/romantic comedy; 22 dramas, including a drama/thriller, crime dramas, music 

dramas, sports dramas, and romances; 12 action adventure films, including comedy, 

family, and period adventures, sports action, westerns, and war films; 13 science 

fiction/fantasy films, including science fiction and fantasy comedies, a fantasy drama, 

and science fiction and fantasy adventures; and 19 horror films, including slashers (or as 

Carol Clover calls them: teenie-kill pics [1992, 33]), horror comedies, and a horror 

thriller.  Interestingly, comedy films make up the largest category in the schema (a little 

more than a third), but if considering all the films that could additionally be considered 

comedies but were put into one of the other genres because of the reasons stated above, 
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fully half the teen films (50) in the sample are comedies.  As such, because of their sheer 

quantity and how many examples they provide, the teen comedy films often seem to 

dominate the analyses, and are sometimes thought of as the typical teen film as well.     

 To determine parallels across the films, the films were broken down further into 

component parts so analysis could proceed instead of by film or industry genre, on the 

level of comparison of these individual components.  All the films in the sample were 

viewed at least once, and then analyzed according to nine categories that are fundamental 

elements of the films’ structure.  Listed in alphabetical order, they are: characters 

(primary, secondary), formal style, miscellaneous/other (notes that didn’t fit into other 

categories), music/sound, oppositions, settings (primary, secondary), story/plot, teen film 

indicators (narrative and formal elements that were consistently repeated across the 

texts), and themes.  These systematic classifications were done for each film, grouped 

together according to industry genre (action adventure, comedy, etc.) and subgenre 

(romantic comedy, music drama, etc.), and then were arranged in chronological order to 

observe changes in the films over time.  Next, the data were separated then collated 

according to the nine categories; for example, all the analyses of characters, no matter 

what the film, were grouped together.   

The separations and regroupings of the data into industry genres were done to 

observe similarities and differences across the films, to investigate whether the teen films 

have more in common with one another than with the main industry genres.  Combining 

the data by the nine categories listed above was done to see similarities and differences 

across the categories in order to conduct analyses of the films as a whole corpus.  As a 
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result of these categorization systems, the study proceeds as both a quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the teen film, observing the frequency with which certain elements 

repeat and also examining how these patterns cohere.  In order to suggest the 

fundamental elements of the teen film as genre, final assessments are then made using a 

formal structural and thematic analysis of the basic narrative conventions gleaned from 

the previous investigations.  These overarching structural and thematic analyses speak to 

the ways the industry operates and the ways teen culture at the time was operating, 

delving more deeply into what the teen film as genre means. 

 The primary data are the films and textual analyses.  Additional data from the 

MPAA research department, trade publications like Variety and Billboard, and from 

media and entertainment websites, has been used to gather numbers on box office, 

MPAA, and ratings statistics, and to collect records of production and distribution 

companies, franchise/sequel/television show information, and soundtrack and product tie-

ins.  Articles in Variety were also used to gather data about the ways the contemporary 

industry and trade press viewed the teenage market and the films being produced about 

teens.  Unfortunately, there was no source of data available (at the time the research was 

completed) that offered a comprehensive list of home video rental figures or ratings for 

movies shown on television; sporadic articles in Variety that list some home video rental 

statistics are used when relevant.  Historical and theoretical academic texts, and 

government statistics where available about economic patterns and census data, were 

used to cull information about teen and youth films produced during different decades, 
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about the structure of the industry during the 1980s, and about political, economic, social, 

and demographic changes in the country taking place during the time. 

While genres can be investigated in the four locations of production, text, 

marketing, and reception, examining all these areas thoroughly for 100 films is beyond 

the scope of this study.  Future research might include looking at detailed production 

notes, marketing campaigns, and audience reception.  The current research examines 

historical accounts, refers to production trends in the industry, and conducts textual 

analysis to investigate more thoroughly, by way of systematic, analytical categories, teen 

film production during the 1980s. 

As a result of closely examining both the texts and the industrial and historical 

background of these films, the study is separated into two main sections: context and 

content.  The contextual chapters begin with the second chapter, which provides a 

historical overview of the teen film.  The focus is on showing how teen films of the 1980s 

are different from the ones that came before by looking at historical changes in the teen 

film over time.  In addition, the chapter reviews other scholars’ subgenre classification 

systems of the teen film in the ‘80s in order to make comparisons to the ways teen films 

have been previously organized.  The third chapter provides a historical context for the 

production of the teen film by examining political, economic, and social changes over the 

course of the decade, while also going over demographic and generational changes.  

Included is a discussion of Generation X, the generation coming of age at the time, to 

indicate how characteristics associated with Generation X are closely tied to the 

representations of teens on film.  Finally, the contextual section ends in the fourth chapter 
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with a thorough analysis of the industrial context of production, focusing on the changing 

structure of the Hollywood industry, the teen audience, and the growing importance of 

targeted marketing.  Examining the industrial context of production shows how genre 

functions not just on a textual level, but also as a dynamic interplay between industry and 

audience. 

The second section of the study focuses on the content of the 100 films, 

concentrating on the nine categories of analysis, beginning with the formal elements in 

chapter five, including primarily characterization and casting, setting and iconography, 

style and form, music, and reflexivity.  These areas are reviewed to assess similarities 

across the films that begin to indicate coherence of genre.  Chapter six details narrative 

components such as repeated character types and storyline patterns that further point to 

consistencies across all the teen films.  The seventh chapter then uses a structural analysis 

to examine the mythic function of the teen film, focusing on the thematic and 

oppositional elements of the texts.  The chapter concludes with an assessment of teen 

film indicators, or the key elements that are present in almost all the films, and then offers 

categorizations of the films according to new teen genre and subgenre organizational 

schemas, revealing the significance of the teen film genre label.  

 Although every textual analysis model needs to be careful not to overlook the 

issues that the texts themselves might be effacing, the structuralist turn that the study 

takes at the end of the second section is not without its concerns.  Structuralism is a 

particularly useful analytical method – it approaches films as functional systems 

containing series of interrelated elements that can be examined to reveal deeper 
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meanings; according to Claude Lévi-Strauss (1963), these deep, underlying structures can 

be uncovered by looking at oppositional relationships and patterns.  As an analytical tool, 

structuralism gets at the ways films and genres can be understood and how and why they 

address recurring themes, and it helps expose their ideological and mythic functions.  

However, using a structuralist model calls into question issues raised by post-

structuralism, namely that a structuralist critique can be ahistorical and insufficiently 

aware of intertextuality; that it is insensitive to representational issues focusing on race, 

class, gender, or other absences that might be glossed over in the texts; and that it doesn’t 

consider audiences or issues of reception.  However, the model, while limited, is 

nonetheless valuable for foregrounding the ways the genre functions formally, 

narratively, and thematically, especially as these areas relate to teen identity processes 

laid out in the texts, without presuming to cover every code of meaning that may be 

present.  Taken in context of the study at large, the analysis does consider historical and 

representational concerns, especially as they relate to the primary group (teens) 

discussed, a group often considered marginalized because of their relative lack of agency.  

But areas for further research could certainly include focusing on different cultural 

studies models and reception studies more specifically.  The present research addresses 

issues about audiences and identity, but as constructed by the films and the industry; it 

asks questions about culture and ideology, but as motivated by textual analysis and the 

mythic function of the films.   

The conclusion includes a review of the teen film after the 1980s, with proposed 

explanations for the rises and falls in production of the teen film in the 1990s and 2000s.  
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Furthermore, it reviews how the study of the teen film results in increased awareness of 

the ways Hollywood targets its audiences, the complexity of the representations of teens 

on screen, and the changing ways in which genre films are understood in the New 

Hollywood.  While this research aims to draw attention to the significance of the teen 

film in the 1980s, conclusions of the study will also address the implications of analyzing 

the films through the conceptual lens of genre.  Questioning why these films were so 

popular and prolific in the ‘80s leads to trying to define and understand what they are and 

what they say; analyses and definitions lead to questions of genre; concepts of genre raise 

the importance of looking at the industrial and cultural contexts of production; and the 

issues of context and content lead to a greater understanding of the phenomenon and how 

these films became indicative of the cultural zeitgeist. 
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PART ONE: THE CONTEXT 
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Chapter 2: History of the 1980s Teen Film 

In order to contextualize and understand the 1980s teen film, to appreciate where 

it came from and to recognize how it was different from what came before, it’s essential 

to look at the history of the teen film and the history of teens on film.  Many of the 

discussions in this chapter focus on the ways different types of teen characters, such as 

the juvenile delinquent or the “clean teens” have been presented on film.  The discussions 

shift to the ways these films have been categorized into subgenres starting primarily in 

the 1950s and picking up again in the 1980s, the two most notable periods of teen 

filmmaking because of the large quantity of various types of teen films produced.  These 

subgenre categorizations do not detail the ways the films work as part of larger, more 

accepted industry genres like comedy, drama, horror, etc. (the analyses from this 

classification scheme will be discussed in later chapters that primarily deal with textual 

analysis of the 100 ‘80s films that make up the sample).  Instead, the subgenres, such as 

the rock ‘n’ roll teen pic or the teen horror, are discussed as subcategories of a teen genre 

loosely defined.  While they offer a historical approach that tries to provide a basic layout 

and ordering of the films, this type of subgenre methodology is somewhat limited 

because it doesn’t trace similarities across the films, similarities that would indicate 

generic cohesion.  Nonetheless, because there have been so many teen films produced, 

especially during the ’50 and ‘80s, these schemas offer a way to broadly conceptualize 

the large corpus of films and provide a necessary foundation from which to expand 

further analyses.  
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1900-1950 

Historically, there have always been people in their teens, those aged 13 to 19, 

who have appeared on screen.  However, the term “adolescent” was first used by 

psychologist G. Stanley Hall in 1904, the term “teenage” was first used more commonly 

in the 1920s to describe a boy or girl, while the word “teenager” did not appear until 

WWII (Barnhart and Metcalf 1997).  In earlier periods in American history, individuals 

of this age did not have the luxury of leisure time and disposable income to be considered 

a subset of the population to which industries must cater.  Coming out of the Industrial 

Revolution, most “young adults” were forced to work and the period between youth and 

adulthood was necessarily very short.  In the 1920s, when the country started to 

experience more wealth and more time for the enjoyment of it, teens were able to benefit 

from a period of slightly more freedom from adult expectations, but importantly, were 

still considered children.  Notably, the groups that were most often able to enjoy the time 

of adolescence were white and middle class.   

 A common assumption, perpetuated by Doherty et al., is that the teen film and the 

teen marketplace began in earnest in the 1950s.  However, while the first use of the word 

“teenager,” the prosperity of the post-war boom, and the proliferation of exploitation 

films about teens abounded in this decade, there is evidence to suggest that the rise of the 

popularity of teens in American culture actually began earlier.  In her study Teenagers: 

An American History, Grace Palladino traces some of the starting points of the teenager 

cohort to the 1930s when The Great Depression “pushed teenage youth out of the 

workplace and into the classroom.  By 1936, 65 percent were high school students, the 
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highest proportion to date.  In the process, adolescents had become an age group and not 

just a wealthy social class, a shift that helped to create the idea of a separate, teenage 

generation” (1996, 4).  According to Palladino, “the evolution of teenage culture over the 

past fifty years is a story of institution building, market expansion, racial desegregation, 

and family restructuring” (xxi), where the development of high schools, and later middle 

schools, encouraged peer groups to spend more time together, where the population of 

teens was increasingly being courted as willing consumers, and where changes in 

political and social structures, and advances in civil rights, affected teens in all areas of 

their lives.  

 Still other scholars point to the 1920s as a seminal period, especially because of 

the marketing strategies used to target young women.  Cynthia Felando in “Youth Must 

Be Served” (2000), Gerogianne Scheiner in Signifying Female Adolescence (2000), and 

Kelly Schrum in Some Wore Bobby-Sox (2004), note that many films before 1950 were 

made to appeal to youth, the more general term that applied to those of high school and 

college-age.  As institutions like high schools encouraged youth to spend more time 

together forming peer groups, “newly available commercial amusements – especially the 

movies – were a significant factor in the development of a distinct youth culture” 

(Felando 2000, 86).  Felando mentions the popularity of flapper and collegiate films, and 

that new stars like Clara Bow, Joan Crawford, and Gary Cooper replaced young actors 

from the previous decades like Mary Pickford, Lilian Gish, and Douglas Fairbanks (97), 

even though Pickford spent most of her long career playing young adolescent girls.  The 

marketing logic was that depicting youth on screen would appeal to youth in the 
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audience, and as a result, the lifestyle, and the products used to attain it like makeup and 

fashion, could be more easily sold to the young (mostly female) consumers (Felando 

2000; Rollin 1999).  While few titles are offered, Felando does mention the importance of 

advertising and research into who was watching movies in the 1920s.  While this type of 

research was done on a much smaller scale prior to World War II, the Payne Fund studies 

(1929-1933), largely commissioned to study the effects of movies on youth, also found 

that children and youth made up 37% of the audience, although they were only 31% of 

the population, and that youth between the ages of 14-20 made up almost 25% of the 

audience (Felando 2000, 99). 

However, the youth that appeared on screen during the 1920s-1950s were 

different from their later incarnations largely as a result of their similarity to adults in 

their values and morals, and because the characters and situations appealed to adult 

sensibilities.  Scheiner points out that there were no “teen films” before the 1950s, but 

that “film narratives of female adolescence in specific historical periods are furthered by 

the conventions of genre” (2000, 3), such as the melodramas in the ‘20s, musicals in the 

‘30s, and comedies in the ‘40s, which dealt with teen sexuality (usually as a problem 

specific to teen girls).  The resolutions of problems took various forms and were usually 

dictated by these broader genre conventions.  Schrum describes films such as The Road 

to Ruin (1928) that tells of the downfall of a teen girl as the result of drugs and sex and 

Are These Our Children? (1931) which deals with teens facing the reality of the 

Depression.  The film series featuring the Dead End Kids (1937-1939, and through 1958 

with the same actors in changing group names like the East Side Kids and the Bowery 
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Boys), also dealt with children facing dire economic times, but importantly, it wasn’t the 

kids or the family who were to blame – it was the society that forced them into their life 

on the streets, and there was hope that with some sort of civic intervention, the situation 

could be improved.   

Some of the most popular films featuring youth that are most often associated 

with the 1930s and 1940s are lighter fare dealing with the trials and tribulations of 

“clean” teens, ones that never got into any serious trouble and that listened to their 

parents.  Mickey Rooney, in the Andy Hardy films (1937-1946, and another released in 

1958), was often making minor mischief or bumbling through a romance, and habitually 

sought the guidance and advice of his father, the kind and wise Judge Hardy (Lewis 

Stone).  His frequent costars, among them Judy Garland in Love Finds Andy Hardy 

(1938), proved similarly good-natured and non-threatening to the integrity and moral 

fabric of the community.  In films featuring female leads, like That Certain Age (1938), 

Deanna Durbin tries to experiment with different clothing styles to try to attract boys, but 

of course, ends up with the one who is most appropriate and values her for who she is; in 

another popular series from 1938-39, Bonita Granville solved mysteries as teen detective 

Nancy Drew.  Bobbysoxers, an informal term for teenage girls, became popular fare in 

the 1940s with films like The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer (1947), and the Corliss 

Archer series (1945, 1949), each featuring a grown-up Shirley Temple (who had 

originally found fame as a child actress in films such as Bright Eyes [1934] and The Little 

Princess [1939]).  These were all films that showcased well-off families, nice boys, 

caring parents, and stable communities.  
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There were occasional films in the 1930s and 1940s that dealt with youth in more 

serious situations, especially in the social melodramas that showcased strong female leads 

trying to head their households, and with films that focused on juvenile delinquency.  In 

Stella Dallas (1937) Barbara Stanwyck sacrifices her own happiness for her daughter’s, 

even though her daughter seems completely unaware that there are consequences to her 

desires for upward mobility, and in Mildred Pierce (1945) Joan Crawford also makes 

sacrifices of her wealth, independence, and even freedom for her daughter, even though 

her daughter is scheming and conniving.  However, these were decidedly not considered 

teen films, even though the teens played pivotal roles.  Rather, their appearance suggests 

how youth can function within the family unit, and how the problems associated with 

their behavior or situations were for the parents to figure out and resolve.  And while 

parents may have been busy trying to fix the problems, they often were not the cause of 

them during this time.  Both Knock on Any Door (1949), where Humphrey Bogart stars 

as a lawyer defending a street criminal, and City Across the River (1949), an early 

juvenile delinquent, social problem film about a kid getting mixed up with a street gang, 

deal with “tougher” issues and appealed to male audiences, but importantly, the cause of 

the troubled boys’ predicaments originated on the streets, not in the home.  

 

1950-1965 

Things changed significantly in the 1950s, and these changes help explain the 

widespread beliefs that the teen film began during this decade.  Schrum notes that a 

reason for the focus on the 1950s in teen film histories is the increase in the profile of 
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juvenile delinquency, and the close association boys have with the j.d. discourse (2004, 

4).  Prior to World War II, teen girls, while sometimes receiving notice and criticism for 

sexual behavior, were usually paid attention to as consumers (ibid.).  However, when teen 

boys and juvenile delinquents started receiving more media attention, the widespread 

phenomenon of the teenager was more commonly acknowledged.  A film like The Wild 

One (1953) with Marlon Brando made the delinquent stories popular and the character 

type appealing, but Brando’s misunderstood, angst-ridden youth was a bit older; in just a 

couple of years, the main protagonists in films like this would be mostly high school 

aged. 

The importance placed on the teen boy played out in marketing strategies for AIP 

(American International Pictures), a production company specializing in exploitation 

films geared towards teenagers.  Most of the teenpics produced were exploitation films, 

i.e., films that typically appeared in topical, short-lived cycles (such as the juvenile 

delinquent teenpic, the horror or science fiction films), were inexpensive to produce, and 

had controversial subject matter that was capitalized on in targeted publicity campaigns; 

as a result, they thrived during this era (Doherty 2002).  AIP executive producers Samuel 

Arkoff and James Nicholson, and frequent producer/director Roger Corman, would come 

up with a title and a marketing hook and then build a film around it.  They would usually 

ride out a popular topic for films over a three year cycle to reap the most profit from a 

topical theme before the public lost interest and moved onto something else, often 

another cycle based on topical fare that AIP produced (Betrock 1986; Doherty 2002; 

Shary 2005).  Film cycles in the late ‘50s ranged from j.d. and rock ‘n’ roll pics, to their 
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successful run of sci-fi and horror films like I Was a Teenage Werewolf, and I Was a 

Teenage Frankenstein (both 1957).  According to the “Peter Pan syndrome,” a marketing 

strategy codified by the AIP publicity department: “1. A younger child will watch 

anything an older child will watch. 2. An older child will not watch anything a younger 

child watch. 3. A girl will watch anything a boy will watch. 4. A boy will not watch 

anything a girl will watch. 5. Therefore, to catch your greatest audience, you zero in on a 

nineteen-year-old male” (Betrock 1986, 103; Doherty 2002, 128).  The teenage boy’s 

status as tastemaker and trendsetter for movie audiences was established, themes started 

to shift to focus on teen interests, and profits soared – all factors which contribute to 

labeling the 1950s the beginning of the teen film.  

 However, the importance of this period is not just in the increasing focus on 

catering to teen boys.  This was the first decade in which the “teenager” was given a 

distinct name, and it was when teenagers became a discernable cohort in American 

society.  A number of shifts in American culture during the post-WWII period helped 

facilitate this climate.  For the first time since the Great Depression, the economy was 

flourishing, commodities were plentiful, and Americans had disposable incomes.  The 

mass migrations to the suburbs allowed for changes in the social structure and in the way 

people spent their time.  Teenagers, who were becoming a growing segment of the 

population as a result of the increase in birthrates after the economy recovered in the late 

1930s, had access to expendable income and the leisure time in their days to spend it. 

 One of the most influential factors in the emergence of the teen film was the 

viability of teenagers, both male and female, as a market force.  Even though there were 
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films starring teenage characters in previous decades, the emergence and proliferation of 

teen films did not occur until there was a wider, more recognized market for the films.  

Not coincidentally, this market was recognized at a particularly vulnerable time in the 

history of the industry, when the Hollywood studio system was being restructured.  

Because of the Paramount Case in 1948, the major studios were forced to sell their 

theater chains, were no longer guaranteed an outlet for their product, and as a result were 

no longer guaranteed a source of income to finance their future projects.  With the move 

to suburbia, the consequent move away from the profitable first-run theaters in the cities, 

and the rise of television, movie-going shifted away from a regular activity to the status 

of a special occasion.  In fact, theater admissions dropped from an all time high of 78.2 

million/week in 1946, to 36.4 mil/wk in 1956, to 18.8mil/wk in 1966 (MPAA, US 

Theatrical Statistics).  Furthermore, as Christopher Anderson describes in Hollywood TV: 

The Studio System in the Fifties, revenues throughout the motion picture industry dropped 

dramatically with the proliferation of TV sets into American homes after WWII.  He uses 

the example of Warner Bros. to show that their net profits fell from $22 million in 1947 

to $2.9 million in 1953 (1994, 3).  Studios were forced to make a more limited number of 

films than they had produced during the height of the studio era, and these films had to 

stand on their own and have enough of a draw to encourage people to return to the 

theaters. 

 As the studios soon found out, the people that most often went to the theater and 

the ones that comprised the largest proportion of the film-going audience were the newly 

minted teenagers.  An article in the Motion Picture Herald in 1957 directly stated the 
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case: “statistics [show] the teenager to be the best picture-goer in the country at this time 

– the most consistent, the best equipped with leisure time and allowance money, the most 

gregariously inclined, and to be sure the most romantic – and likely to become 

gratifyingly numerous as time goes by” (Weaver quoted in Doherty 2002, 127).  The 

realization of this emerging market helped shape the strategy of targeted, niche 

marketing.  Films in general tried to have wide appeal in order to entice this population 

segment, but the specific teen films did so to an extreme extent, especially the 

exploitation films.  Because of this, the history of the marketing of the teen film and the 

realization of the teen market is also linked to setting teens apart as their own group, both 

as an audience and as subjects in many of the films from the time. 

 While teen exploitation films of the 1950s were extremely popular and profitable, 

they did not just appear as an outgrowth of marketing strategies or changes in the 

industry.  Indeed, there are a few key films that can be positioned as seminal to the 

development of the teen film, ones that demonstrated the potential of a wholly new kind 

of teen-centered filmmaking trend.  Rebel Without a Cause and Blackboard Jungle, both 

from 1955, were dark and serious in their subject matter, revealed that teenagers could 

have their own voice, and that they could use it to express some valid criticisms of the 

adult world.  Addressing teenagers as individuals with serious and potentially dangerous 

problems, and noting the crises of the families and social structures to which they were 

born, did not spring forth as a natural transition from the Andy Hardy films of the 

previous generation.  As Alan Betrock (1986) points out, the teen genre of the ‘50s 

followed along a trajectory of Hollywood films that started to address the darker side of 
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America.  These genres and styles, like the gangster film, the film noir, and the social 

problem film, paved the way for audiences to accept the presentation of complicated 

moral issues in films (and furthermore, indicate the importance of social conflicts as a 

defining characteristic of the teen film).  Exploitation films as well were nothing new to 

Hollywood; films proclaiming the dangers of drugs, alcohol, and loose virtues of the 

1930s and 1940s took advantage of hot-button social issues (Betrock 1986; Doherty 

2002).  In addition, the easing of the Production Code restrictions, the Miracle Case 

decision in 1952, and the inability to enforce the Code because of the breakup of the 

studios, also led to more risqué topics on screen (although artistic creativity was certainly 

mitigated by HUAC and the Hollywood blacklist).  What changed in the 1950s, though, 

was the convergence of all these forces.  The new market, the new industry, previous 

films and genres, and current films that struck a chord with audiences all opened the way 

for the new kind of teen film.   

 

Types of Teens, Types of Films 

 It is interesting to note, however, that the studios did not purposefully make the 

first films that markedly appealed to this demographic and that treated the population 

segment as its own subgroup.  Rebel Without a Cause and Blackboard Jungle, the two 

influential films that often mark the beginning of the teen film in the ‘50s, were in fact 

produced and first marketed to a broader audience as social problem films.  These films 

identified two elements that would be essential to an emergent teen genre: narrative 

content and marketing. 
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 Rebel Without a Cause tells the story of Jim Stark, played by James Dean, as a 

tormented teenager trying to find his identity as a man and as a moral human being in the 

face of a society that does not understand him and parents that have severely disappointed 

him.  His shrewish mother and spineless father both never face the family’s real 

problems.  Jim is the one who has to stand up for himself, is honorable when it comes to 

admitting his role in the death of a fellow teenager after a drag race, and goes off with his 

friends to try to make his own pseudo-family unit when he tries to forge one that might 

be better than his own.  Through Jim’s eyes, the audience both witnesses the 

condemnation of the parents for failing their kids, and starts to become aware of a change 

in traditional family values.  The striking content shift of this film from the ones previous 

cannot be understated.  For one of the first times in a mainstream studio release, 

teenagers were no longer innocent and it was no longer easy to assimilate them into the 

dominant culture.  Teens represented an “other”; they represented a group of the 

population that needed to be contained and restored to the social order.  But for the first 

time there was not only the fear that this might not be successful, but there was the 

viewpoint expressed by the teens themselves that showed that this containment might not 

even be desirable.  

Blackboard Jungle also can be considered an early teen film, and qualifies as a 

social problem film as well for telling the story of Richard Dadier (Glenn Ford), a teacher 

who tries to reform his juvenile delinquent students, and for its focus on student Gregory 

Miller (Sidney Poitier) and the race and class issues brewing at an inner-city high school.  

While the topical j.d. theme was important to its success, another significant reason for 
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the popularity and influence of Blackboard Jungle with teen audiences was its 

incorporation of the song “Rock Around the Clock” by Bill Haley and His Comets over 

the opening credits.  The drum intro pounding over theaters’ sound systems and the 

association of the music with adolescent rebellion proved a powerful combination 

(Dawson 2005) and as a result, teenagers drove the record to the top of the Billboard 

charts and the film’s popularity to the attention of producers.  The next year, as the 

studios began to realize the interest and the profitability of the teen audience, the first 

film geared specifically to teenagers, Rock Around the Clock (1956), was produced and 

started a new wave of teen films.  Subsequently, the late 1950s and 1960s saw a boom in 

the production of teen films that tried to take advantage of the marketplace.  As Doherty 

describes, “the success that year [1956] of a Sam Katzman production, Rock Around the 

Clock, and the popularity in its wake of an imitative cycle cast from the same mold, first 

testified unmistakably to the present power and future ascendancy of the teenage 

moviegoer.  After Rock Around the Clock, the industry campaign to attract teenagers 

would be concerted and conscious.  Katzman’s makeshift ‘quickie’ signaled new 

production strategies and gave rise to a new kind of motion picture: the teenpic” (55).   

 Although the troubled high schoolers take up a large portion of screen time in 

Blackboard Jungle, the main story is focused on the efforts of a teacher trying to get 

through to his disturbed students.  With the gap in sensibilities between adults and youth 

widening, but with the attention on the teacher’s story and his perspective, it’s 

questionable as to what extent the film can be considered a “teen film” (in much the same 

way that even though the teen daughters play important roles in Stella Dallas and 
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Mildred Pierce, the films are not teen films).  However, what’s enlightening for the 

film’s historical context, besides the marketing and the music, is looking at the 

representation of youth on screen, their relationships to authority, and their incorporation, 

or lack thereof, into the dominant social order.  The high school setting, the illuminating 

speech from head thug Artie West (Vic Morrow) about the plight of inner-city youth in 

the face of an uncertain future, and the subject matter of juvenile delinquency make this 

film an important entry in the teen film canon, further illustrating that teens were 

becoming a distinct social cohort. 

The discrepancies between the teens in Rebel and Jungle point to central issues in 

the pressing discourse on juvenile delinquency.  There were two kinds of narratives – the 

“softie” and the “hard-nosed” j.d. films, where the former is full of social consciousness 

and Freudianism, and the latter which censures the delinquent and favors harsh justice 

over understanding (Doherty 2002, 100, 107).  Or, as Stephen Tropiano states in Rebels 

& Chicks, there are the teens who are troubled, versus the ones who are trouble (2006, 

53). While findings from the Kefauver committee, a congressional subcommittee 

established in 1955 to investigate juvenile delinquency and its possible ties to the media, 

were inconclusive about films’ effects on youth crime, reports did show that 

socioeconomic status was not a determining factor – delinquents could come from 

poverty or luxury, from the city of the suburbs (Doherty 2002, 94, 100).  The large 

number of j.d. films that followed picked up on this topical issue, and picked up on the 

public fear that problems with youth could come from anywhere.  In fact, the threat to the 

social order was perhaps greater than with that of the gangster, because these delinquents 
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were not just contained in the inner city.  With the uncertainty of from whence they came 

geographically came a more determinate cause of why they came – unlike the gangster 

whose situation could be blamed on society and the streets, the juvenile delinquent 

usually came from an unstable, unsuitable home life, spurned on by changes to the 

makeup of the traditional family often seen as a result of the increase of women in the 

workforce.  The responsibility and blame were often squarely placed on the family, and 

more specifically on the parents. 

In the 1950s, the importance of appealing to the teenage moviegoer was firmly 

established.  However, it is still unclear whether these films were addressing issues 

significant to teens, their experiences, and their representation, or whether using teenage 

characters in exploitation films suggested only a concerted marketing strategy.  As 

Doherty himself says, there is a duplicity in the teenpic, “a product of parent culture 

peddled to teenage subculture, it receives its marketplace validity only from the latter but 

its textual values mainly from the former…the narrative of the teenpic typically advances 

the values of the creator, not the consumer culture” (2002, 73).  This seeming disconnect 

between the by whom/for whom of the films (or whose perspective they take) speaks to 

the ways teen films can address larger social issues, and starts to get at the ways in which 

teen films from different periods may form distinctive relationships to the contemporary 

society.  Did teens really have their own voice in these films, or were the films mostly 

morality tales and stories of what adults wanted youth to see?  The teenpics peddled 

exploitation fare that got teens into the theater, but rarely delivered on truly objectionable 

situations – the j.d. kids would usually learn a valuable lesson and the rock ‘n’ roll kids 
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would put on a show.  The films were made about teens and to sell to teens, but it seems 

they mostly still told adult stories.  

The late ‘50s and early ‘60s saw additional rock ‘n’ roll, j.d., and horror teen 

films, more films that dealt with thugs and drugs in high school (High School 

Confidential! [1958]) and sex in college (College Confidential [1960]), films about a girl 

named Gidget, who, in the first eponymous film in 1959 actually dealt with some serious 

situations of teen girls and sex mixed in with not-so-serious situations of teen girls and 

surfing, and then films just about teens enjoying life on the beach.  AIP again found 

success with a cycle of Beach Party movies with Frankie Avalon and Annette Funicello 

from 1963-1965, which although teased about risqué romps on the beach, featured nice, 

clean-cut kids who would never be improper (albeit who did run around scantily clad in 

bikinis).  These clean teens were characters that harkened back to the Andy Hardy days, 

and while they didn’t seek advice from their parents, they didn’t do anything that would 

give their parents any cause for concern either.  Even though some films made during this 

time were starting to buck against the Production Code, the teenpics were more 

conservative; “the timidity of teenpic producers was probably due to the fact that their 

films were held to stricter accountability than the fashionably risqué ‘prestige’ projects of 

the big studios” (Doherty 2002, 151).  While some of the major studio productions 

focusing on teen characters and issues, such as Blue Denim (1959) and Splendor in the 

Grass (1961), were able to deal with serious subjects like teen sex and the repercussions 

both from sexual relationships and from didactic societal mores, clean teenpics 

specifically went a safer route “toward unabashedly wholesome entertainment that was at 
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once teen-targeted and parent-approved” (ibid. 153).  As AIP producer Arkoff stated, he 

wanted to make “a picture about kids who aren’t in trouble. Who don’t get into trouble.  I 

don’t want to see parents.  I don’t want to see any schools.  I want to see them at the 

moment freedom arrives.  I don’t want to see them doing anything but having a good 

time without any supervision” (quoted in Tropiano 2006, 80).  

 

1965-1980 

This sense of carefree freedom wouldn’t last, however.  A shift occurred in the 

late ‘60s and early ‘70s, the same time general unrest and broader social shifts were being 

felt in America at large due to political assassinations and the Vietnam War, the Civil 

Rights movements and the sexual revolution, the coming of age of the Boomer 

Generation and the emerging counterculture.  These events were far-reaching, and were 

forcefully felt especially because of changing demographics – the population swell of the 

Baby Boomers, ones who were born after WWII, were now entering their teens and 

twenties, and they were having an impact.  Time magazine’s choice for “Man of the 

Year” in 1966 were the men and women under age 25, and according to the US Census 

Bureau, people age 24 and younger made up 46% of the population in 1966 and 1970 

(Tropiano 2006, 88, 285).  The youth of this generation tried to establish and differentiate 

themselves from their elders, and accomplished this by forming a counterculture.  As 

Doherty describes, subcultures and countercultures have different relationships to the 

dominant culture (which it should be noted is itself never monolithic).  Where subcultures 

can have different relationships to the dominant ranging from favorable to oppositional, 
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countercultures are defined by conflict.  While some sub- and countercultures were 

beginning in the ‘50s, it was in the ‘60s when they became more clearly defined – they 

became a broad national group, were described in generational terms instead of by race 

and class, and were viewed as a positive response to what was seen as the problems in the 

dominant culture (Doherty 2002, 38).  Furthermore, what also changed in the ‘60s was a 

move away from defining youth by age only: “date of birth became a rough but not 

required criterion for membership; ‘youth’ became concept, not chronology.  To keep up 

with the times, by around the mid-1960s, the term teenage culture was supplanted by the 

more expansive youth culture” (ibid. 190, italics original).  

Hollywood felt the effects and took note.  Industry-wide profits were initially 

stunted by changes in audience tastes that no longer favored big-budget, large-scale epics, 

but then for a brief period, the mainstream studio product and the modernist art film 

converged into a period sometimes labeled the American Renaissance (or “an American 

film renaissance” [Schatz 1993]) or a New Hollywood (Biskind 1998).  Although there 

may have been some floundering in the mid ‘60s because producers weren’t sure what 

appealed to this new generation of young movie-goers, the American Renaissance took 

hold later in the decade and into the ‘70s.  During this time, the films that appealed to the 

youth market proliferated, but these films marked a shift from the teenpics of the 

previous ten-year period.  The counterculture Baby Boomers coming of age in an era of 

political and social upheaval set themselves against the mainstream culture that they 

thought was letting them down.  Teenage rock ‘n’ rollers, surfers, and werewolves were 
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replaced by a generation of disenchanted and disillusioned, somewhat older youth, and 

these changes coincided with the shifting market for films in general during this time.   

The country-wide social upheaval and changing of conventional mores was being 

felt in industry policy also – the Production Code restrictions became a concern of the 

past and the MPAA rating system took over, allowing for the presentation of violent and 

salacious subjects that were once considered taboo.  Bonnie and Clyde (1967) showed a 

young, beautiful couple in love, whose problem, aside from being chased by violent, 

relentless law officers because they were bank robbers, was not that they weren’t allowed 

to have sex, but that they weren’t able to because of Clyde’s impotence.  In The Graduate 

(1967), Benjamin (Dustin Hoffman), a disillusioned college graduate with no direction in 

life, has an illicit affair with his older neighbor Mrs. Robinson (Anne Bancroft), and then 

falls in love with her daughter.  Meanwhile, AIP’s Wild in the Streets (1968) took up the 

call of youth (or the fears of adults) who wanted to change society by taking over the 

government and putting everyone over 35 into camps where they would be forced to take 

LSD.  The next year, Easy Rider (1969) focused on two long-haired bikers riding across 

the country, meeting up with and sharing drugs with fellow members of the 

counterculture.  Their freedom-loving, live-and-let-live attitudes were not met with 

acceptance by the intolerant people they encounter, as the violent ending can attest, but 

the film met with a great audience reception.  Indeed, according to Schatz (1993, 14-15), 

the key constituency of the film renaissance was the youth market; they made up a large 

part of the audience for films like Bonnie and Clyde, The Graduate, Easy Rider, and the 

concert movie Woodstock (1970).  The role of changing music styles featured in these 
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films was also significant – rock ‘n’ roll was being replaced by rock, another sign of the 

current generation expressing its different preferences.  

A pattern starts to emerge when there’s a threat to box office profits: producers 

look towards the teen/youth market to try to get theater attendance numbers back up.  As 

Schatz explains, Hollywood’s cultivation of the youth demographic indicated the studios’ 

uncertainty about the market at this time.  He cites statistics from Variety that tracked 

“combined industry losses from 1969-1971 at $600 million, and according to an 

economic study by Joseph Dominick, studio profits fell from an average of $64 million in 

the five-year span from 1964 to 1968, to $13 million from 1969 to 1973” (ibid., 15).  The 

importance of the youth demographic was keenly felt, as can be seen in audience research 

surveys from the time that found teenagers still made up a majority of the theater 

audience.  In 1968, 48% of box office admissions were made up of 16-24 year-olds and 

54% were frequent moviegoers (78% were frequent if only counting 16-20 year-olds).  

“The report concluded, ‘Being young and single is the overriding demographic pre-

condition for being a frequent and enthusiastic moviegoer’” (Doherty 2002, 188).   

At issue though, was trying to figure out what currently appealed to this 

demographic; audience tastes change and are varied, even in the same age group, 

especially because each successive youth generation tries to set itself apart from the one 

previous and because none is homogenous.  The popular films of this period were critical 

of the dominant order both in content and style; they focused on anti-establishment 

themes where there were few closed, happy endings, moral lessons, and even fewer 

recuperated family units that could assuage any troubling issues that may have arisen 
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during the course of the film.  In fact, the family unit isn’t often the subject because of the 

focus on older youth, thus bypassing some of the key points of conflict between parents 

(or authority figures) and children from teen films of the ‘50s, and further establishing the 

primacy of the peer group.  The financial and critical success of these films “straddled 

what in the 1950s had been a great divide….movies had once again become a medium 

with crossover appeal – but one now geared unequivocally and unapologetically to the 

young” (Doherty 2002, 191).  Importantly though, the subjects and targets of these films 

skewed to the youth market more generally, not to teens specifically.   

 The profitable art cinema didn’t last, however.  Throughout the 1970s, the films 

that both appealed to youth and had narratives about youth started to change to 

incorporate more mainstream commercial appeal.  Characters were once again goal-

oriented, and narratives had closed, unambiguous endings, but there still weren’t a large 

number of productions that might be considered teen films.  One film later in the decade, 

Saturday Night Fever (1977), featured older youth trying to find their way and prove 

themselves through dance and disco, the current popular music.  However, most of the 

other films that focused specifically on youth/teens during the decade were either horror 

films that showcased graphic gore and sexual content, or films that focused on nostalgia.  

The horror films, like The Exorcist (1973), Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), Carrie 

(1976), and Halloween (1978) started explicitly linking teen sexuality and sexual activity 

to violence perpetrated by a supernatural force enacted almost as punishment for said 

supposed offenses.  The films also introduced the lone girl as a survivor and fighter, and 
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as Carol Clover (1992) has argued, the Final Girl’s fighting back can be seen as a 

coming-of-age story. 

Another predominant trend in youth/teen productions during this era was the 

nostalgia film that usually took place in the 1950s or 1960s.  More and more, teenagers in 

these films were forming their own peer groups, poised to figure out their problems with 

the help of their friends, while parents were fading into the background.  American 

Graffiti (1973) is about four friends trying to make life decisions while cruising around 

California streets on a momentous night; Grease (1978), a musical romantic comedy, 

centers on a high school boy and girl from two opposing social groups trying to 

overcome peer pressure and their differences in order to be together (it also managed to 

take up a side story about teen pregnancy); and The Wanderers (1979), which deals with 

high school kids trying to figure out their loyalties to gangs and girls.  While Animal 

House (1978), also a nostalgia pic that takes place in the 1960s, focuses on some older 

youth in a college fraternity, the perspective it takes is largely through the eyes of two 

new, teenage, college freshmen.  It became highly influential (on films like Porky’s and 

Revenge of the Nerds [1984]) for its stories revolving around pranks, parties, sex crazed 

boys, and bawdy humor.  Notably, these nostalgia films also had crossover appeal.  Even 

though Baby Boomers’ teen years were more likely to be in the post-JFK ‘60s to the ‘70s, 

Doherty describes that “teenpics about past teenagers could appeal jointly to the teenage 

audience of the moment and their nostalgic elder siblings and parents” (2002, 193).  

Another pertinent explanation isn’t just about commercialism.  As Tropiano describes, 

even if there’s a selective memory of past events and things really weren’t as great as 
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people like to remember or films like to suggest, “nostalgia can help Americans forget 

the civil unrest and the tragic events of the past decade by being transported back to what 

they believed was a better place and time” (2006, 114).  The allure of framing films about 

youth in a supposedly more innocent time, especially pre-Kennedy’s assassination in 

1963, is a trend that would continue into the next decade. 

By mid-decade, probably the most significant shift in filmmaking practice, and 

what would become a prevailing production trend in Hollywood, was marked by the 

emergence and success of blockbuster films like Jaws (1975) and Star Wars (1977).  In 

“The New Hollywood” Schatz points to the increased appearance of the blockbuster film 

since 1975, and ties this phenomenon to the changing landscape of the Hollywood 

industry.  The blockbusters were usually large-scale productions that focused on “high 

tech, high cost, high speed” adventures with cross-genre appeal and could be sold easily 

to multiple markets because of narratives that focused on simplified characters and 

streamlined plots.  In High Concept: Movies and Marketing in Hollywood, Wyatt (1994) 

operates in a similar manner when he describes how the content of films in the New 

Hollywood was shaped by industrial concerns and the need for box office success in an 

age of conglomerate-dominated studio productions.  The films that came out of this era 

were dubbed “high concept,” or were products that emphasized style, easy 

comprehension of plots, and the integration of the film with its marketing.  These also 

happened to be the kinds of films that were appealing to the important youth 

demographic, even though the films weren’t necessarily about teenagers. 
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While the style of teen filmmaking as it had appeared in the 1950s was still in 

decline in favor of films that catered to a youth audience more broadly defined, 

blockbusters would have a major impact on all kinds of films, including the teen film.  In 

the ‘50s, according to Doherty, the teenpic became the model for Hollywood filmmaking, 

but his argument about the juvenilization of films seems to actually get stronger in the 

blockbuster era.  Teens in the 1950s may have been the most reliable moviegoers and 

made up a large portion of the main audience, but they were still viewed as a segmented 

group; blockbusters were more mainstream and appealed beyond just the youth 

demographic.  When filmmakers like George Lucas and Steven Spielberg started to 

achieve success in the 1970s and beyond, it was often by incorporating styles of 

filmmaking from the ‘50s, like science-fiction and adventure serials, and adapting them 

to the big budget, lavish production style of mainstream blockbusters (e.g., films 

featuring Indiana Jones, the Star Wars films).  Like the nostalgia pictures, or like 

previous teen films that incorporated stories about adults, trying to appeal to multiple 

demographic segments is a way to try to ensure a larger audience.  Always at issue, 

though, especially because of constantly changing tastes, is trying to figure out what 

appeals to these groups at different times. 

Later in the ‘70s, there were a small number of films specifically focused on 

contemporary teens, particularly Breaking Away (small-town boys proving their worth in 

a bike race), Meatballs (summer camp hijinks), Over the Edge, (suburban restlessness 

and an ever-widening communication gap between youths and adults), and Rock ‘n’ Roll 

High School (kids blow up their high school with the help of the Ramones and punk 
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rock), all from 1979.  Horror films focusing on teens, such as Carrie (1976), where an 

awkward adolescent girl discovers telekinetic powers and unleashes a bloodbath on her 

fellow students/tormentors, and Halloween (1978), one of the first slasher films that 

depicts a masked psychopath who terrorizes a babysitter and her friends, also started 

showing the commercial benefits of focusing stories on teenage characters.  These films, 

combined with the phenomenal success of Grease and Animal House in 1978, with their 

variety of subjects and approaches to the teen experience, would expand and flourish in 

the next decade.  The success of a few youth-oriented films, combined with the teen-

targeted yet widespread, broad appeal of the blockbuster, helped pave the way for an 

onslaught of the new kinds of teen films that would become popular in the next decade. 

 

1980-1990 

It’s important to note how teen films of the ‘80s were influenced by and even 

spawned by films from previous decades, how the earlier cycles of teen film production 

resonate in later cycles.  But while teen films revised formulas and characters in order to 

appeal to the new generation, what was happening in the ‘80s also marked some 

fundamental changes.  The following section gives an overview of the teen film of the 

‘80s in terms of their broader social and industrial context of production in a similar vein 

to the ways the films from 1900-1979 have been described.  Additionally, the section 

categorizes ‘80s teen films according to teen subgenres, especially ones loosely 

corresponding to previous iterations of the teen films, which has the advantage of 

providing a historical context and trajectory to the films.  Looking at the way these films 
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can be organized into teen film subgenres provides one classification scheme that lays a 

map of the teen film terrain.  While noting similarities across the texts can be somewhat 

limited via this method of analysis, examining these films according to teen film 

subgenres is highly illustrative for showing the changes in the form over time, for 

painting a picture of the shifts in the films, their subjects, and their audiences.  

The 1980s marked the beginning of a resurgence of the teen film not seen since 

the 1950s.  But, as in previous years, Hollywood needed a new way to appeal to this 

demographic and a new way to tell teen stories.  There are a number of qualities that 

separate the teen films of the ‘80s from teen films in other periods.  On the surface, they 

were more exaggerated and took more liberties – sex comedies could be more explicit 

and horror could be gorier.  The new MPAA rating system that replaced the Production 

Code in 1968, and the addition of the PG-13 rating in 1984, allowed for more freedom in 

terms of content.  Additionally, changing social mores were represented in films, such as 

the shifting attitudes towards sex and recreational drug use, before more conservative 

impulses took over later in the decade.  While sex, drugs, and violence were shown in 

films of the counterculture of the previous decade, in the ‘80s, these trickled down the 

age ladder to the point where teens were seen engaging in some of these more “adult” 

activities as well.  Whereas teen sex was alluded to and treated like a vice in the ‘50s, in 

some teen films in the ‘80s, it was treated as a rite of passage.  Whereas violence and 

gore would occur off-screen in the teen horror films of the ‘50s, starting in the ‘70s with 

Texas Chainsaw Massacre and Carrie, blood and guts had a vivid on-screen presence.    
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 These shifts indicate the ways films were pushing taste and acceptability 

boundaries, but other changes were occurring as well.  Doherty explains that during the 

postclassical teenpic era (never clearly defined, but it seems to refer to the films made 

after the ’50s and ‘60s), the teenpic was raised from lowbrow to high, “or at least to 

middle” (2002, 196).  While Doherty sees many of the changes occurring as a result of 

the effective strategies used by the studios to target this demographic across multiple 

media platforms, “among the compensations of the new teenpic commerce was the 

quality of the talent working in the genre, ambitious filmmakers who saw not a quick 

payday for disposable trash but a rich canvas for auteurist intervention.  At some point in 

the mid-1970s, the throwaway creativity of the 1950s was supplanted by a more self-

conscious artistry” (194, 196).  Indeed, the teen films in the ‘50s and ‘60s were often B-

pictures, low budget films produced by independent companies, unless a cycle of films 

became successful and a major studio jumped onboard with its own version (Tropiano 

2006, 136).  But these production values had an effect on content as well.  Some of the 

films made were more upscale studio productions with stars attached like the Back to the 

Future series with Michael J. Fox, or with respected directors like Francis Ford Coppola 

(The Outsiders [1983], Rumble Fish [1983], Peggy Sue Got Married [1986]), and 

successful producers like Steven Spielberg (Gremlins [1984], Back to the Future, The 

Goonies [1985], and Young Sherlock Holmes [1985]).  
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Types of Teens, Types of Films 

 Still other changes in teen films from this era can be seen in the variety of 

different types of films produced and, significantly, in the seriousness and sincerity with 

which teen problems were addressed.  Putting aside for a moment the questions of 

whether teen films constitute their own genre and the definition of the subgenre label, 

some scholars have taken the corpus of these films and separated them into categories (or 

subgenres).  They argue that these subgenres can then be examined to illustrate 

representational strategies and to help explain why the films were made.  According to 

Shary in Generation Multiplex, one of the main reasons for the resurgence of the teen 

film in the 1980s, aside from the previous 1970s successes of youth-targeted blockbusters 

and a handful of teen films, was the introduction of multiplexes, often housed in shopping 

malls.  This resulted in the prolific production of teen films, “but in order to avoid a 

stagnating homogenization of the teen genre, Hollywood revised its ‘50s formula by 

intensifying the narrative range of youth films through placing teenage characters in 

previously established genres with more dramatic impact…and as a result, a new variety 

of character types grew out of this generic expansion” (2002, 6).  The ‘50s cycles were 

updated, and as with the school film (or films that take place primarily on high school 

campuses and focus on youth socialization and development [27]), became a site to more 

firmly establish ‘80s teen film character types such as the jock, nerd, rebel, princess, and 

delinquent.  These different types of films and character types could then cater to diverse 

teen audiences.  Some examples include Fast Times at Ridgemont High, The Breakfast 

Club, Lucas, and Can’t Buy Me Love, all stories that feature interactions between 
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different types of characters who develop and transform throughout the course of the 

film. 

 For Shary, there are six main subgenres of teen films from the ‘80s-‘90s: school, 

horror, science, sex comedy, romantic melodrama, and juvenile delinquent (2002, 8).  For 

Tropiano, there are three general categories: horror, sex comedy, and teen angst (2006, 

143).  The teen angst category is the largest, and for Tropiano includes romantic 

comedies, juvenile delinquent dramas, as well as science, sport, military, and dance 

themed films, and, even though he talks about these films in the context of the late ‘80s to 

the ‘90s, also include films about disaffected and disengaged youth (207).  (Most of the 

films he mentions in this last category like River’s Edge, the 1988 film about teenage 

suicide Permanent Record, and the films about youth’s downward decent in the face of 

drugs and other obstacles such as Less Than Zero [1985] and Bright Lights, Big City 

seem to fit more squarely in the Reagan era.)  Of course, for all these films and all these 

categories there are no clear and distinct borders – for example, films that focus on 

science (Weird Science) or horror (Once Bitten [1985]) can also be categorized as sex 

comedies.  Taking into account the dominance of sex comedies and horrors in terms of 

sheer quantity and financial success, the prevalence of the teen rebel character type and 

the importance of teen romance over the decades, and the legacy of teen horror/science 

fiction film, a useful schema for looking at teen film subgenres in the ‘80s is one that 

focuses on four categories: teen horrors, teen science/fantasy, teen romances and sex 

comedies, and teen rebels.     
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Teen Horror 

The horror films, especially the slasher horrors that focused on psychopaths 

brutally murdering their victims, were some of the most profitable teen films of the 

decade, depicted graphic sex and violence, and the teens were usually held accountable 

for their actions (read: having sex and using drugs) by being killed.  Even if the teens 

hadn’t committed any of these vices, they were still sometimes considered guilty by 

association and were killed anyway.  For example, in A Nightmare on Elm Street, the 

teens were terrorized because their parents had tried to kill Freddy Kruger years before 

after he was acquitted on a technicality for murdering children in the neighborhood; in 

Friday the 13th, the current crop of counselors were attacked because other counselors 

were irresponsible and had let the young Jason drown years earlier when he was a camper 

at Crystal Lake.  Sometimes teens were killed just because they could be, because they 

were in the wrong place at the wrong time, but importantly, in horror films of the ‘80s, 

teens were usually seen as getting their just deserts.  Often it’s only the innocent or clever 

and plucky final girl who is forced to find a way to fight and defeat the enemy. 

 Although some of the horror films in the ‘80s might seem like straightforward 

texts, lowbrow in their appeal with the requisite gore and nudity, they are actually ripe 

with cultural implications.  Robin Wood (1985, 2003), in his analysis of the return of the 

repressed in horror films, and the way the films punish sexuality and unconventional 

behavior, illustrates some of these ideological readings.  In addition, the non-slasher 

horror films, especially Fright Night, The Lost Boys, Once Bitten, and Teen Wolf that deal 

with transformations into creatures like vampires and werewolves, can also be read as an 
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analogy for the confusing changes adolescents face going through puberty, or for warning 

of the potential dangers of intimate contact – a vampire bite can mean death, but with the 

highly sexualized, desirous depiction of these undead creatures, the metaphors for sex 

and the sexually transmitted diseases that could lead to death are not far off.  In the ‘80s 

though, while there are older vampires pulling some of the strings, instead of mad 

scientists using teens as guinea pigs as they had done in the ‘50s, teenagers themselves 

were the ones experimenting, often with their very lives.  They know they’re engaging in 

risky behavior, but they seem to court it. 

Another element of teen horror films in the ‘80s, though, besides their trenchant 

ideological implications, is their use of a somewhat modernist aesthetic.  Modernism as a 

movement casts doubt on the accepted conventions of realism by questioning such things 

as the coherence of plot and character, moves away from ideas of objective reality, and 

foregrounds technique, without quite as much of the ironic distancing associated with 

postmodernism.  The horror films in the franchises A Nightmare on Elm Street, Friday 

the 13th, and Halloween, especially the earlier films in the series, almost all conclude with 

open endings with the lack of closure paving the way for yet another sequel.  In the first 

A Nightmare on Elm Street, the ending is so incoherent, that questions remain about 

whether the events of the whole film even happened, and if they did, if the events of the 

last few scenes, where Nancy defeats Freddy in her dreams, actually occurred.  It isn’t 

until the second sequel, A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors, where it’s 

revealed for certain that all the murders did take place, without explaining how Nancy 

actually defeated Freddy in order to survive.  
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While this argument isn’t about the artistic merits of the horror film, especially 

considering the point of the films isn’t to foreground style for art’s sake or to question 

artistic tradition, it is, rather, to question how the modernist aesthetic in these films makes 

us question the value and status granted to certain types of films in general.  While the 

following discussion departs somewhat from subgenre descriptions, the use of horror 

films as a starting point provides a helpful context for the comparative historical analysis.  

Teen films of the ‘80s, like a number of films made during the era, are usually considered 

rather conventional in their plotting and character development, especially when set in 

contrast to the modernist appeal of films from the Hollywood Renaissance of the ‘60s and 

‘70s.  The films of the Renaissance were lauded for their countercultural appeal, for the 

rebellion against norms they seemed to advocate not just in their content but also in their 

form.  Since many of the teen films in the ‘80s did not follow a modernist aesthetic, their 

more straightforward presentation seems to belie that any type of sustained cultural 

rebellion might be occurring.  Subsequently, because of this assumed lack of self-

awareness and artistic experimentation, doubt is cast on the films’ critical value.  Because 

the counterculture was tied to a modernist form in film, it seems that without a 

remarkable aesthetic, the teen films of the ‘80s are not always revered for their cultural 

importance.  Additionally, because there were no sustained revolutions in the ‘90s as 

there had been in the ‘60s, the films were not seen to be concealing anything that would 

brew to the surface later.  In academic settings, this could be seen as a reason to unfairly 

value and set apart the teen films from the ‘50s from the ones of the ‘80s.  As Doherty 

points out:  
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Where the juvenile delinquents and adolescent monsters of other teenpic cycles 

played to impulses of rebellion and alienation, the clean teenpics offered the 

prospect of warm, familial acceptance and reconciliation with the parent culture.  

To later generations tending to value conflict rather than accommodation, the 

incarnations of the former have always appealed more that the latter….  Their 

luster derives from a historical hindsight in which the 1950s rebels without a 

cause and housewives on the verge of revolt become certified precursors to the 

1960s counterculture, hence closer to the sensibilities to the generation that came 

to write most of the canonical film criticism. (Doherty 2002, 161) 

The argument could follow that because the teens of the ‘80s didn’t seem to 

challenge conventional or conservative norms, or lead to mass uprisings, the films 

produced during the time are unremarkable.  However, looking more closely at these 

films reveals something entirely different.  For the many different kinds of teen films 

produced in the ‘80s, the significance of the critical reevaluation stems not from the 

supposedly more interesting things that were happening in different decades, but rather 

from revisiting the films themselves to see what they can help explain about the ‘80s, 

both about the culture and the filmmaking trends, and what they can illustrate about the 

coming of age experience at the time. 

 

Teen Science/Fantasy 

 While the horror film showed teens fighting for their lives, in science fiction and 

fantasy films, teens are sometimes fighting for everyone’s lives.  For Shary, the science 
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film in the ‘80s, while it can encompass fantasy elements (2002, 182), is often linked to 

fears about the Cold War, and when fears about the Russian nuclear threat subsided, the 

number of films in this subgenre decreased as well.  Some illustrative examples are 

WarGames and Real Genius (1985), both films that depict teens using technology to try 

to thwart war or the development of powerful weapons.   

However, if grouping science fiction and fantasy films together with films 

depicting youth and science, other dynamics emerge.  While generational differences and 

fears played out in some of the science films in terms of youth’s seemingly natural 

penchant for technology and adults’ increasing fear of that proclivity, the teen 

science/fantasy subgenre also includes films that deal with teens gaining supernatural 

powers, body switching, space adventures, and time travel.  Unlike in the ‘50s, there’s 

rarely an evil mad scientist experimenting on youth.  The threats in these films are either 

existential on a grand scale: the teens in The Last Starfighter (1984) and in Bill & Ted’s 

Excellent Adventure (1989) have to do nothing less than save the universe, or more 

personal: the characters in Weird Science (1985) and Like Father, Like Son (1987) have 

to learn how to accept themselves and appreciate the difficulties others may face in their 

own lives.  Triumphing in the realm of science and fantasy was transferred to the notion 

of teens as unlikely heroes or teens on the road to self-discovery, self-acceptance, and 

acceptance of others.  While a much smaller subgenre than those dealing with horror, 

romance, and rebellion, the teen science/fantasy films are nonetheless noteworthy 

contributions, especially for the ways these types of films often present allegorical 

commentary on societal fears and anxieties revolving around youth. 
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Teen Romances and Sex Comedies 

 Teens learning about relationships and self-discovery were common threads in a 

number of teen films from the decade, notably in films dealing with burgeoning romance.   

The sex comedy and the romantic melodrama, for Shary, deal with youth in lust and in 

love, and can be examined according to the obstacles the teens must face in order to be 

together, such as class, families, race, or age (2002, 8-9).  For Tropiano, the sex comedies 

often focus on the male adolescent experience where women are treated as sex objects or 

older teachers (Private Lessons [1981], My Tutor), with some exceptions taken from the 

female experience like in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, while the romances fit it in with 

the teen angst films (2006, 161-177).  Yet again, films in these categories differ from 

their predecessors in terms of degree of what could be represented with respect to sex.  

But additionally, they depicted teens in more adult roles taking on more adult 

responsibilities.  Instead of showing sex as a sin or as a taboo, it was treated as a rite of 

passage that’s usually seen as more meaningful if it’s the next step in the development of 

a relationship, was shown as something teens sometimes felt pressure to engage in, not to 

avoid, and it was often something teens had to take responsibility for (more so than 

adults) in terms of trying to prevent pregnancies.  These aspects were apparent in 

comedies and dramas, in Little Darlings, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, Private School, 

The Sure Thing (1985), For Keeps?, and Say Anything….  Although some films kept to 

more chaste representations of teen romantic relationships, often attributed to the fear of 

AIDS later in the decade, even in these films the teens are seen as capable of making their 
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own decisions without parental guidance, and learn to respect themselves as well as their 

partners.  For example, in Valley Girl and Can’t Buy Me Love, the teens are left to 

navigate relationship dynamics largely on their own, and it’s only when they start to 

realize their own and their partners’ self-worth that they can overcome their obstacles and 

be together. 

 One of the directors most closely associated with teen romances, and indeed the 

director most closely associated with teen films of the 1980s, is John Hughes.  Hughes 

wrote and directed some of the most memorable films from the time: Sixteen Candles, 

The Breakfast Club, Weird Science, and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, and wrote (Howard 

Deutch directed) Pretty in Pink and Some Kind of Wonderful.  Some of the elements that 

are so striking about Hughes’ films and characters are that he takes teen problems and 

issues seriously, and often tells the story from the teens’ perspective.  Film historian 

Robert Sklar points out that “What made his work distinctive in the teen genre, as many 

critics noted, stemmed from his capacity to avoid a tone of romanticizing nostalgia that 

adults sometimes adopt in recollecting their teen years.  ‘There’s a trick to John Hughes’ 

pictures – probably an unconscious, instinctive choice – that helps to explain what makes 

[them] so appealing and satisfying to young audiences,’ critic Pualine Kael wrote.  ‘He 

never goes beyond a kid’s point of view; even the supposedly adult characters are seen 

only in kids’ terms’” (1994, 347). 

 Hughes favored the romantic stories instead of the outright sex quest comedies, 

according to him, because he was trying to write “from the female point of view, because 

this genre is generally about males, and sex is a predominant theme….  When you’re 30, 
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you forget that at 16 sex was not your primary motivation; you were much more 

interested in having a boyfriend or girlfriend” (quoted in Barth 1984, 46).  While it’s 

important to recognize that Hughes accomplished a great deal in being able to write and 

direct films from the teen (female) perspective and by casting some talented actors who 

were actually teens at the time, like Molly Ringwald and Anthony Michael Hall (both 

born in 1968), some of the romantic relationships depicted in his films are troubling.  For 

example, the supposed dreamboat Jake Ryan (Michael Shoeffling) that Sam (Molly 

Ringwald) has a crush on in Sixteen Candles puts his drunk, passed out girlfriend in his 

father’s expensive car with Farmer Ted (Anthony Michael Hall) and tells him to “do 

whatever you want with her.”  Bender (Judd Nelson) in The Breakfast Club berates, 

teases, and abuses Claire (Molly Ringwald) throughout the entire film, but at the end, 

Claire goes to him in solitary confinement and kisses him because she knew he wouldn’t 

make the first move, implying that she knows the reason he was so cruel and abusive was 

because he really liked her, and his treatment of her is tolerable.   

Aside from some of these problematic depictions, which unfortunately perpetuate 

some unhealthy ideas about the kind of behavior that’s acceptable in relationships, his 

films did show complex interactions between characters that led to their development, 

acceptance, and a newfound self-confidence.  This becomes evident during telling 

moments in most of his films: when Farmer Ted and Sam talk in the auto shop during the 

school dance and realize how each of them is having a pretty bad day in Sixteen Candles; 

when the five teens serving detention spend the whole day learning about each other in 

The Breakfast Club; when Andie (Molly Ringwald) in Pretty in Pink realizes that she has 
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the strength to go to the prom on her own and then forgives Blane (Andrew McCarthy) 

for how he treated her because of his sincere apology.  For Hughes, teens would initially 

be seen as stereotypes, the rich kids, the jocks, the nerds, the rebels, the weirdos, but as 

the narrative unfolds, they learn about each other, learn about the pressures everybody 

faces, and the obstacles they all have to overcome.  In the process, the teens become more 

fully realized characters with their own complexities and aspirations that are quite 

separate from what others, including adults, might expect of them. 

 

Teen Rebels  

 Related to the romantic melodrama, especially if the teens in love are facing 

obstacles because one or both of them are rebellious, is the teen rebel film, or those 

focusing on juvenile delinquency.  For Shary, “delinquency becomes the means through 

which many teens achieve not only an identity (or at least a reputation) but also a sense of 

who they are in relation to the structured world around them and the adult life ahead of 

them” (2002, 81).  Arguably the types of teen film with some of the most studied 

histories, the juvenile delinquent/teen rebel films are also where some of the most 

substantial changes from teen films in previous decades are evident.  These new j.d. films 

include films that deal with teens making (mostly) harmless mischief in Ferris Bueller’s 

Day Off, to ones focusing on “deviant dancing” and the expression of rebellion through 

music and dance like in Footloose and Dirty Dancing.  They also include war pictures 

where teens are acting as rebel forces trying to stave off Cuban and Russian invaders in 

Red Dawn or breaking government and military rules to try to rescue a beloved father in 
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Iron Eagle.  Rebellion could take the form of fighting for justice such as when the title 

character in The Legend of Billie Jean (1985) refuses to give in to the lecherous advances 

of an older man trying to take advantage of her, and when he accidentally gets shot and 

starts spreading lies about her, she becomes a fugitive instead of taking the abuse quietly.  

It could also turn more severe as when a student in boarding school in Dead Poets Society 

(1989) rebels against his father by joining the school play, is going to be sent to military 

school as punishment, but instead ends up committing suicide.  Or the teen rebels could 

be part of a gang, like in The Outsiders or Rumble Fish, not just to wreak havoc, but 

rather because they were looking for a support network when no parents were around to 

provide one.   

In most of these films, the teens are on the side of right and justice, and have to 

pursue their rebellious behavior not only to stake out an identity, but to survive 

wrongdoings committed by others and to save themselves or loved ones from harm.  

Only rarely do parents of these teens, if they’re present at all, function as characters with 

enough moral fortitude to be able to stand up for their kids or to be able to steer them 

down the right path.  The question during this time wasn’t so much from where do the 

problems stem, but rather how and from where do teens figure out right from wrong.  The 

answer to “from where” is rarely ever given, but the “how” is often that they have to rely 

on themselves or their peers for knowledge and support.    

 Granted there were juvenile delinquent films that did show teens as hopeless and 

help-less (those not able to be helped by others or themselves) wrongdoers who could not 

be redeemed and who did not have righteousness on their side.  Some characters in films 
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like My Bodyguard (1980) and Bad Boys (1983), or especially those in films that focus on 

a teacher’s struggle to reform (or to survive) a group of dangerous thugs such as in Class 

of 1984 (1982) and Lean on Me (1989), fall more in line with the irredeemable kids who 

made up the flip side of the j.d. coin of films from the 1950s.  These were the kinds of 

kids who weren’t in trouble, but who were trouble.  Mostly, they had to be excised from 

the rest of the community, by being beaten at their own game when one stands up to the 

other (My Bodyguard) or forced out of school (Lean on Me).   

In River’s Edge (based in part on a true story), a more complex and disturbing 

film where a teenager decides to strangle his girlfriend, show his other friends the body, 

and then those friends end up not reporting her death to the police for days afterwards, 

some of the teens are indeed depicted as “bad” kids with no feelings and with little hope 

of redemption.  Layne (Crispin Glover), one of the members of the group, a drug addict 

who proclaims somewhat disingenuously and irrationally that they must be loyal to their 

friend that’s still alive because that’s what they would do in the movies, strong-arms the 

others into not reporting the crime, but his sway over them seems only moderately 

powerful and he’s more a nuisance than a threat.  An ineffective, ex-‘60s, radical teacher 

who cannot believe their almost pathological apathy castigates them, and the one parent 

who is shown (and who is conveniently also a divorcee who occasionally smokes pot) 

doesn’t know how to handle her kids’ hurtful and dangerous misbehavior.  However, 

ultimately, it is one of the teens, Matt (Keanu Reeves), who realizes that he must take 

action and report the death to the police.  Matt and his girlfriend Clarissa (Ione Skye) are 

bothered by the fact that they weren’t really affected by seeing their friend’s body, they 
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cried more during the movie Brian’s Song (1971) in fact, and hope they’ll be more 

emotional at the funeral.  They’re not.  The reasons none of the friends calls the police 

and the reasons one finally does call aren’t completely known.  Sometimes there were no 

specific causes for teen behavior, just effects. 

In “The Wild Ones,” a particularly astute article written during the time of the 

teen film resurgence in the 1980s, film critic Jay Scott talks about the new wave of teen 

films filling theaters and some of their differences from films in decades past.  He notes 

that in the ‘70s, films started to approach teen issues with more complexity, and these 

trends were carrying over to the spate of films currently being produced.  One of the 

influential films he points to, 1979’s Over the Edge, depicts kids in a suburban town 

pushed to rebellion and eventually to burning down their school:  

The problem, as the film defined it, is not parental absenteeism, self-centeredness, 

or hypocrisy, nor is it consumerism, lousy architecture, or an unconscionably 

delayed adulthood; it is not easy access to pharmaceuticals and alcohol, or an 

indifferent educational system; it is not video games, rock music, or excessively 

sugared chewing gum.  The problem is none of those things, in isolation, but it 

might be all of them, in concert.  Over the Edge had the depth to suggest that 

behavior is multi-determined, that responsibility is multiple.  It combined bits of 

the thirties (blame the environment) and whiffs of the fifties (blame the family) 

with shards of the sixties (don’t blame the kid).  The film was as protean as the 

problem. (Scott 1983, 64) 
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 It seems that through the development of the teen film, and the social problem 

type teen films in particular, the source of the problem and the ways in which these 

problems can be solved provide some of the more salient characteristics of how the teen 

film is perceived as a whole and how it varies.  While the teen angst film shouldn’t be 

seen as standing in for all teen films, examining changes in the form is revealing.  In the 

1930s and ‘40s, society and the environment are the cause of youth’s delinquent 

behavior, and it was up to the dedicated citizenry to help eradicate crime.  In the 1950s, 

the family was to blame, and if there were to be any hope for youth, the parents would 

have to step up and accept responsibility for raising young adults who could one day be 

well-adjusted members of society.  In the 1960s and ‘70s, the establishment was the 

source of all ills, and the solution was for youth to try to escape the conventional 

trappings of society altogether.  In the 1980s, though, the problems were varied and had 

multiple causes.  There were absent parents, failing institutions, the influence of other 

kids, and general feelings of anomie.  While teens’ behavior was influenced by all these 

different sources, the solutions often had to come from one place: the teens themselves 

who had to figure out the problems and fix them on their own.  A fundamental defining 

question of the teen film of the 1980s specifically, not just for the juvenile delinquent 

film but for all of them, can be summed up by asking: how do teens learn how to do the 

right thing, how do they grow up to be morally responsible, when there are so few good 

role models? 
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CONCLUSION 

 The teen films of the 1980s are the child of the ‘20s-‘40s development of the 

teenage cohort, the ‘50s teenpic and market research, the ‘60s counterculture mentality 

that said youth know better, and the ‘70s mainstreaming of youth films with the success 

of the teen-targeted blockbuster.  But by locating the source of the conflicts and problems 

in multiple areas and by identifying the centrality of teen responsibility, teen films of the 

1980s diverged from those in previous decades.  Not only were the issues multifaceted, 

and teen accountability foregrounded, but they took teen problems seriously and often 

tried to get at the teen experience from a teen perspective.   

Of course, teens were not the ones making the films and only occasionally were 

they even the ones acting in them.  This begs the question of how it is that filmmakers 

came to make films that struck such a chord with audiences, that captured the teen 

experience from a non-adult perspective.  It seems unlikely that the majority of films 

captured any exact youth experience, even if some writers like Cameron Crowe went 

undercover in a high school to research the screenplay for Fast Times at Ridgemont High.  

What seems more likely is that they treated teens more like adults, albeit ones who are 

still going through puberty.  Instead of saying “you’ll understand when you’re older,” the 

films said “we should remember what it was like when we were younger.” 

A different twist on the teen film, and one that’s particularly illustrative, is played 

out in Peggy Sue Got Married.  Peggy Sue (Kathleen Turner) plays a woman who faints 

at her high school reunion and wakes up back in high school, 25 years earlier.  In the 

present, she’s in the process of divorcing her high school sweetheart, Charlie (Nicolas 
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Cage), the boy she married straight out of school because she got pregnant.  Going back 

in time, she has the opportunity to do things differently and to answer the question: if I 

knew then what I know now, and can act on it and change things, would I?  She realizes 

that she doesn’t need to know the things they’re teaching in math class, that sex and 

alcohol aren’t such a big deal, that the social status of the popular kids means little in the 

larger scheme of things.  Ultimately, while her decision to have sex with Charlie on the 

night she conceived her daughter is influenced by the fact that she loves her child, what 

she comes to realize is that all the decisions and actions she’s taken, good and bad, have 

affected her life and made her who she is.  There’s a redemption in youth – yes, young 

people do stupid things, but it’s part of the process of growing up.  It’s full of hardship 

and frustration, knowledge mixed with lack of agency, and yes, some naivete and 

foolishness, but it’s also full of adventure, promise, and wonder.  There’s a reason she 

decided to be with Charlie that night – what she remembered by going back in time was 

that she loved him.  The film doesn’t try to speak to adults or to teenagers; it speaks to 

both. 

As Doherty comments on the gentrification of the teenpic: “More carefully 

marketed and calculatingly created than their predecessors, postclassical teenpics tend to 

function knowingly on multiple levels.  Fast Times at Ridgemont High (1982) and Risky 

Business (1983) are teenpic-like in their target audience and content, but their 

consciousness is emphatically adult, the artistry in their double vision unmistakable” 

(2002, 196).  While on the one hand this is complimenting the films by noting their 

sophistication, on the other, it doesn’t allow for the fact that teens in the audience might 
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be able to appreciate the films on multiple levels.  Regardless, however, it does show that 

teen films were made with one eye towards the largest segment of the movie-going 

population, and another eye to an older demographic that still made up a substantial part 

of the audience.  One of the ways to try to make films that could appeal to different 

groups, it seems, is to treat the teenage characters not as children or as young adults 

needing to be indoctrinated into society, but rather as their own group of people, with 

their own social rules and roles, with complicated problems taken seriously.  This has the 

effect both of being able to show films from the teen perspective, and of being able to get 

older audiences to somehow identify with, or at least to be interested in, the characters.  

Interestingly, by telling specific teen stories, from a teen perspective, where complex 

problems are taken seriously, and where teens are held responsible for their actions, teens 

could be targeted at the same time the audience for teen films could be broadened.  
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Chapter 3: The Historical Context of Production 

HISTORY 

In order to reach a greater understanding and appreciation of the ways the teen 

films of the ‘80s work, it’s important to look at their historical context of production, 

including aspects of the political, economic, and social climate of the U.S. at the time.  

Although there are strong associations and connotations around the 1980s, often labeled 

the “eighties” – not just the spelling out of a number, but rather a concept that has come 

to be recognized as embodying the overarching sentiments of the entire decade – the 

decade was of course influenced by events in the ‘70s and in turn, had an impact on later 

years as well.  The ‘80s were preceded by Nixon and the Watergate scandal and Carter 

and the Iran hostage crisis, where resultant trust in authority was minimal, and by the loss 

in Vietnam leading to a blight on national pride.  The decade started with a severe 

economic recession, leading to high unemployment, cuts to social programs, and 

increasing disparities between classes, as well as increases in drug use and crime.  There 

were threats to traditional patriarchy and conservative values with women’s rights and 

more women in the workplace, the sexual revolution, and higher divorce rates.  

Meanwhile, there was also an escalation of the Cold War and nuclear threats.   

The country faced problems in multiple arenas in the ‘80s from external foreign 

policy issues, to internal economic and social issues.  While the problems were vast, 

systemic, and difficult to solve, and “transcended, and often overwhelmed, individual 

efforts to deal effectively with them,” at the time, the overarching sense in the country 

was one of individual responsibility (Collins 2007, 117).  Even though, for example, 
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social programs for women and minorities were being cut and poverty and crime were on 

the rise, the problems, wherever and whenever they originated, were still expected to be 

resolved and overcome by individuals.  Much like the sentiments surrounding the 

generation coming of age, if there’s a problem, even if it’s one you were left with by 

someone else, you were still expected to resolve it on your own. 

While the 1960s and ‘70s may have been marked by liberalism and challenges to 

the status quo, the 1980s are generally regarded as a conservative decade marked by 

avarice, when artistic motivations were replaced by a steely-eyed focus on the bottom 

line and when films supposedly espoused the conservative agenda of the Reagan 

administration.  These claims, however, about a monolithic ideology that is neatly 

reflected in films from the period, are disputable, not only because ideology is never 

monolithic, but also because the films and filmmaking styles of the decade are so varied.  

For example, while successful effects-driven blockbusters and the profitable Spielberg-

Lucas model of filmmaking received a lot of attention in the press and big box office 

draw, these films don’t tell the whole story of the decade.  Instead, a more nuanced 

review of filmmaking during the decade reveals a variety of genre films, star vehicles, a 

burgeoning independent market, and the rise of new auteurs like Tim Burton, the Coen 

brothers, Spike Lee, and Oliver Stone. 

While it’s also easy to equate Reaganism, or the “political, cultural, and 

ideological influence of the Reagan administration during its two terms of office” (Prince 

2007, 11) with Hollywood output, films of the era actually challenge the notion that 

Hollywood merely reflected the government line and the status quo.  As Prince states, 
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“Rather than placidly churning out films that manifested some dominant ideology, 

Hollywood itself was attacked by a range of critics and special interest groups that 

deemed the industry’s products to be unacceptably lewd, bigoted, or sacrilegious…. An 

important characteristic of these culture wars is that they are not reducible to any single 

political agenda.  The political Right as well as the Left attacked the industry and its 

films” (2000, xvi).   

With the multifaceted nature of filmmaking in the ‘80s duly noted, it’s still 

important to examine why there is such a deep-seated impression that the conservative, 

materialistic ideals of the ‘80s are so strongly reflected in films produced at the time.  

Ronald Reagan was elected and re-elected by large margins in both the 1980 and 1984 

elections.  His overwhelming popularity seemed to indicate that a majority of the 

population was in alignment with his conservative agenda, even though there were 

debates and controversies over his policies at the time, such as those surrounding the 

Iran-Contra Affair and abstinence-only sex education policies in light of AIDS.  Reagan’s 

conservative principles and close affiliation with the Christian Right led to policies which 

included soaring government spending with of the escalation of the Cold War and the war 

on drugs, decreasing taxes and social welfare programs, the support of restrictions against 

women’s rights and sex education in high schools, and an increase of religious-based 

ideals into politics (Moss 2000; Torr 2000; Tropiano 2006).  The following section 

examines the ways different historical events and sentiments, ranging from issues about 

foreign policy, economics, gender, diversity, and social mores, found their enunciation in 

teen films of the ‘80s, and how, upon deeper analysis, generalizations about the decade 
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recede to reveal multiple contradictions and fissures.  These points of tension will be 

addressed further when looking at the mythic function of the teen film in later chapters. 

 

Foreign Policy 

Although Reagan is credited for escalating, and thereby ending, the Cold War in 

the ‘80s, the films of the decade do not provide a unified ideological response to foreign 

policy issues.  Films like Firefox (1982) and Invasion USA (1985) espoused the evil 

empire of the Soviets and the hyper-masculine Rockys and Rambos fought and won 

against both the Soviets and the Vietnamese.  But there were also those films that made 

the oppositions between the US and the USSR less belligerent, such as Spies Like Us 

(1985) and Russkies (1987), those that directly criticized American foreign policy in 

South America like Missing (1982) and Salvador (1986), and those that looked at the 

Vietnam war, instead of from the revisionist perspective of Rambo: First Blood Part II 

(1985), from the perspective of the soldiers on the ground contemplating the morality of 

the conflict like in Casualties of War (1989).   

Full Metal Jacket and Platoon were films featuring teen characters that dealt with 

the Vietnam War, where both main characters, Joker and Chris, respectively, were trying 

to figure out the morality of the war, were trying to discover how they could retain their 

humanity and still be good soldiers.  Instead of just blindly fighting, pitting the “good” 

guys against the “bad,” these films presented more nuanced versions of conflict.  

Interestingly, the primary teen characters in these ‘80s teen war films, including Eugene 

in Biloxi Blues, and Ron Kovic in Born on the Fourth of July (1989), even though his life 
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as a teen is only featured in part of the film, are all writers or storytellers.  Eugene is an 

aspiring writer, Joker works as a journalist, and Chris (a thinly veiled autobiographical 

stand-in for writer-director Oliver Stone) and Ron both share their tales of the war as 

adults.  The writers/soldiers are all trying to figure out the legitimacy of fighting, 

especially when the lines between good and evil are blurred, and when there is a 

fundamental questioning of authority.  Finding and using their own voices, an important 

element of both self-expression and forms of protest, plays an essential role in these 

characters’ development and in the way objections to the status quo are effectively 

presented. 

Teen films of the era also dealt with the threat of potential war, bringing some of 

the overarching fears of the Cold War and nuclear threats to the fore.  Red Dawn and 

WarGames both question what could happen if World War III were to erupt, with Red 

Dawn actually showing the Russians and Cubans invading the U.S. and WarGames 

depicting the futility of nuclear attacks.  In both films, the teens are left as the last front 

against potential disaster – the adults in Red Dawn had been rendered powerless so the 

teens decide to band together to fight for their homes and freedom, and in WarGames the 

government had left the fate of the world in the hands of a childlike computer designed 

by a despondent scientist, both of whom have to be taught, by a teenager, that life is 

actually worth living.  Both films show again how teens are left to be strong when 

authority can’t be, and are needed to teach moral lessons that had somehow been lost. 
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Economics 

The ‘80s are often seen as a period of marked affluence and conspicuous 

consumption, but the actual economic landscape was much more complex.  Financially, 

the country came out of the recession in the early ‘80s where the gross domestic product 

(GDP) was down 1.9% in 1982, into prosperity and sustained economic growth 

beginning in 1983 when there was an average GDP increase of 4.3%/year through 1989, 

even though the stock market crash of 1987 eroded some of the sheen of economic 

success (Moss 2000; BEA 2009).  This prosperity, however, was tarnished by the rising 

deficit that tripled from $900 billion to almost $2.7 trillion during Reagan’s time in 

office, and was also marked by an increasing gap between the rich and the poor – the rich 

did indeed get richer, the top 40% earned 67.8% of the national income in 1989, but at 

the expense of the poor: the bottom 40% earned 15.4% (Schaller 2000, 53, 59).   

Instead of the hippies from the previous decades, one of the symbols of the ‘80s 

was the yuppie, or the young urban professional, who was upwardly mobile, and who 

was dedicated to materialism and the pursuit of lasting youth and wealth, regardless of 

the social cost.  In “The Yuppie Texts,” William Joe Palmer describes that “the text of 

urban yuppie materialism also exhibited a neoconservative style fostered by 

Reaganomics,” and that this segment’s drives to make a lot of money and spend it 

copiously, and its determination to succeed in a ruthlessly competitive market regardless 

of the costs to interpersonal relationships, “mirrored the Reagan administration’s deficit 

spending policies and hi-tech defense system acquisitions” (1993, 298).  Film examples 

included Bright Lights, Big City (1988) with the young protagonists debilitated by their 
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quests for drugs and money, and Wall Street (1987), a condemnation of the treachery 

involved in greedy pursuits of wealth.  Originally applauded for their eagerness and 

entrepreneurship, and for their liberal social and economic agendas, yuppies fell out of 

favor at the end of the decade around the time of the stock market crash that had a severe 

impact on the economy.  The term became a slur and a symbol for what had gone wrong 

in the country (Schaller 2000, 57).    

Although in retrospect it might seem fitting to label the yuppies as coming from 

the generation after the Baby Boomers, the yuppies enjoying the pursuit of wealth in the 

‘80s and “selling out” the values from the past were actually considered people born from 

1945-1959, or Boomers (Schaller 2000, 57).  As Jane Feuer describes in Seeing Through 

the Eighties, yuppies were a marketing icon, they were a fragment of the Baby Boomers 

which “represented the rediscovery of success by a formerly rebellious generation” 

(1995, 14).  It is interesting to note that one of the groups of people defining the media of 

the ‘80s was not the youth of the time, but rather the youth of the previous generation.  

Because of sheer population numbers and because of a strong presence in the political, 

economic, and cultural landscapes, the Boomers still held onto the spotlight as the hippies 

and members of the counterculture of the 1960s and ‘70s became the thirtysomethings of 

the ‘80s who helped define the decade.  However, some members of the next generation 

also aspired to the same materialism and values, evidenced by Joel Goodsen and his 

friends in Risky Business, the “preppies” in Revenge of the Nerds, and Alex P. Keaton 

(Michael J. Fox) in the television series Family Ties (1982-1989), and made yuppies a 
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mix of Boomers and Generation X, the new generation that, at the time, had yet to be 

named.  

The signs of materialism were apparent in films where teens were surrounded by 

prominent displays of wealth, like with the expensive houses and cars teens have at their 

disposal in films like Class, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, and Private Lessons.  Many of the 

rich characters, however, don’t seem aware of their privilege.  Teens would throw parties 

that trashed their parents’ houses in John Hughes’ films like Sixteen Candles and Weird 

Science, or would wreck expensive cars like in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, License to 

Drive, and Risky Business.  While occasionally the destruction of property was carried 

out to prove a point about wanting their parents’ affection more than material objects, 

sometimes expensive objects just got in the way of the teens having fun, showing their 

recklessness.  Actually caring about money seemed more the purview of the lower 

classes.  In a testament to the ways personal triumphs over institutional class issues can 

make inequalities seem more surmountable, characters in films like All the Right Moves 

and Flashdance are able to transcend their class stations by working hard and by sheer 

force of will. 

As it was for the rest of the country, money was an important consideration for 

Generation X.  In 1986, 93% of teens polled in a survey said they had worked for pay 

(Rollins 1999, 282).  This could be seen as a result of the outgrowth of malls in suburbia 

where a lot of part-time, semi-skilled workers were needed.  Importantly, the high 

numbers of employed teens refers prominently to white middle class teens; the 

Department of Labor reported in 1985 that the jobless rate for black youth was 
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approximately 40% compared to about 16% for white youth (Shank and Getz 1986, 9).  

But teen employment wasn’t necessarily considered beneficial – like the rest of the 

country, teens had poor saving habits, often spent the money they earned on luxury items, 

their jobs were often low-skill positions that didn’t engender positive attitudes towards 

employment, and also noteworthy, jobs were often seen as taking time away from school 

work, which further jeopardized their future (Rollins 1999, 283; Tropiano 2006, 146).  

Some of these patterns were apparent in teen films from the era: the teens in Fast Times 

at Ridgemont High and Valley Girl had after school jobs and spent a great deal of time in 

malls.  While the teens in Risky Business and For Keeps? were worried about their 

financial future and worked to try to secure it, the protagonists in Can’t Buy Me Love and 

Some Kind of Wonderful decided to spend all of their savings, some that were supposed 

to be set aside for college, on gifts used to try to win over a girl. 

These issues of wealth and economics were not lost on teen films of the ‘80s: out 

of the 100 films used in this analysis, 43 deal with class issues and the disparity between 

rich and poor.  These disparities could just be a matter of noting that there are those who 

are upper class versus those who might be middle class or working class.  For example, in 

Little Darlings, Ferris’s father is extremely wealthy with a fancy car and a big house, and 

she’s contrasted with Angel whose mother works and lives in the inner city.  Any 

rivalries between the girls don’t stem from wealth though; both are ostracized from the 

rest of the campers not because of class, but rather because Cinder takes a dislike to them.  

Money could, however, manifest more serious difference, sometimes with extreme 

consequences.  While prep schools are expensive to attend, there were students who 
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weren’t disliked, but who were just slightly different because they weren’t as wealthy as 

the rest of their peers.  Jonathan had to work extra hard (and cheat) to make his way into 

school in Class (the title likely a play on class as relating to money, school, and 

sophistication), and in Dead Poets Society Neil’s father’s reaction when his son was 

spending time on a school play was so severe not just because Neil was disobeying his 

orders, but also because of the financial burden involved in sending him to the school.     

While class is something that could just be noted, it has the potential to be the 

source of tension.  Sometimes being poor was a cause for embarrassment: Coco in Fame 

and the titular character in Lucas both pretend to live somewhere more upscale than in 

the poorer areas where they actually lived.  And often, class could be the primary reason 

for rivalries.  In John Hughes’ films like The Breakfast Club, Pretty in Pink, and Some 

Kind of Wonderful, characters from upper classes and lower or working classes 

specifically, and sometimes virulently, don’t like each other because of wealth or the lack 

thereof.  In films like The Goonies, and even in The Karate Kid Part II (which takes 

place in Japan), the rich teens and their fathers or uncles look down on the families of the 

poorer people whose land they want to take.  The economic divisions are also abundantly 

clear in The Outsiders – the soc’s are the rich kids who can get away with anything, while 

the greasers are the poor ones who will always shoulder the blame.  While some 

characters, parents or narrow-minded teens, might judge people based on class, it’s 

usually the heroes, or at least the commendable characters – like Andie who sees the 

Goonies as her true friends, Sato who realizes the error of his ways in The Karate Kid 
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Part II, and Cherry who offers to vouch for Ponyboy and Johnny to the police in The 

Outsiders – who could look past issues of money and see people for their inner worth.  

 

Gender 

 In Hard Bodies: Hollywood Masculinity in the Reagan Era (1994), Susan Jeffords 

points out that the projection of masculinity, with its qualities of strength, toughness, 

assertiveness, and strong paternal leanings, was essential to the policies of the Reagan 

administration, and consequently the Hollywood films that she sees as embodying those 

ideals.  But just as there are challenges to this model in films like Mr. Mom (1983) or 

with some of the non-body builder action stars of the decade like Harrison Ford and 

Eddie Murphy, teen films also offer points of contestation.  Often in teen films the hero is 

a David to the bully’s Goliath, like in The Karate Kid, Back to the Future, Lucas, or 

Can’t Buy Me Love.  Even the jock/athlete character, while not equated with hyper-

masculinity in every circumstance, can show his sensitive side like with the character 

Cappie in Lucas, or such as with the athletes in All the Right Moves and Vision Quest. 

 Women’s, and young women’s, roles in the ‘80s were also complex.  In Backlash: 

The Undeclared War Against American Women, Susan Faludi (1991) discusses that while 

women had gained certain rights and freedoms, these were mitigated by actual 

circumstances.  A feminist backlash blamed women who wanted to be successful and 

independent for increases in stress and dissatisfaction, problems in the home with 

husbands and kids (if the women could take time out of their careers to have children that 

is – another comment displaying inequitable blame), and for women’s gender identity 
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questions.  The supposed equality of the sexes is also questioned with the unequal pay 

women earn as compared to men, the lack of women in managerial positions, the lack of 

family-leave and day-care programs, and legislation posing threats to reproductive rights 

(Faludi 1991, xiii-xiv).  While these might seem like issues related more to women older 

than teenagers, feminist issues play out in other areas.  For example, pitting women 

against one another, punishing women for wanting to be independent, for wanting to have 

sex, and for not wanting to fall into traditional gender roles, while rewarding women for 

being “good,” supportive, feminine, and for needing a relationship to make them 

complete, are also part of the way more traditional values are reinforced.  

However, as it was with the different kinds of men portrayed in films, women’s 

roles were varied as well.  In Ordinary People, it’s blatant that the traditional mother’s 

role as supportive and emotionally available and the father’s as distant and removed are 

switched, to the detriment of the woman.  Even Beth’s clothing, specifically the gunmetal 

gray robe she wears with what looks like military stripes along the side, emphasizes her 

masculinity.  However, Beth can also be seen as dealing with the recent death of one of 

her children in the only way she knows how, one that involves shutting down and not 

letting emotions like sadness come through.  Considered a stoic male trait, in the film, 

this alleged ideal of strength is actually deconstructed and seen as a sign of weakness, or 

at least as an anomaly when a woman bears it.  Beth is accused of not knowing how to 

love and is summarily cast out of the family, after her husband is shown by their son and 

the psychiatrist that there is strength in being vulnerable and able to feel.  The emotional 

lesson, usually something under the purview of women, is taught and learned by three 
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men, potentially offering confusion as both men and women are left trying to navigate the 

new gender role landscapes. 

 Women also seem to get short shrift in lighter fare.  In License to Drive, Mercedes 

spends almost the entire film drunk and passed out in the trunk of the car Les and his 

friends are driving, yet miraculously wakes up only remembering that she always felt safe 

in Les’s arms.  In Sixteen Candles Jake treats his girlfriend Caroline horribly – he puts 

her drunk in his father’s expensive car with the Geek, where it’s later revealed they had 

sex and she of course had a great time, and when Jake and Caroline speak the next 

morning, even though he had been pining for Sam for the whole film and set her up 

essentially to get raped when he told the Geek to “do whatever you want with her,” she’s 

left to comfort Jake about their breakup.  Her only “sins” seem to be that she stands up to 

Jake at the school dance and tells him he should appreciate her, and that she holds the 

party where Jake’s parents’ house gets trashed, even though Jake seems unconcerned to 

try to stop it.  That Jake is posed as an ideal boyfriend and as a “catch” for Sam, that he’s 

seen as wonderful because he supposedly wants to be with a girl he can really talk to, is 

somewhat disturbing considering his actions.  While recognizing that it works as a 

comedy, the film seems unaware of its unchecked sexism and paints Jake in a positive 

light despite his shortcomings. 

Claire in The Breakfast Club is another rich girl who is relentlessly abused, and 

it’s troublesome that Bender, the person who was the cruelest and most abusive to her, is 

depicted as a good match for her at the end, utterly confusing notions of idealistic teen 

romances presented in films.  The film does pose some interesting reflections about 
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gender issues though.  Allison, in trying to get Claire to confess her sexual history, 

actually makes an astute observation about women’s tenuous positions.  When she says 

that if a girl hasn’t had sex, then she’s a prude, but if she does, then she’s a slut, she calls 

attention to the double-edged sword around girls’ sexuality.  Meanwhile, the virginity 

question is one that Andy and Bender are never even asked. 

 The topic of sex is of course important for indicating, and confusing, gender roles.  

The older woman/younger man plot, popular in the ‘80s with films like Class, Private 

Lessons, and My Tutor, might position the woman as teacher, but her role as object 

remains.  As Lawrence Cohn (1983) wrote in Variety at around the time the films were 

released, the “films have largely defused the ‘kiddie porn’ controversy that surrounded 

the pictures involving underage girls, particularly since the sex objects in the recent films 

are undeniably the mature women rather than the youthful male protagonists” (30).  

While women are often sex objects in the teen comedies, and are often seen without their 

tops on, most of the characters at least learn that having sex isn’t what makes one an 

adult, rather it’s learning to respect and care for members of the opposite sex.  And even 

though some of the teen sex comedies presented women as mostly one-dimensional 

projections of male fantasies, some acclaimed teen films from the time were praised for 

taking up the female perspective, like Dirty Dancing, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, and 

Little Darlings.  In the horror films, men just the same as women would get killed right 

after having sex, even if the women usually ended up being more exposed beforehand.   

In more challenges to traditional women’s roles, the titular character in The 

Legend of Billie Jean stands up to the misogynistic thugs who threaten her and her 
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brother, and many of the final girls in the horror films learn how to fight back physically 

and mentally against their attackers.  Even so, while Chris proves her mettle protecting 

the kids in Adventures in Babysitting, she does so in her role as surrogate-mother, and 

Terry in Just One of the Guys proves that she’s as good a journalist as a man, even 

though she ends up falling in love with her subject; both characters operate in traditional 

feminine roles.  Interestingly, these three strong female characters – Chris, Terry, and 

Billie – have names that could be male as well.  These contradictory positions, of trying 

to present both men and women in gender roles more traditionally assigned to their 

opposing sex, and of abhorrent treatment that ends up getting rewarded, were just another 

source of confusion around trying to figure out socially sanctioned behavior.  In the ‘80s, 

gender roles were taking on increasing complexity, and the representation of these roles 

in teen films were no different.  

 

Diversity 

 In Gen X TV, Rob Owen points out that at the time, Generation X is “one of the 

most diverse generations in American history,” and cites the 1990 U.S. census that found 

close to 35% of those age 10-29 were nonwhite or Hispanic (1997, 2).  It is surprising, 

however, that while teen films of the ‘80s seemed to encapsulate a lot of contemporary 

traits of the generation, there was little in the way of representation of people of color and 

the specific mention of racial or other diversity issues.  This is not to say that people of 

the non-majority didn’t appear in teen films at the time, just that there were very few cast 

in supporting roles, and even fewer cast in lead roles. 
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 A mixed bag of characters appear in Revenge of the Nerds, and ensemble cast 

films like Fame, which took place in diverse New York City, did show characters of 

various backgrounds, races, religions, and sexualities.  Breakin’, a film focusing on the 

popular trend of breakdancing, also featured people of color, but it is Kelly, a young 

white woman who meets Ozone and Turbo through a friend and then learns to dance with 

them, who is the one who’s able to get the dance troupe an agent and line up gigs.  While 

secondary black teen characters appear in films like All the Right Moves and Fast Times 

at Ridgemont High, they appear in these films in the clichéd roles of athletes.  Only later 

on, actually released in the beginning of 1990, did House Party, a film starring black 

characters and showing racist police officers who get their comeuppance, make it to the 

top grossing film list.  And characters of limited abilities almost never appear in films 

with an interesting exception: one of the counselors in Friday the 13th Part 2 is in a 

wheelchair, and instead of treating him as though he were different or special, he is 

summarily killed just like the other victims after he expresses romantic interest in one of 

the other counselors.  

 Racism and stereotyping of different sorts were present in additional films, 

sometimes as a topic addressed, and sometimes as a running joke, like transfer student 

Long Duck Dong’s character in Sixteen Candles whose name is always followed by the 

sound of a gong.  As a Mexican in the ‘50s, Ritchie Valens in La Bamba confronts 

prejudice, especially from Donna’s parents when he wants to date her; in Mask, which 

takes place in the ‘70s, Rocky faces adversity because of his cranio-facial deformity; in 

The Karate Kid Mr. Miyagi tells Daniel about the racism he encountered in America 
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during World War II when the Japanese were put in internment camps; also during 

WWII, Hennesey, the only soldier who stood up for the Jewish soldiers in the platoon, is 

arrested by the military police for being a homosexual in Biloxi Blues; and going even 

farther back, the stories of Chavez and Yen Sun in Young Guns touch on the poor 

treatment of the Native Americans and the Chinese in centuries past.  Some of the only 

teen films to tackle prejudice as a main storyline are Porky’s and Porky’s II: The Next 

Day, also films taking place in the U.S. of the ‘50s.  They expose anti-Semitism and 

racism against Native Americans as main plot lines, showing how the teens are 

enlightened while the adults in the community need to be taught moral lessons.  

Interestingly, all the films that do tackle the issue of racist or prejudicial behavior, where 

the victims suffer as a result of the actions, place the events in the past, and in the 

process, try to cover up still existent tensions and disparities.   

Although not an issue of diversity per se, but rather one that speaks to the 

complexities of new family structures in the ‘80s, and the ways certain traits were 

represented in films, teens were growing up in homes whose makeup was vastly different 

from those of any preceding generation.  Divorce rates, and the numbers of children in 

homes who lived with only one parent, were increasing dramatically (Strauss and Howe 

1991, 325).  Continuing the pattern that started to emerge in the ‘70s when the older 

members of Generation X were coming of age, the number of single-parent households, 

defined as families maintained by either a man or woman with no spouse present, rose by 

2.8 million, or 40%, from 1980 to 1990 (from 6.920 million to 9.749 million); as a 

proportion of all households with children under 18 present, the percentage rose from 
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21.5% in 1980 to 28.1% in 1990 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990, 1, 7).  The majority of 

these single-parent households were maintained by women: 90% in 1980 and 86.1% in 

1990 (ibid. 10). 

Because there are a number of characters in the films that come from multiple 

types of families, the following statistics overlap – however, the numbers are revealing.  

Out of the 100 films used in this analysis, 38 show one or more of the main teenage 

characters living with a married couple who are also their biological mother and father, 

while 55 depict one or more of the main characters coming from a broken home where 

either the parents are divorced/separated or one of them is dead.  The mother of a primary 

character is absent in 21 films, while the father of a main character is absent in 30.  In 33 

films, the roles of the parents of some of the main characters are completely unspecified 

because the teen is never shown in any scene with the parents, nor are the parents ever 

mentioned.  These teen film statistics, although they represent a substantially higher 

proportion of single-parent households and absent mothers than the census numbers 

suggest, reflect some of the concerns about how changing family structures could be 

affecting teen socialization processes.  However, the numbers are even more striking 

when seen in contrast to the few films that deal with contemporary issues of racial, 

religious, sexual, disability, and other types of diversity, and indicate both the focused 

concern in the teen film on shifting family dynamics and the lack of more concentrated 

attention to the subject of diversity. 
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Social Mores 

 Standards of acceptable behavior were changing rapidly over the course of the 

decade as a result of the combined influences of the liberal social movements of the ‘60s 

and ‘70s and the moves back to conservatism in the ‘80s.  The confusing nature of what 

was expected and accepted is especially so for those going through the coming-of-age 

process, where, as emerging adults, adolescents are trying to decipher information from 

varied sources while making decisions with the potential to have critical consequences 

for the rest of their lives.  Because the period of development is marked by an increase in 

influence of the peer group as a result of the diminishing influence of the family 

(Schlegel and Barry 1991, 68), and because members of Generation X felt the 

diminishing power of authority figures, pressures for social conformity, and cues for how 

to behave, especially those presented in the media, take on considerable importance 

(Davis and Dickenson 2004, 10; Hall and Whannel 1964, 28, 29).  

 Peer groups can exert a great amount of pressure as a way to socialize the 

members of the group into conformity (Schlegel and Barry 1991, 85).  Indicating the 

impact of peer pressure, Tropiano cites a 1985 Gallup Poll that reported “four out of 

every ten teenagers felt peer pressure to go on dates and have boyfriends or girlfriends.  

Less than a third said they felt pressure to have sex, though a worldwide poll conducted 

by Teen Age magazine the following year reported that sex is the most important issue 

facing American youth today, followed by drug abuse, alcoholism, suicide, teen 

pregnancy, and teen pornography and prostitution” (2006, 146).  
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 Teen sexual behavior and resultant attitudes towards sex were changing in the 

‘80s.  The age at which people started to have sex was decreasing, and more teens 

reported having had intercourse at younger ages (Tropiano 2006, 149).  Occasionally, 

teens on film felt pressure to have sex, as in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, Just One of 

the Guys, Little Darlings, Once Bitten, and Porky’s, but rarely was the pressure depicted 

coming from a boyfriend or girlfriend; rather, it seemed to come from internal pressure, 

from a general feeling that everyone else was doing it or had done it, and because sex was 

seen as a rite of passage into adulthood.  Many films did show teens’ first sexual 

experiences as a progression in a romance, as in Private School or All the Right Moves, or 

as part of a sex and maturity quest, as in My Tutor or Risky Business.  And while these 

encounters may have been depicted as part of a romance, and while many times the actual 

act was just seen as one part of a larger process where teens learn that just having sex 

isn’t what makes someone an adult, the titillation and exploitation factor can’t be denied, 

especially with often requisite shots of nudity.  Additionally, the depiction of these 

storylines had the effect of making teen sex seem commonplace. 

Not coincidentally, the rates of teen pregnancy were increasing (Rollins 1999, 

288; Tropiano 2006, 146) at the same time teens started having sex at a younger age.  The 

issues of teen pregnancy and contraception were actually addressed in a number of teen 

films.  Young women in Dirty Dancing, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, and Teachers, 

get pregnant and decide to have abortions, but importantly, rarely is the girl made out to 

be the villain or is she condemned for the decision.  Characters in All the Right Moves, 

The Blue Lagoon, For Keeps?, A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child, Peggy 
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Sue Got Married, and Summer School, get pregnant as teens and decide to carry the 

pregnancy to term.  Although Rhonda in Summer School decides to give the child up for 

adoption, most end up keeping the children, altering the course of their lives and 

throwing them headfirst into the adult role of parent.  Darcy in For Keeps? even says that 

when she gave birth it was like everything she loved about being young was ripped out of 

her at the same time.  Even though Darcy is asked to leave the school when she gets 

pregnant because the guidance counselor feels that as a popular girl, she might influence 

others to get pregnant as well, she is welcome to attend the school prom.  Showing 

evidence of somewhat greater acceptance of teen sex and pregnancy, most of the 

characters aren’t shunned and don’t have to be run out of town because of getting 

pregnant; they do have to take responsibility for their actions though.  

In All the Right Moves one of the reasons Stef and Lisa are so concerned about 

having sex is because their friend Brian had to give up a football scholarship and get 

married because he got his girlfriend pregnant.  Even though they do have sex, there’s no 

discussion of birth control or of how Lisa will manage to avoid the fate of staying in the 

dying steel town after she helps Stef get his scholarship.  Birth control and sexually 

transmitted disease (STD) prevention were rarely discussed in the teen films, although 

birth control was brought up humorously earlier in the decade when characters in Little 

Darlings and Private School try to buy condoms and when Caroline reveals she’s on the 

pill in Sixteen Candles.  Darcy and Stan talk about the birth control pill and how 

something must have gone wrong, but a serious discussion of condom use and pregnancy 

prevention before the fact doesn’t actually take place in a top grossing teen film until Kid 
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and Sidney talk about male and female responsibility when it comes to sex in House 

Party, a film released in 1990.  The discussions are notably absent during a majority of 

the 1980s, a decade when teen sex was on the rise, but when conservative policies 

advocated not actually talking to teens about sex. 

The proliferation of teen sex on screen, without subsequent severe punishments or 

expulsions from the community, does speak to the ways mores were changing.  But the 

changes didn’t necessarily represent a linear progression.  Punishments for sex, and drug 

use, and the conservative morality these “punishments” represented, were definitely 

apparent in the slasher horror films, where as if on cue, if teens had sex in Friday the 13th 

and A Nightmare on Elm Street, they were killed immediately afterwards.  However, it is 

notable that sex and drug use were not the only reasons people got killed in the slasher 

films.  Victims could be irresponsible about their duties or could just be sitting on the 

side of the road and could get killed.  Interestingly, in later films such as A Nightmare on 

Elm Street 5: The Dream Child, Alice is the remaining final girl even though she’s had 

sex and a child with Dan, and in Friday the 13th Part VI, the counselors who are trying to 

protect the campers get killed while young couple Tommy and Megan survive.  In the 

horror films, the switch from killing teens right after sex to killing for any or no apparent 

reason became more common, perhaps because by the end of the decade, dying from sex 

was no longer a joke.   

In the mid-‘80s, as serious as pregnancy is as a consequence for having sex, and 

as humorous as the slashers could make the connection between sex and death in horror 

films, the subject of sexually transmitted diseases became much more grave.  During the 
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‘80s, the AIDS crisis was reaching epidemic proportions, affecting people from all walks 

of life.  Even though more teens were getting pregnant and HIV infections and AIDS 

were on the rise, and people were learning about AIDS from the news and in classrooms, 

the stance of the Reagan administration was for schools to practice abstinence-only sex 

education.  And interestingly, while some teen films did try to address the consequences 

for having sex in terms of pregnancy, AIDS was rarely discussed.   

Of course, one of the benefits of working in the realm of the fantastic, as some of 

the teen science fiction/fantasy and horror films do, is that current topics can be 

addressed as analogy.  Indeed, the argument could be made that a film like The Lost 

Boys, where teens turn into vampires, can be seen as an allegory for the pressing threat of 

AIDS.  The film is replete with contemporary teen film motifs, such as: the Frog 

brothers’ (the local teen vampire hunters) parents are always shown as drugged-out 

hippies; the teens feel like they can’t go to any adults for help so they try to handle the 

situation on their own; patriarchy is reasserted, but a generation removed, with the 

grandfather aware all along about the vampires; Sam and Michael’s mother recently got 

divorced and needs to move back in with family; Star, one of the female almost-

vampires, takes on a surrogate mother role to a child almost-vampire; and for some 

reason, the head vampire decides his lost boys need a mother.  In The Lost Boys’ take on 

the vampire mythology, humans turn into partial vampires by drinking vampire blood 

(Michael is tricked into drinking wine that’s actually blood), and don’t become full 

vampires until they make their first kill.  The lack of a sexual analogy for the way 

vampires start the change, drinking from a glass instead of by bodily contact, alludes to 
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the way Michael can still be saved: he hasn’t bitten anyone.  Still, however, this metaphor 

isn’t clearly articulated. 

It seems the impact of AIDS on film was not so much in raising awareness of the 

disease but in trying to make the subject of sex itself much more serious.  Indeed, both 

Shary and Doherty note the shift towards more romantic love stories instead of tales of 

licentiousness and promiscuity after the mid ‘80s (Doherty 2002, 201; Shary 2002, 142), 

and in Hughes’ films like Pretty in Pink and Some Kind of Wonderful, the characters fall 

in love quickly, but the relationships remain chaste.  It wasn’t that the topic of teen sex 

wasn’t still addressed on screen, though; rather, while teen sex was still sometimes 

depicted in teen romances and independent films later in the decade, such as in Dirty 

Dancing, For Keeps?, Heathers, River’s Edge, and Say Anything…, there weren’t as 

many ribald sex comedies.  This could perhaps be attributable to changing conservative 

values, but also to the AIDS crisis when it was no longer just an STD or an unwanted 

pregnancy that teens had to worry about; in the age of AIDS, sex could mean death.  

Another sobering statistic of the ‘80s regarding teens and death was the increase 

in rates of teen suicide.  A disturbing trend across youth during the decade, “roughly 

5,000 children under age 18 committed suicide each year, the largest number and 

proportion ever recorded for that age bracket” (Strauss and Howe 1991, 326).  A series of 

cluster suicides swept through different parts of the country in the mid to late ‘80s 

(Coleman 2004, 94), and the topic of suicide, along with its detrimental causes and 

effects, were brought up in some ‘80s films, including Dead Poets Society, Ordinary 

People, and Pump Up the Volume.  Although Better Off Dead made fun of a teen’s 
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feelings of desperation after a breakup leading to his faux suicide attempts, and Heathers 

provided a satire not of suicide, but of the reactions of people about suicide, the topic is 

of course serious.  One of the things Heathers tried to bring attention to was the way the 

teens who committed suicide were glorified, and that this was likely not the best way to 

deal with the problem because of the potential it had to influence others to commit 

suicide as well.  

Interestingly, or nonsensically, even though the government stance was for teens 

to somehow be able to find the wherewithal on their own to “just say no” to drugs and 

sex, and to do who knows what when it came to thoughts of suicide, there was much 

greater involvement when it came to censoring music.  The landscape of the music and 

entertainment industries were rapidly changing, especially when MTV, the cable Music 

Television station, started broadcasting music videos in August of 1981 and became 

phenomenally successful with youth audiences.  But the success and tastemaking 

influence of the station became cause for concern.  “As MTV began broadcasting more 

sexually explicit and violent videos, as rap expressed its fatalistic view of the city, as 

Madonna and Michael Jackson performed their suggestive dances and songs, rock music 

itself came under scrutiny as a probable cause of rapes, murders, suicides, and violent 

acts by teens” (Rollins 1999, 295).   

Just as in the 1950s amidst fears of the influence of rock ‘n’ roll on youth, protests 

again arose against new types of music, especially rap and heavy metal.  The Parents 

Music Resource Center, led by Tipper Gore, Democratic senator/later Vice President Al 

Gore’s wife, voiced their concerns to a congressional subcommittee, and subsequently, 
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Congress passed the Children Protection and Obscenity Enforcement Act of 1988 that 

forced the RIAA (Record Industry Association of America) to put “Parental Advisory: 

Explicit Lyrics” stickers on certain albums (Tropiano 2006, 148).  Even though studies in 

the journal Popular Music and Society showed that teens were unlikely to commit violent 

acts because of the music they listened to (Rollins 1999, 295), the whole situation was 

indicative of how out of touch people in positions of authority seemed to be with youth.  

Furthermore, the controversy around music in combination with the government stance 

on sex and drug education (or lack thereof) illustrated the contradictory sets of 

expectations adults had about youth behavior in terms of what teens should be held 

responsible for and when adults should step in and offer guidance. 

These conflicting positions led to confusion and were not lost on the generation 

coming of age in the 1980s.  Instead of unified positions about changing social mores and 

gender issues, instead of strength and confidence in the power of authority that might 

offer protection in times of distress, instead of more thoroughly addressing issues of the 

lack of equality in terms of class and diversity, what was left was confusion.  Teen films 

of the era articulated a number of these contradictory and confusing positions, and like 

most Hollywood films, they concluded with the problems resolved.  David saves the 

world in WarGames, Stef gets his scholarship and ticket out of town in All the Right 

Moves, Caroline ends up happily coupled with the Geek in Sixteen Candles, the diverse 

outcasts gain acceptance in Revenge of the Nerds, and Darcy and Stan figure out a way to 

go to college and be together with their baby in For Keeps?  Of course not every film 

ends neatly with the ideological loose strings all tied up, and indeed, pointing out the 
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existence of the contradictions is still noteworthy.  The complexity of the issues and their 

representation in the teen film points to the ways films function as myths, to the ways the 

films reveal critical cultural issues and offer temporary resolutions.  By illustrating the 

complex and confusing systems of values and beliefs facing teens in the ‘80s, the films 

again reveal how amid the many changes in the political, economic, and social 

landscapes in the U.S., members of Generation X were left to figure out a lot on their 

own. 

 While factors relating to political, economic, and social issues offer a contextual 

background for teen film production in the ‘80s, what becomes apparent in these analyses 

is that perceptions of the generation coming of age at the time also play a significant role 

in understanding how these films work.  The traits of a generation are shaped by its 

position in generation cycles and by historical events, with the two influencing each other 

and with both having an effect on cultural products.  As such, the discussion turns now to 

a more thorough analysis of Generation X and its place in understanding and 

contextualizing teen film production of the ‘80s.    

 

GENERATIONS 

According to William Strauss and Neil Howe in their study on American 

generations, a generation is defined as “a cohort-group whose length approximates the 

span of a phase of life and whose boundaries are fixed by peer personality,” where a peer 

personality is defined as “a generational persona recognized and determined by (1) 

common age location; (2) common beliefs and behavior; and (3) perceived membership 
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in a common generation” (1991, 60, 64).  Even though the defining characteristics of the 

youth of the time period didn’t seem to coalesce until the early 1990s, the 1980s were an 

impressionable time because it marked when some members of the generation were 

approaching adolescence and early adulthood.  Additionally, some of the revealing signs 

of generational behaviors and attitudes were already developing in the 1980s, and it is the 

teen films of this period that start to show how the attributes of this group were taking 

shape.   

In Karl Mannheim’s influential essay “The Problem of Generations,” he describes 

generations, and generation-units, as groups that are born at about the same time, 

experience major events at about the same age, but also as categorizations that take into 

consideration the impact of race, class, geographic, and cultural backgrounds.  

Importantly, no one generation group is homogenous and without some antagonism 

between members, but there still remains a sense of kinship among members of a 

generation because of the similarities they do share (1952, 304-12).  Not everyone in the 

same generation group will come away from the same events with the same experiences 

or share the same outlook, but there is a sense that they can relate to these events, that 

they have a shared awareness of them (Bennett and Craig 1997, 6; Owen 1997, 2).  Also, 

events have an impact on multiple generations, but as defining characteristics of a 

particular generation, those events that occur in adolescence and early adulthood have a 

greater shaping effect; the events that occur when a group of people or age cohort come 

of age are the ones that tend to influence the defining characteristics of that generation 

(Schuman and Rogers 2004, 250).  
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That events have a greater effect on the generation coming of age at the time they 

occur begs the question of how coming of age is defined as it relates to generational 

investigations.  In An Anthropological Study of Adolescence, Schlegel and Barry note the 

different ways the adolescent period of development is perceived according to the 

different functions it serves.  They describe that “sociologists view adolescence from the 

perspective of adulthood,” or as a period of socialization for adult social roles, “whereas 

psychologists and developmental psychologists treat it as part of child development” 

(1991, 3), while “anthropologists study adolescence as a contributing part of a larger 

system of social organization” (6).  Importantly, for discussions of the generation coming 

of age in the ‘80s, at the time there were changes to the way this period in life was being 

defined, with confusions surrounding labels of youth based on age and attitude.  

Although the beginning of adolescence is partially determined by biology, i.e. puberty, 

the end of adolescence is more often determined by social processes and can be more 

vague (10).  The term “youth” applies when taking into account the extension of the 

period at the end of or after adolescence, when full maturity into social roles has not yet 

been reached.   

Not only is the end of adolescence vague, but it seems the end of the period of 

youth is in flux as well, especially in the latter half of the twentieth century.  As 

Lawrence Grossberg writes in “Is There Rock after Punk?” (first published in 1986):  

In all the contemporary discussions of youth, we are caught in the uncertainty of 

generations.  Youth today is caught already in the contradictions between those 

who experience the powerlessness of their age and the generations of baby 
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boomers who have tried to redefine youth as an attitude.  If the former is 

increasingly uncertain, it is partly because the status of the latter has also become 

problematic.  As more and more people point to the increasingly troubled and 

adult-like qualities of young people, they are also observing the failure of the 

baby boomers to accept and arrive at traditional notions of adulthood. (64) 

These confusions in the roles members of different generations play have an effect on 

socialization processes, and influence, for example, teens feeling like they need to take on 

adult roles, or teens feeling like authority figures had lost power. 

 The focus on adolescents and youth is important not just because this is the period 

when events have the greatest shaping effects on a generation or for the socialization 

processes taking place during the time.  Youth, when more traditionally defined as those 

still undergoing the process of coming of age, is often symbolic.  Teens and those in their 

early twenties represent hopes and fears, especially relating to how well or poorly they 

are (or are perceived as) handling socialization processes and the perpetuation of values.  

As bearers of the future, they can trigger promise and apprehension about where the 

society might be headed.  Tying together the studies of youth, generations, history, and 

film: youth is a way of seeing change and an engine of change, “the notion of generations 

is one of the primary categories through which we think of social change” (Acland 2000, 

40), and cultural products, like films, “articulate those discourses that define youth” 

(Campbell 2004, 13). 

 With the importance of generations and youth defined, we can turn now to the 

specific generation coming of age in the ‘80s.  The dates for the generation, something 
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not completely agreed upon, are considered those people born roughly from the early 

1960s to the mid/late 1970s (or for Strauss and Howe as late as 1981).  The names for the 

generation, now known as Generation X, are varied: Doherty mentions how 

“demographers took to calling the new youth generation ‘postboomers,’ the name itself a 

testament to the tenacious centrality of boomers in American culture” (2002, 192); 

Rollins quotes Gavin Smith calling them the “Blank Generation” because contemporary 

youth “had little to live for, little structure in their lives except that which a gang or other 

kind of peer group can give” and because “‘teendom is, for the vast majority, a wasteland 

of boredom, desperation, and lack of purpose’” (1999, 300); Strauss and Howe call this 

group the 13th Generation, noting that, at the time they were writing in 1991, the group 

“has no consensus name.  [They] label it the 13th Generation – partly for the gauntlet its 

members see in its ‘bad’ reputation, also in recognition that it is the thirteenth to know 

the American nation and flag” (31).   

The term “Generation X” was first used as the title of a sociological study of 

British youth in the ‘60s, then used as a name for a punk band with Billy Idol, and 

according to Douglas Coupland, was inspired by a 1983 study titled Class, by Paul 

Fussell, where the “X” category refers to a group of people who don’t care about 

financial and social status (Acland 2000, 31; Tropiano 2006, 216).  While Generation X: 

Tales for an Accelerated Culture, Coupland’s novel about three unemployed recent 

college graduates, came out in 1991, and the label subsequently became popular, during 

the 1980s, the generation didn’t even have an agreed upon name.  Even the “X” label 

itself alludes to something blank, unknowable, or uncertain.   
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Inherent in these definitions, names, and pedigrees, is a great deal of animosity 

between Baby Boomers and Generation X.  This generation gap, this difference in 

attitudes, was largely felt between these two successive generations, the ones who were 

coming into the cultural limelight and the ones who were refusing to let go of the 

attention.  Youth in general may be seen as taking an oppositional stance to the 

generation that came before, and although this notion has been around for a while, the 

idea of a separate and oppositional youth culture emerged in sociological discourses in 

the 1950s and ‘60s (Edgar 2007, 378), not coincidentally around the same time there was 

increased attention around the youth cohort in marketing and films.  Youth, or more 

specifically those in their teens and early twenties, have different values and attitudes that 

are distinct to adults and to the dominant culture.  But interestingly, because of the 

blurring boundaries of the term “youth,” youth culture became more dominant as aging 

Boomers strived to retain a youthful attitude, while the oppositional stance of actual 

adolescents still remains. 

Of course, with all generations and group designations, there are differences with 

how its members identify themselves.  Many representations and discussions of 

Generation X teens, and members of other generations as well, don’t necessarily 

correspond to the ways individuals see themselves for many reasons: the coming-of-age 

years are spread over multiple decades, generations are not monolithic or homogenous, 

are always moving and shifting, and there are always differences on more singular levels.  

And yet, even if members don’t associate with certain qualities, they are often aware of 

the qualities associated with their generation, for good or bad.  Generation labels and 
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attributes are perhaps productively thought of as identifying the discourse surrounding 

the generation, rather than as distinguishing individuals.  Subsequently, these discourses 

and group labels, and the constructions of identity they engender, are useful for 

examining how teen films of the ‘80s represent their subjects.   

Strauss and Howe identify four different and repeating types of generations in the 

U.S., and define Generation X (or for them the 13th Generation) as a “reactive 

generation,” one that “grows up as underprotected and criticized youths … [and] matures 

into risk-taking, alienated rising adults” (1991, 74).  Reactives tend to grow up in a period 

of hostility towards children (98), and also tend to have a great deal of conflict with the 

immediately preceding generation, regardless of whether their parents are from that 

generation or the one that came before.  Indeed, the animosity isn’t necessarily between 

parents and children, even though it can certainly be present, but rather seems to be felt 

strongly between two successive generations.  Interestingly, there are a number of 

characteristics and facts that Strauss and Howe list as specifically pertaining to 

Generation X that find their articulation in teen films of the era, films produced during 

the time when members of the generation were coming of age.  The strong correlation 

between the traits listed for Generation X and their articulation in films, even though 

these traits were yet to be formally described when the films were produced, is 

fascinating.  And notably, these correlations implicitly echo the political, economic, and 

social issues of the decade as well.  Some of the characteristics discussed in Strauss and 

Howe’s section (317-34) on the 13th Generation follow, and with the addition of films 
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that exemplify the characteristics in brackets, forecast issues addressed in the textual 

analysis in later chapters: 

- there is social distance between the generations; adults do little to try to 

understand youth, youth are quickly criticized but rarely understood, each 

generation expects little of the other [The Breakfast Club, Footloose] 

- members of the generation feel like adults aren’t in control of the country, there 

are negative views of the abilities and power of authority and adults [Iron Eagle, 

Red Dawn] 

- parents are self-immersed, have little authority, are bungling, have little power, 

don’t set boundaries, express ambivalence on moral issues when what’s needed 

by youth are clear answers [Back to the Future, My Tutor] 

- adults act more like children and vice versa; children are expected to handle adult 

situations and behave like adults or proto-adults; the bad things that happen to 

youth are their own fault [Pretty in Pink, Friday the 13th] 

- mothers’ dissatisfaction with domestic work and the need for multiple incomes 

leads to higher rates of both parents working outside the home; there are a lot of 

“latchkey kids,” or kids that come home to empty houses after school and have no 

adult supervision [Fame, Honey, I Shrunk the Kids] 

- there are high divorce rates, broken homes, some youth feeling like Boomers were 

worth parents staying together while they’re not [Little Darlings, Vision Quest] 
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- a dire economic outlook for the future; children know that they would be working 

harder and longer hours but getting less in return; a larger number of youths live 

in poverty [All the Right Moves, Lucas] 

- there are a high number of youths who are more conservative politically than 

previous generations [Revenge of the Nerds, Risky Business]  

- a lot of diversity in terms of education, class, and career prospects [The Last 

Starfighter, Say Anything…] 

- one of the most technology and media savvy generations at the time [WarGames, 

Weird Science] 

- overall feelings of cynicism about the future, feelings of alienation, brought on by 

current conditions; cynicism seen in youth whereas previously this was thought to 

be a trait associated with older populations [Heathers, Pump Up the Volume] 

- members of the generation are taught to be self-reliant and independent 

[Adventures in Babysitting, Flashdance] 

 

While the label of “Generation X” has taken on additional connotations since the 

‘90s, such as the association with slackers and apathy, in the ‘80s, the generation was still 

coming into its own.  Part of the confusion, and the supposed unknowability of the 

generation, also stems from its differences with the Boomers, with their huge numbers 

and influence, who came to personify what was expected of youth more generally.  The 

Boomers could be labeled an “idealist generation,” as one in youth that “grows up as 

increasingly indulged…; comes of age inspiring a spiritual awakening; [and] fragments 
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into narcissistic rising adults” (Strauss and Howe 1991, 74).  Part of the mystery 

surrounding Generation X, then, might have something to do with the alleged boredom, 

aimlessness, and disaffectedness of the generation mixed with the perceived naivete, 

hopefulness, and idealism expected of youth in general.  But Generation X was also 

growing up in an era where hopefulness and idealism was put into grave doubt.  For 

them, the student protests of the ‘60s and ‘70s were seen as effecting little tangible 

change, the “turn on, tune in, drop out” mantra encouraging experimenting with LSD was 

a precursor to the debilitating toll of more harmful drugs like crack, and free love and the 

sexual revolution led to AIDS.  

Teen anomie, or the feeling of alienation from a society perceived as lacking 

moral or ethical standards, and teen ennui, or weariness and dissatisfaction that arises 

from lack of interest and excitement, can be seen with characters in films such as The 

Breakfast Club, Edward Scissorhands, Heathers, River’s Edge, and Pump Up the 

Volume.  Some teens in the ‘80s may have felt like everything had already been done, 

that the social rebellion of the ‘60s didn’t end up doing much good so caring about a 

cause and trying to effect change likely wouldn’t actually accomplish anything, as the 

disinterested students in an ex-radical’s class (whom the students nickname “Berkeley”) 

in River’s Edge can attest.  But this didn’t necessarily stop teens from holding out some 

moderate hope for the future, which can be seen in Heathers with Veronica’s attempt to 

vanquish the bullies and misanthropes from high school, even if from nowhere else.   

In the ‘80s, rebellious members of the previous generation were selling out to 

become yuppies, were paying more attention to themselves than their kids, or just weren’t 
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able to understand contemporary youth.  Adults seemed alright with letting kids try to 

figure things out on their own – latchkey kids and teens coming of age in households 

where they had to take on parental roles because both their mother and father worked 

outside the home, or because either their mother or father were gone, learned how to take 

care of themselves.  While contemporary youth might not be able to make the world 

better, they could try to make their own lives and their friends’ lives better, and one way 

was by trying not to make the same mistakes their parents had made.  All the characters 

in The Breakfast Club agree with Allison when she says that “when you grow up, your 

heart dies,” and they all agree that they’ll never be like their parents – they’ll never not 

understand what their kids are going through, they’ll never not understand how much 

pressure is on them to succeed, they’ll never abuse their kids, use them as weapons in a 

divorce battle, and will never ignore them.  (Whether this is possible is another question: 

at the end of Back to the Future, Doc warns Marty that his kids are the problem they have 

to fix in the future.)  In The Breakfast Club, all the teens realize that the only ones who 

would be able to relate to them and offer any meaningful support are their peers.   

 These positions of the contradictions and confusions associated with youth and 

the feelings that there were few good role models left are further illustrated in the film 

Pump Up the Volume (1990), where Christian Slater stars as teenager Mark Hunter, or 

Happy Harry Hard-on, the name of his radio personality alter-ego.  He had just moved 

with his parents to a new town in Arizona because his father got a good job with the 

school board.  He feels lonely and isolated, and even though his parents are worried about 

him, he reminds them of their agreement: if he gets decent grades, then they’re supposed 
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to leave him alone.  To vent his frustrations, he broadcasts a radio show that starts to rile 

the parents and teachers of the community because they fear he’s a bad influence who is 

instigating the high schoolers to be more rebellious.  Although the story gets into the 

realm of exaggerated “bad guys” with the duplicitous high school principal illegally 

expelling under-performing students in order to keep the school’s ranking artificially 

high, the points Mark makes when he’s able to speak as Harry give voice to his 

generation of confused and angry teens who feel the need to conform, who feel like they 

have to be well-adjusted over-achievers or they might not be accepted by society.  One of 

his listeners asks why he can’t be cheerful, and he explains:  

I'll tell you since you asked.  I just arrived in this stupid suburb.  I have no friends, 

no money, no car, no license.  And even if I did have a license all I can do is drive 

out to some stupid mall, maybe if I'm lucky, play some fucking video games, 

smoke a joint, and get stupid.  You see, there's nothing to do anymore.  

Everything decent's been done.  All the great themes have been used up, turned 

into theme parks.  So I don't really find it exactly cheerful to be living in the 

middle of a totally, like, exhausted decade where there's nothing to look forward 

to and no one to look up to.   

His parents, as much as they might try to help, are completely unable to understand him.  

As hippies of the previous generation, one of the problems that even they themselves are 

aware of, is the idea that the Boomers sold out their ideals and left their kids with little 

faith in adults or institutions.  His parents have the following exchange:  
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Mom: I feel so out of touch here. 

Dad: We didn’t move out here to stay in touch… 

Mom: The man I married loved his work, not power and money. 

Dad: It’s all right, I still love my work, and I love power and money. 

Mom: You were a young radical, Brian, you were always fighting against the 

system, and now, you are the system. 

Dad: [at the same time] I am the system. 

For Mark/Harry, being a teenager means that a lot of people who don’t know you and 

might not have your best interests at heart are telling you what to do.  But, if you’re 

having trouble, one thing you can do is find your own voice and express yourself.  

Furthermore, you can offer support and encouragement to your fellow peers and try to 

enable them to stand up and speak for themselves as well.  Whether this can actually 

effect any change on the status quo is questionable, but the film tries to be hopeful and 

ends up moving the act of rebelling into the realm of self-acceptance. 

While Pump Up the Volume gives voice to a particularly articulate teenager, for 

the most part, the teens on film during the decade were not mere children waiting to be 

indoctrinated into the ways of being adults.  Rather, many of them were already expected 

to be mature and take on adult responsibilities.  Teens increasingly took on parent-like 

caregiver roles, for example, with having to protect younger siblings or charges as in 

Adventures in Babysitting, The Legend of Billie Jean, My Bodyguard, and The Outsiders.  

Some would also help their parents, helping with household duties or working jobs to 

bring in extra income in films like All the Right Moves, Gremlins, Mask, A Nightmare on 
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Elm Street 4: The Dream Master, Pretty in Pink, and Say Anything…, or would be 

parental in emotional roles where they would tell the parents how to behave in 

interpersonal relationships such as in Ordinary People.  Meanwhile, some teens were left 

completely alone to take care of themselves, with no parents around at all.  These weren’t 

parents that were never depicted on screen like in Fast Times at Ridgemont High or 

Grease 2, nor are they the parents that tried to support their children but were summarily 

rounded up and killed when the Cubans and Russians attacked in Red Dawn, leaving the 

teens to form their own battle contingent.  Rather, they were parents who had practically 

or literally abandoned their children, for example, like letting them live alone in an 

apartment in New York City in Fame, or in a squalid trailer park in Lucas. 

Aside from having to take on mature responsibilities, teens were also seen as 

having more knowledge, or wisdom and awareness, than adults.  This adult lack was 

particularly dangerous in the horror films where teens would try to convince parents and 

authority figures that a killer was on the loose, but wouldn’t be believed.  In A Nightmare 

on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master, Kristen’s mother, thinking that she’s doing the right 

thing, slips her daughter a sleeping pill, after which Kristen responds, “No mother, you 

just killed me,” knowing that she will be defenseless against Freddy in the drugged state.  

But this teen knowledge/adult lack of knowledge carried over into other areas as well.  

Teens had to show their authoritarian parents, like in Endless Love, The Flamingo Kid, 

Footloose, For Keeps?, House Party, and Some Kind of Wonderful that they knew what 

they wanted from their own lives, that their parents’ ideas of what they thought was best 

for their children might not actually be in the teens’ best interests.  Teens also had to 
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show the parents who wielded little authority, who tried and meant well but weren’t very 

effective, like those in The Lost Boys, My Bodyguard, Sixteen Candles, Teen Wolf, and 

Valley Girl, that they would be all right, that the teens would figure out what they needed 

to do for themselves and handle tough situations on their own.   

Teens were frequently put in the position of having to show that they knew what 

was moral and just, often times without the guidance of the adults who were growing 

increasingly inconspicuous, irresponsible, or corrupt.  Adults who are corrupted or are in 

some way morally questionable appear in films such as The Breakfast Club, Taps, Pump 

Up the Volume, and All the Right Moves.  Even in a sex comedy like My Tutor, the son 

was more mature and learned how to treat women with more respect than his father, and 

in Little Darlings, the girls had to learn for themselves the importance of sexual 

relationships and had to point out to their parents that they were wrong to think sex isn’t 

that important.  And even when there are strong moral figures like the fathers in 

Footloose and Dirty Dancing, it is up to the teens to show the adults that they had been 

dolling out their morality unjustly by not letting people’s character determine their worth.  

Teens in the ‘80s were growing up without much adult supervision or good role models, 

yet they themselves were expected to be held responsible for their actions, to somehow 

already have the knowledge no one seemed capable of imparting to them.  This was a 

generation upon which contradictory and confusing labels and ideals were inscribed; 

teens were seen both as adults and youth, as people who are in the stage of development 

where they are supposed to be learning, yet who are expected to already know better.  
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 The generation gap in many of the teen films from the ’80 is pronounced.  

However, with most films produced by filmmakers older than teenagers, and with even 

the teenaged characters often played by older actors, it is reasonable to question whose 

values are represented in films, those of the earlier generations producing the films or of 

the generation coming of age when the films are released.  However, this question could 

be related back to the argument acknowledging that while studios make films, it is the 

complex interplay between filmmakers and audiences that produces genres.  By the same 

token, these films, and the manner in which they dealt with generational issues, are ones 

that resonated with audiences at the time and spoke to contemporary topics and concerns.    
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Chapter 4: The Industrial Context of Production 

The 1980s teen film was at the center of a confluence of circumstances that led to 

their prolific production.  Industrial changes, demographic changes, and changes in the 

ways youth were perceived and represented all contributed to setting the teen film of the 

1980s apart from ones of previous eras.  What’s similar in the 1950s and the 1980s, the 

two most abundant periods of teen film production, is that Hollywood found a successful 

type of film, continued making those types of films because they were successful, and 

those films happened to be teen films, featuring characters who were about the same age 

as the perceived audience; what’s different about the two decades is the way in which the 

films told the teen stories, and the way the targeted campaigns across multiple types of 

media attracted the youth demographic, more broadly defined.  Of course, some of the 

teen films could appeal to a wider market, and teens watched other types of films besides 

just ones that featured characters who were their age.  A key in film marketing, which 

often begins before a film is even made to discover what might appeal to different 

groups, is not to make a film so narrow in its appeal that a broader audience won’t also be 

attracted, while keeping in mind that making a film with a broad appeal can still reach a 

narrow audience (Izod 1988, 183).  For Hollywood, trying to determine what interested 

the youth demographic, its primary audience, was a crucial concern. 

This chapter examines the state of the industry in the 1980s to show how the 

context of production shapes, and is affected by, the content of films.  Importantly, 

changes in Hollywood are assessed for how the new landscape of the industry affected 

teen film production and the strategies used to target the youth audience.  First, an 
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overview of the industry provides a framework in which to understand how shifting 

patterns of studio ownership and favorable legislation allowed for a restructuring of 

Hollywood that led to conglomeration.  Next, in order to situate these changes and their 

relevance to teen filmmaking, the teen audience and marketing strategies directed 

towards the youth demographic are discussed in more explicit detail.  Finally, as a result 

of conglomeration and the potential profits that could be earned using synergy to cross-

promote film-related products across multiple media outlets, the growth and importance 

of marketing strategies for film promotion are addressed.  All of these areas are 

interrelated – the overview of changes in the industry, the specifics of teen audiences and 

marketing strategies directed towards teens, and the increase in marketing, all need to be 

seen in the context of the others.  As such, each of the three topics will be touched upon 

in the other sections, while more detailed and expanded analysis of the specific topics 

will follow in the individual sections.  Ever since filmmakers and marketers discovered 

that teens and youth made up a majority of the audience in the 1950s, they never stopped 

trying to appeal to this demographic.  At issue is how and why this became so important, 

and how it was achieved, in the 1980s. 

 

THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF THE HOLLYWOOD INDUSTRY  

Mark Litwak points out in Reel Power (1986), citing the 1984 study 

commissioned by the MPAA, that 36% of the movie-going audience were teenagers and 

67% were 29 or younger.  Not only are teens viewed as reliable theater-goers, but Litwak 

also notes that the studios tend to be “notorious copycats” and “prefer to imitate a current 
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hit than take a chance on something innovative” (109).  The combination of this “safe 

bet” type of studio policy which leads to the cyclical production of popular genre films, 

together with the changing structure of the Hollywood industry as a result of media 

conglomerates buying studios and the threats to traditional delivery systems and audience 

numbers as a result of home video and cable, along with the success of a number of teen 

films in the late 1970s like Animal House and Halloween, led to a resurgence of teen 

films coming into the 1980s.  

Trying to assess the new marketplace and attempting to find successful types of 

films is always a primary objective, but in the 1980s, the turbulent changes occurring in 

Hollywood made this goal even more pressing.  The wild economic ride in the country at 

large was felt in Hollywood as well.  Although the growth in revenues starting in the 

mid-‘70s did reverse three decades of decline, while the box office grew from $2.75 

billion in 1980 to $5.02 billion in 1990, or 83% (MPAA 1990 US Economic Review), 

these dramatic increases actually belie a more stagnant growth in audience numbers.  

Admissions held steady at about one billion over the course of the decade from 1.02 

billion in 1980 to 1.06 billion in 1990 (ibid.), an increase of only 3.9%, and actually 

hadn’t changed significantly over the previous 30 years (Prince 2000, 2).  These statistics 

also don’t take into account the increases in the U.S. population over the course of the 

decade: from 226,546,000 in 1980 to 248,791,000 in 1990, an increase of 9.8% (US 

Census Bureau), which means that as a relative proportion of the population, theater 

attendance was actually dropping.  This meant that most of the increase in box office 

revenue was coming from an increase in ticket prices, which went from an average of 
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$2.69 in 1980, to $4.75 in 1990, an increase of 77% (MPAA 1990 US Economic 

Review).  Furthermore, the soaring growth in negative costs from $9.38 million in 1980 

to $26.78 million in 1990, an increase of 185.5%, in combination with the mounting costs 

of prints and advertising, from $4.33 million in 1980 to $11.64 million in 1990, an 

increase of 168.8% (ibid.), outpaced industry revenues from the domestic box office.  

Combined with the perceived threats to industry profits from cable and home video, even 

though these ultimately became significant sources of additional revenue, Hollywood was 

struggling to find its footing in a new economic climate.  As Prince notes, “the welfare of 

the Hollywood industry would be tested by its ability to survive, and indeed to master, a 

complex set of institutional, economic, and technological factors that would transform the 

business as nothing had since the 1947 [sic, 1948] consent decrees and the appearance of 

television” (2000, 1-2).  

Although there have been many periods of tumultuous change in Hollywood over 

the decades, the 1980s and the emergent New Hollywood marked a sea change in the film 

business.  As Stephen Prince describes in a volume in The History of American Cinema 

devoted to the 1980s, A New Pot of Gold (2000), “the eighties branded the 

industry…taking it away from film and toward filmed entertainment, changing the 

corporate structure and affiliations of the companies producing filmed entertainment, and 

setting the industry on a course toward globalization and a new oligarchy of planetary 

media titans” (xii).  The pervasive changes in the structure of the industry had far-

reaching effects on the way the business of making films was carried out, and necessarily, 

on the content of films themselves.  These changes have become manifest in different 
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genres and in the blockbuster, and of course, affected production of the teen film during 

this time as well.  Identifying underlying structural changes is integral to understanding 

changes in film form. 

 Thomas Schatz points out in “The New Hollywood” (1993) that Jaws was a 

watershed film that ushered in a new era when it was released in 1975 and reached $100 

million gross by the end of the year.  It marked a distinctive new phase of Hollywood’s 

blockbuster mentality, although it certainly took some of its cues from the roadshow 

period that came before it (Wyatt 1998).  The film was based on a “high concept” idea, 

one that is easily understood, easy to sell, or one that, as Steven Spielberg famously 

described, can be pitched in twenty-five words or less.  As Justin Wyatt uses the term in 

High Concept (1994), Jaws was based on “‘the look, the hook, and the book.’  The look 

of the images, the marketing hooks, and the reduced narratives form the cornerstones of 

high concept” (22).  Jaws was also one of the first films to be advertised heavily on 

television instead of predominantly in print and radio, had a wide release in hundreds of 

theaters all over the country, and was released during the summer months, a period 

heretofore not exploited by the studios and one which notably appealed to teenagers on 

their summer vacation.   

Two years after Jaws, George Lucas’s hugely successful franchise was 

inaugurated with the release of Star Wars (1977).  Star Wars proved not only that an 

older, seemingly spent genre like science fiction could be revived, but also that such a 

success could flourish so extensively and spark a spate of similarly themed genre films 

that attracted not just a teen audience, but also broader audiences, and ones that kept 
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going back to the theater for multiple repeat viewings.  Moreover, Star Wars generated 

additional revenues via tie-ins, marketing, and licensing using such things as toys, novels, 

and other merchandise to increase returns.  The ancillary markets of the blockbuster films 

were becoming as important and lucrative a revenue stream as the films themselves and 

contributed to one of the basic operating principles of Hollywood in the 1980s – i.e., the 

moves toward conglomeration and synergy.  

 It is important to note a number of industrial shifts leading up to and occurring at 

the time of the release of these films.  The first wave of mergers and acquisitions went 

through Hollywood in the 1960s and 1970s.  Studios were bought out by conglomerates 

for which the film studios and their products were just one element in a much larger, 

diversified corporation (such as Gulf & Western’s purchase of Paramount, 

Transamerica’s purchase of United Artists).  The merger and acquisition pattern changed 

in the New Hollywood of the 1980s and ‘90s as studios were bought by companies that 

had holdings in other media industries.  The conglomerates that purchased studios relied 

on synergy for exploiting a product (the film) over various platforms (ancillary markets).  

Twentieth Century Fox was bought by News Corp., Warner Bros. merged with Time Inc., 

Columbia was purchased by Sony, and Universal/MCA by Matsushita, paving the way 

for a more tightly diversified industry structure (Schatz 1993; Prince 2000).   

Many of the films made as a result of the new systems of ownership attempted to 

hedge the financial risk involved in production by trying to maximize the profits that 

could be realized over the different arms of the conglomerate.  Even though certain types 

of films were expensive to produce, most notably the blockbuster, the risk can often be 
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offset and spread out when the film and its related products are sold in ancillary markets, 

like in cable, home video, and foreign theatrical, and with soundtracks, theme park rides, 

books, video games, toys, etc.  In addition, the promotion of a film can be enhanced if 

there is already a built-in market for the product, for example if the film becomes part of 

a franchise that spawns sequels, is a sequel to a popular movie itself, or uses known 

properties from other media like print, music, and television.  The results of these 

strategies are seen in films of the ‘80s that use soundtracks and a well-known property to 

help sell a theatrical release like Batman (1989), or that use a franchise mentality like Die 

Hard (1988), a film which starred Bruce Willis of television fame from the show 

Moonlighting (1985-1989) and which has spawned three sequels.  These structural shifts 

affected trends in teen filmmaking as well.  The success of Flashdance (1983) was 

largely due to its soundtrack tie-ins and MTV aesthetic, and Back to the Future I, II, and 

III (1985, 1989, and 1990, respectively) starred Michael J. Fox of TV’s Family Ties 

(1982-1989) fame, featured product placements for Pepsi soft drinks, and launched 

popular interest in DeLorean automobiles and toys.  Of the 100 teen films in the sample 

used for this analysis, a little over half (51%) are part of a franchise that includes 

sequels/prequels, remakes, related television shows, or videogames (see Appendix D).  

Interestingly, a striking majority (18 out of 19) of the horror films, usually low budget 

films with relatively high returns, are part of franchises or planned franchises, indicating 

the enduring success of these particular formulas. 

The year 1975 did not just witness the dawning of the new blockbuster, but also 

saw significant changes in exhibition, the effects of which further enhanced the 
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possibilities of synergy across different exhibition outlets owned by parent companies, 

and additionally strengthened the convergence of the film and television industries that 

began in the 1950s.  The two platforms that emerged, cable and home video (a third, pay-

per-view, was also launched at this time but proved not to be as successful), were 

originally seen as a threat taking away audiences from studio theatrical fare just as 

television had done in the 1950s.  By 1986, Variety was reporting projections that 40% of 

films viewed in America would be on a VCR and that “VCR dates” were quickly 

replacing going to the movies for teenagers.  “Teenagers reduced their film attendance by 

20% in 1985.  The same group tripled its viewing of rented VCR films in 1985” (Roth 

1986, 3).  The changes were felt as both part of theater attendance attrition and as a 

changing social trend.  A representative from Market Facts Inc. stated that “faced with 

the rising costs of attending a theater movie, youngsters are renting one or more movies, 

gathering with friends, and saving money.  This represents a dramatic social change for 

teenagers that, if it continues, will have an even bigger impact on the industry when these 

youngsters reach their 20s” (ibid., 34).  Already in the 20-29 year-old age group, 

described as the second-most active age group attending movies behind the 10-19 year-

olds, box office had been declining in favor of viewing movies on VCRs (ibid.).    

However, the studios very soon learned, as they had with television, that they 

could use these additional outlets to their advantage.  Cable grew in popularity quickly, 

even though there were initially restrictions on which films it could broadcast.  The video 

industry took a little longer to catch on, but this was partly due to the format wars 

between Sony’s Betamax system and Matsushita’s VHS, and to copyright lawsuits filed 
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by Universal and Disney trying to prevent home video users from recording programs.  

However, after these bumpy starts, the growth of cable and especially home video was 

rapid, as can be seen in the table 4.1 below. 

TABLE 4.1. VCR and cable growth rates, 1980-1990 
VCR penetration in US TV households (in millions)  
Year VCR TV Penetration rate 
1980 1.9 78 2.40% 
1985 23.5 86.1 27.30% 
1990 65.4 93.1 70.20% 
Sales of pre-recorded videocassettes to US dealers (in millions) 
Year Total cassettes Rental Sell-through 
1980 3 2 1 
1985 40.9 15.2 25.7 
1990 241.8 32.3 209.5 
US basic cable households (in millions)  
[Wired cable households with basic cable]  
Year Basic cable households TV households Penetration rate 
1980 17.6 78 22.60% 
1985 39.8 86.1 46.20% 
1990 54.9 93.1 59% 
US pay cable households (in millions)  
[Wired cable households with pay cable]  
Year Pay cable households TV households Penetration rate 
1980 N/A  N/A 
1985 22.8 86.1 26.50% 
1990 27 93.1 29% 
US television households (in millions)*  
Year TV households Total households Penetration rate 
1980 76.3 77.9 97.90% 
1985 84.9 86.5 98.10% 
1990 92.1 93.8 98.20% 

Source: MPAA 2000 US Economic Review; *TV Basics (2010) report from the Nielsen Company  
 

Eventually, studios made deals with cable stations like HBO and Showtime, and figured 

out pricing schemes that would allow profits from both tape rentals and sell-throughs 

(Mullen 2003; Wasko 1994; Wasser 2001).  Producers and distributors realized that cable 
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and video opened up yet more “windows” for exhibition of their product.  By staggering 

the release of films in different windows, studios could maximize their profits from each.  

Studios found that the cable and video market could even help with box office sales.  The 

box office of both Flashdance and Footloose surged when the titles were released on 

videocassette while the films were still in theaters (Bierbaum 1984, 3).  Back to the 

Future Part II was released on home video the day before Back to the Future Part III was 

released in theaters, each helping to capitalize on the joint publicity (“Vid Goes Back” 

1990).  Additionally, commercials and trailers for upcoming films could be featured in 

rotation on cable stations or before the feature film started on a videocassette. 

Unlike in cable where other companies like HBO and Showtime were able to gain 

a strong foothold, studios were quicker to see the profitability of home video and soon 

became distributors of their films on videocassette (Litwak 1986).  Reporting in the mid-

‘80s, Litwak explains that, “while the studios receive gross receipts of about $1.58 per 

theater ticket, 18-20 cents per cable subscriber, and 5 cents per broadcast-television 

household, they get $55.00 for each $79.95 videocassette sold to the consumer (although 

exhibition and videocassette revenues are offset by their greater duplication and 

distribution costs)” (1986, 88).  Studios don’t profit as much from rental transactions, in 

fact only making a profit on the “first sale” which allows retailers to buy a tape and then 

rent it without giving any more money to the distributor, so they lowered prices of sell-

throughs to individual consumers to try to encourage more sales instead of rentals (ibid.).   

Even though a big theatrical release was important to the success of a film, both 

theatrically and in ancillaries, the new windows provided additional paths for making 
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money.  But it’s important to note, as Harold Vogel, vice president of Merrill Lunch 

Capital, pointed out, that combined profits in the industry increased only 14% from 1984 

to 1988: “in the aggregate, ancillary-market cash flow is often largely substitutional and 

thus does not necessarily lead to net increments in total revenues” (quoted in Prince 2000, 

141).  By the mid-1980s, films’ performance and profit revenue from these other venues 

far surpassed the domestic theatrical release (“Consumer Video” 1986; Litwak 1986; 

Gomery 2000; Thompson and Bordwell 2003).  Indeed, the theatrical release was 

becoming a “loss-leader” designed to launch franchises in these other markets.  Success 

in the box office was still vital, though; awareness of a film and a high grossing theatrical 

take translated to recognition of the film in all the other markets, and consequently, led to 

higher revenues.   

Although the original threat of the cable and home video markets initially 

influenced the box office trend of using the theatrical release as advertising for the film in 

other exhibition outlets, the new markets also needed original material, often in the form 

of genre films, to fill programming hours and rental store shelves.  A number of lower 

quality, or B-movies, were distributed, ones with purposefully short theatrical runs, or 

direct to video releases with no theatrical run, so that the film could quickly hit rental 

stores and cable.  Barry Litman describes in The Motion Picture Mega-Industry that “It is 

the insatiable appetite of these subsidiary markets for product that has caused the growth 

of the independent production industry and led to a record number of movies releases 

over the last decade” (1998, 89).  As Shary notes in Teen Movies (2005), by the late 

1980s, the teen film flourished on home video and cable, largely because of the lower 
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cost and the ease of getting around rating restrictions for younger viewers.  These new 

markets even created new barometers of success.  Some films, like Heathers in particular, 

but also films like Better Off Dead (1985) and Some Kind of Wonderful, did not do well 

in their theatrical release, but were extremely popular in the ancillary markets. 

While Shary (2002) mentions the importance of home video and cable, he is more 

concerned with the advent of the multiplex and its effects on teen films and viewers, as 

evidenced by the very title of his book, Generation Multiplex.  As Shary explains, the rise 

of the shopping mall and the appearance of multiplexes in suburban shopping centers are 

essential to explaining the rise of teen films in the 1980s.  Malls were the new central 

hangouts for teens and were organized around giving consumers a variety of choices: 

“With the relocation of most movie theaters into or near shopping malls in the 1980s, the 

need to cater to the young audiences who frequented those malls became apparent to 

Hollywood, and those audiences formed the first generation of multiplex moviegoers.  

The clearest result of the multiplex movement was a voluminous outpouring of films 

directed to and featuring teens” (2002, 6).  Indeed, the total number of screens increased 

about 35% from 17,590 in 1980 to 23,689 in 1990, while the number of indoor screens 

increased by an even greater percentage (62%) from 14,029 in 1980 to 22,774 in 1990 

(MPAA 2000 Economic Review).  Most of these new indoor screens were included in 

multiplexes, or theater complexes that housed multiple screens as opposed to the older 

picture houses that usually only had one.  While some multiplexes sprang up as 

standalones, many more were part of new shopping malls and benefited symbiotically 

from the modern consumer space.  Not coincidentally, the shopping malls were places 
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where teenagers spent a great deal of their leisure time and disposable income.  The rise 

of the multiplex in shopping malls led Hollywood to cater to the teen audience, and those 

audiences “formed the first generation of multiplex moviegoers” (Shary 2005, 54). 

The design and execution behind the idea of the multiplex is in line with the 

business practices of the New Hollywood.  Exhibitors realized greater profits in a number 

of ways.  They no longer had to rely on only one film to attract patrons, the variety of 

choices appealed to different audience groups, and the real estate space in the movie 

theater (like the concession stand) was used to its fullest extent by staggering playtimes to 

ensure a more steady stream of customers (Litwak 1986; Prince 2000).  The studios 

recognized the profitability of the multiplex and even though they were pressured to sell 

off their theater chains after the Paramount Case, they were encouraged to reenter the 

exhibition arena because of more favorable legislation in the Reagan years.  As Jennifer 

Holt describes in “In Deregulation We Trust” (2001), after Reagan came into office, the 

Justice Department reviewed the consent decrees that had shaped the Hollywood industry 

since 1948.  She explains that “the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice also 

laid out the 1985 vertical restraint guidelines, which were extremely lenient and tolerated 

behavior that would have previously been under suspicion for restraint of trade” (334).  

The Reagan years, as well as The Telecommunication Act of 1996, while supposedly 

trying to foster competition in a free market, effectively allowed a few small corporations 

to corner the largest percentage of the entertainment business market share.  As Prince 

(2000) describes, the 1980s marked a return to the vertically integrated studio system; by 

the end of the decade, Columbia Pictures, Gulf and Western, MCA, and Warner Bros. all 
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owned theater chains.  Even though the ownership of theater chains was becoming less 

important than other pipelines like television networks and cable stations, with more 

relaxed regulation in place or becoming imminent, conglomerates were soon poised to 

take over these exhibition outlets as well. 

While studios looked to expand into more exhibition outlets with theaters, cable 

and home video, another profitable source lay in network television.  The more lax 

regulation laws that allowed conglomerate cross-ownership across production, 

distribution, and exhibition, also affected broadcasting.  In The Motion Picture Mega-

Industry, Barry Litman (1998) describes that in the middle of the decade, the networks 

were losing money, not showing much in the way of innovative programming, and were 

trying to cut costs.  When their stock value decreased to the point of being worth less than 

their perceived value because of their earning potential, “each of them was acquired or 

reorganized in highly publicized multibillion dollar deals (NBC by General Electric, 

ABC by Capital Cities, and CBS by Lawrence Tisch) and new corporate managements 

installed.  Each became a subsidiary of a giant U.S. media conglomerate” (Litman 1998, 

92-93).  It was in this environment that Rupert Murdoch of News Corp. bought 

Twentieth-Century Fox and the Metromedia Broadcast Group in order to launch a fourth 

network (93).   

One of the reasons the new Fox network was able to find success was because it 

actively and aggressively sought to pursue a younger demographic.  Believing that the 

way to carve out its niche in an era of narrowcasting, which came about largely because 

of the multitude of channels opening to reaching potential audiences, Fox offered 
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something different from the other broadcast networks by specifically targeting the youth 

demographic.  Jamie Kellner, Fox’s former president, spoke of the network tying to target 

a more narrow audience: “We are going after the young-adult audience.  A large 

percentage of the network audience in over 50, and, in order to win the household ratings 

game and be no. 1, they must appeal to the older viewers.  Fox is not in the household 

ratings game.  We believe that the future of television is going to be directed toward 

pinpointed demographic audiences” (quoted in Owen 1997, 57).  Some of the youth-

oriented shows in its lineup included Married…with Children (1987-1997), 21 Jump 

Street with Johnny Depp (1987-1991), The Simpsons (1989 - current), which started as a 

segment on the Fox comedy sketch program The Tracy Ullman Show (1987-1990), and 

starting in 1990 and running until 2000, Beverly Hills, 90210.  Although they didn’t 

achieve as much success as Fox, later on in the mid-‘90s, the WB (Warner Bros. 

Network) and UPN (United Paramount Network), two more upstart networks, tried to 

follow a similar tactic – by trying to appeal to a youth demographic, they were hoping to 

carve out their place in the media landscape.  

While the major studios were further cementing their vertically and horizontally 

integrated power in multiple exhibition outlets, interestingly, a new breed of independent 

studio was emerging to compete with them as well.  As Justin Wyatt (2000) describes, 

independents like Carolco, The Cannon Group, De Laurentiis Entertainment Group, and 

Vestron Pictures were initially buoyed by ancillary markets and the increase in demand 

for programming made available by home video and cable.  For example, Vestron 

Pictures, before the studios realized the potential for profit of their own video divisions, 
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bought up video rights to older Time-Life films and to new releases (Wyatt 2000).  Balio 

also notes in Hollywood in the Age of Television (1990) that when the independents 

started moving into production, the financial underpinnings of the companies “rested on 

their ability to finance pictures by preselling the distribution rights to ancillary markets 

before production began” (277).  Although the success of many of the independent 

companies was short-lived due to spiraling expenses, limited theatrical returns, and the 

buyouts of independents by larger corporations, they nonetheless contributed 

significantly to the output of teen films in the 1980s.  Vestron’s Dirty Dancing was the 

highest grossing teen film of 1987, reached number eleven for overall film releases of the 

year, had two soundtrack albums that remained in the top 10 of the Billboard soundtrack 

charts for three years, and spawned a prequel (albeit one poorly received) almost twenty 

years after its initial release.  Additionally, New Line’s involvement in franchise films, 

such as with the popular Nightmare on Elm Street series and The Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles films, secured financial success for the company that eventually led to its 

prominent place in the independent filmmaking business of the 1990s, and to its eventual 

ownership by TBS in 1993 and then Time Warner in 1996. 

 Conglomeration and synergy, high concept productions, changes in exhibition 

practices and outlets, and the rise of independents affected all areas of American 

filmmaking, including of course, the teen film.  The complex media landscape, in 

combination with a fragmented audience and an industry that was becoming more 

amenable to catering to niche markets, meant that the most reliable filmgoing audience 

could now be directly targeted through multiple media outlets.  But first, Hollywood had 
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to assess more specifically who made up this audience and how best to reach it.  While 

the youth market historically made up the largest segment of the audience, in the 1980s, 

generation and demographic patterns were shifting and the ways to measure, evaluate, 

and reach target groups were becoming more sophisticated.  

 

THE TEEN FACTOR IN FILMMAKING AND MARKETING 

Trying to figure out what would appeal to the new generation coming of age in 

the 1980s was coupled with a period of uncertainty amidst tumultuous changes occurring 

in the Hollywood industry.  Hollywood was trying to position itself so that it could 

weather the shifting landscape, just as it had needed to do in the past when it was 

threatened by shrinking audiences and the potential loss of revenues.  The extent and 

magnitude of these changes in the 1980s were similar to the 1950s, another period of 

tremendous upheaval.  In both decades, the economy was flourishing, conservative values 

were dominant, the traditional family unit was changing as once again women were 

adjusting to changing work roles, the studios were restructuring as a result of new 

government laws (this time merging with other media-related industries as a result of 

deregulation), and the industry was trying to assess how to deal with further erosion of its 

domestic theatrical take from television (this time because of the television-related 

technologies of cable and home video).  There was a bright spot in the landscape with the 

introduction of the mall-based multiplexes as a new exhibition site that could help 

increase theatrical box office.  The introduction of this exhibition space, and its appeal to 

a youth audience, also helped spur on a familiar business practice – with threats to 
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audience numbers and in an environment of great uncertainty, once again Hollywood 

looked to the teen market to try to increase profits. 

 

Teen Audiences and Teen Films 

Studios thought that the way to try to assure profits was to make films that would 

appeal to the teenage audience with either blockbusters or with films starring teenage 

characters.  Even in the face of increasing audience attrition from cable and home video, 

youth still comprised the bulk of the theatrical audience.  Reporting on the Opinion 

Research Corp. yearly survey commissioned by the MPAA, Jack Valenti, long-time 

president of the MPAA, comments “that people will not encase themselves in an 

electronic prison in the home.  They will go out and a favorite place to go will be to a 

motion picture theater.  How else to account for the spurt by confident exhibitors in 

constructing new theater screens throughout the country?” (1985, 94).  Indeed, as the 

charts below illustrate, the teen and youth audience did comprise the bulk of moviegoers.   

TABLE 4.2. Attendance by age 
Age 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989* 1990 
12-15 N/A N/A 12% 13% 13% 14% 14% 11% 12% 11% 11% 
16-20 N/A N/A 25% 25% 23% 21% 21% 21% 20% 19% 20% 
21-24 N/A N/A 14% 15% 18% 18% 17% 15% 12% 14% 11% 
25-29 N/A N/A 13% 15% 13% 14% 14% 15% 13% 16% 14% 
30-39 N/A N/A 16% 17% 18% 18% 20% 18% 20% 18% 20% 
40-49 N/A N/A 8% 7% 8% 7% 8% 10% 11% 12% 12% 
50-59 N/A N/A 5% 4% 4% 4% 3% 5% 5% 4% 5% 
60+ N/A N/A 6% 4% 3% 4% 3% 5% 7% 7% 7% 

Source: MPA Worldwide Market Research Analysis: Attendance by Age 1982-1991.  Requested Report 
from MPAA Research Department (1975-95 requested, 1982-88, 1990-91) available).  
*Source: MPA Incidence of Motion Picture Attendance Among the Adult and Teenage Public, July 1990. 
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When bracketed according to approximate age groups of teen (12-20), youth (12-29), and 

a slightly older audience (30-49), and when compared to the proportion of these same 

groups in the general population, the differences become even more noticeable:   

TABLE 4.3. Attendance by age brackets 
Age 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989* 1990 
12-20 N/A N/A 37% 38% 36% 35% 35% 32% 32% 30% 31% 
12-29 N/A N/A 64% 68% 67% 67% 66% 62% 57% 60% 56% 
30-49 N/A N/A 24% 24% 26% 25% 28% 28% 31% 30% 32% 

 

TABLE 4.4. Admissions by age group compared to population 
Year 1984 1984 1990 1990 

Age 

Percent of  
total yearly 
admissions 

Percent of 
resident 
civilian 
population 

Percent of  
total yearly 
admissions 

Percent of 
resident 
civilian 
population 

12-15 13% 8% 11% 6% 
16-20 23% 10% 20% 9% 
21-24 18% 9% 11% 7% 
25-29 13% 11% 12% 11% 
30-39 18% 18% 20% 20% 
40-49 8% 13% 12% 15% 
50-59 4% 12% 5% 11% 
60&over 3% 20% 7% 21% 
     
12-20 36% 18% 31% 15% 
12-29 67% 38% 54% 33% 
30-49 26% 31% 32% 35% 

Sources: MPAA Incidence of Motion Picture Attendance, 1984 (reported in Valenti 1985, 94) and from 
MPA Incidence of Motion Picture Attendance Among the Adult and Teenage Public, July, 1990.z 
 

Over the course of the 1980s, the youth audience made up from 56% to 68% of all 

moviegoers, while only accounting from 33% to 38% of the general population.  On 

average, over the nine years reported above from 1982-1990, 12-20-year-olds made up 

slightly more than a third of admissions (34%), 12-29-year-olds almost two thirds (63%), 

and 30-49-year-olds a little over a quarter (27.6%), showing the importance of the youth 
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audience.  In addition, as Valenti reported, “frequent moviegoers [those who attend at 

least once a month], constituting only 24% of the public age 12 and over, provide 84% of 

theater admissions” (1985, 94).  And more specifically, in 1984, teenagers aged 12-17, 

made up 51% of frequent moviegoers, the highest proportion of any group (ibid.).  In 

1990, although their numbers were dropping slightly, teenagers age 12-17 made up 45% 

of frequent moviegoers (MPA Incidence of Motion Picture Attendance 1990). 

Interestingly, as impressive as these percentages look for the youth audience, this 

segment of moviegoers was actually decreasing.  A 1981 article in Variety reported that 

in 1973, the 18-29 year-olds actually made up a greater portion of moviegoers at 75% of 

the audience (Tusher, 1, 128).  In the same article, Charles Kinsolving, vice president of 

the Newspaper Advertising Bureau, “identified the 25-44 age group as the fastest 

growing population group in the U.S., and projected, as did [Pacific Theatres vice 

president Robert] Selig, that today’s young audiences, strong moviegoers, would hold to 

that habit as they move into middle age…He cited a 31% jump in the 25-44 population 

from 1970-1980, and projected an additional 24% in that age bracket in the next decade” 

(ibid.).  Their projections seemed to hold; in 1987, Valenti reported to the National 

Association of Theater Owners that “the graying of America – ‘the baby boomers 

slouching into middle age’ combined with a shrinking under 24 population – is not 

posing a threat to the film biz, which has relied on the youth market for creative direction 

as well as ticket sales…The boost in older moviegoers is – for now, anyway – offsetting 

the decline in moviegoers under 30, which for the first time slipped 1.4% for ‘87” 

(“MPAA Gives Pix” 1987).  While these figures don’t match exactly with what 
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Kinsolving reported earlier in the decade (numbers of all sorts are usually only estimates 

when it comes to Hollywood reporting and accounting), they do still mark a trend: youth 

was an important segment of the population, but older audiences were important, too. 

These audience segments also need to be put in the context of demographics, 

population, and marketing trends, as discussed in the section on generations in the 

previous chapter.  Although Strauss and Howe in Generations put the birth year range for 

the 13th Generation (later labeled Generation X) as 1961 to 1981, this represents a 

generational cohort.  The peer personality that they specify as important to defining a 

generation consists of three parts: a common age location, common beliefs and behavior, 

and perceived membership in a common generation (1991, 64).  Not everybody in the 

group will find that all his or her attributes conform to the general profile of the 

generation, but the commonalities are still useful for noting broader patterns and 

perceptions of the cohort.  Taking from some of sociologist Karl Mannheim’s work on 

Generationslagerung (generational setting), they describe a common age location as 

referring to “the sense of common historical location shared by a well-defined cohort-

group” (ibid. 65).  Because of the similarities in peer personalities they found in their 

research, they label the 13th Generation as those born from 1961-1981. 

However, this generational cohort is different from demographic birth cohorts 

used, for example, by the U.S. Census Bureau, which decides on the years for the cohorts 

based on birth rates.  According to the U.S. Census Bureau, demographic groupings are 

different from perceived generational groupings.  For instance, the baby boom is “a term 

used to refer to the period of relatively high fertility after World War II, commonly 
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considered as the period from 1946-1964,” while the baby bust is “a term used to refer to 

the period of declining fertility following the baby boom from 1965-1976” (Hobbs and 

Stoops 2002, 208).  Additionally, “during the last half of the century, the baby-boom 

generation’s entry into an age group had a major impact on the growth of that age group” 

(ibid., 52).  But still another difference needs to be pointed out with marketing segments.  

Marketers can combine different variables in order to come up with a market 

demographic, which can then be used for targeting a specific group in advertising.  For 

example, those members of the population who are a certain age, live in a specific 

location, or who are male or female, etc., can comprise a marketing segment.  Even 

though the generational groups and the demographic cohorts change, in the MPAA 

surveys, the age groups (12-15, 16-20, 21-24, etc.) remain the same.  Not specifying if an 

age group is a generational cohort, a demographic based on population, or a market 

segment based on age, or by combining groups according to differing segmentations, can 

lead to confusion when some reports specify that a particular group is shrinking and 

others report that it’s increasing. 

The tables below reproduce the “Attendance by age” table from above (table 4.2), 

but instead of the percentage of the audience, displays the years born and the generational 

group for the people in the different age groups.  
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TABLE 4.5. Year born, bold/shaded = Thirteenth Generation/Generation X = 1961-1981 
Age 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

12 - 15 
’65-
‘68 

’66-
‘69 

‘67-
‘70 

‘68-
‘71 

‘69-
‘72 

‘70-
‘73 

‘71-
‘74 

‘72-
‘75 

’73-
‘76 

‘74-
‘77 

‘75-
‘78 

16 - 20 
’60-
‘64 

’61-
‘65 

‘62-
‘66 

‘63-
‘67 

‘64-
‘68 

‘65-
‘69 

‘66-
‘70 

‘67-
‘71 

’68-
‘72 

‘69-
‘73 

‘70-
‘74 

21 - 24 
’56-
‘59 

’57-
‘60 

‘58-
‘61 

‘59-
‘62 

‘60-
‘63 

‘61-
‘64 

‘62-
‘65 

‘63-
‘66 

’64-
‘67 

‘65-
‘68 

‘66-
‘69 

25 - 29 
’51-
‘55 

’52-
‘56 

‘53-
‘57 

‘54-
‘58 

‘55-
‘59 

‘56-
‘60 

‘57-
‘61 

‘58-
‘62 

’59-
‘63 

‘60-
‘64 

‘61-
‘65 

30 - 39 
‘41-
‘52 

’42-
‘51 

‘43-
‘52 

‘44-
‘53 

‘45-
‘54 

‘46-
‘55 

‘47-
‘56 

‘48-
‘57 

’49-
‘58 

‘50-
‘59 

‘51-
‘60 

40 - 49 
‘31-
‘40 

’32-
‘41 

‘33-
‘42 

‘34-
‘43 

‘35-
‘44 

‘36-
‘45 

‘37-
‘46 

‘38-
‘47 

’39-
‘48 

‘40-
‘49 

‘41-
‘50 

50 - 59 
‘21-
‘30 

’22-
‘31 

‘23-
‘32 

‘24-
‘33 

‘25-
‘34 

‘26-
‘35 

‘27-
‘36 

‘28-
‘37 

’29-
‘38 

‘30-
‘39 

‘31-
‘40 

60+ x-‘20 x-‘21 x-‘22 x-‘23 x-‘24 x-‘25 x-‘26 x-‘27 x-‘28 x-‘29 x-‘30 
 
TABLE 4.6. Year born, bold/shaded = Baby Boomers = 1943-1960 

Age 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

12 - 15 
‘65-
‘68 

‘66-
‘69 

‘67-
‘70 

‘68-
‘71 

‘69-
‘72 

’70-
‘73 

‘71-
‘74 

‘72-
‘75 

’73-
‘76 

‘74-
‘77 

‘75-
‘78 

16 - 20 
‘60-
‘64 

‘61-
‘65 

‘62-
‘66 

‘63-
‘67 

‘64-
‘68 

’65-
‘69 

‘66-
‘70 

‘67-
‘71 

’68-
‘72 

‘69-
‘73 

‘70-
‘74 

21 - 24 
‘56-
‘59 

‘57-
‘60 

‘58-
‘61 

‘59-
‘62 

‘60-
‘63 

’61-
‘64 

‘62-
‘65 

‘63-
‘66 

’64-
‘67 

‘65-
‘68 

‘66-
‘69 

25 - 29 
‘51-
‘55 

‘52-
‘56 

‘53-
‘57 

‘54-
‘58 

‘55-
‘59 

’56-
‘60 

‘57-
‘61 

‘58-
‘62 

’59-
‘63 

‘60-
‘64 

‘61-
‘65 

30 - 39 
‘41-
‘52 

‘42-
‘51 

‘43-
‘52 

‘44-
‘53 

‘45-
‘54 

’46-
‘55 

‘47-
‘56 

‘48-
‘57 

’49-
‘58 

‘50-
‘59 

‘51-
‘60 

40 - 49 
‘31-
‘40 

‘32-
‘41 

‘33-
‘42 

‘34-
‘43 

‘35-
‘44 

’36-
‘45 

‘37-
‘46 

‘38-
‘47 

’39-
‘48 

‘40-
‘49 

‘41-
‘50 

50 - 59 
‘21-
‘30 

‘22-
‘31 

‘23-
‘32 

‘24-
‘33 

‘25-
‘34 

’26-
‘35 

‘27-
‘36 

‘28-
‘37 

’29-
‘38 

‘30-
‘39 

‘31-
‘40 

60+ x-‘20 x-‘21 x-‘22 x-‘23 x-‘24 x-‘25 x-‘26 x-‘27 x-‘28 x-‘29 x-‘30 
Note: Dates according to Strauss and Howe (according the US Census Bureau, Baby Boom = 1946-1964, 
Baby Bust = 1965-1976) 
 

As can be seen with the audience research surveys commissioned by the MPAA, the 

large number of people in the baby boom group did have an impact on theater attendance 

as the percentages of older population segments started to increase later in the decade, 

from 24% in 1982 to 32% in 1990 for ages 30-49.  The smaller portion of the younger 
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audience, although still quite dominant and still the largest out of all the groups, 64% in 

1982 to 56% in 1990 for ages 12-29, did decline because those in this age group made up 

a smaller portion of the population than they had in previous years.  Indeed, although the 

youth audience remained the most significant, even with the drops in the latter half of the 

decade, somewhat older audiences still comprised a large, and consequently important 

portion of attendance figures.  While some age brackets include Boomers and Gen Xers, 

such as 16-20-year-olds in 1980, 21-24-year olds in 1984, 25-29-year-olds in 1986, etc., 

resulting in some overlap with the percentages, on average from 1982-1990, Boomers 

made up approximately 44% and Gen Xers about 57% of theater attendance.   

Cycles of waxing and waning in the population change the composition of the 

youth audience and consequently affect the proportion of moviegoers in specified age 

groups.  What’s essential to note, however, is that Hollywood, once it realized that teens 

and youth made up a majority of the audience in the 1950s, never stopped trying to 

appeal to this demographic.  And one of the main ways to try to appeal to this group is by 

producing teen films.  While films featuring teen-aged characters could be appreciated on 

multiple levels by different audience segments, and while teens don’t only watch films 

about teenagers, the prolific teen film production trend of the 1980s is notable for how it 

appealed to this audience specifically and to a broader audience more generally.  When 

Hollywood feels that attendance numbers are threatened, it refers to its strategy of 

targeting its most reliable audience segment and the group with the most disposable 

income, even if that segment starts to comprise a smaller portion of the population at 

large.   
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In Reel Power, Mark Litwak points out that studios tend to make films that are 

similar to previous successful releases and tend to avoid genres in which there have been 

no recent hits.  This can lead to the cyclical production of certain genres.  While this 

pattern is noted, Litwak also states that there have been some longer-term trends in the 

film business towards sexually explicit and violent films and, writing in the mid-‘80s, 

“that youth-oriented films increasingly dominate the box office, while older moviegoers 

tend to be ignored” (1986, 111-12).  Litwak goes on to quote Susan Merzbach, former 

Fox vice president: “The studio has a basic rule…and that is that the major film-going 

audience is fourteen to twenty.  Therefore you please that audience.  That audience is the 

one that goes to a movie more than once….  You have certain precedents.  When Porky’s 

appeals to them you suddenly go out and look for a Porky’s type of movie.  That is either 

teenage rites of passage, teenage sex comedy or teenage adventure.  And that resulted in 

everything from Sixteen Candles, Risky Business, and Porky’s II and III” (112).  This 

meant that film types were repeated, that younger teenage stars or actors with teenage 

appeal were cast, but also, that the teen cycle might run its course because people get 

bored of seeing the same stories (112-13).  Even if the MPAA surveys found that it is not 

just teens going to the movies at high rates, and just because “teenagers are the most 

important segment of the audience, it doesn’t necessarily follow that only certain kinds of 

movies will appeal to them” (114), nonetheless, Hollywood found a successful formula.  

As a result, the number of teen films made in the 1980s especially is rather high. 

In Generation Multiplex (2002), Shary compiles a filmography of youth films, 

which he defines as films that focus on stories of characters between the ages of 12 and 
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20.  Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show how the number of teen films released from 1980-2000, 

derived from the titles listed in Shary’s filmography, compare to the total number of films 

released, derived from the MPAA’s US Theatrical Statistics 1946-2006.  

FIGURE 4.1. Teen films as percentage of total films released in the US, 1980-1990 
%            

15         15.5   
14            
13        13.2    
12       12.6   12.2  
11      11.9      
10  10.9         10.5 

9     9.5       
8            
7 7.7           
6            
5    5.9        
4   4.7         
3            
2            
1                       

Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
FIGURE 4.2. Teen films as percentage of total films released in the US, 1990-2000 
%            

15            
14      14.6      
13            
12    12.7      12.8  
11       11.9     
10 10.5 10.9   10.8       

9   9.8      9.2   
8           8.4 
7        7.5    
6            
5            
4            
3            
2            
1                       

year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
 

From 1980-84, 144 teen films were released, accounting for 7.5% of the total films 

released during the same period.  From 1985-89, the number jumped to 320, making up 
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13% of all releases.  There was a steady increase in the number of teen films starting in 

1984, peaking in 1988 with 79 (15.5%, or nearly one of out of every six films released), 

and then declining in 1989 and 1990.  In the 1990s, there was no consistent pattern of 

production. 

The distinct increase in teen film production in the 1980s is markedly different 

from the decades before and after.  Although not a cataloging of every teen film released 

from 1970-2000, the following chart looks at the number of teen films that made it into 

the top 50 grossing films per year (as a percentage of the top 50).  The list of top grossing 

films for 1970-1979 is culled from Variety; 1980-2000 is taken from Boxofficemojo.com.  

Plot descriptions for all 50 films per year were examined and the status of “teen film” 

was determined using the same qualifications as the sample for the 1980s films, i.e. the 

teens are the main characters and the main focus of the stories. 

TABLE 4.7. Top Grossing Teen Films (as percentage of top 50 grossing films of the 
year), 1970-1979, 1980-1990*, 1991-2000 
1970 - 1979  1980 - 1990 1991 - 2000 
1970 – 4% 1980 – 14% 1991 - 6% 
1971 - 10% 1981 – 10% 1992 - 6% 
1972 – 4% 1982 – 10% 1993 - 4% 
1973 – 6% 1983 – 20% 1994 - 6% 
1974 - 12% 1984 – 24% 1995 - 12% 
1975 – 4% 1985 - 24% 1996 - 8% 
1976 - 10% 1986 - 18% 1997 - 10% 
1977 – 8% 1987 - 20% 1998 - 4% 
1978 - 16% 1988 - 10% 1999 - 10% 
1979 – 8% 1989 - 12% 2000 - 10% 
 1990 - 12%  

* Note: Some of the films that Shary lists as teen films, such as Only When I Laugh (1981), Hoosiers 
(1986), Dad (1989), have been taken out of the above chart (and the sample used in this study) because of 
the limited focus on the teen characters, and to remain consistent with the determination of teen films from 
1970-79 and 1991-2000.  
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The table above shows that the teen film dominated in the middle ‘80s when teen films 

accounted for an average of 21.2% of the top box office films for five years.  While 

1985-89 were the peak years of production of teen films, 1983-87 were the peak years of 

box office success, indicating that Hollywood was trying to copy a successful formula 

until a couple years after the teen film formula was no longer as profitable at the box 

office, and accounting for the time it takes between a film’s initial production and 

eventual release.  

 Importantly, the percentages of successful teen film productions in the 1970s and 

the 1990s still show that Hollywood was interested in the teen demographic.  As the 

1950s illustrated and as MPAA studies of audiences supported, teens and youth make up 

the primary theatrical audience for films.  It isn’t as though the Hollywood industry ever 

forgot the significance of this portion of their audience; rather, the numbers indicate that 

different types of films fall in and out of favor with teens and youth at different times.  

Sometimes there’s a convergence of youth audiences and art cinema (like in the late ‘60s 

and early ‘70s), sometimes there’s an attraction between teens and blockbusters (like in 

the later ‘70s), and sometimes, like in the ‘50s and the ‘80s, there’s a confluence of teen 

films and teen audiences.  In the 1980s Hollywood started to focus more on the teen 

market by producing teen films – the industry was in trouble and it was a successful 

strategy that worked before; the introduction of the multiplex in shopping malls increased 

the number of teen-frequented exhibition sites; and successes of teen films and 
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blockbusters in the previous decade showed the viability of teen productions and the teen 

market. 

 

Teen Marketing 

When Doherty discusses why members of the previous generation of Baby 

Boomers complain about youth and the later incarnations of media directed towards 

teens, he describes that “part of the reason was that the entertainment industry ran a more 

ruthlessly efficient machine for teenage exploitation, a fusillade of transmedia synergy 

fixing Hollywood’s most desirable film audience dead center in its crosshairs” (2002, 

194).  While the youth market was recognized as an essential component of the audience, 

producers still needed to figure out what types of films and characters would appeal to 

contemporary teens.  As Shary states, “Hollywood tried to keep up with changing teen 

interests and styles to ensure ongoing profits” (2002, 6), but the question is how.  It 

hardly seems that happening upon the interests of teen moviegoers was purely 

serendipitous, even though there is often luck involved in coming upon surprise box 

office hits that end up initiating a popular production trend.  In actuality, the 1980s saw 

the beginning of more directed teen marketing, and not just in films, but with all other 

media and consumer products as well – from television, music, and magazines to 

clothing, audio-visual equipment, and household goods.  Teens’ earning power was 

starting to rise and the entertainment industries catering to their desires were increasingly 

working together to create interrelated products that could cross-pollinate one another.  
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The buzzword was “synergy”; in the 1980s teen research and polling started directly 

analyzing this demographic in order to more pointedly target this group.   

A number of research surveys were established to try to find out what teens were 

interested in, their spending habits, what they could be convinced to buy, and how best to 

go about reaching them as potential consumers.  To note just a few, the Gallup 

Organization conducts a Youth Survey, researchers at Backer Spielvogel Bates release a 

“Teen Scan” report, and researchers at the Consumer Behavior department at J. Walter 

Thompson note trends among youth consumers (Gales 1989; Tropiano 2006, 144; van 

Tuyl 1989).  Teen Research Unlimited, one of the largest companies, was established in 

1982 and currently continues to target this demographic.  All of the attention paid to this 

market group was warranted.  As Peter Zollo of Teen Research Unlimited stated, “in 

1988, teens spent $31.3 billion of their own money and $47.7 billion of their parents’ 

money, for a $79 billion total.  That’s up 5.3 percent from ’87, and 21.5 percent more 

than 1985” (quoted in van Tuyl 1989).  Even though the teen population had been 

declining since 1975 when they made up 14% of the population to 1987’s 10% (Malcolm 

1987), teen spending was continuing to increase.  Throughout the ‘80s, this trend 

continued: from 1985 to 1988, there was an increase of over 21% in spending among the 

12-19 age group, but a decline of 4.4% in terms of population (Gales 1989).  Some of the 

reasons for the increases in spending included the higher number of teenagers working at 

after school jobs.  Also, as a result of both mothers and fathers in the workplace and 

because of the increase in single-parent households, teenagers started to become 

responsible for purchasing decisions about grocery shopping, food preparation, and other 
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household items, especially high-ticket technology items like computers and VCRs 

(Gales 1989; Malcolm 1987). 

Teens’ discretionary income, the money they often earned themselves and that 

was usually spent on clothes, cosmetics, and entertainment like movies, music, and 

magazines, was sizeable at over $30 billion.  The question was figuring out what would 

appeal to them, especially because of how quickly teens were changing and how different 

they were from previous teen generations.  A Teen Scan research survey done at top 

advertising agency Backer Spielvogel Bates labeled the 1980s teens “Proto-Adults” or 

“adult ‘prototypes’ who are developing consumer attitudes and values such as 

materialism, skepticism and shrewd attention to the marketplace much sooner than teens 

in past years” (Gales 1989).  In addition, “the under-25 demographic poses definition 

problems.  The pivotal ‘shaping events’ that structured their attitudes and values weren’t 

Woodstock and Vietnam; gas crises and corruption scandals populate their historical 

psyche,” and marketers noted that “There is a kind of vacuum as to what are the 

appropriate symbols for that generation” (ibid.).  

Not only was it a question of what appealed to this group, but also at issue was 

how to sell it to them.  As Julie Schwartzman describes in a 1987 article in Adweek titled 

“The Touchy Task of Talking to Teens: Adolescents have a lot of money to spend; you 

just have to ask for it in the right way,” teens don’t want ads that speak down to them, 

don’t want adults to try to use their lingo, and prefer being reached by having peers speak 

to them.  “Long accustomed to the bombardment of advertising in television and print, 

teenagers are sophisticated, skeptical and sensitive to all the ploys that adults typically 
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think will work on kids” (Schwartzman 1987).  Marketing was becoming an essential tool 

in all business, Hollywood included.  In the 1980s, as a result of the changes sweeping 

through the industry, in addition to the dramatic increases in film production and 

marketing costs, most films were test marketed before they were released, and some 

before going into production (Friendly 1983).  With the increase in pre- and post-

production testing, market research was taking over, especially in relation to how it could 

help sell films to the youth market.  As Caryn James (1988) goes on to describe in “Test 

Screenings of New Movies Put Demographics Over Creativity,” “virtually every film 

released by a major studio in the past few years…has been tested many times over.”  

One of the biggest audience groups marketers needed to target in Hollywood was 

the teen and youth population.  The Youth Barometer, a research survey started in 1982 

and conducted by Crossley Youth/Student Surveys, studies the 14-29 age group in detail 

and provides the results to entertainment marketers.  Some of the results from their early 

surveys were excerpted in Variety to show just how powerful the youth market is for 

Hollywood.  For example, they found that “82% of the youth market goes to the movies 

and 80% listen to records and tapes, a dramatically higher percentage than for other 

activities [like sports, hobbies]” (“Youth Barometer” 1985, 2).  In addition, they spent an 

average of over six hours a day listening to radio or watching television, indicating that 

advertising through these media are probably a more efficient, effective way to target the 

youth market. 

The information in the survey, including data about buying habits and leisure time 

activities for groups segmented by multiple categories such as race, age, gender, 
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employment, education, etc., is geared towards marketing executives so they “can get 

detailed information about the viewing, listening and buying habits of [their] prime 

customers” (ibid.).  The importance of this group could not be ignored: “With rare 

exception, it is the youth of this country, the under-30 generation, who set the pace in the 

entertainment industry.  If you don’t appeal to that group, your market shrinks to where, 

in some cases, it’s hardly worth the effort.  In many aspects of the business, the under-

30s, with a total disposable income of $450-billion, are the dominant buying force.  

Isolate areas like motion picture and record and sales and high school and college 

students become exceptionally important” (ibid.).  $450 billion dollars is quite 

substantial, and also a bit off from the $30 billion from Teen Research Unlimited reports.  

Possible reasons that can account for the discrepancy between the amounts of disposable 

income could stem from the age bracket and definitions of terms.  The Youth Barometer 

is taking into account those aged from 14-29, not just teenagers, and in addition, it makes 

a (somewhat dubious) distinction between disposable income and discretionary income, 

where disposable seems to refer to all the income, and discretionary income, marked at 

$125 billion, refers to what the group has left to spend after they’ve paid for essentials.   

The question remains of what it is that appeals to teen moviegoers, the established 

largest and most reliable segment of the audience.  Marketers and researchers, as they had 

done in the consumer goods industry, also tried to figure out how to reach teens and 

youth in the entertainment industry.  In another testament to how Hollywood was trying 

to be acutely tuned into this market at this time, another article about the youth market, 

titled “Youth May Be Wasted On Young But Its Appeal Is Showbiz Asset If You 
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Understand What It Is,” appeared in Variety in 1985 (Albert).  Dora Albert reports that 

“While tv [sic] networks, radio programs, the music world, magazines and the world of 

video all cater to the young, the strongest attempt to win the minds and souls of young 

people probably occurs in the film industry.”  Furthermore, the article takes note of 

multiple efforts to capitalize on the youth market: casting calls trying to “develop a new 

teen idol,” newsstands full of teen magazines, and the newly created Youth in Films 

Awards, an award show designed to feature and fete young performers. 

Another entertainment research study on youth, conducted by Julian Myers for the 

film and television publicity department of Hanson & Schwam, found that “A producer 

making a feature film in America with his eye on the box office…has an excellent chance 

of getting his money back and making a profit if he makes the film for people from the 

ages of 10 to 30.  They constitute not only the largest segment of those who go to the 

movies, but they’re the repeaters who often go to the same movies two to 10 times” 

(quoted in Albert 1985).  One of the points of this study was to determine more 

specifically what youth wanted to see.  Findings included that films geared strictly 

towards youth often flop, while those with cross-generational appeal, such as 

Ghostbusters (1984) for example, tend to do much better.  Myers discovered that “Young 

people react to very emotional material more quickly.  They go out of their homes to see 

shocking things more than older people will.  By and large, young people will go to 

movie theaters and pay to be shocked.  Older people will often pay not to be shocked” 

(ibid.). 
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Some of the findings Myers reported on sex and romance are particularly 

illustrative, and relate to earlier discussions on generations and changing social mores: 

Young people like to go to movies they think will be emotionally daring but they 

are not there as sexual voyeurs.  A lot of them go to movies they think will be 

sexually daring but not necessarily explicitly or physically revealing.  They’d 

rather see a film that is passionately involving.  The kids want to go through a 

passionate experience vicariously so that they can walk out of the theater feeling 

they’ve had the experience without having to undergo any of the dangers and 

without having violated their own ethical or moral standards…They’re not going 

to movie theaters to see a lot of frequent sex acts.  They’d rather see young people 

getting involved in either humorous or passionate sexual situations such as they 

might like to experience themselves but avoid for various reasons. (quoted in 

Albert 1985) 

Interestingly, these observations could provide another reason, besides the outbreak of 

STDs and the AIDS epidemic, that films depicting more ribald sexuality started to taper 

off later in the decade.  It also indicates explanations for the tremendous popularity and 

lasting endurance of John Hughes’ films that focused on teen romance, self-exploration, 

and a mix of dramatic and humorous situations.  And although teen films in general were 

popular during the decade, it’s also important to note that the ones that had a better 

chance at being successful were those that tried to operate on multiple levels, those that 

could appeal to multiple age groups with varying levels of sophistication. 
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 A new generation of teen films, evident by the changes in their form and content, 

was ushered in during the era, and was helped substantially by favorable industrial 

conditions and market research that indicated what types of films might appeal to the 

youth audience.  But filmmakers still needed to find the best ways to sell their products to 

audiences, and needed to find the most effective means by which to do so.  While 

research tried to determine the makeup of audiences, how to target them, and what 

appealed to them, there were still surprise hits and still unexpected misses at the box 

office.  Of course, just because a film might abide by research findings doesn’t mean it 

will automatically be successful.  But in an era when the financial stakes were raised, 

where the windfall from potential profits of films and related products could be realized 

across multiple arms of vast conglomerates, figuring out how to market films 

successfully became of paramount importance.  

 

MARKETING IN HOLLYWOOD 

 Even though Hollywood still relied on “intuition, hunches, and guesses” while 

pursuing “social science methodologies as a means of lessening the uncertainty 

surrounding the marketing of its products” (Prince 2000, 90), marketing, or trying to 

figure out ways to sell a film and related products in both pre- and post-production, was 

playing a larger role in the film business in the 1980s than it had in previous eras.  

Indeed, some executives saw marketing as a key element in determining whether a film 

would get made: “Barry London, co-president of the Paramount Motion Picture Group, 

allows that ‘the ultimate decision’ to greenlight or pass on a project ‘rests not only with 
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what the picture costs but also what the marketability is’” (Gold 1989a).  Even if a film is 

marketable, the failure to capitalize on its potential and market the film effectively can 

end up hurting the film not just in the box office, but in the ancillaries as well, an area of 

increasing significance in the 1980s. 

Relying on marketing to make viewers more aware of films can largely be seen as 

a result of studios losing their guaranteed exhibition outlets after the Paramount Case, and 

as the rise of television made viewers more discerning about what they decided to go out 

to see, and pay for, in the movie theaters (Litwak 1986, 231; Wyatt 1994, 156).  In 

addition, studios that needed banks to help fund productions often relied on research to 

make their business propositions look more reliable and responsible to the financial 

institutions that were loaning them money for production.  The need for looking 

financially sound increased when the studios were bought by conglomerates in the 1960s: 

“the conglomerates were more receptive to marketing research techniques, with many 

executives familiar with the processes from packaged-goods marketing and 

merchandising” (Wyatt 1994, 156).  When distribution patterns shifted in the ‘70s to 

favor wide saturation releases, widespread awareness of films, usually through television 

advertising, was required to ensure that the film would open to a big box office (ibid. 

157); if the film didn’t open well, advertising would be dropped and the chances for 

success decreased.  In the 1980s, marketing became even more essential with increased 

conglomeration, and with the success of cross-promoting film-related products across 

different arms of the conglomerate in multiple outlets.  “Indeed, executives increasingly 

make decisions based on market research, demographic trends and minimizing financial 
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risks” (Litwak 1986, 97).  The following sections discuss different elements of marketing 

strategies used in general in Hollywood, while also paying specific attention to how these 

strategies are used with the teen films of the era.  Different features that are considered 

under the marketing umbrella include: the stars used to sell projects, audience testing, 

directed advertising, ways to help pay for the films through selling related products, and 

the interrelated ways television, music, and the Music Television cable station (MTV) are 

used to help market films. 

 

Personnel 

 Marketing can take many forms.  The goal of effective marketing is to sell the 

product; one of the ways to do that is to differentiate the film, making it look like 

something different and new while at the same time offering a familiar frame of reference 

so that audiences understand what to expect.  A way to situate a film as recognizable is 

by using known genres (or subgenres or cycles), formulas that offer a shorthand way to 

give audiences information.  Another way to help attract audiences is by using familiar 

and popular stars with proven box office appeal.  Stars, or the human capital, are 

“perhaps the most significant pre-sold property from a commercial standpoint” (Wyatt 

1994, 31).  Placing those stars in familiar stories and relying on streamlined character 

typing (ibid. 53) can be used as effective marketing.  In High Concept, Justin Wyatt 

positions factors like familiar genres and stars, things that are easy and quick to sell and 

understand, as part of the high concept mode of production that showed tremendous gains 

in popularity during the 1980s.  While his ideas are used to explain high concept film 
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production during this time, they can also be used to help explain marketing strategies in 

general in the ‘80s, including those used to promote teen films.  

This strategy of relying heavily on human capital also becomes extremely 

important when placed within the context of filmmaking in the ‘80s when individual 

studios were losing some of their control over the industry.  Yes, conglomerates were 

buying the studios and taking over some decision-making, but in addition, the new power 

brokers were largely seen as the talent agencies (Litwak 1986; Prince 2000).  Talent 

agencies like CAA (Creative Artists Agency), ICM (International Creative Management), 

and William Morris, managed the human capital, the talent needed to sell the films.  

Increasingly, the package system mode of production was taking over, whereby a film 

project would be put together because of the talent (stars, writers, directors) assembled, 

and these packages would largely be put together by the talent agencies. 

Perhaps some of the most familiar and most recognizable talent used to promote 

the teen films were the stars of the films of themselves.  In the mid-‘80s, after noticing 

that a group of young actors were often working together, sometimes keeping company 

together outside of work, and were some of the most in-demand talent at the time, David 

Blum, writing in New York magazine, dubbed the group of young stars the “Brat Pack.”  

It was a group of young actors who worked together in films like The Outsiders, The 

Breakfast Club, and St. Elmo’s Fire (1985).  It was some actors who were more 

entrenched in the group like Emilio Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Andrew McCarthy, 

Judd Nelson, Rob Lowe, Molly Ringwald, and Ally Sheedy, and some more on the 

periphery, like Matthew Broderick, Tom Cruise, Demi Moore, and Sean Penn (for a more 
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complete list, refer to Appendix E).  “This is the Hollywood ‘Brat Pack.’…” Blum writes, 

“They make major movies with big directors and get fat contracts and limousines.  They 

have top agents and protective P.R. people.  They have legions of fans who write them 

letters, buy them drinks, follow them home.  And, most important, they sell movie 

tickets.  Their films are often major hits, and the bigger the hit, the more money they 

make, and the more money they make, the more like stars they become” (1985, 42). 

In their book Brat Pack: Confidential, Pulver and Davies note that “The Brat Pack 

didn’t invent the idea of celebrity lifestyle, but they were the first group of film stars to 

live out their formative years in the media spotlight without the guiding hand of the 

Hollywood studio system to mask their indiscretions and soften their embarrassments” 

(2000, 69, emphasis original).  However, it’s likely that some of their publicized 

indiscretions, which added to the media buzz that kept them in the public eye, may have 

played a part in their box office appeal.  The label itself was a riff on the Rat Pack, a 

group of actors and friends – Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Joey 

Bishop, and Peter Lawford – that made a number of films together in the 1950s and ‘60s.  

But the Brat Pack had a different connotation, one that implied that these were poorly 

behaved, spoiled children, even though there wasn’t too much evidence to support that 

this was the case, or at least not much to suggest that they were different from other stars 

except in their age.  What was evident was that there were a group of popular young 

actors who were extremely successful at selling their films.  Even other young actors, not 

considered part of the pack, like Helena Bonham Carter, Laura Dern, and Rebecca 
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DeMornay were getting attention during the time for the talent and promise they showed 

(Skow 1986), further indicating how important youth talent was during this time. 

It wasn’t just casting talent that sold the teen films, but also some people behind 

the scenes as well.  Perhaps the most notable of these was writer and director John 

Hughes, one member of a select few filmmakers who could become brands unto 

themselves.  Richard Corliss, in his 1986 article on Molly Ringwald in Time, makes sure 

to mention the importance of John Hughes to the actress’ celebrity and success: “Ned 

Tanen, president of the motion picture group at Paramount, calls John Hughes ‘the 

Steven Spielberg of youth comedy.’  Fair enough: Hollywood has always been a town 

that rewards arrested development and those can profitably memorialize it.”  And indeed, 

John Hughes was a big star himself who both wrote and directed some of the most 

canonical teen films of the ‘80s with the films Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast Club, 

Weird Science, and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.  But when Corliss talks to Hughes, some of 

the focus is put back on his star performer: “Molly is in a class of her own…as a 

bankable box office attraction.  Now audiences will go see a ‘Molly Ringwald film’” 

(Hughes quoted in Corliss 1986). 

 

Testing 

Another form of marketing involves testing films in various stages of production.  

Pre-production marketing strategies include concept testing, which asks respondents if 

they would be interested in a film about a certain subject, and casting and title tests, used 

to identify popular stars and potentially successful titles.  These practices are largely 
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considered the least effective because audiences aren’t necessarily likely to know what 

will appeal to them, don’t know if they’re going to like something that hasn’t been made 

yet, and pre-production testing doesn’t do service to innovative ideas or to the audio and 

visual components that add to a basic story (Litwak 1986, 232; Wyatt 1994, 159).  

Interestingly, it’s often because different subjects are popular at certain times and lose 

favor in others, because audience tastes cannot be predicted, that studios try to rely on 

recent previous box office successes to dictate what films they will make, but with 

limited success.  The thinking is that if a type of film is popular now, another similar film 

will be popular for a little while (actually following quite closely along AIP’s 

exploitation strategy of riding out a popular production trend for about three years before 

moving on to something else).  However, making too many films about similar subjects 

for too long will likely lose money.  Litwak describes that “divining the public mood is 

unnecessary when the industry can simply look to box-office figures to learn what 

movies the public likes.  Nevertheless, such a measure has shortcomings, for it cannot 

anticipate audience desires.  It is as if the studios are barreling down a highway with their 

eyes fixed on the rearview mirror” (1986, 109).  Indeed, with teen films of the 1980s, 

studios seemed to find a successful type of film, repeated the trend and glutted the market 

for a few years, and then, when the box office success started to trail off, ceased making 

them so frequently. 

 Slightly more effective than testing film concepts before a film even goes into 

production, studios also try to rely on pre-release marketing strategies to increase sales 

potential for their products.  After a film is made, audiences can be recruited for test 
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screenings where they complete surveys or participate in focus groups to point out if 

certain parts of the film needed clarification, to discuss things they liked or did not like, 

or in general, to test the film’s appeal.  Test screenings can also be used to see if the film 

appeals to different market segments.  Based on some of the test screenings, advertising 

campaigns can be more targeted to specific demographic groups through different media 

(Izod 1988, 184; Litwak 1986, 234; Wyatt 1994, 158).   

However, there are problems with these pre-release test screenings as well.  Wyatt 

points out that the sample of people gathered to see the film might not be representative 

of the population at large (1994, 160).  Even if a film might appeal to, for example, some 

teens in the audience, it doesn’t mean that any group is homogenous and all its members 

will like what members of the test audience liked.  Additionally, while films can achieve 

great success with good word of mouth from the test screenings, there could also be 

detrimental effects with bad word of mouth having a negative impact on future box 

office.  For example, in Variety, Richard Gold (1987) notes that pre-release previewing of 

a film can generate interest and increase box office, especially if the film has “inherent 

audience appeal” like Adventures in Babysitting or Full Metal Jacket (1987).  Test 

marketing also worked extremely well for Porky’s: “U.S. majors often use test marketing 

on a regional basis to paying customers before releasing a film, the practice having 

reached a peak with the release of ‘Porky’s’ [official release in 1982].  Fox took a 2-page 

ad in Variety Dec. 2, 1981…proclaiming ‘“Porky’s” is the most successful test 

engagement in the history of 20th Century-Fox’ and the hyperbole proved to be prophetic” 

(Cohn 1990).  The strategy can be risky though: “The inability so far of the majors’ 
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February crop of youth-oriented releases to draw well at the box office underscores the 

difficulty in breaking a picture from an overcrowded field of genre films and 

demonstrates anew the formidable power of word-of-mouth to render ineffective 

marketing schemes such as intensive previewing” (Gold 1985).  While some of the teen 

films like Turk 182 and Vision Quest released in February didn’t end up doing that well, 

The Breakfast Club broke from the pack – the reasoning for the success was attributed to 

the film’s quality and its differences from other teen films.  

 

Advertising 

Indeed, the quality of the film is often what will spur good word of mouth and 

will give a film “legs,” or long-term interest in the film that translates to higher box office 

over a long period of time.  Advertising executives state that “All you can do with 

advertising and marketing is open the film” (Uzzi quoted in Gold 1985), that advertising 

and marketing can open movies, but “then they take on a life of their own, depending on 

how good or bad they are” (Ivers quoted in Litwak 1986, 250).  While this may be the 

case, studios still rely on advertising to draw in big audiences quickly, especially on the 

all-important opening weekends when they receive a greater percentage of the box office 

draw then the exhibitors, whose percentage increases the longer the film is in theaters 

(Litwak 1986, 246).  Marketing divisions in studios include advertising and publicity 

departments (ibid., 236); advertising focuses on raising awareness of films through 

television, radio, and newspaper, and publicity focuses on encouraging news coverage, 
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putting out press kits, arranging screenings and interviews, and making “behind the 

scenes” documentaries which in effect serve as commercials for the film.   

Although advertisers want to reach their target demographic, they also want to 

make sure not to alienate any potential audiences.  Writing in Variety about how comedy 

films with broad demographic appeal and comedy hybrids were successful in the summer 

box office in 1986, Richard Gold notes that the then current box office was in contrast to 

the previous summer that relied on more teen-oriented fare like Weird Science and My 

Science Project (1985).  Although this is not to say that a teen or youth film couldn’t 

have a broader appeal, as he goes on to note that “‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’ (Par), a 

situation comedy from teen-meister John Hughes, has been positioned ambiguously so as 

to appeal to the widest possible audience…[and that] Orion was able to use Dangerfield’s 

established popularity with national audiences to build upon this base of youth support 

and sell the pic [‘Back to School’] to a ‘broad spectrum of the audience’” (Gold 1986).   

While trying to broaden the appeal of a film is important, it’s also important to 

use marketing campaigns, the ones designed to reach a specific audience that’s targeted 

by the film, effectively.  In the 1983 Variety article “Hollywood’s View of Research 

Depends on Just Who’s Being Asked, What Methods Are Used,” Fred Goldberg points 

out that young people don’t read as many newspapers and don’t rely on reviewers’ 

opinions, especially for films like Blue Lagoon (1980), Friday the 13th, and Porky’s.  

Consequently, the usefulness of high expenditures on print campaigns is questioned.  The 

studio response seems to be that “it wouldn’t hurt” (Goldberg 1983), but it is interesting 

to note that newspaper advertising went from 72% of the annual film advertising budget 
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in the mid-‘80s (Litwak 1986, 236), down to 23.8% in 1990 (MPAA 2000 US Economic 

Review).  Indeed, as Julian Myers found in his research on the youth market and which 

films appeal to them, good publicity campaigns, like those for Porky’s, help 

tremendously, as does advertising on television (reported in Albert 1985).  And while 

specific reviewers in any media form have little impact, youth do seem to recall the 

numerical rating a film receives which can leave a quick and easy-to-remember 

impression (ibid.). 

Advertising on television, though, is an expensive proposition.  Richard Gold 

describes some of the proposed solutions, but notes the soaring costs of marketing were 

hard to avoid: “‘Marketing will never get cheaper,’ [Gregory Morrison, former 

MGM/UA president of worldwide marketing] says, but suggests that marketing money 

will buy more if studios get ‘smarter and closer to [their] audience.’  This means applying 

sophisticated data-driven ‘tracking studies’ to better target the expensive pic pitches” 

(1989a).  But trying to reach the target demographics that the research departments 

identify is also pricey: “the handy scapegoat for soaring marketing costs is the 

fragmentation of demographic target groups in the video/cable age.  ‘In order to reach the 

whole audience you have to buy everything,’ says Joel Resnick, chairman of Orion 

Pictures Distribution Corp.  Casting the electronic marketing net nowadays requires 

across the board network, local and cable time buys a time when tv advertising rates are 

climbing” (ibid.) 
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Products 

In order to offset some of the costs, studios looked to recoup their money with 

product placements, and also looked towards sales of film-related products in ancillary 

markets (“licensing and purchasing”).  Even films that are disappointments at the box 

office can earn back their costs “because the studios have access to first-money revenues 

in so many ancillary markets” (Lewis 1998, 97).  Product placements, or showing brand-

name products in films instead of just generic, made-up objects, started in force in the 

1980s, in part due to easing restrictions against the practice (Prince 2000, 138).  In pre-

production, often a studio would make a deal with a product placement agency, trading 

money or supplies for production in order to get a positive portrayal of the product in the 

film.  In Back to the Future, Pepsi supplied period-props from the 1950s and in turn was 

featured prominently in the film, for example when Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) goes 

back to the ‘50s and needs help from his teenage father to figure out how to open the old 

glass bottles with metal tops that didn’t unscrew.  The product and film relationship could 

be further exploited in stores and restaurants, where there could be film promotions, like 

cardboard cutouts of the characters, to help sell Pepsi sodas.  The deals were usually 

mutually beneficial – the studios could help offset production costs, while companies 

could get a large audience for favorable depictions of their products.  A number of teen 

films used these tactics: Newsweek on Campus ran an ad for Back to School and got 

exposure for the magazine in return, and Baby Ruth candy bars, as well as other food 

manufacturers like Hi-C fruit drinks and Jiffy Pop popcorn, were featured in The Goonies 

(Litwak 1986, 244). 
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Product tie-ins, as well as product placements, could offer another source of 

revenue to help offset the costs of production, and they also serve to help advertise the 

film.  Product tie-ins are merchandise that feature aspects of the film, like characters or 

objects, and are sold in various retail outlets.  The conglomerates could generate large 

revenues from these products, depending on the portion of licensing rights they own, 

which encourages companies to find a balance between selling some rights to offset the 

costs of initial investments, and keeping some rights for themselves to ensure greater 

profits.  For example, Warner Bros. could distribute the soundtrack to a film on its music 

label and could license products through Warner Licensing Corp. of America; Gulf & 

Western could release a film through Paramount and then a novelization of the story 

through Pocket Books, the publishing company it also owned.  

The financial potential of tie-ins was seen in the 1970s with the success of 

products stemming from Jaws and Star Wars, like lunch boxes and action figures.  In the 

‘80s, toys from films like Gremlins promised additional revenue streams, and even 

though gremlins didn’t sell as well as studios had hoped, they nonetheless contributed to 

offsetting costs (Gold 1984a; Wyatt 1994, 153).  Some toys did phenomenally well, like 

the ones from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, but product tie-ins aren’t just about toys.  

Days of Thunder (1990) had tie-ins with Chevrolet, Exxon Corp., and Coca-Cola (Prince 

2000, 138).  Other food products, especially at fast food restaurants, and film-related 

products that could come with ordering specific meals, could also raise awareness of the 

film while at the same time offsetting costs of advertising.  Justin Wyatt points out that 

style trends, although the studio might not profit from them directly, help sell the film 
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(1994, 153).  This could be seen with the sunglasses Tom Cruise wears in Risky Business 

or the cut-off sweatshirts Jennifer Beals wears in Flashdance.  All these elements, and 

profit prospects, could contribute to whether or not a film could secure financing.  As a 

Wells Fargo bank executive points out: “motion picture projects have been financed 

largely on the basis of their downstream [(ancillary market)] sales potential” (Prince 

2000, 137).  

 

Television 

One of the biggest sources of additional income and advertising comes from the 

interrelated areas of television, music, and MTV.  Television was increasingly becoming 

the main way to reach youth audiences through advertising, but with the glut of stations, 

from network, basic cable, and premium cable, as well as home video, it was difficult to 

try to reach the important youth audience.  Certain stations, like Fox and MTV, were built 

on their appeal to youth audiences.  One way to try to target the demographic, aside from 

station branding, was through programming.  Studios would try to increase the 

profitability of a project by basing a new television series on an already known property 

like a successful film.  A number of series tried this tactic with popular teen films as the 

source material including Fame (1982-1987), Fast Times (1986), Friday the 13th (1987-

1990), Dirty Dancing (1988-1989), Ferris Bueller (1990), and two series based on Bill & 

Ted’s Excellent Adventure, one animated from 1990-1991 and one live action in 1992.  

Although there was no evidence to suggest that film spinoffs have a better or worse 

chance of success than a newly developed project (Lippman 1987), Hollywood still tried 
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to take a chance on being able to see more revenues on cross-promotion in multiple 

media outlets. 

Television was an important part of the media landscape, not just to marketing but 

also to the generation coming of age in the ‘80s.  In Gen X TV, Rob Owen notes that 

“Although not the first group of Americans to grow up on TV, Xers are the first group for 

whom TV served as a regularly scheduled baby-sitter.  Gen X was the first to experience 

MTV and the Fox network, and they are an audience many advertisers are eager to reach” 

(1997, 5).  This was a generation that often came home to an empty house after school 

because the parents were working, and a generation that spent a lot of time watching TV 

in all its forms – network, cable, and home video.  As such, television was one of the 

primary ways to reach this group.  A number of teen or youth oriented television shows 

from the era, such as Head of the Class (1986-91) and 21 Jump Street (1987-91), are 

listed in Appendix F.  Of course, identifying teen TV can be as difficult as trying to 

define a teen film genre.  In Teen TV: Genre, Consumption and Identity, the editors pose 

a familiar question about how to identify teen TV: “Should one think about it primarily in 

relation to a target audience (and, indeed, one wonders if this viewer group is strictly 

teenaged anyway), or is it more of a genre with an intricate interrelationship between 

recurrent thematic concerns, certain types of audience and their modes of engagement 

with these defined texts?...  [I]s there a teen genre per se, or is what we call teen TV 

simply a collection of different, previously existing genres, mutated in order to take 

adolescent sensibilities into account?” (Davis and Dickenson 2004, 5, 6).  While these 

questions apply to teen films and teen TV, the point in addressing how television factored 
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into marketing of films in Hollywood during the ‘80s more generally and teen films in 

particular, is to illustrate how important TV was becoming as a way to reach teens, and to 

note that the multiple ways the youth market was targeted show how important teens are 

to those who produce and sell entertainment related products.  Finding out what appeals 

to the demographic can be just as important as discovering how to reach them and 

through which media. 

 

Music 

 Music merchandising became increasingly important to Hollywood over the 

course of the 1980s.  The increasing convergence of music and film was related to 

conglomeration and synergy.  Similarly to the film industry, the record industry also 

operates under an oligopoly structure where a few companies dominate the market, some 

of them notably also associated with film studios.  Jeff Smith describes that in 1975, six 

companies (CBS, Warner Communications, ABC, RCA, EMI, and Polygram) accounted 

for 80% of sales, while the remainder went to four mini-majors (A&M, Motown, 20th 

Century-Fox, and United Artists) that later entered into agreements with the majors 

(1998, 190).  In the 1980s, conglomerates like Warner Communications Inc. (WCI), Gulf 

& Western (Paramount), Disney, and MCA (Universal) had interests in film, music, and 

publishing (Reay 2004, 21).  In order to maximize profits, the conglomerates would 

promote a product across the different, interrelated arms of the company.   

One of the keys to success was figuring out the market and coming up with 

products and strategies that would attract buyers.  Teens, with their high rate of spending 
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on film and music related entertainment (“Youth Barometer” 1985, 2), were a primary 

target.  Indeed, one of the reasons film and music are so effective at cross-promoting each 

other is because “the primary customers of each are young people” (Litwak 1986, 244).  

Especially in post-classical Hollywood, music has played a larger role in marketing, 

attributed to the growing importance of the youth market and the potential to exploit 

music and movies through synergy (Wyatt 1994, 39).  In the 1960s and ‘70s, the 

importance of music and soundtracks could be seen in films like The Graduate, Easy 

Rider, and American Graffiti.  In high concept filmmaking, Wyatt sees the use of music 

as “matched to a marketable concept behind the overall film,” and notably, some of the 

films he points to as driven by their music are teen films like Flashdance and Footloose, 

as well as other ‘80s films like Purple Rain (1984) and Staying Alive (1983) (ibid., 40).  

While the part of Wyatt’s argument that focuses on the perceived moments of excess 

created by the musical moments in the films is outside the scope of this current analysis, 

the issue of the importance of music in helping to sell a movie, and vice versa, is 

significant to understanding the synergy between the interrelated media industries, and to 

the ways these marketing tactics helped attract a youth audience. 

Perhaps one of the most compelling cases for the viability of cross-promotion 

between film and music lies in the success of film soundtracks.  Soundtracks can include 

the score, music commissioned for the film, or already released songs licensed for use in 

the film. The formula for being able to achieve success with soundtrack tie-ins was 

initiated with Saturday Night Fever (1977) with its release of four hit singles from the 

album that were staggered before the film and album release and tied into the film 
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marketing campaigns (Smith 1998, 197).  Another way to build in publicity for the film 

and music would be to have the theme song from a film, which would anchor the 

soundtrack album, have the same title as the film itself, as with Endless Love and Fame, 

or, similarly, to have the film named after a well-known song that would help in 

marketing and product recognition (ibid., 205).  Teen films in the ‘80s used this tactic 

with Peggy Sue Got Married, Stand by Me (1986), and La Bamba (1987).  Some films, 

like Breakin’ (1984) would capitalize on the combination of music and dance styles, in 

this case rap and breakdancing, to find success. 

Studios often try to produce a soundtrack with hit songs for the free publicity that 

airplay and music video rotations provide, and recording artists want to work on films for 

the added exposure it can give their music (Litwak 1986, 245).  Because of the potential 

profits from such ventures, a large number of films are usually released with an 

accompanying soundtrack album, or for some films, multiple albums.  Dirty Dancing: 

Original Soundtrack from the Vestron Motion Picture, for example, topped the Billboard 

soundtrack charts for three years: in 1987 it was #6, in 1988 it was #1, and in 1989 it was 

#5.  Because of its immense popularity, another accompanying album titled More Dirty 

Dancing: More Original Music from the Hit Motion Picture “Dirty Dancing,” was 

released and made it to #5 in 1988 (“Top ‘80s Soundtracks” 1989).  The albums didn’t 

just make it to the top of the soundtrack charts, but to the top of Billboard’s year end 

album charts as well.  In 1988, Dirty Dancing was the #2 album of the year and More 

Dirty Dancing made it to the 18th spot (“Top Pop Albums of 1988”).  Even films that 
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might not have an obvious link to music tie-ins would still have a promotional soundtrack 

because of the potential for additional profits. 

In noting the long history of cross-promotion between the film and music 

business, Jeff Smith describes in The Sounds of Commerce: Marketing Popular Film 

Music: “Applying the logic of synergy, film promoters reasoned that if exposure to a 

theme song or soundtrack album were effective in making the film a hit, a successful film 

would, in turn, spur further record sales and mechanical royalties.  Film and record 

promoters debated whether the music sold the movie or the other way around, but it was 

clear to all concerned that both benefited from the success of its counterpart” (1998, 58).  

While the cross-promotion between film and music helped spread risk between different 

companies, and consequently, profits, there were also problems with soundtracks and 

with the synergy between film and music: production costs for both films and 

soundtracks were rising; the large number of soundtracks glutted the market; there was 

increasing demand for top talent between the record and film companies; some stars 

would have contract limitations on how many soundtracks they could do and some could 

demand a large percentage in royalties; and successful singles or films didn’t necessarily 

enhance the performance of the other (Gold 1985; Smith 1998, 204).  Even though there 

was a very real potential chance for an expensive failure, especially when licensing costs 

and soundtrack budgets, like that for Pretty in Pink, reached $700,000 (Terry 1986), there 

could be huge rewards with a successful soundtrack and film (the Pretty in Pink 

soundtrack was one of the highest grossing of the year).  Soundtracks were generally 

considered a good business practice that helped sell both music and films, and were 
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especially well-suited for helping promote teen films.  Notably, the soundtracks for teen 

films made up almost 25% of the top selling soundtrack albums of the decade.  For a list 

of the top selling soundtracks of the decade, see Appendix G.   

One of the reasons for the success of soundtracks was that it offered buyers an 

assortment of music types and performers on one album.  The music could be sampled in 

the film (or the film could be sampled with the music), giving audiences a taste of several 

kinds of music.  This became a selling point in an era with disparate music styles, some 

of which appealed to a wide variety of audiences, and some of which only appealed to 

specific groups.  Different types of music styles abounded in the 1980s.  There was a 

resurgence of rock music with artists like Bruce Springsteen and U2; women folk singers 

like Suzanne Vega and Tracy Chapman; metal acts ranging from heavy, lite, to hair 

(Kastin 2002) with Metallica and Iron Maiden, Bon Jovi and Van Halen, and Winger and 

Ratt; country singers like Willie Nelson and Dolly Parton; the growing popularity of rap 

with Run-DMC and NWA; and the burgeoning scene of alternative rock with R.E.M. and 

Sonic Youth.  But probably one of the most prolific types of music in the ‘80s was pop 

music.  It could include different styles and artists like Madonna, Michael Jackson, 

Prince, and Whitney Houston. “Pop music in the late ‘80s was a murky thing….  There 

wasn’t exactly a movement in music to identify with – just pure pop power – which 

might explain how teen acts were able to step in and steal the spotlight for at least a little 

while” (Kelly 2002, 88).  Teenage acts like Tiffany (who gained popularity by playing 

concerts in shopping malls), Debbie Gibson, and teenage boy bands like New Kids on the 

Block, Menudo, and New Edition all made it big for a while during the decade, giving 
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further credence to the buying power of the youth market, and to the importance of 

catering to their tastes, whether by producing popular cycles of teen films or fads of teen 

musical acts.  

But before the teen pop acts took over in the late ‘80s, the early and mid-‘80s saw 

the rise of new wave music.  Identified with British punk music in the mid-‘70s, the term 

“new wave” later grew to encompass a range of popular music styles with the likes of the 

New Romantics (Duran Duran, Soft Cell) and New Pop (Culture Club, Human League) 

(Cateforis 2009; Kelly 2002, 67).  One of the new wave forms popular in the ’80 became 

so because of technology: synth pop relied on the synthesizer, equipment used not to 

mimic the sound of an instrument, but to produce a mechanical sound instead.  “The 

chilly, mechanical sound of the synth didn’t invade music slowly, it became de rigueur 

immediately” (Rettenmund 1996, 33).  Regardless of the label though, there were some 

common themes: “The majority of the artists were British, the majority of them relied 

heavily on synthesizer technology, and most significantly, their fortunes in the U.S. were 

intimately bound with the distribution of promotional videos on MTV” (Cateforis 2009, 

5).  Indeed, one of the keys to success in the crowded music industry, and in the crowded 

film industry, was to get a music video into rotation on MTV.  Possibilities for synergy 

increased tremendously with MTV, especially because it was so popular with youth 

audiences. 
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MTV 

With the importance of films to conglomerate profits duly noted, John Mundy in 

Popular Music on Screen points out that “it is television which has been regarded as 

central to global economic power.  The erosion of the public sphere and the 

commercialization of television has placed the medium at the heart of corporate 

marketing strategies, the prime site for advertising and promotion,” with the influence of 

pop music as a marketing tool becoming more pronounced in the 1980s (1999, 225, 230).  

In this context, the importance of television and the music video as a promotional tool 

can be better understood. 

 MTV started broadcasting on August 1, 1981, with its widely reported first video 

“Video Killed the Radio Star” by the Buggles.  The cable station was originally owned by 

Warner-Amex, and was then later sold to Viacom International in August of 1985 

(Goodwin 1992, 136).  It was a 24-hour music television service that broadcast music 

videos, or short visual accompaniments to songs, shown in rotation a few times per day, 

and that were introduced by a vj, or video jockey.  In its first year and a half, MTV 

actually had difficulty convincing record companies that the monetary investment in 

music videos would be worth the risk (ibid., 38), but eventually, “Billboard found that 

new acts who made their bow on MTV enjoyed an immediate 10 to 15 percent increase in 

sales” (Sanjek and Sanjek 1991, 251).  While it used relatively inexpensive programming 

in the form of music videos that record companies often paid for, in fact the station 

operated at a loss during its first few years because it didn’t have a broad reach in terms 
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of ratings and audiences.  “MTV had signed 125 sponsors, yet it showed a $15-million 

pretax loss” (ibid., 251). 

 Although the audience was small, it was one sought after by advertisers.  Like the 

Fox network that would start broadcasting a few years later, MTV branded itself as a 

different kind of television station, one that appealed to youth audiences.  And because it 

appealed to youth, it appealed to advertisers.  “MTV’s incentive to develop music 

television was of course advertiser led.  Its budgets were underwritten by an expectation 

that an all-music service would deliver to advertisers those younger consumers (12-34-

year-olds) who were traditionally difficult to reach through television.  MTV was to be 

the ‘environment’ that would narrowcast the right kind of music and thus target an 

elusive socioeconomic group” (Goodwin 1992, 38).  Meanwhile, the music director for 

Columbia Pictures skews the demographic even younger: “The target audience for MTV 

is the same target for pictures.  You need the 12 to 25 demographic” (Gold 1984b). 

In the early years of the station, MTV primarily focused on playing music videos, 

and it was only later in the 1980s that it branched into other programming formats.  The 

music video itself plays an inherently promotional role – it exists to sell something such 

as a record or a film (Goodwin 1992, 27), and like all programs on television, is also used 

to sell advertising.  Andrew Goodwin places the emergence of music videos in the 

context of: changes in the ways musicians, specifically pop artists, used performance to 

promote their music; the need for programming hours for the new cable stations; a new 

way to promote music and reach audiences when the recording industry saw drops in 

sales; and as a result of changing demographic patterns in the consumption of music, 
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patterns that showed that the rock audience was aging and younger generations were 

more interested in television than music (Goodwin 1999, 29-41).  Lawrence Grossberg, 

in his article, “Is There Rock after Punk?” observes that “If youth in the fifties, sixties 

and even seventies would have sacrificed anything rather than give up their music, there 

is increasing evidence that television plays the same role in the life of younger 

generations,” that while MTV provides a national network for music, it is one that is now 

chiefly a visual medium (1986, 63).  Combining music and television, and then later 

films through videos for songs on their soundtracks, MTV was an ideal marketing tool; it 

was a way to target the youth demographic and get their attention for advertisers.  

 Music videos were especially important in the promotion of soundtracks.  Music 

and film were increasingly becoming essential means of advertising each other, and 

songs from soundtracks were perfectly suited to this marketing strategy.  Clips from the 

already made films could be edited together with shots of the performer or band to create 

a music video.  The videos would reinforce product recognition because they “often 

aimed to fuse production design, theme and characters in the two media.  This fusion 

would operate like a brand label” (Prince 2000, 135).  As a result, the film would increase 

the exposure audiences have to the album while the videos would increase the exposure 

audiences have to the film.  By increasing exposure, the logic followed, producers could 

raise awareness, which would then lead to sales.  And because the target market for both 

film and music, and for MTV, was the youth audience, there was a large potential for 

profit.  Producer Peter Guber “describes the developing form of music marketing as 

‘unique visual marketing’ in which pre-selling the films with music was attempted ‘when 
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studios understood that films were heard, seen, and thought about in a unique way by the 

youth audience’” (quoted in Wyatt 1994, 134).  Indeed, when describing the state of the 

film industry in the ‘80s and the importance of music, and music videos, to marketing, 

Mark Litwak notes that “Today it has become almost obligatory to release a music video 

to promote a major motion picture – even if the picture is not especially well suited for 

one” (1986, 245). 

 Some of the greatest success stories of using the new station to promote films, and 

indeed successes that served as models for how films and music would be cross-

promoted, were the two teen films Flashdance and Footloose.  Flashdance tells the story 

of Alex Owens, a young, aspiring professional dancer who works as a welder during the 

day, but as a performance dancer at an upscale club by night.  The marketing campaign 

for Flashdance consisted of provocative images of star Jennifer Beals, and mutually 

reinforcing, cross-pollinating music and videos.  “Paramount’s Frank Mancuso described 

the possibilities in the following terms: ‘We started zeroing in on the visual elements of 

the film and the music.  Flashdance seemed quite exceptional in both these areas.  We 

went after it quite heavily, figuring it was a different kind of movie – so much was told 

visually and through the soundtrack that these became our primary marketing elements’” 

(quoted in Wyatt 1994, 148).  Flashdance used the familiar tactic of releasing the title 

song, Irene Cara’s “Flashdance…What a Feeling,” as a “scout” single, and then releasing 

the sound track album soon after, all a few weeks before opening weekend to build 

awareness for the film (Smith 1998, 201).  The difference in the marketing strategy, 

however, was in how much Flashdance, and distributor Paramount, used MTV for 
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promoting the film.  Four music videos, “Flashdance…What a Feeling,” “Imagination,” 

“Maniac,” and “Romeo,” used footage from the feature film and were edited by Adrian 

Lyne, the film’s director, and appeared on MTV in heavy rotation before, during, and 

after Flashdance’s run in the theater.  Michael Sembello’s “Maniac,” which showed 

extended scenes of Alex (Jennifer Beals) working out and dancing, were comprised 

almost entirely of clips from the film.  The film itself was conducive to this type of 

promotion: it had a high concept style, quick pace, and multiple set pieces in the form of 

dance sequences that could be taken out of context and used for video promotion. 

 Although the practice of creating a music video almost entirely out of scenes re-

edited from the film was initially acceptable, MTV soon decided that it didn’t want to 

carry videos that looked like such blatant film trailers with little indication of the 

musicians performing the song.  “MTV became sensitive to charges that it offered free 

advertising time to Hollywood and thereafter stipulated that future film-inspired videos 

would have to include the recording artist in at least 50% of the video’s footage” 

(Goodwin 1998, 201).  In fact, Bob Seger’s “Old Time Rock and Roll” featured so much 

footage from Risky Business that the video had to be re-cut to add in shots of Seger 

performing in concert in order to satisfy the new requirements (Gold 1984b).  The 

strategy of cross-promoting the film and music videos, even ones that had to be re-edited, 

was one that worked well though.  With Flashdance, the phenomenon was seen as “the 

most explosive film and record combination since the same studio [Paramount] and 

diskery [Polygram Records] scored with ‘Saturday Night Fever’ and ‘Grease’ in 1978” 

(Gold 1985).  In its first 24 days of national release, the film grossed over $20 million, 
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and the album went platinum with over one million copies sold; it went on to become the 

third highest grossing film of the year in 1983, and the soundtrack sold more than 17 

million albums, reaching #20 on the Billboard year end album chart (Prince 2000, 133; 

Smith 1998, 201; “Top Pop Albums of 1983”).   

 Another successful film, soundtrack, and music video cross-promotional vehicle 

was Footloose, another Paramount film well suited to promotion on MTV.  It featured a 

teenager, Ren McCormack (Kevin Bacon), who moved from a big city to a small town 

that had outlawed music and dancing.  His goal was to get the town to approve a school 

dance, and the process was replete with set pieces, such as a scene of him getting out his 

frustrations by dancing and performing gymnastics, and a montage of him teaching a 

friend how to dance.  Notable about the Footloose deal was the complex arrangements 

made to finance the project.  Paramount asked Columbia Records (and its subsidiary 

CBS) to offer a $250,000 advance for the album, but it also had stipulations about 

including Kenny Loggins on the soundtrack to give the film a sense of “Americana.”  

CBS Records, however, had its own sets of requirements about how many songs it would 

let Loggins perform, and how many of its other artists it would put on the album.  It also 

required two non-CBS artists who had recently achieved high album sales to appear on 

the soundtrack in order to boost sales and profits.  Becky Shargo, the CBS Records A&R 

executive who put the deal together, signed Sammy Hagar and Shalamar to the album.  

Costs, but also revenues, were split between several majors (Gold 1984c; Goodwin 1998, 

203; Prince 2000, 134).  Ultimately, it proved a huge success: Footloose had four top ten 

singles, two number one singles, sold more than 9 million copies of the soundtrack, 
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reached #7 on Billboard’s year-end chart, while the film reached #7 on the year-end 

charts (Goodwin 1998, 203; “Top Pop Albums of 1984”).  The model for cross-

promoting film, soundtracks, and music videos was becoming firmly entrenched as a 

business practice. 

MTV wasn’t just used to advertise films by way of music videos; trailers and 

commercials for the films also appeared on the station.  In Variety, when Richard Gold 

reported that when some of the youth pictures aimed at teens weren’t doing that well in 

the box office, executives turned towards MTV to try to boost advertising.  “Observers 

noted the 24-hour music cable tv network, MTV, has become a significant force in 

reaching the hallowed 12-25 demographic….  According to Rogonti [senior 

viceprez/general manager for ad sales at MTV], ‘Vision Quest’ has been the most heavily 

advertised of the pics in question on MTV, with Warner Bros. buying approximately 80 

spots (half-30s and half-90s) over a 10-12 day period.  In second place is ‘The Breakfast 

Club’ for which Universal has already bought 50-60 straight 30-second spots” (Gold 

1985).  This was true for Flashdance as well, one of the biggest cross-over film-

soundtrack successes.  Gold reports that “Paramount has been running an ‘extensive’ 

advertising push on MTV whose lower rates have enabled the studio to run a two-minute 

spot that blends in effectively with the short-form programming on the music cable net” 

(1983).  With MTV, studios found not just a way to cross-promote their films with music, 

but found an entire outlet that would allow them to successfully reach, and consequently 

to effectively sell to, the youth audience.  
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 The different kinds of marketing strategies employed in the film and related 

businesses allowed for the maximization of profits while at the same time, provided a 

type of safety net for the escalating costs of production.  Yes, it was expensive to test 

market films, to push advertising and publicity campaigns, to create products and get 

them out to retail outlets, to convince musicians and record companies to participate in 

the film process, but all of these tactics were usually seen as cost effective.  The interest 

in marketing strategies can be seen as directly related to conglomeration where the large 

corporations underwriting escalating costs were looking for more security in their 

investments; the reasoning followed that if the film is marketed aggressively and 

effectively, it could share expenses with other companies and could recoup not just the 

huge outlay of the cost of production and promotion, but could also realize even bigger 

profits.   
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PART TWO: THE CONTENT 
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Chapter 5: Form 

INTRODUCTION 

 The importance of conferring genre status on a group of films is not just a matter 

of nomenclature, even though this endeavor is important in and of itself for the general 

need to understand and classify objects within structures of meaning.  According genre 

status to a group of films means recognizing that the films are cultural products that 

embody significant, long-standing relationships to the society that has produced them.  If 

teen films are classified as a genre, then they can be viewed as a coded system with 

established expectations between filmmakers and audiences, and as a mythical structure 

that repeats familiar stories as a way to temporarily resolve enduring cultural conflicts 

about the coming-of-age process.  What is at stake with labeling a genre is a greater, 

deeper understanding of its films, their function, and their appeal. 

There is, however, no agreement on whether the teen film constitutes its own 

genre, and if so, what that genre designation would mean, besides the familiar “I know it 

when I see it” cultural consensus approach and the “teen films star teenagers” 

generalization, which is really only as useful as saying a western takes place out in the 

west.  Further confusion can arise from these vague and general categorizations when 

observing all the different kinds of films, like comedies, horrors, and action adventures, 

that can feature teenage characters.  Additionally, agreement about genre seems remote 

when looking just at subgenres or subcategories.  Is the teen film a sex quest comedy, a 

horror slasher, a war film about kids barely out of high school in boot camp?  If it’s all of 

these things, than what does it mean to call something a teen film, besides the ambiguous 
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categorization offered by cultural consensus, and besides the too-broad-to-be-useful 

classification that teenagers and their stories are foregrounded?   

Another useful, and perhaps more practical way to think about these questions is 

to consider whether there are tensions between the teen film and the more standard 

industry genres.  At issue at the point of starting to deal with the textual content area of 

the study isn’t labeling whether a film should be classified under one major industry 

genre category or another, as was the case when originally organizing the sample of 

films, but rather whether there should be a distinct category for the teen film.  For 

instance, if people go to a video store to try to find a film like Porky’s, should they look 

under comedy, or should there be a teen film section?  What about the films The 

Breakfast Club, Footloose, The Karate Kid, A Nightmare on Elm Street, or Risky 

Business – where should they be located in the video store, and why?  This isn’t to 

question whether a film, for example like Say Anything…, is more “properly” labeled a 

comedy, drama, romance, romantic comedy, or teen film; importantly, questions such as 

these bring up the ideas of hybrids and hierarchies.   

If there is tension between a teen film genre and major, accepted industry genres, 

then going to find a film at the hypothetical video store becomes a matter of trying to 

assess which genre label takes precedence, which one is higher on the hierarchy (with the 

term “higher” referring to which is more fitting).  But this can become problematic when 

thinking about hybrids.  There is no reason not to think of films as combining different 

features from multiple types of genres; after all, there are romantic comedies, dramedies, 

action thrillers, etc.  But then another problem with this type of classification system 
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could arise when thinking about the slippery slope of how many qualifiers are enough, 

and how many start to become too unwieldy to be practical.  Back to the Future Part III, 

is a useful example.  Variety lists six different genres for the film (not keywords, 

although some of the genre terms Variety uses are duly noted as contested): sequel, 

period, comedy, sci-fi, romance, western (and action, adventure, teen, and blockbuster 

can be added in a similar vein to the trade publication’s terminology).  All of these 

categories are certainly informative and apt in describing this installment in the Back to 

the Future franchise, but how many do we need to reach an adequate shorthand 

understanding of the film?  And if for some reason we had to choose which one fit best, 

which would it be? 

Indeed, questioning the teen film genre and following along these lines of 

reasoning arguably puts the system of genre labeling and classification into question.  Is 

there ever one genre that can adequately describe a film?  Even taking the classic 

example of the western, is there one quintessential western?  Shane (1953) comes to 

mind, but this is a western drama.  The Lone Ranger (1956) is a western adventure, 

Blazing Saddles (1974) a western comedy.  One term hardly seems to give us enough 

information about a film.  The same is true for genres of tone, ones that are meant to elicit 

laughs, cries, terrors, or thrills: a slapstick comedy from the Three Stooges is different 

from a comedy of manners or romantic comedy from Woody Allen; a horror slasher like 

Texas Chainsaw Massacre is different from a horror thriller like The Silence of the Lambs 

(1991).   
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While one term might not give us enough information about a specific film, the 

concept of genre is still useful – just because films are hybrids doesn’t mean we shouldn’t 

try to understand their component parts, nor does it mean that we should forgo trying to 

understand the concept of the specific genre.  Here, calling attention to the difference 

between the concept of genres and specific films of a genre is valuable.  As Thomas 

Schatz describes:  

Because it is essentially a narrative system, a film genre can be examined in terms 

of its fundamental structural components: plot, character, setting, thematics, style, 

and so on.  We should be careful, though, to maintain a distinction between the 

film genre and the genre film.  Whereas the genre exists as a sort of tacit 

“contract” between filmmakers and audience, the genre film is an actual event 

that honors such a contract.  To discuss the Western genre is to address neither a 

single Western film nor even all Westerns, but rather that system of conventions 

which identifies Western films as such (1981, 16, italics original).  

A genre can be seen as an idea, as a concept.  Not every film will fit the mold, especially 

with the hybrid nature of storytelling.  At issue isn't the subgenre labels or the cohesive 

genre definitions that only work for some films; rather, defining the genre means giving a 

description of what we think of when we think of the genre more generally.  Specific 

films are always going to be a hybrid form that work with and around the genre 

categorization.  We need the specific films to define the genre; from this analysis, we 

then need the genre to define the concept.  
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While we’re certainly able to cross-reference films and find them under multiple 

categories, including by actors, directors, and multiple genre and topic keywords, and 

while it’s apparent that films contain many varied elements that fall into multiple non-

mutually exclusive categories, the basic question of genre classification is still 

significant.  If these films can be labeled as a teen film genre, a categorization which is 

important for understanding the relationship between the films and culture at large, what 

are their basic operating procedures, their foundational formal and narrative components?  

For the teen film, questions like these point to trying to understand not only the enduring 

nature of the conflicts these films address, but also to trying to assess why the teen films 

of the 1980s specifically enjoyed so much popularity at the time and continue to have 

such lasting resonance years later.   

So what are the familiar and repeated formal and narrative elements, the signs and 

subject matter of the teen film?  What does the teen film as contract mean for the 

audience?  While not every film will contain every element, there are nonetheless often-

repeated signs, iconography, stories, and themes, or as Altman might say, repeated 

semantic (visual signs) and syntactic (series of relationships) levels, common structures 

and configurations that films in a genre share.  Taking as the working sample a group of 

top grossing films and a collection of culturally and commercially relevant films that 

feature teenage characters and their stories, this investigation of the teen film continues in 

the area of the content of the texts themselves (instead of their history and context of 

production as in the previous chapters).  The textual analysis is meant to take the 

accepted definition of the teen film, one that is based on cultural consensus and 
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generalization, and then go into more depth to study the building blocks and the ways 

genre can be established on multiple levels, in combination with how the teen film 

functions in relation to other already established genres.  Not a prescriptive attempt, the 

texts are examined in order to investigate what the teen film label means to the relevance 

of a large corpus of cultural texts.  

 

FEATURES OF THE TEXTS 

 The textual analysis that follows will examine the characterization and casting, 

settings and iconography, style and form, music, and issues of reflexivity, from the 

sample of teen films of the 1980s listed in Appendix C.  These areas are derived from the 

original nine categories of analysis used when watching all the films, and selected for 

their focus on formal elements.  For some categories of analysis, especially the setting 

and the style, systematic comparisons across genres are indicated; other sections lend 

themselves to talking about the corpus as a whole, such as the casting and music sections 

which talk about the actors and types of music that appear in all the films.  When there 

are comparisons across genres, the teen comedy will often be discussed first as a kind of 

baseline, followed by the divergences seen in teen dramas, action adventures, science 

fictions/fantasies, and horrors, the other four main industry genres into which the sample 

is organized.  In these analyses, the notions of hybridity and hierarchy, and the teen film 

as genre and its position in relation to standard industry genres, again find their relevance.  

The comedy films are sometimes foregrounded in the discussions in this chapter 

and the next because the largest number of the most successful teen films of the ‘80s (and 
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hence, of the sample) were comedies, and as such, they tend to encompass the highest 

quantity of indicative examples.  Also, the comedies have a tendency to dominate some 

of the analyses because they are often thought of as the type most commonly associated 

with the broader, general conception of the teen film in the ‘80s, and because there are 

fewer apparent generic pulls in other directions (for example, if discussing the slasher 

teen films, the generic label of horror can overshadow the label of teen).  With the focus 

on comedies duly noted, the other four main industry genre categorizations are certainly 

still significant, making up two thirds of the sample.  While discussing specific features 

of the texts that frequently appear in the comedies, such as repeated settings, examples 

from the drama, action adventure, science fiction/fantasy, and horror films are mentioned 

to illustrate when these features appear across all the types of films in the sample.  Of 

course, the teen films placed in these other four categories are discussed at length as well, 

especially when they offer variations and discrete differences to those features found in 

the comedies.  As a result of this analytical schema that uses both comparisons across 

industry genres and examinations of the teen film corpus as a whole, what these textual 

elements mean for a greater understanding of the teen genre label and for the teen film as 

hybrid form will be discussed.    

 

Characterization and Casting 

 Because the standard definition of a teen film is that the film features teenage 

characters, or as Shary would say characters from 12-20 years old, the appearance of 

younger actors in prominent roles is certainly one of the clearest and most essential 
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factors indicating the status of the teen film as genre.  Without the focus on teens and 

without the actors to play these roles, it is difficult to have a teen film.  And indeed, 

younger actors and certain frequently cast stars do contribute as often-repeated genre 

elements that help establish and frame audience expectations of a teen film.  However, 

there are of course caveats.  Just having teenaged characters doesn’t necessarily make a 

teen film if they are relegated to minor roles, although here, the standard of what counts 

as a foregrounded character can be debated.  Additionally, while characters and character 

types are important for helping determine genre, they are not the sole element, nor can an 

entire genre be defined, with any additional hope of gleaning cultural value about the 

form, by one element alone.  Teenage character(s) in primary role(s) can be thought of as 

a necessary but not sufficient component in determining the teen film as genre. 

 In a majority of the films in the sample, there is very little question about who the 

main character is and that this character is supposed to be a teenager.  In films where the 

protagonist or protagonists who are still in high school get top billing, in numerous films 

across all the main industry genres such as Fast Times at Ridgemont High (comedy), All 

the Right Moves (drama), Iron Eagle (action adventure), Bill & Ted’s Excellent 

Adventure (science fiction/fantasy), and The Lost Boys (horror), the case for the label of 

“teen film” is clear.  The questions, however, stem more from the times when the 

characters fall outside what might be considered traditional teen boundaries, most 

noticeably when they are not high school age.  This can occur when they are younger, for 

example in Stand by Me and Big where the main characters are 12, or when they’re older, 

for example in college films such as Revenge of the Nerds and The Sure Thing.  For the 
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characters in college who are trying to make the transition to the greater amount of 

independence that college provides, the teen film label may indeed still seem relevant.  It 

is interesting to note, however, that in many of the teen films, the characters are trying to 

progress, for example, to learning to navigate their way with more independence.  With 

the films dealing with younger characters, this progression isn’t as clear.  In Big, Josh, a 

boy who got his wish granted to be bigger/older, eventually decides that he wants to go 

home and back to being a kid again.  In Stand by Me, the film is framed by Gordie as an 

adult telling the tale of the trip he and his four friends took one summer.  The tone is 

nostalgic, almost elegiac for a time gone by instead of longing for the promise of what is 

yet to come.  Yes, the characters learn about themselves, stick up for themselves against 

the town bullies, and they do grow up, but there is more of a sense of return than of going 

forward (granted, necessitated by the nostalgia factor), again putting into question the 

relevance of including certain films that feature younger teens or tweens as part of a teen 

film genre.  

 Films geared towards younger children, even if they feature teenage characters, 

can also put into question definitions of the teen film based solely on the age of the 

characters.  Honey, I Shrunk the Kids and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are two 

examples.  Both films prominently feature teenagers, in the former two sets of siblings 

caught in the backyard after accidentally getting shrunk by one of their father’s 

inventions, and in the latter four superheroes who, while they’re mutant turtles, are also 

teenagers.  There are certainly elements in both of the teens learning to accept 

themselves, standing up to enemies, and coming to terms with requited and unrequited 
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crushes, aspects that are important narrative elements in the teen film.  However, with the 

focus on more kid-friendly humor, such as with the turtles who like to eat pizza and with 

the attention to the family coming together as a unit, even with teens as featured 

characters, it’s a little harder to group these films in with some of the others in the 

sample. 

 Additional genre categorical issues arise when there are both teen and adult leads.  

In films such as the Back to the Future and The Karate Kid series, and in Like Father, 

Like Son (one of a number of body switching films popular at the time), Mask, and 

Mermaids, teens and adults are lead characters.  While the story may be Marty’s (Back to 

the Future) or Daniel’s (The Karate Kid), the importance of Doc Brown and Mr. Miyagi, 

respectively, and their featured places in the stories, is undeniable, especially in later 

films in the series where their romances are foregrounded (Future III and Karate II).  In 

Mermaids, the story is as much Cher’s as the mother as it is Winona Ryder’s as the 

daughter – Cher may get first billing, but Ryder has the voiceover that guides the 

narrative.  Even more complicated setups occur in Peggy Sue Got Married, where Peggy 

Sue is an adult in her 30s who gets transported back to her teen years, with Big, when a 

12-year-old appears in the body of a man in his late 20s, and with Edward Scissorhands, 

where even though Edward is coded as teen with his looks and interest in high schooler 

Kim, he never gets older and his actual age is never stated – all that is said when Peg, 

Kim’s mother, comes upon him in the castle is that, much like a child or teenager, he isn’t 

“finished.”  With the sharing of roles between adults and teens, or the blurred lines of 

who is a teenager especially in the science fiction and fantasy films, the importance of the 
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teens as the sole main characters as a determining factor of genre is lessened.  The teens 

can share time with adults, especially when there is a strong focus on the teens’ 

development, further indicating hybridity on the level of the individual teen films in the 

way they accommodate multiple types of stories from multiple age groups.  

 More problematic issues with labeling a teen film occur with films that primarily 

feature adults with teens as supporting characters or practically nameless faces that 

punctuate scenes or help ground the narrative action.  Teen film categorization becomes 

confusing when films take place in high schools, one of the primary settings of teen 

films, but are primarily a teacher’s (or coach’s or administrator’s) story.  These films are 

numerous, not just in the ‘80s with Summer School, Stand and Deliver (1988), and 

Teachers, which do focus somewhat more on the teens, and Hoosiers (1986), Lean on Me 

(1989), and Wildcats (1986), which focus primarily on the teachers, but also from other 

decades with examples such as Blackboard Jungle, Up the Down Staircase (1967), and 

Dangerous Minds (1995).  Robin Williams and Robert Sean Leonard, as well as some of 

the other students, share quite a bit of their screen time in Dead Poets Society.  Mark 

Harmon’s (in Summer School) and Nick Nolte’s (in Teachers) characters are certainly the 

main protagonists, but the films also take the time to focus on and develop in greater 

detail some of their students’ stories as well.  In Hoosiers and Lean on Me, however, it’s 

harder to even remember what some of the students look like or what their names are.  In 

these films, the students are there almost exclusively to support the development of the 

characters played by Gene Hackman (Hoosiers) and Morgan Freeman (Lean on Me), as 
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opposed to showing how the teachers or principals may have affected, on a more 

individual and expanded level, the lives of their students.   

Likewise, in some of the horror films, with the multitude of nameless teen 

victims, but with the clear foregrounding of Freddy, Jason, and Michael, the primacy, or 

even the featuring of the teens, is debatable.  In Friday the 13th Part 2, for example, some 

of the victims are teens, but the final girl who defeats Jason with the help of her boyfriend 

is revealed to be clearly older, with her stated occupation of a graduate student in 

psychology serving as a plot point.  However, because of the close association of the 

slasher film with teens, even if there are no teens in a specific installment of the franchise 

who have significant roles, most of the films are still often grouped together with the teen 

film as a whole.  It could be because of the close association with the teens as the primary 

victims, and often, as the sole survivors who learn how to fight back, but this isn’t always 

the case.  Many of these films, the horror slasher or the teacher making a difference 

stories, are coded as teen films with their familiar tropes of the final girl and the high 

school setting, but without more of a focus on the development of the teen characters, the 

meaning of the teen film label can be a confusing.    

 Even with teen characters as the main protagonists, the teen film label can seem 

misplaced, especially when films take place outside familiar teen settings (discussed in 

the next section), such as with the Young Guns films, or the soldier/war films Biloxi 

Blues, Full Metal Jacket, and Platoon.  These films attain an added level of meaning if 

audiences are reminded how young the characters are actually supposed to be, if the 

information isn’t glazed over that the recruits going to boot camp, and subsequently to 
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war, are just a year out of high school.  For defining characteristics, however, these 

settings, outside what might traditionally be associated with the teen film, are powerful 

detractors to labeling these films as part of a teen film genre.  Indeed, it is not just this 

position of being in a different setting, but also of the characters being in a different 

mental or developmental space as well.  Also, it is not just that there are the strong 

generic pulls of the western or the war movie with which to contend; characters that are 

in spaces between boundaries, such as between high school and college, or post high 

school but unsure about their future, also seem to test the lines of the teen film.  While 

Alex is only 18 in Flashdance, Billy is just out of high school helping the family pay bills 

by working as a bank teller in Gremlins, and while Gib has just graduated from high 

school and is starting college in The Sure Thing, the spaces they occupy, not always 

coded as teen even though the characters are still only about 18, can at times seem 

somewhat at odds with the films’ association as part of the teen film genre.   

 The boundary pushing, liminal state of being a teenager – as not a child but not 

yet an adult – whether this has to do with space or age, is essential for the narratives that 

focus on the coming-of-age process.  However, while the stories focus on teens and the 

tribulations associated with this period of development, most of the actors who are cast as 

teenagers are already well past adolescence.  Often casting older actors, sometimes in 

their twenties, serves multiple functions.  One of the main reasons teens aren’t usually 

cast is because of child labor laws that restrict how much time they are able to be on set 

everyday, and how much schooling they have to receive while working on a film.  There 

is a long tradition of casting older actors in high school roles.  Approximating that the 
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films were shot the year before they were released, James Dean was 24 when working on 

Rebel Without a Cause, and Vic Morrow was 26 while filming Blackboard Jungle.  Of 

course this isn’t always the case: Mickey Rooney was 16 when he originated the role of 

Andy Hardy in A Family Affair (1937), but more frequently, actors 18 and above are cast 

to avoid labor laws that interfere with production. With this consistent practice, audiences 

get used to seeing older actors play teenagers.  Casting older actors further reinforces the 

idea that it’s the age of the characters, not the actors, that is important for helping to 

determine teen film status.  

Additionally, by using somewhat older actors, especially in roles that have a 

romance component, some of the awkwardness of having actual high school aged teens in 

sexual positions is circumvented.  In films that deal with a romance with characters that 

have a large age gap between them, the discomfort that can result from having teenagers 

in bed with someone many years their senior can be avoided by casting older “teenage” 

actors.  This practice also has a legacy: in The Graduate, although Benjamin is supposed 

to be just out of college, there are only six years between actors Dustin Hoffman 

(Benjamin) at 29 and Anne Bancroft (Mrs. Robinson) at 35.  In teen films of the ‘80s that 

involve relationships with older women/younger men, such as Class, where Andrew 

McCarthy (Jonathan) is 20, and My Tutor, where Matt Lattanzi (Bobby) is 23, their 

respective relationships with older women look less problematic.  The casting of a very 

adolescent-looking 16-year-old Eric Brown as 15-year-old Philly in Private Lessons, 

however, with 28-year-old Sylvia Kristel of Emmanuel fame (a character in a number of 

soft-core films) as the housekeeper Nicole, is quite a bit unnerving, and one of the 
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subplots even involves the subject of statutory rape.  Consequently, it’s much easier to 

root for Baby and Johnny’s relationship in Dirty Dancing for these casting reasons as 

well.  Even though Baby is starting college in the fall making her about 18, Jennifer Grey 

is 26, allowing her affair with the 34-year-old Patrick Swayze to be much more socially 

acceptable.  The couple looks so mature in fact, that it’s easy to forget that Baby is 

supposed to be a teenager, and subsequently that Dirty Dancing can be considered a teen 

film.   

While the rare actor, like Brooke Shields (or Jodie Foster in Taxi Driver [1976]) 

has been cast in sexualized roles from a young age, from Pretty Baby (1978) when she 

was about 12 years old playing a prostitute, to the ‘80s teen films The Blue Lagoon and 

Endless Love, there was some controversy surrounding these films (Harmetz 1980).  

Accommodations had to be made, such as when obviously fake hair extensions are glued 

or taped over Shields’ bare chest in The Blue Lagoon to prevent any accidental exposure.  

More frequently, older actors are cast in teenage roles, whether there’s a sexual 

component to the film or not. The common practice of casting older actors to play these 

roles is so pervasive, that when actual teenagers are cast, it can sometimes look odd, or 

more like a children’s movie, such as with The Goonies or Honey, I Shrunk the Kids.  It is 

almost expected that older actors will take on teenager roles, further offering some 

hurdles to looking at casting as a means of determining a teen film. 

 There are, however, a couple of teenaged actors that were prominent in the teen 

films of the ‘80s, most notably Molly Ringwald and Anthony Michael Hall, the two 

youngest members of the Brat Pack, and frequent stars in John Hughes’ films.  While 
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Ringwald and Hall were undeniably talented and precocious, and their presence often did 

indicate a teen film for a majority of the ‘80s, this was not the case for the rest of the Brat 

Pack.  Other members of the group, like Emilio Estevez, Rob Lowe, Andrew McCarthy, 

Judd Nelson, and Ally Sheedy, while they sometimes starred in teen films, were also 

known for playing young adults of various ages.  In fact, The Breakfast Club was 

released in the same year, 1985, as St. Elmo’s Fire.  The overlapping actors in these 

films, Emilio Estevez, Judd Nelson, and Ally Sheedy, went from playing high schoolers 

in one to recent college graduates in the next.  It might be assumed that Brat Pack stars 

indicates a teen film, and a lot of them did take roles as teenagers, but a Brat Pack star as 

determining factor of a teen film isn’t actually the case.  While frequently cast stars are 

certainly one way a genre can be recognized, or a star can become the “site of generic 

enunciation” (Hayward 2000), besides Ringwald and Hall, there are few other stars that 

consistently indicated teen film status in the ‘80s.  

 

Setting and Iconography 

The school, home, and local hangout are three of the primary spaces in teen films, 

and they find their most prominent articulation, with little competition from other spaces, 

in the teen comedies.  In “Cinema and the Premises of Youth,” Steve Bailey and James 

Hay (2002) discuss three similar critical sites in which the social identities of youth are 

expressed: the home, school, and shopping mall.  For the authors, the analysis of the 

spaces isn’t meant to offer a definition of the teen film, but rather is to show how all of 

these spaces, and the mobility offered by automobiles that lets teens move between them, 
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illustrate a “tendency in many films to treat all three locations with a fundamental 

ambivalence, posing each as the site both of possibility and restriction, of an increasing 

personal autonomy and of a simultaneous conformity to social norms” (219).  For Neil 

Campbell, in American Youth Cultures, the home and school represent disciplinary power 

and teens seek alternatives to these spaces “where youth might define itself as ‘other’ 

than the scripts played out in adult-culture” (2004, 20).  Inherent in both analyses is the 

idea that settings are coded spaces where teens either have authority asserted over them, 

or where they are unsupervised and have to navigate rules and relationships on their own.  

There are, however, further generic implications to these sites, both because of the 

regularity of their appearance in teen films, but also because the recurring spaces are 

imbued with meaning. 

Perhaps the space most closely associated with the teen film is the high school.  

Indeed, this educational setting, most often located in the suburbs, with an occasional 

foray into the city (Fame, House Party, My Bodyguard, Teachers) or a boarding prep or 

military school (Class, Dead Poets Society, Private School, Taps, Young Sherlock 

Holmes), is the space where teens spend large portions of their time and is a setting 

specifically coded as belonging to teens (along with, secondarily, teachers, coaches, and 

administrators).  The high school is where teens “work” so to speak, but often the 

primary purpose for the school, that of learning and preparing for either college or a 

vocation, is overshadowed by the social purposes of indoctrinating teens into the 

unwritten rules of how to behave in and navigate through different social strata.   
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High schools are often microcosms for the society at large, with the mixing of 

various groups of people exaggerated.  Rarely are people from all different social strata in 

a town, especially as people get older, forced into such a setting that includes a 

representative sampling of classes, social groups, and educational levels.  Since subject 

classes like English and math are usually segmented by grade and educational levels, 

there are often more depictions of students on school grounds, like in the cafeterias and 

by the lockers and hallways where different groups mix more freely, rather than in 

classrooms.  The spaces characters occupy often indicate their social status.  In Pretty in 

Pink and Heathers, where the students have lunch, either the tables in the cafeteria or the 

very spaces themselves (the outsiders in Pretty in Pink literally eat in a courtyard outside 

the school building), illustrate their standing in the different school hierarchies.  

However, in a film like Pretty in Pink, because socio-economic class distinction is such a 

central issue, even shared education classes are where tensions spill over between Andie 

and her poor friends and Bennie and her rich friends; when the two groups do try to mix 

at various parties on Andie and Blane’s first date, the results are disastrous and neither is 

comfortable except in neutral, practically deserted spaces. 

Occupied space as reflective of social standing becomes even more apparent in 

Can’t Buy Me Love.  Ronald is one of the geeky kids who hatches a plan to help popular 

girl Cindy pay for her mother’s expensive dress she’s ruined in exchange for her 

pretending to be his girlfriend, thereby elevating his popularity status.  Of course, the 

plan backfires after Ronald loses sight of himself, ruins his friendships both with his new 

and old friends, and is exposed as a fraud.  Ronald’s changes in status are reflected in the 
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spaces he occupies.  At the beginning of the film, he’s sitting at a quiet poker table with 

his friends, walks down the unpopular hallway to get to class, and stays with the geeks on 

one side of the cafeteria.  In the middle, when he’s been accepted into the popular crowd 

by way of his arrangement with Cindy, he’s welcome at the best parties, hallways, and 

lunch tables, without fear of getting beaten up.  At the end, he’s completely ostracized, 

not welcome on either side of the cafeteria, eating by himself under a tree off to the side.  

When Kenneth, one of his old friends, sits on the popular side of the cafeteria, one of the 

popular boys physically threatens him for being at the wrong table.  At this point, the 

shunned Ronald intervenes and explicitly states what the locations have been showing by 

saying it’s hard enough to just be yourself without having to worry about which side of 

the cafeteria you sit on, questions why the unpopular kids want to be popular so badly, 

and what the real differences between them are, especially when they all used to be 

friends (and hence used to occupy the same spaces) when they were younger. 

Interestingly, before the final confrontation, there is a brief cut to a shot of two 

teachers standing off to the side observing.  One is about to intervene on behalf of 

Kenneth, but the other stops her, waiting for a moment to see how the situation will play 

out and if the students can handle it themselves (which is seen as the better option), or 

whether they would need to step in.  It’s a rare move in the teen film, where the authority 

figures are seen as knowledgeable and ready to act and protect before things get out of 

hand, and where they are depicted as overseeing the action in one of the more 

unregulated spaces of the high school.  Cafeteria and locker scenes, whether in gym 

locker rooms or in school hallways, often have the effect of minimizing the appearance of 
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people in positions of authority.  In Just One of the Guys, Better Off Dead, and My 

Bodyguard for example, scenes in the lunchrooms or in the locker rooms are where the 

popular kids usually torment the unpopular ones, spill food on them (Guys), bump into 

them aggressively (Dead), or trap them in a locker (Bodyguard), and where there are no 

authority figures to step in and offer protection.  Even when an authority figure does step 

in when students are just playing around, for example in the infamous peephole into the 

girls’ locker room shower scene in Porky’s, Coach Balbricker’s actions, where she 

literally grabs hold of a boy’s penis, are so irresponsible that, although funny, also 

indicate a complete lack of power and propriety.    

While the library in films like The Breakfast Club, where five different students 

spend the day together, and Pretty in Pink, where rich and popular Blaine first tells poor 

and unusual Andie that he likes her by flirting with her over the school computers, are 

where other forced interactions between different groups occur, the actual spaces of 

learning in teen films are not often featured.  Occasionally, when teachers are the main 

characters and their effects on their students are a primary focus of the story, like in Dead 

Poets Society, Summer School, and Teachers, then the classroom is frequently depicted.  

And when a primary focus of the story is how difficult and rigorous an academic program 

is, such as in Fame, the specific sites of learning are given more attention.  But while 

there is the occasional appearance of sympathetic teachers and their classrooms, like the 

English teacher in Pump Up the Volume who encourages Mark/Harry to express himself, 

there are just as often the completely ineffective teachers, such as the history teacher in 

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off who calls Bueller’s name during attendance in an echoing, 
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droning monotone.  Even when students are studying or are seen being nervous about an 

exam, like Joel Goodsen having a nightmare about the SATs in Risky Business, the test 

and the room are only tangentially related to the character’s development.  For the most 

part, the classrooms where teens likely spend the greatest part of their day isn’t often 

prominently featured, further indicating that most of the learning that goes on in high 

schools in the teen film has to do less with official, educational knowledge, and more 

with learning how to navigate social relationships.  

While suburban high schools, with the iconography of lockers, books, and 

cafeteria lunch trays and tables are most often associated with the teen film, other school 

settings also factor into descriptions of the films.  These locations have the similar effect 

of showing teens forming peer groups and learning how to assert themselves, all within 

the context of different spaces that are more or less supervised, that allow them more or 

less independence.  The boarding schools in Class and Private Lessons allow teens more 

freedom from parental authority, and with all the teens sharing living quarters with no 

apparent or visible supervision on site, also often allow more freedom from teachers as 

well.  The neighboring, sexually and gendered named academies of Cherryvale and 

Freemount in Private School are where teens play pranks on each other, where they sneak 

around to fool around, and where the boys try to spy on the girls changing, all while 

administrators are almost completely absent or demonstrate little concern in 

guardianship.  In Taps, the boys in the military academy actually have a great deal of 

respect for their leader, General Bache.  Although his teachings about there being pride in 

death if it means standing up for something they truly believe in is twisted into thinking 
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there is glory in death for defending their homes against land developers, the way the 

cadets strive to defend and protect the home they know best speaks both to the spaces of 

their parental homes in which they’re uncomfortable, and to the strong community that 

has formed around the peer group in the academy.   

The residence, usually the family home outside of a boarding school, is one of the 

other most frequent settings for the teen film.  It serves to establish the teens as still 

dependent children residing in their guardians’ houses, but also, especially with the 

frequent absence of parental figures in the space, shows how much autonomy and 

responsibility they have as well.  These features play out in a number of ways.  In All the 

Right Moves, Stef’s mother is deceased, and his father and brother work the night shift at 

the local coal mine.  Stef is shown finishing his homework, making breakfast, and getting 

to school all on his own.  In Pretty in Pink, Andie’s mother has left, her father is 

unemployed, and she’s the one responsible for waking up her father and making breakfast 

for them both, and for encouraging him to look for work; meanwhile, she has an after 

school job and makes most of her own clothes.  Of course, there are stable, two-parent 

homes presented as well where the teens have parents to take care of their basic needs, in 

such films as Better Off Dead, Can’t Buy Me Love, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, The 

Flamingo Kid, Heathers, Just One of the Guys, License to Drive, Risky Business, Sixteen 

Candles, and Valley Girl, even if the teens are largely on their own dealing with 

interpersonal issues. 

However, residing in the family home is only somewhat relevant to the level of 

freedom afforded the teens.  While the parents’ home is where financially dependent 
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children reside and have to abide by someone else’s rules, a number of films purposefully 

challenge this situation by having the action take place when the parents are away.  The 

lack of supervision, although only temporary, allows the teenagers to run wild in this 

otherwise restricted space.  Occasionally, the absence of the parents is indicative of 

neglect, as in Fame and Lucas, but more often, it’s just the parents on vacation, or out of 

town for the night, that lets the teens have a break from the rules as in Private Lessons, 

where young Philly is left under the care of the conniving chauffeur, but luckily learns 

life lessons from the maid, Just One of the Guys, where budding journalist Terry goes 

undercover and dresses as a boy to go to another high school, and Adventures in 

Babysitting, where the teens, under the care of their babysitter, venture into the city of 

Chicago to rescue a friend and get caught up in all sorts of mayhem.  Often, the absence 

of the parents allows the teens to break the rules and throw a wild party, most notably in 

Risky Business, and also in House Party, Pretty in Pink, Sixteen Candles, Some Kind of 

Wonderful, and Weird Science, usually with the consequence of the willful or accidental 

destruction of the parents’ property.  In many of the John Hughes films (which 

interestingly make up almost all the films on the wild party list), the destruction of 

property alludes to the teen’s resentment over the parents’ authority and materiality at the 

expense of a more emotionally caring relationship with the teen.  In Can’t Buy Me Love, 

License to Drive, Risky Business, and Summer School, while the destruction of parents’, 

grandparents’, or teachers’ property is accidental, it still serves to indicate the teens’ 

bristling at tight controls and lack of independence. 
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 One of the flip sides to having the action take place when the parents are away is 

to set it when the kids are away.  This can happen when the teens are away at summer 

camp and trying to negotiate some of their first romantic relationships like in Little 

Darlings (or on a deserted island doing somewhat the same in Blue Lagoon), or any of 

the summer camp films with less favorable outcomes for teen experimentation with sex 

like in the Friday the 13th series.  It can also be when the suburban kids make forays into 

the city, a space usually coded as dangerous and “other.”  If the teens’ homes and schools 

are set in the city, like My Bodyguard or Fame, then the city space isn’t as much of an 

unknown.  But in films such as Adventures in Babysitting, Class, Ferris Bueller’s Day 

Off, Once Bitten, and Risky Business, the city space represents excitement, a setting the 

teens briefly enter in order to escape their everyday lives and learn how to navigate in an 

adult world.   

While technically the teens are away from home in the college setting as well, this 

space offers some challenges to the definition of the teen film as one where the main 

characters are aged 12-20, or even 13-19.  There is more freedom inherent in college and 

dorm or apartment living, where teens have to worry less about trying to get away with 

something and needing to hide behavior from parents.  This could be the reason it’s 

harder to see films featuring college students, even if they’re freshmen just out of high 

school and only 18 or 19 years old, as teen films, because the freedom the college-coded 

space affords is assumed and is much greater than others more traditionally associated 

with teens as young adults under their parents’ care.  However, it is still useful to look at 

these films to see how teens make the transitions between the more and less restricted 
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spaces.  For example, in Revenge of the Nerds, the teens are making the shift from living 

in their parents’ homes to figuring out where they’re going to live in college (after they’re 

unfairly thrown out of their dorms) and how they’re going to get along with different 

groups on campus.   

Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise, however, reads even less like a teen 

film, even though the same students are back in the sequel that’s supposed to take place 

the next year when they’re sophomores, again only 19 or 20 years old.  While the film 

addresses teen issues like the popular characters versus the nerds, the setting of a resort in 

Florida, where the students are already comfortable in their space outside the family 

home, complicates the teen film label.  In Back to School, the situation of the coded 

spaces is even more awry.  Jason, a freshman, is thinking of quitting school because he 

doesn’t like college and sees how successful his father is without ever having graduated.  

In response, his father Thornton Mellon, played by Rodney Dangerfield, and the star of 

the film even though the son plays an important role, joins Jason in college, renovates the 

dorm rooms to encompass a larger space, and lives with his son.  Because of 

Dangerfield’s starring role, and because he’s depicted as a big kid who foregoes studying 

for partying, even though this is a case where the father and son still live together, the 

college setting is an additional complication to labeling this a teen film.  Other films that 

aren’t as readily grouped with the teen film, where teens live on their own or are outside 

what is traditionally assumed as teen spaces (the home, the high school, the local 

hangouts), such as Flashdance, Young Guns, Biloxi Blues, and war movies like Platoon 

and Full Metal Jacket, point to setting, especially in spaces governed by parents or 
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teachers and where teens often congregate, as an important element for the teen film as 

genre.  

Of the more traditional settings associated with the teen film, the mall and the 

local hangouts are frequently recurrent spaces often occupied by the teens where they are 

forced to intermingle with different groups, have to figure out social relationships and 

their places within them, and must do so with little supervision.  These local hangouts 

could be various eateries around town, arcades, parks or beaches, convenience stores, or 

the ubiquitous shopping malls.  Usually consumer spaces, they’re often where teens have 

the most freedom from familial and educational responsibilities, and where there’s 

additional intermingling between groups.  With the mixture of people and with the lack 

of supervision comes increased opportunities for interactions and freedoms, but also 

increases in threats and other kinds of obligations, indicating the dual nature of these less 

constrained spaces as both sites for freedom and danger, and for freedom and 

responsibility.   

Indicating the potentially threatening nature of the local hangouts, in My 

Bodyguard, the bully of the school and his friends go to the same pizza restaurant and eat 

at the same park as Clifford and his friends, but these shared spaces are also where the 

bully browbeats the other kids, and where physical fights break out without the potential 

for teachers or parents to stop them.  The same happens with all the incarnations of Biff, 

the bully in the Back to the Future series, every time Marty or his son meets up with him 

at a public space in town, whether at the soda shop or the saloon.  The shared space, of 

course, doesn’t always have to be menacing, but isn’t necessarily free from 
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responsibility.  Often the malls, arcades, or convenience stores provide another 

opportunity to show teens engaging in activities in their free time from school and home, 

but this time could be taken up with an after school job.  Characters in Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High, For Keeps?, Pretty in Pink, and Valley Girl are employed at the places 

where other teens just hang out.  This can be a source of solace and fun, for example with 

Andie’s close friendship with her record store boss Iona in Pretty in Pink, but it can also 

be cause for embarrassment, for example Julie in Valley Girl wonders why her parents 

can’t own a cooler place like a Pizza Hut instead of a health food restaurant, or source of 

discomfort as when Stan, who’s working in a shoe store to help support himself, Darcy, 

and their new baby in For Keeps?, has to attend to one of the mean girls in school when 

she walks into the shop to provoke him.  The malls are also spaces where class 

distinctions are set in relief, such as when Andie in Pretty in Pink sees all the rich girls 

shopping for prom dresses that she can’t afford. 

However, very often, the mall and local hangouts can also be another opportunity 

to interact, unfettered by adults or too many responsibilities.  The teens can form new 

romantic relationships with all the different people they meet at the mall in Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High, and characters from different social groups can run into each other like 

Cindy and Ronald in Can’t Buy Me Love when he discovers that she needs money to 

replace her mother’s dress.  The beach can be where all sorts of different groups get 

together, ones new to town and ones who run in different circles, such as Randy and Julie 

in Valley Girl, Daniel and Ali in The Karate Kid, and Michael and Star in The Lost Boys.  

And the convenience store and arcade can be other spaces where teens just spend time 
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with each other, again with the recurring dualities of freedom and threat, freedom and 

responsibility.  In Heathers Veronica and J.D. meet outside a convenience store where 

one of the Heathers interrupts them and the connection they’re making, and in Bill and 

Ted’s Excellent Adventure, the two titular teens are taking a break from studying when 

they get called to action to save the world by Rufus when he drops down in a phone 

booth in the parking lot of the convenience store.   

Even the bowling alley in Grease 2, where the cool kids sing and dance to the 

tongue-in-cheek song “We’re Going to Score Tonight,” is a space where the older teens 

play around, but where the younger (Dolores) or uncool (Michael) ones are excluded and 

taunted.  And later in the film, before the song “Who’s that Guy” where Michael makes 

his first appearance in disguise as a tough motorcyclist/cool rider to save the day (or 

night), the T-Birds and Pink Ladies are hanging out on “their turf” when they are 

assaulted by Balmudo and his gang.  All these contradictions in spaces teens occupy 

further indicate that even in the local hangouts, usually marked by more freedom and 

fewer restrictions than other settings, conflicts can’t be avoided, and social distinctions 

are still instituted and usually perpetuated by the ever-present peer group. 

While the high schools, homes, and local hangouts are the most prevalent spaces 

in the teen film, the dramas, action adventures, science fictions, and horrors have 

additional settings that complicate the notion of clearly defined generic spaces.  They also 

add to the idea of hybridity, all the while presenting locations that mediate between 

childhood and adulthood, and that offer contradictory sites of freedom/restriction, and 

safety/danger.  In dramas, there are places of authority or institutions where teens end up 
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or go if they’re in trouble, where they have to pay for mistakes and redeem themselves, 

like the hospital or doctor’s office (Endless Love, For Keeps?, Lucas, Ordinary People, 

The Outsiders), police station, court, or jail (Endless Love, Legend of Billie Jean, River’s 

Edge), or church (Footloose, The Outsiders).  Spaces where teens find themselves 

between childhood and adulthood are depicted in dramas as adult hangouts where teens 

sometimes gain entry even though they might not be ready for them, like the comedy club 

in Fame where Ralph finds success with his routine, but then quickly spirals into drugs 

and addiction, the bar in Vision Quest where Louden doesn’t understand the friendship 

between his love interest and his teacher, and the bar in All the Right Moves where Stef 

realizes the townies he thought were his friends abandon him when they realize he can be 

the fall guy for the vandalism they perpetrated on the coach’s house.  In Dirty Dancing, 

the space visible to the guests of the resort are the safe havens where nothing goes wrong 

when learning the bunny hop, but it’s the risky, sexualized spaces behind the scenes 

where Baby starts to learn her life lessons.   

On the road spaces appear in the dramatic journeys taken in The Legend of Billie 

Jean, The Outsiders, and Stand by Me, and with the short trip Rocky takes to see the girl 

he met at camp in Mask, and are all designed to show the teens concurrently running 

away from problems while at the same time realizing they have to face dangers and stand 

up to what they fear.  The setting of the road adventure as quest or voyage appears in 

more action oriented teen fair, as in Adventures in Babysitting, Bill & Ted’s Excellent 

Adventure, Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, Iron Eagle, The Last Starfighter, Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles, and the Back to the Future films, where the teen film is combined with the 
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action story to depict the teenager not just as protagonist, but as hero saving the kids, 

family, town, world, or even the universe.  More exotic, foreign, “other,” and fantastic 

coded spaces appear in the action adventure and science fiction films as well, such as the 

bad guys’ lairs in Adventures in Babysitting and Young Sherlock Holmes, outer space in 

The Last Starfighter, time travel locations through history with Back to the Future and 

Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure, and a gothic castle in Edward Scissorhands.  By 

emphasizing the dual nature of the spaces as ones with freedom and responsibility, ones 

of safety and danger, and by combining the teen protagonists in a settings often 

associated with other standard industry genres, the notion of the individual teen films as 

hybrid forms is further indicated.   

The spaces in horror teen films serve similar multiple purposes, to show safety 

and danger, and to blur the line between teen and standard industry genres.  Ordinary 

spaces are made frightening, like the summer camp in the Friday the 13th films, the 

junkyards and churches in the A Nightmare on Elm Street films, and the junkyards and 

garages in Christine.  Spaces where there are no other people around are even more in 

line with the traditional horror film, such as cemeteries and abandoned buildings in 

Friday the 13th Part V and Prom Night, while more customary horror settings like the 

vampire’s lair appear in Fright Night, The Lost Boys, and Once Bitten.  Interestingly, the 

idea of safety and danger in locations that might otherwise seem non-threatening is used 

to great effect in the A Nightmare on Elm Street films, where even in the space of teens’ 

minds, in their dreams and thoughts, they can find no protected haven.  This ultimate 

invasion of space, coded as horror, also fits with the teen film, showing yet again how 
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teens are forced to address and solve even the most life-threatening problems by 

themselves, and exaggerates how teens have so few spaces that are truly their own that 

even the one that should be unequivocally theirs can still be at risk.  Interestingly, the 

idea of the right to be safe in their own thoughts is complicated when considering how 

often teens especially are susceptible to the taunts of peers and the demands of 

conformity, and makes this invasion of the space of their minds and dreams even more 

menacing for its allegorical implications.   

 Different settings like the home, school, hangout, the road, institutions, unknown 

spaces of adventure, fantasy, and fear allow the teens to explore their freedoms, break 

free from restrictions or learn how to negotiate different kinds of responsibilities, assert 

their individuality and worth, and fight for their very survival.  In essence, while settings 

in the teen film serve to indicate the status of characters, such as their popularity, wealth, 

or different levels of maturity or heroism, spaces in these films, and the varying degrees 

of autonomy they afford, are where teens figure out how to celebrate and survive the 

coming-of-age process, where they discover the kinds of people they want to be.  And 

importantly, the teens also do all these things largely on their own, without the assistance 

of authority figures.  Even in the spaces that are coded according to other industrial genre 

categories and that indicate hybridity, the similarities of teens celebrating or surviving 

youth, and of them needing to figure things out under their own auspices, regardless of 

the varied settings, remain.   

Even though teen-coded locations, especially the home and the school, are 

ostensibly tightly controlled, it’s the spaces within these otherwise highly governed 
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locales, the ones that are without supervision, that force the teens to figure out how to 

survive by themselves.  Instead of just seeing spaces as controlled by present or absent 

authority figures, they actually represent a series of oppositions as well, those between 

freedom/restriction, freedom/responsibility, and safety (freedom from danger)/threat.  

Although the school and the home might be seen as safe because of the rules governing 

them, many of the settings coded as safe are actually often unregulated and unsupervised 

and their rules ignored, for example when the teen have parties or get into fights in the 

locker rooms.  It is then up to the teens, depending on the situation, to either revel in the 

freedom or to reinstitute safety and order.  Like the western where there is a dichotomy 

between nature and civilization, the civilized space of the town has rules and order; 

however, the threat to the town, represented as some menacing force, must be conquered 

in order to see this rule-bound locale as civilized again.  In the teen film, the home, the 

school, and to a lesser extent even the local hangout, represent a degree of order, but it’s 

an order that’s put into danger and questioned with the absence of effective authority 

figures.  As far as setting helping determine genre, it isn’t that only certain spaces like the 

high school, family home, or local hangout are defining characteristics of the teen film, 

even though these are the most frequently represented locations.  Rather, the idea of the 

teen film as genre is bolstered by so frequently showing teens learning how to navigate 

through spaces that offer varying degrees of freedom. 
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Style and Form 

 Of the different structural components that make up the teen film, it is perhaps the 

area of aesthetics that indicates the least adherence to a specific teen genre classification.  

That is, there is no one type of style or form, color tone or lighting scheme, shot length, 

duration, or composition, and no one type of overall mise-en-scene that is explicitly 

associated with the teen film.  Most of the formal elements of the films in the sample 

follow along the lines of the aesthetics traditionally associated with the standard industry 

genres under which the teen films can also be classified.  

 The teen comedies often tend to rely on low contrast, high key lighting with 

bright colors used for sets and costumes and to help determine tone.  Without formal 

cues, a brief synopsis of My Tutor – where a young man (Bobby) needs to pass French in 

order to graduate high school, so his father hires a tutor (Terry) with whom the son 

develops a romantic relationship – could be the setup for a teen sex comedy, or could be 

read as what might be a more touching story that depicts a developing romance.  In fact, 

the film does both.  Bobby goes on a few sex-capades with his friends to try to lose his 

virginity, all of which end badly, usually with being chased by jealous boyfriends.  But, 

he also develops a more serious relationship with Terry where he not only learns French, 

but also learns how to treat women respectfully, and learns how to stand up to his father 

about what he wants to do with his life.  While the initial description of the film, leaving 

out the parts about the adventures to lose his virginity, could be read different ways, the 

opening of the film immediately signals that the film will be, for the most part a comedy: 

the brightly lit sets and locations, along with the lacking-any-context shots of an aerobics 
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class replete with young women dressed in multi-colored spandex outfits, indicates and 

foregrounds the comedic elements.  

 The teen comedies also tend to use sight gags to elicit laughs, such as when the 

pot smoke comes streaming out of the stoners’ van in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, 

when Lane’s interior monologues and drawings come to life in Better Off Dead, when the 

students in Summer School enact horror movie scenes, and when various body parts get 

exposed in Private School and the Porky’s and Revenge of the Nerds films.  Direct 

address is also used for mostly comedic effect when Ferris Bueller instructs viewers on 

the best ways to fake being sick in order to play hooky and when Les looks directly at the 

camera to ask what could possible go wrong with borrowing his grandfather’s expensive 

car in License to Drive.  Elements of farce, indicating the importance of comedic pacing, 

are present when Terry, the undercover reporter in Just One of the Guys, needs to change 

between her different gender disguises when people from both her lives show up at her 

doorstep on the same night.   

However, not all the comedies are brightly lit and full of gags.  Not surprisingly, 

though, most of the films that show more muted tones and don’t go for the more overt 

joke bits are: the darker comedies like Risky Business and Heathers (especially later into 

the film when some of the more nefarious plots come to light); the comedies that deal 

with some more serious issues like Class where one of the student’s mothers has a 

nervous breakdown; the comedy/dramas such as Biloxi Blues, Little Darlings, Mermaids, 

My Bodyguard; and some of John Hughes’ more serious films The Breakfast Club, Pretty 

in Pink, and Some Kind of Wonderful.  In these films, the colors don’t pop quite as much, 
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and the lighting is more even in contrast, indicating formally and stylistically the multiple 

tonal qualities of the texts. 

  Not surprisingly, a lot of the teen dramas use more somber tones.  Seasonal color 

palettes like the soft browns and oranges of autumn and the stark grays of winter are used 

to mark different times of year and different states of characters’ minds or development, 

such as with the gray mist covered hills shown after Neil’s suicide in Dead Poets Society 

and the warm amber tones of the apricot grove where Ritchie Valens lives with his family 

before he finds fame in La Bamba.  Darker night shots are used more frequently, with 

less saturated colors and foggy, steely tones to indicate the gloomy, industrial towns of 

limited hope in All the Right Moves, Flashdance, and Vision Quest.  In a nod to the 

heavier stylization influenced by MTV and music videos, the aesthetic of darkness 

pierced by light is evident in the dance sequences of Flashdance and Footloose, whereas 

Fame, released before MTV went on the air, has an overall darker texture throughout.  

Additionally, the darkness pierced by light visuals are not necessarily the norm in the 

dance dramas released later in the decade, especially in the films aiming for a less high 

concept style such as in Breakin’, an inexpensive film about the popular breakdancing 

trend, and Dirty Dancing, which focuses more on the developing romance rather than on 

expressionism influenced lighting and the cool-tone color palette aesthetic.  In the latter 

film, the colors and lighting used are the softer tones usually associated with drama, with 

the end of the summer season occurring with the requisite misty mornings.    

 There is a heavier stylization that could be considered part of an auteur aesthetic 

in Dead Poets Society (d. Peter Weir), Endless Love (d. Franco Zeffirelli), Mask (d. Peter 
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Bogdanovich), Ordinary People (d. Robert Redford), and The Outsiders (d. Francis Ford 

Coppola).  In all of these films, the use of color and tone are notable, such as in Endless 

Love and The Outsiders where there are strong color filters, accentuating the reds from 

firelight, the blues from a planetarium, or the golds from times past.  Additionally, there 

are moments of notably slower pacing where characters are actually given the 

opportunity to observe, to pause for a moment of reflection and a dawning of realization, 

such as when Rocky eyes a baseball card he wants in Mask or when Jade’s parents 

realize, in somewhat odd or uncomfortable moments of voyeurism and jealousy, that their 

daughter is in love and growing up before their eyes.   

Although not something that specifically codes a specific type of film, there are 

also moments in the dramas when the teens are privileged with low angle or point-of-

view shots.  Some of the low angle shots are rather subtle, setting the teen slightly higher 

in the frame than people in positions of authority.  In All the Right Moves, when Stef has 

his confrontation with Coach Nickerson outside the diner after trying to apologize for 

being there when the townies vandalized his house, the coach ignores him as a matter of 

pride; Stef always stood up to him and the coach would never admit when he was wrong.  

Even though Craig T. Nelson (Coach Nickerson) towers over Tom Cruise (Stef) and the 

placement of Stef on the sidewalk and the coach on the street doesn’t make up for the 

height difference, Stef is shot in low angles and the coach in high angles, making it look 

as though the coach has to look up at his player when the shots are edited together.  In 

Ordinary People, another slight high/low angle is set up in the final scene when father 

and son are talking on the back steps of the house after the mother has left.  As Conrad 
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comforts his father, telling him things aren’t his fault and even advising him to discipline 

him more (tells him how to be a parent), in essence passing on the valuable life lessons 

that he himself has learned in therapy, Conrad is shot in a lower angle, placing him higher 

in the frame so that his father has to look up to him.    

Although used infrequently, most of the point-of-view shots, voiceovers, and 

flashbacks are from teen characters’ perspectives.  Scenes are filmed from titular 

character Lucas’ viewpoint and height when he walks down the school halls, as are some 

shots from Billie Jean’s point-of-view when she walks down the hallway in soon-to-be 

her new friend Lloyd’s house in The Legend of Billie Jean.  Main characters in varied 

films such as Full Metal Jacket, Heathers, Mermaids, and Vision Quest all have 

voiceovers, providing direct insight into the characters’ psyche.  And if there are 

flashbacks, they are mostly from the teens’ perspective as well, for example when Gordie 

remembers better times with his older brother Denny being kind to him and 

complimenting him on his writing in Stand by Me, or more disturbingly, when Samson 

remembers strangling Jamie to death in River’s Edge.  Interestingly, in Ordinary People, 

father and son get flashbacks to happier days before Conrad’s brother Buck died, but it’s 

the mother Beth who gets some of the most extended point-of-view shots when she walks 

into Buck’s room and over a few quiet, poignant moments, just looks around.  In a film 

like Ordinary People, the privileging of multiple characters with point-of-view shots and 

flashbacks might be expected.  Even though the apparent main character is teenager 

Conrad, Timothy Hutton gets fourth billing (and an Academy Award in the supporting 

actor category) below bigger stars Donald Sutherland, Mary Tyler Moore, and Judd 
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Hirsch (who plays the psychiatrist).  The usual tendency of privileging the teenagers with 

different kinds of shots in teen films, though, has less to do with a specific teen film style 

and rather more to do with the common practice of privileging the main character. 

The action adventure films and the science fiction/fantasy films usually employ 

some of the expected aesthetics of their respective genres.  In films in both categories that 

focus heavily on the action element, like Adventures in Babysitting, The Goonies, Iron 

Eagle, The Last Starfighter, and the Back to the Future films, there are chase sequences 

full of camera movements and quick editing to build tension and excitement.  In The 

Goonies and Young Sherlock Holmes, not surprisingly as Steven Speilberg productions, 

there are scenes reminiscent of the Indiana Jones movies as this time younger heroes find 

themselves needing to save a community or solve a mystery, all while being chased by 

bad guys in perilous locations.  Instead of a boulder chasing down Indiana Jones, 

however, water rushes through narrow caves chasing the Goonies, a club of young teen 

adventurers who need to save their homes from crooked land developers.  The decreasing 

shot length in combination with increasing editing speed for climax scenes in action films 

is where the pace of the films picks up the most, but again, as much as speed might be 

used to demarcate teen cultural texts (Dickinson 2001), the quick editing pace seems to 

fit more with action scenes, be they chases or dances, than a specific teen film aesthetic. 

The lighting and color schemes in the teen action, adventure, science fiction, and 

fantasy categories again seem to follow along the traditional lines associated with the 

genres of tone, like comedy or drama.  The funnier, lighter action adventure and science 

fiction/fantasy films like Honey, I Shrunk the Kids and Zapped! use brighter colors, 
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lighting, and costumes, while the more serious Karate Kid films and Edward 

Scissorhands go for more somber or darker schemes.  The auteur influence is felt in some 

of these teen films as well.  The gothic set design of the castle, with dark shadows and 

looming architecture, set in striking contrast to the pastel landscape of the almost stuck-

in-the-fifties suburban town of Edward Scissorhands, is highly representative of Tim 

Burton’s aesthetic.  And the war film Full Metal Jacket, grouped together with the action 

adventure category, comes with the sterilized environment of the barracks, the depiction 

of the shelled out cement city instead of the lush jungle used for the Vietnam war scenes, 

and the ironic distance associated with the style of Stanley Kubrick films. 

 As might be expected, many of the horror teen films follow along somewhat 

traditional genre lines, especially the horror slasher, employing familiar tropes of 

nighttime and darkness, deserted locations, explicit gore, sex, and drug use, point-of-view 

steadicam shots of the killer looking at or following the victims, and increasing tension 

building up to murderous climaxes.  The films in the sample run the range from low to 

high production values, with the less-than-polished Prom Night and earlier films in the 

Friday the 13th and A Nightmare on Elm Street series replaced by the higher production 

values of films later in the franchises and with films like Gremlins and The Lost Boys.  

This becomes evident, for example, with the special effects used to depict the come-to-

life skeleton of Freddie Kruger in A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors that 

looks more like a rickety puppet, and the effects in Elm Street 4: The Dream Master, 

where Freddie’s skeleton blends more seamlessly into the rest of the shot. 
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 The pervasive darkness of many of the films is used to great effect to conceal 

characters’ actions and whereabouts, and to increase the fear factor of being alone in 

ominous circumstances.  Darkness, however, is not just used to conceal; it’s also used to 

visually assail the viewer’s eyes.  In Friday the 13th and Christine, the screen will often 

fade to stark white for transitions, with the glaring brightness set against the blackness 

startling the visual sense.  Notably, and not surprisingly, the color red is also 

foregrounded, especially when it’s supersaturated on the screen in Friday the 13th not just 

to mark shots of blood, but also to foretell upcoming danger.  Interestingly, A Nightmare 

on Elm Street, where it still uses red for the gushers of blood spewing forth from 

Freddie’s victims, also uses green color schemes, especially in Elm Street 4, to try to 

demarcate dream sequences from reality.   

The blurring of lines between reality and fantasy is used frequently in the Elm 

Street films to show the confusion and then terror associated with dreaming.  In Fright 

Night, the lines are blurred as well, but to different ends.  At the beginning of the film, 

it’s not immediately clear if the disembodied sounds and dialogue of a horror movie are 

part of the action of the film Fright Night or the sound coming from a TV within the 

movie.  This blurred line between real and imagined is repeated later as another recurring 

element of the teen and horror film – when Charley realizes that new neighbor Jerry is a 

dangerous vampire, no one knows what to believe, and the first assumption, like in the 

Elm Street films as well, is that the teen isn’t to be believed.    

 Shot length and angle are used in what seems like the traditional horror vein, 

holding shots just a little too long so that they become uncomfortable, taking up the 
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killer’s point of view as he or she stalks the prey and watches them unnoticed, and then 

focusing on the terror in the victims’ faces as they’re murdered.  The final surviving 

victim, in almost all the slasher films at least, is a plucky girl who learns how to defend 

against the attacker, save her life and sometimes the life of selected friends, and is often 

set above and apart from other victims by her wit and courage, illustrated by shots that 

linger on her and note her actively observing her surroundings.  Some of the victims and 

survivors, teen or otherwise, do get point-of-view shots that privilege their perspective, 

but this is more often done to elicit fear of the killer rather than to give character 

significance to barely distinguishable victims.  

The techniques of taking up the perspective of the killer, however, call into 

question the idea that the teens are necessarily the main characters of these films.  In 

horror films, the killers take on many ages.  They can be characters who were changed 

into vampires as either old or young adults, older adults like Mrs. Voorhees in Friday the 

13th or Freddy Kruger in A Nightmare on Elm Street, or boy-men like Jason (in the Friday 

the 13th sequels) and Michael (in Halloween) stuck in a child-like state because of gender 

and sexual distress (Clover 1992, 28).  But in only a couple films are the killers coded 

explicitly as teens, as in Christine where it’s both the car and teenager Arnie that are the 

killers, and Prom Night where it isn’t revealed until the end that the killer is actually a 

fellow teen.  The use of point-of-view shots and the strong identification with the killer, 

even if the killer’s identity isn’t revealed until well over the halfway point, can 

complicate the teen film label.  While the individual narratives ultimately favor the 

mostly teenage heroes who are able to defeat the enemy, nonetheless, it is Freddy Kruger 
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who gets most of the witty lines in Elm Street, and although Jason of the later Friday the 

13th films and Michael of Halloween are lumbering, non-speaking roles, it is still the 

killers, not the many individual, generally forgettable victims, who are most closely 

associated with these franchises.  

While there seems to be no discernable and discrete teen film aesthetic, it is 

interesting to note some striking differences in the styles of Young Guns and Young Guns 

II.  Although not often first thought of as teen films, these two westerns nonetheless focus 

on characters who are all supposed to be in their teens, or about 20 years old and, 

according to legend, Billy the Kid himself died at the ripe old age of 21.  With these 

character ages in mind, and the very titles of the films emphasizing the youth aspect, the 

films fall under general teen film definitions.  And indeed, the first film, stylistically and 

in somewhat of a contrast with the second, seems to encourage a sort of “teen film feel” 

as well.  The colors used are brighter than for most dramatic, action-oriented westerns, 

with the saturated hues of Emilio Estevez’ blue eyes noticeably emphasized against the 

dusty tones of the rest of the screen.  While the film is certainly characterized as a 

western by its setting, time period, and costuming, some of the formal qualities set it 

apart.  The actors’ faces are foregrounded while the background and landscape shots of 

the western locales seem less important.  There is even a drug scene with hallucinations 

and warped vocals disguised as an ancient Indian peyote ritual.  In the opening sequence, 

the characters are introduced with the camera quickly coming up to focus on each of their 

faces in close up, and in a distorted black and white negative contrast reversal, seeming to 

have little to do with perceived notions of a traditional western. 
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  The opening of Young Guns II is decidedly different.  The camera comes over a 

dusty hill to focus on a man in cowboy boots walking alone over the countryside, then 

pulls back to show what seems to be an incongruous paved road, and then reveals a 

moment later an old car driving along it.  Immediately there is a sense of loss, a doubled 

sense of nostalgia for times past for both the old west of the 1800s and for the earlier part 

of the 1900s.  This film focuses more on extreme long shots to show the western setting 

and the colors throughout are more muted.  And while the film features James Coburn, an 

older actor associated with the genre, as the first used Jack Palance, for western 

credibility, it still focuses on the youth characters of the title, and even adds a score 

heavily infused by rock and electric guitars from the lead singer of the popular band Bon 

Jovi.  Both films take a different approach to the western, suffused with elements that 

might mark it as teen.  But still, there is no one style or set of formal elements that 

demarcate a teen aesthetic, just some that show how other genres might be slightly 

modified to accommodate perceived contemporary teen tastes. 

 

Music 

 The music used in teen films, whether diegetic (coming from an identifiable 

source within the world of the film) or non-diegetic, is quite varied.  In all the groupings 

of comedies, dramas, action adventures, science fiction/fantasy, and horror films, there 

are instances where the music includes contemporary rock, new wave, or pop, classic 

rock or rock ‘n’ roll, or a score.  In some of the films, again not specific to genre, there’s 

also rhythm and blues, funk, rap, heavy metal, and even disco.  While youth culture 
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movements are so often associated with musical styles and tastes (Hebdige 1979), the 

teen film, although sometimes highlighting contemporary popular music, seems to have 

less at stake in having a specific music style associated with it as a function of genre.  

While the inclusion of contemporary ‘80s music and styles, like new wave and 

synthesizer influenced pop and rock, might help indicate teen film status with its appeal 

to a youth-oriented audience, it is not an essential determining feature of genre.   

Although the style of music might not indicate genre, the way music is used is in 

fact a significant element in the delineation of the teen film as genre.  Music is an 

essential way many teens actively express and identify themselves, is fundamental to the 

world the teens inhabit, and as such, music is a significant part of the narrative 

construction of these films.  Using music as a means of character identification, 

especially already produced popular songs that are part of the diegesis, occurs frequently 

with teen films, and indeed, unless a character’s career is musically based, music rarely 

plays as central a role in determining character outside the musical genre.  For example, 

in films about musicians like Coal Miner’s Daughter (1980) or Purple Rain (1984), or 

characters who are closely associated with a musical setting like the bar patrons in Urban 

Cowboy (1980) or aspiring Broadway stars in Staying Alive (1983) (incidentally, all films 

which had top-selling soundtrack albums), the close association with characters and their 

music choices is foregrounded.  But even in The Big Chill (1983) where the older 

characters strongly associate with music, it’s the music tastes they cultivated in their 

youth and that become symbolic of a time they’re trying to recapture.  Outside musicals, 

and films focusing on youth and characters with music-oriented careers, active character 
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engagement with music is emphasized considerably less, indicating how important music 

culture is to youth culture, and how that relationship is accentuated in the teen film.  

Music and performance is so strongly associated with youth that when some 

characters are shown growing up and maturing, they give up their music identities or 

their music tastes shift.  In St. Elmo’s Fire, Billy (Rob Lowe) gives up his trumpet in 

order to face his adult responsibilities (McDonnell 2010), and in Back to School Thornton 

hosts a party with new wave music, but when he decides to study for his exams, a non-

diegetic classical music-influenced score plays in the background.  In the same sense, 

musical associations are used to show how people can mature or how they’re stuck in 

adolescence: in Peggy Sue Got Married Charlie needs to audition for a record company 

as a teen to know with more certainty what could have been instead of spending his adult 

life wondering and regretting missed opportunities, while in Endless Love Jade’s lenient 

parents, in a way that shows their immaturity, hold wild parties at their house for their 

kids’ friends, and they entertain their guests not just by having music on in the 

background, but by performing (and posing) for them with their own instruments.   

Music becomes such a strong indicator of identity and such an influence in teen 

life that in Back to the Future, when Marty has to save his parents and ensure his own 

existence, he has to do so by joining the prom band so that his parents can dance and fall 

in love while the music plays.  And indeed, in a conceit to the importance of music to 

youth culture, the titular characters in Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure have to do 

nothing less than save the entire world through their music.  Youth certainly aren’t the 
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only ones who associate and identify with music, but these ties to music are predominant 

in and symbolic of youth culture. 

 What becomes apparent in these analyses is the difference between characters 

being identified by music (character as passive) versus characters identifying with music 

(character as active).  The former relationship indicates that the filmmakers are 

commenting on the action or the characters, often by using non-diegetic music to set 

character or mood, while the latter indicates the narrative framing of a character-driven 

process, whereby the characters are aware of their musical surroundings and have an 

active role in choosing the music that identifies them.  By selecting the music somehow, 

by putting in a tape, choosing a radio station or MTV and raising the volume, lip 

synching, dancing, or even wearing clothes similar to singers they like and decorating 

rooms with band posters, the teens are identifying with music and expressing their 

identity.  The significance, therefore, is more than the kind of music or the issue of 

whether the music is diegetic or not, but rather whether the characters are actively 

engaging with and choosing their music.  Because this active engagement occurs with 

such frequency and specificity, the way music is used becomes an even stronger 

indication of the teen film as genre.  Fitting in with a youth culture suffused with music 

and with a culture (and genre) concerned with establishing identity, performance of 

music becomes a site of performance of self.  

Since the way music is used across all the different films is so similar, and 

because of the inclusion of all different kinds of musical styles across all the different 

kinds of films, instead of discussing music by going through the different industry genres, 
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music in the teen film will be discussed according to its functions within the texts.  

Specifically, music will be discussed in terms of the way it helps provide character 

identity, is used to establish spatial and temporal identity, and the way it gives voice to 

emotions and sets mood in a similar fashion to the musical mode.  Additionally, although 

the importance of soundtrack and music video promotions were covered in the previous 

chapter, some brief mentions of the extra-textual functions of music will also be 

addressed.  Throughout the analyses, instances when characters actively choose, engage, 

and perform with diegetic music highlight the importance of music in youth culture and 

subsequently, the teen film. 

 Music, and the different social groups associated with various music styles, are 

important for identify formation, especially during youth.  In Noise: The Political 

Economy of Music, Jacques Attali points out that music is “a tool for the creation or 

consolidation of a community” (1985, 6).  Because types of music are so strongly 

associated with specific communities, music tastes are often sites for identify formation, 

and in parallel function, social groups can be recognized and defined by their musical 

tastes.  This happens on the individual level as well: preferred music type, and the kind of 

style and fashions associated with it, can be a shorthand way to identify character.  In 

film, and the teen films in particular, youth are seen mimicking the styles of popular 

music artists.  In Fast Times at Ridgemont High, there are the characters that dress like 

Pat Benatar, who all hang out in a group with other girls who dress like the singer as well.  

In River’s Edge, some of the characters, not surprisingly some of the troubled teens who 

don’t go to the police when they find out one of their friends killed another, are depicted 
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listening to heavy metal, a type of music often associated, although unjustly, with the 

kinds of kids who are “troublemakers.”  They also wear band t-shirts and torn jeans, 

indicating how fashion choices, often related but not exclusive to music tastes, are 

another powerful means by which teens assert and construct their identity. 

 Because music is seen as reflective and indicative of taste, it can also be used as a 

way to assert identity and for characters to find out more about each other.  A common 

conversation starter is “what kind of music do you like?” (often replaced by “what’s your 

major?” or “what do you do for a living?”), and is used to find out more about someone’s 

personality when so much else in teen life seems circumscribed by others.  When Terry 

transfers high schools in Just One of the Guys, she tries to break ground with her new 

friend Rick by talking about music.  When he reveals that he’s a little embarrassed about 

his taste in funk and soul, or more specifically about his need to dance to James Brown, 

she reassures him that that’s cool, even though it’s a bit out of the ordinary.  This 

insecurity in not being sure if his tastes pass muster also indicates how important music is 

to social acceptability and to the personality teens try to cultivate.  Although Terry’s 

firmly entrenched in the popular group in her old school, she’s also depicted as down to 

earth and relatable, qualities that are emphasized with music.  She has a poster of Bruce 

Springsteen’s Born in the USA up on her bedroom wall, showing that she listens to 

popular music, but instead of what could be seen as superficial pop, she listens to more 

authentic rock.  When she disguises herself as a boy, she opts for a style, as one of the 

girls in the new school who develops a crush on her/him says, influenced by Elvis 
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Costello.  Terry is drawn as someone who’s open-minded and who has cool and quirky 

tastes that don’t interfere with her popularity.  

 Different music tastes can also have the effect of indicating outsider status, or can 

be a hamper to social groupings.  Perhaps the most cogent example of this occurs in 

Valley Girl.  Randy and Julie meet and fall in love, but they are from totally different 

sides of seemingly everything.  Julie is from the Valley, dresses in pastels, listens to 

lighter new wave, and is so concerned with popularity that she is willing to stay with a 

mean boyfriend she doesn’t like just because he’s popular.  Randy on the other hand, is 

from Hollywood, wears torn clothes in blacks and reds, likes edgier punk infused rock 

music, and is mostly just interested in being with Julie, no matter if her friends want to 

beat him up, and no matter if she pretends she doesn’t want to be with him.  The 

dichotomy between Valley girl and Hollywood boy is spelled out clearly, in an updated 

Romeo and Juliet fashion, with musical tastes helping to spell out their differences. 

 However, it’s also with music that they first start to bond.  Randy convinces Julie 

to come with him to a club in Hollywood so she can experience a bit of the things he’s 

interested in, namely the Plimsouls, a poplar rock band that was making the club scene in 

Los Angeles at the time and that performs at the club in the film.  One of the reasons 

they’re together, besides just their attraction, is that Randy sees something different in 

Julie from the rest of what he considers the superficial girls she calls her friends.  Randy 

thinks he’s a free thinker, while Julie’s friends are just programmed, but with the 

introduction of him, his friends, and his musical tastes, they both start to change and start 

to bond.  Randy and Julie begin to spend more time with each other, sometimes at the 
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club, sometimes around town, and almost always accompanied by music playing in the 

background.  When Randy rescues Julie on prom night from her awful boyfriend, as they 

sit in the limo, Modern English’s song “I Melt with You” plays on the soundtrack, and 

would become a highly recognizable new wave hit with lasting resonance. 

 While music can set apart characters within a film, it can also cue the type of 

audience producers think the film will attract.  Breakin’, House Party, and Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles focus on more urban environments and all include rap on their 

soundtracks, trying to increase the hip hop credibility of the films, and to exploit current 

popular music trends, especially with the “Turtle Power” rap theme song of Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles.  Even George Clinton has a cameo in House Party, and a large 

portion of the film revolves around Kid N Play, music artists themselves separate from a 

film career, trying to set up a party, complete with fully stocked disc jockey equipment 

and one-upmanship in the form of dance competitions.  While the music might be 

considered niche, it’s hard to say whether it attracted (or turned away) people to the film, 

or whether it opened up audiences to music with which they might not have been 

familiar.  Textually, however, it helps further establish character and setting. 

 Different types of music can establish spatial and temporal identities.  The 

differences between Julie and Randy are clearly indicated in Valley Girl by the music 

they listen to, illustrating the difference between the Valley and Hollywood.  Spaces are 

also identified by music in The Goonies, where a group of adventurers find themselves in 

caves underneath their town trying to find a treasure that will allow them to save their 

homes from land developers.  When the teens are above ground, diegetic contemporary 
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music from Cyndi Lauper plays in the background, for example, while the kids are 

playing around or working out, and the music is used to lay claim to their space.  But 

when they go into the caves, the non-diegetic score takes over with its sweeping and 

grand orchestrations, helping establish the mood and set the pace for the rollicking 

adventures.  Mikey, the main character instigating the action, even states that up there, 

“it’s their time” (meaning the adults), but “down here is our time” (meaning the teens 

who can make a difference and save the town), further emphasizing the spatial difference. 

It isn’t just space that music helps to determine, though; one of the more notable 

ways music is used is to help establish the time period.  Specifically, music contemporary 

to the time in which the film is set is used to anchor depictions of films that take place in 

different eras.  This is most notable with the teen film in period films that are supposed to 

take place in the ‘50s and ‘60s.  For example, Stand by Me, where a few young boys set 

off on a trip to try to find a missing body in Oregon in 1959, is filled with songs from the 

late ‘50s and early ‘60s like “Everyday” (Buddy Holly, 1957), “Great Balls of Fire” 

(Jerry Lee Lewis, 1957), “Lollipop” (The Chordettes, 1958), “Yakety Yak” (The 

Coasters, 1958), and of course the title song played over the credits, by Ben E. King from 

1961.  Mermaids, which sets the mother-daughter narrative in the years around President 

John F. Kennedy’s assassination in 1963, features songs that help establish time from the 

same period as well with “Big Girls Don’t Cry” (The Four Seasons, 1962), “It’s My 

Party” (Leslie Gore, 1963), and “The Shoop Shoop Song (It’s in His Kiss)” (Betty 

Everett, 1964).  The songs not only ground narrative time, but also help establish mood, 

and accompany various actions, whether it’s non-diegetic as when the boys in Stand by 
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Me are at the beginning of their adventure, walking jauntily along the train tracks, or 

diegetic as when Charlotte or Rachel are playfully getting ready for a party in Mermaids.   

 There are films that go back to various periods, and use music to help ground the 

narrative action, like the big band songs in Biloxi Blues (1940s), or the orchestral scores 

of The Blue Lagoon and Young Sherlock Holmes (1800s).  But interestingly, most of the 

teen films from the 1980s that take place in different eras go back to the ‘50s, early ‘60s.  

The films that set action during these pivotal years are numerous: all the Porky’s films, 

certain scenes in the Back to the Future films, Dead Poets Society, Dirty Dancing, The 

Flamingo Kid, Grease 2, La Bamba, The Outsiders, and Peggy Sue Got Married.  This 

isn’t coincidental.  Not only was this the ostensible time that the American teenager was 

seen as first developing and forming a cohort, and when rock ‘n’ roll was first becoming 

popular, but also, these years are pre-1963 when the JFK assassination shocked the 

country and the world.  After the assassination, a certain innocence was lost; this view 

was bolstered by the turmoil of the next decade with civil rights movements, student 

protests, and the escalation of the war in Vietnam.  Of course, this isn’t to say that the 

nation grew up in the ‘50s and ‘60s; people who lived through two world wars and the 

Great Depression certainly weren’t naïve children and it would be myopic to think 

otherwise.  Rather, it seemed as though the ‘60s was when authority was being 

questioned in toto, when there were greater doubts about the ultimate knowledge and 

superiority of parents and officials, and when the path of youth rebellion was being paved 

in new ways.  The nostalgia film, by setting the time period in this era, is able to go back 
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to both the birth of the teenager, and also to an era loaded with symbolic meaning about 

the lost innocence associated with youth maturing into adulthood.   

 As Estella Tincknell notes, there are multiple motivations behind the impetus to 

set nostalgia pictures in the ‘50s and ‘60s, and to prominently feature compilation 

soundtracks that help ground the narrative.  “It is, significantly, the years of the ‘long 

sixties’ (identified by the historian Arthur Marwick as 1958 to 1974) that have been 

raided most regularly by films from the 1980s to the present.  Such films are symptomatic 

of the wider cultural valorisation of youth in Western societies, as well as examples of a 

hard-headed desire to maximise the cinema audience by appealing to teenagers and their 

parents” (Tincknell 2006, 135).  Aside from focusing on the period where rebellion was 

brewing and youth culture was seen as just developing, and aside from the desire to 

broaden possible audiences by including musical styles that were popular in different 

times, Tincknell also points out that “the nostalgic tone of many of these texts is also 

symptomatic of contemporary anxieties about the present and future, marked by a 

tendency to mythologise the youth culture of more recent decades as well” (ibid.).  By 

going back to earlier decades, films can double the theme of youth by focusing on young 

characters in a more supposedly innocent time.  That these times are often the ‘50s and 

early ‘60s, especially for the teen film of the ‘80s, also points somewhat to a desire to 

return to more conservative times, with certain political factions seeing traditional values 

as the answer to some of the contemporary problems facing the country in the ‘80s.    

 However, it seems the later ‘60s into the ‘70s, although still part of the “long 

sixties,” differ from the films that take place pre-‘63, with the argument for going back to 
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“simpler” times bolstered for the earlier period.  By the late ‘60s and the ‘70s, the 

dawning of the teenage era was replaced with the youth counterculture movements of 

later years.  The films featuring teenage characters set during this time correspond with 

these differences: the Vietnam war movies Platoon and Full Metal Jacket use songs from 

the psychedelic band Jefferson Airplane (“White Rabbit,” 1967) and the rock band the 

Rolling Stones (“Paint It, Black,” 1966), respectively.  Even Mask has a decidedly 

different tone from the films that take place earlier with its setting in the mid-‘70s, and 

with songs from arena rock bands like Lynyrd Skynyrd, Steely Dan, and Steppenwolf, 

along with Bruce Springsteen.  The strong association of music styles with the years in 

which they were popular helps reinforce the time setting.  

 There are films, such as Christine and Dirty Dancing, that also use songs from the 

‘50s and ‘60s interspersed in their narratives to establish time (or in the case of Christine, 

to set the time when the car Arnie buys, the Plymouth Fury, was made in 1958).  But 

these films also more purposefully use songs for emotive reasons as well.  Christine, 

obviously as a car, cannot speak, but the way the car is able to express itself is by playing 

songs on the radio to fit its mood, such as when “Keep A-Knockin’” (Little Richard, 

1957) plays when someone is trying to get into the car who shouldn’t be, or “We Belong 

Together” (Robert and Johnny, 1958) when Christine is professing its love for Arnie.  In 

Dirty Dancing, songs from the period set the time and the mood, such as “Be My Baby” 

(The Ronettes, 1963), and “Stay” (Maurice Williams and the Zodiacs, 1960).  During the 

finale, when the contemporary “(I’ve Had) The Time of My Life” plays as Johnny and 

Baby are dancing, it’s sung by Bill Medley and Jennifer Warnes; Bill Medley, as one of 
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the members of The Righteous Brothers, adds a time-specific tone and credibility.  But 

more so than just recalling an era, when the song plays, Johnny mouths the lyrics to 

Baby, literally using the music to express himself.  Even one of the non-diegetic songs on 

the soundtrack, “She’s Like the Wind,” is sung by Patrick Swayze (the actor who plays 

Johnny).  Although Grease 2 is the only overt musical in the teen film sample from the 

‘80s (even though characters do break into motivated songs in Fame and Kid sings when 

he’s in jail in House Party), there are a number of films that operate in what could be 

called the musical mode, using music interludes not just to set mood or time, but to 

specifically and perceptibly express characters’ emotions. 

According to Jeff Smith (1998), when extra-textual music is used, with its built-in 

references to popular culture, extra layers of meaning are added to the text.  This can help 

with the assertion of character identity or time period, but also has the effect of creating a 

shorthand for suggesting moods and sentiments.  As Tincknell notes, “by condensing 

meanings already in circulation through their intertextual relationship to a particular style 

of music, performer or historical moment the soundtrack can evoke emotions and 

associations without having to produce those elements directly through the narrative” 

(2006, 134).  And as Heather Laing notes, “one of the primary roles of music in narrative 

film is the representation of an emotional level that it would be impossible to convey 

through the visual or other soundtrack elements” (2000, 6).  While it is questionable 

whether or not the sentiments are capable of being produced in the narrative if their seeds 

weren’t already planted with the support of character and story development, the music is 
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used to great effect to enhance the emotional moments in the text, without having the 

characters actually break into song like in a traditional musical.   

As Jane Feuer points out when writing about the ‘80s, a time when the traditional 

musical was experiencing a downturn in production, “arguably the only form of musical 

that retains widespread popularity is the teen musical” (1993, 123).  Feuer notes the 

influence of MTV in this trend and focuses on the convention of using non-diegetic 

popular songs to describe the films (130); however, many of the songs in these films are 

actually diegetic in some way and function as an essential part of the narrative.  When 

thinking about the teen films that operate in the musical mode, Cari McDonnell notes that 

in many of the films of the ‘80s focusing on teens and excessive emotions, characters 

“break into soundtrack”; instead of characters breaking into song as in a traditional 

musical, these characters express their emotion by performing, either lip syncing or 

dancing, to popular songs (McDonnell 2010).  They don’t have to create the music 

themselves, but they do instigate their own musical moment, and do so as a means of 

expression.  These demonstrations and performances often occur at points in the narrative 

when emotions run particularly high, for example, when Ren is angry in Footloose, blasts 

music from his car stereo, and dances in the warehouse (Laing 2000; McConnell 2010).  

Indeed, music, whether song or score, can often provide or enhance mood or 

emotion, and in some of the teen films of the ‘80s that occasionally work in the musical 

mode, this becomes particularly effective (and affective).  When Joel breaks into dance 

and lip-synchs to Bob Seger’s “Old Time Rock and Roll,” his joy at experiencing 

freedom from his parents’ restrictions is palpable.  As Peter Occhiogrosso points out in 
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“Reelin’ and Rockin’,” some musical moments in films have less to do with a direct lyric 

correlation, even though this too is important.  Instead, Seger’s song with its “invocation 

of old-time rock ‘n’ roll itself unleashes a slew of associations having to do with the 

knockdown of parental authority and the sexual awakening that will soon follow” 

(Occhiogrosso 1984, 47).   

Music and lyrics play an important role in the lives of the characters in Say 

Anything… as well, not surprisingly considering writer/director Cameron Crowe’s job as 

a writer for Rolling Stone magazine, and his declared love for music evidenced in the 

predominant soundtracks for his films from Fast Times at Ridgemont High (written by) to 

Singles (1992) and Almost Famous (2000).  In Say Anything… Lloyd walks around in 

Clash T-shirts, and his friend Corey is a musician who’s written dozens of songs about 

her heart-wrenching breakup.  Perhaps one of the most forceful moments of using a song 

to express the inner feelings of a character is in Say Anything… when Lloyd Dobler holds 

a boombox over his head to serenade Diane Court outside her bedroom window after 

she’s broken up with him, and he plays Peter Gabriel’s “In Your Eyes.”  While he stands 

there silently, the words “In your eyes, I am complete” slowly get louder and fill the aural 

space as the camera goes from Diane’s bedroom to Lloyd standing outside.  The song 

speaks volumes of emotions that the character has tried to express and the scene still 

stands out as one of the most canonical moments in teen film history.   

In addition to Crowe, one of the other directors who also used his tastes to 

promote the importance of music and to help express characters’ inner emotional states 

was John Hughes.  In Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, Ferris’s joie de vivre is expressed through 
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song when he lip-synchs to the Beatles’ “Twist and Shout” on the parade float in the 

middle of Chicago, and his infectious joy spreads when it seems like the whole city joins 

him in dance.  In the opening credits of Pretty in Pink, Andie gets dressed to, and in fact 

part of the film was inspired by, the Psychedelic Fur’s song of the same name.  She wears 

pink to the prom and in general dresses differently from everyone else in the school 

which shows her individuality and creativity as expressed by the lyrics to the song, she 

works in a record store, and Duckie, the friend that harbors a not-so-secret crush on her, 

tries to impress her with music as well with his over-the-top performance of Otis 

Redding’s “Try a Little Tenderness.”  In another nod to the importance of music to set 

tone, to say for the characters what they might not otherwise be able to, the last song of 

the film, Orchestral Maneuvers in the Dark’s “If You Leave” with its lyrics “If you leave, 

don’t leave now, please don’t take my heart away,” plays prominently over the prom 

scenes as Andie and Blane reunite.  It also became a success in the charts and retains its 

cultural status years later: in Not Another Teen Movie (2001), a teen movie parody, and in 

an episode of The O.C., a popular teen drama on the Fox network from 2003-2007, the 

bands Good Charlotte and Nada Surf, respectively, did cover versions of the song, in 

efforts to call to mind the legacy of Pretty in Pink and to show the lasting resonance of 

the moments evoked by key songs in teen films. 

 John Hughes went to great lengths to include his musical tastes in his films, and 

even started his own record label, Hughes Music/RCA.  Music and music cultures infuse 

his films, such as in Some Kind of Wonderful where one of the main characters is a 

drummer (Watts) and another is the name of a girl from a song (“Miss Amanda Jones”).  
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In Hughes’ The Breakfast Club, the importance of music and the musical mode is 

probably the most apparent.  The main theme song, Simple Minds’ “Don’t You (Forget 

about Me),” is essential in its relevance to the plot and literally intones one of the 

messages of the film, that the five students from all different social groups, who made a 

connection one Saturday during detention, don’t forget about each other and their 

friendships when they pass each other in the halls when school starts again on Monday.  

Throughout The Breakfast Club, music comments on and supports action, such as when 

the lyrics “the man who leads the way” from Wang Chung’s “Fire in the Twilight” plays 

when Bender is leading the others through the halls, during the sequence when they’re 

trying to get back to the library without being caught after he has encouraged them to 

come with him to get the marijuana he’s stashed in his locker.  In one of the most 

obviously cued musical moments, after the students have smoked pot, and after they have 

revealed the secret reasons they’re in detention, effectively bonding with each other 

through their shared experiences, Karla DeVito’s “We Are Not Alone” is played.  

Although the song is heard on the soundtrack, it doesn’t come from an identifiable, 

diegetic source within the narrative, and yet all of them, in various groupings in an 

extended scene, dance to the music all over the library, effectively signaling the moment 

as taking place in the musical mode.     

 While the importance of music and dance performances are used perhaps to their 

most fully realized extent in some of the teen films and John Hughes’ films especially, 

and while music in general is essential to show characters, moods, tastes, and identities, it 

is important to note that many films, especially in the ‘80s, started to incorporate popular 
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music in films as a form of synergy.  As Justin Wyatt points out in High Concept (1994), 

music and the music video were important stylistic and narrative elements in films in 

general from this era.  It could be argued that the incorporation of popular songs isn’t just 

the purview of the teen film.  For example, when Maverick (Tom Cruise) in Top Gun is 

playing volleyball with his buddies, and Kenny Loggins’ “Playing with the Boys” is in 

the background, or when he and Charlie (Kelly McGillis) make love and Berlin’s “Take 

My Breath Away” is heard on the soundtrack, it hardly seems like the use of music to 

establish character and mood, and to literally comment on the action with the lyrics, is 

something singular to the teen film.  In this same film, there is even a scene of Maverick 

serenading Charlie to The Righteous Brothers’ “You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin,’” 

somewhat similarly to the way Duckie does with “Try a Little Tenderness” in Pretty in 

Pink.   

However, what is decidedly different in the teen film is the way the characters 

actively use (often diegetic) music and performance to establish their own character.  

When Maverick is done wooing Charlie, a friend of his picks up the microphone and 

continues singing, indicating a smaller degree of investment in what Maverick thinks the 

song says about him.  When teens perform music, these moments can represent various 

kinds of emotional expression, for example, joy in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, love in Say 

Anything…, freedom in Risky Business, or anticipation of a date in Adventures in 

Babysitting.  But popular songs are not just used to express emotion, set mood, or 

comment on identity; they are also used expressly by the characters to perform identity.  

Lloyd is choosing to express his tastes and associate with a more sensitive Peter Gabriel 
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song, just as Joel is choosing to express a different taste sensibility by associating with a 

boisterous Bob Seger song.  In both Flashdance and Footloose, two of the teen films 

most often associated with the high concept style, the MTV aesthetic, and the market 

trends of cross-promoting soundtracks and films, Alex (Flashdance) selects Michael 

Sembello’s “Maniac” to show her passion for dance and her desire for a different life, 

while Ren (Footloose) blasts Moving Picture’s “Never” to reveal his anger and rebellion.  

The narratives are framing these performances to show the teen characters actively 

owning these musical moments, as opposed to having the music mapped onto them. 

Music and the defining of self according to music tastes are among the most 

important facets of teen culture, and subsequently are conspicuously represented in films 

about teens.  Although there is no one type of music that dominates in teen films of the 

‘80s and sets the films apart as their own genre, this too can be seen as indicative of 

youth culture in the ‘80s when the landscape of popular music was changing to include 

more niche styles.  Effectively, many of the teen films are working in the musical mode, 

which becomes especially notable when the teens actively choose their own music and 

associated style.  But these films go beyond using songs for the expression of emotion, as 

is often the case in the musical.  As an indication of genre specificity, by often 

performing and engaging with diegetic music, the teen films use music to indicate how 

the teen characters express and perform identity. 
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Reflexivity 

 Although not a specific visual or aural stylistic device, an indicative genre 

element of some of the teen films from the ‘80s is their use of self-reflexivity and their 

moments of self-awareness as teen film texts.  In a nod to reflexivity, the characters in the 

Friday the 13th films are aware of the legends about all the killings, but by telling 

campfire tales about Jason, they acknowledge his existence as myth, but don’t actually 

believe the stories are true until it’s too late.  This acknowledgment and disavowal is a 

necessary element in the narrative; otherwise parents wouldn’t keep sending their 

children to Camp Crystal Lake.  Even techniques such as the direct address to the camera 

in films like Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, License to Drive, and Pretty in Pink point to self-

reflexivity and awareness of the medium.  And references to other media are also present, 

such as in River’s Edge where characters reveal more of an emotional connection to the 

character that died in Brian’s Song than to the girl they knew personally that was killed, 

and where Layne, after finding out that one of their friends has killed another, uses Chuck 

Norris as a reference and model for how to support a friend in trouble, instead of actually 

looking at the situation at hand and coming up with an appropriate response.  Even in The 

Legend of Billie Jean, Billie Jean forces people to realize that the media images of her 

that the lecherous Pyatt had been selling (instead of paying her for the bike that his son 

destroyed) were all lies.  However, some of the teen films do more than just address 

themselves as films and acknowledge the existence and influence of media; they also 

present themselves as aware of teen stereotypes and teen film motifs. 
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 In Better Off Dead, Lane’s drawings and inner monologues come to life, for 

example, when he’s working as a cook at a restaurant and the burgers he’s flipping 

become anthropomorphized and start singing and dancing like the California Raisins.  

But aside from drawing attention to the film as a construction, establishment of the self-

awareness of the familiar teen and teen film stereotypes are also foregrounded, except in 

a lighter tone than in some of the horrors and dramas.  Lane is trying out for the school 

ski team, but when he doesn’t make it because he failed at the K-12 slope and the ski 

team captain starts making fun of him, his girlfriend, Beth, decides to break up with him 

(and of course starts dating the ski team captain).  She thinks they should talk because 

according to her, “We’ve been seeing an awful lot of each other lately and I really think 

it’s in my best interest if I went out with someone more popular, better looking, drives a 

nicer car….”  Her voice trails off and later on, Lane is left to sit in the car while every 

single station on the radio is playing heart-wrenching breakup songs.  He goes into a 

depressive state full of faux suicide attempts, and when the school science teacher 

realizes that Lane’s been having trouble, instead of asking how Lane is, he asks if it 

would be OK to date his ex-girlfriend.  Further along in the film, when Lane is standing 

in front of the ski slope that he’s been afraid to try, he realizes that he has to conquer it in 

order to prove something to himself, and specifically states to the friend that’s there with 

him: “Charles, this is very important to me.  I mean really, I mean if I don’t believe in 

myself I’m nothing.”  And while it would seem that a film so aware of the teen clichés 

would avoid them, by noting them head on, they attain a different relevance, as though so 
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unabashedly stating the message in a clever way doesn’t take the moral high ground, but 

rather is a relatable way to deliver some of the important teen film themes.  

 Once Bitten, a horror comedy, takes a similar tongue-in-cheek approach to some 

of the teen film motifs.  Instead of what usually happens in a slasher horror where a teen 

gets killed right after having sex, setting up a cause-effect, punishment model for teen 

sexuality, in Once Bitten, in a completely subversive move, Mark has to have sex with 

his girlfriend Robin in order to save his life.  The Countess, a centuries old vampire, 

needs to bite an adolescent virgin, someone who has a lot of pent up sexual energy 

(otherwise a child would suffice), three times before Halloween, lest she will age and lose 

her beauty.  Even though Mark and Robin have been dating for years, Robin has insisted 

she’s not ready for sex, leading to jokes about Mark feeling like the only virgin in 

California, as when he gets out of their parked truck and looks around at a sea of cars 

shaking and rattling to the beat of everyone else having sex but them.  After Robin 

discovers that Mark has gotten involved with the Countess, instead of breaking up, in a 

very retrograde, kind of ridiculous, but very self-aware way, Mark and Robin have an 

argument where the clichéd masculine and feminine adolescent gender roles are clearly 

noted and mocked.  Mark apologizes for being a stupid teenage boy and Robin blames 

herself for why Mark strayed.  She acquiesces that it’s because she’s making him so 

frustrated, while his response is to concede that’s what she’s supposed to do: “that’s part 

of being a teenage girl, you’re supposed to say ‘no’ and I’m supposed to get pissed off.”  

But by acknowledging the stereotypes, they’re effectively subverted.  Ultimately, to save 

Mark from an eternity of being a vampire if he’s bitten a third time by the Countess, 
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Robin agrees to have sex with him in a blink-and-you-missed-it moment, conveniently 

and ironically while inside one of the Countess’s coffins as they’re being chased. 

 Probably one of the most self-aware teen films of the ‘80s, and one of the films 

that marks a watershed moment where the searing satire of teen life indicates that teen 

films could no longer pretend they weren’t aware of clichés, is Heathers.  The most 

popular group of girls in the school is made up of three girls named Heather, and one, 

who is set apart from the others by her intelligence and relative decency, named 

Veronica.  The characters are all clearly associated with a color to symbolize their stature 

and personality: the lead Heather Chandler with red to show her power and danger (and 

her red hair scrunchie is passed around like a scepter); green for the jealous Heather Duke 

who later ascends the popularity thrown and dons the red color; yellow for the kind of 

nice but kind of bland Heather McNamara who never takes the lead and is content to 

follow; blue for Veronica Sawyer who is more keenly aware of emotions and what’s 

really happening around her; and black for the dangerous new kid in town, Jason Dean, 

or JD, who rides in on his motorcycle, wears a trench coat that conceals a gun, and 

generally wreaks havoc on the status quo at Westerberg High.   

Even Jason Dean’s name bears a teen film legacy: his nickname is his initials, the 

same as James Dean of Rebel Without a Cause, and the same abbreviation given to 

juvenile delinquency.  The similarities don’t end there though.  As James C. McKelly 

(2005) points out in “Youth Cinema and the Culture of Rebellion: Heathers and the Rebel 

Archetype,” like Jim Stark in Rebel, JD is new to the school, having been to seven 

schools in seven states where the only thing different is his locker combination, he’s 
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interested in the popular girl who although doesn’t have a boyfriend, has a tight clique 

that wants to keep them apart, and also, their adventures together lead to death.  But there 

are differences as well.  The film is told largely through Veronica’s point of view, and 

there is a forced identification with her through the voiceover motivated by her shrewd 

and observant journal entries.  She’s not a perpetual outsider, constantly looking for her 

parents to stand up for her, and gets fed up with looking for acceptance from her peers.  

And JD, unlike Jim, doesn’t seem to care for parental support or acceptance either; he’s 

bent on total destruction of the system instead of either fixing it or integration into it.  

Although initially enchanted by JD and the way he not only doesn’t care about popularity 

but actually has the courage to stop its cruelty (albeit with more of his own in the form of 

murder), eventually his coolness and his rebellious attitude is revealed for something far 

more dangerous.  With another nod to the title of the seminal James Dean teen angst film, 

Veronica explains to JD, before she shoots him, that he’s not a rebel, he’s just psychotic.  

The influence of the teen rebel archetype is acknowledged, but is then subverted and 

destroyed.  JD isn’t left to fix the system, Veronica is, but how is unknown. 

The constructed nature of the social roles the characters take on is apparent 

throughout the film.  Although in the beginning Veronica has acceptance, she’s extremely 

aware of and hates the social order of which she is a part; when JD comes along, with 

him comes the push and impetus needed to make change.  No longer content with what 

she calls her “job” to be popular, indicating her awareness of the artificiality of her role in 

the school, Veronica gets fed up and rebels by going against the lead Heather’s 

commands.  However, still early in her development, Veronica is not completely willing 
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to abandon her sought after place in the hierarchy.  Rather than taking Heather’s 

punishment of exclusion, Veronica and JD hatch a plan to embarrass Heather, but instead 

end up killing her, accidentally on Veronica’s part, intentionally on JDs’.  In another nod 

to how false her feelings are for her ostensible best friend, and to the self-centered nature 

of most of the teens’ actions, they fake the death as a suicide.  One of the reasons 

Veronica gives is because she’s afraid of having to send her SAT scores to San Quentin 

instead of Stanford.  The problems from the fake suicide escalate, though; there are other 

cruel popular people who replace the original Heather, indicating the interchangeability 

of the identities, and while Veronica feels guilty, she more consciously ends up in JD’s 

mounting fake suicide plots.  When more people die, and when suicide becomes so de 

rigueur that people try to actually commit suicide on their own, Veronica realizes that JD 

and the role she was playing as his accomplice are unacceptable as well.  To stop him 

from annihilating the school, she fakes her own suicide to throw him off her tracks, and 

in their last confrontation, they both seem to drop whatever acts they’ve been putting on 

and finally face each other.  

Although it would seem the film is making fun of teen suicide, a very real 

problem, especially in the ‘80s when a number of cluster suicides occurred around the 

country, the film is actually commenting on the ridiculousness and artificiality of the teen 

experience.  On top of all the roles the teens play in their everyday lives, the film adds to 

the layers with the fabricated responses to the suicides.  The media expects certain 

reactions from the people who knew the teens that died, and so all the people in the 

school follow along; in life, the “suicidal” teens were popular but hated, in death, the 
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teens were glorified and given souls, and in the aftermath, everyone else is shown to be 

just as superficial.  Even one of the teachers, chided earlier for being a hippy, stages a 

contrived love-in of sorts that’s sole purpose is to get media attention.  The fellow 

schoolmates don’t actually care about the people that have died, and in fact rather loathed 

some of them.  They pretend to care after their deaths because it makes them look good, 

use the holy water at the church to fix their hair, and use videos of the love-in to put on 

college applications.  In fact, the moments that stand out for Veronica and make her 

realize how bad the situation has gotten are ones of authenticity.  The only person who 

shows true sadness at one of the funerals is the kid sister of one of the jocks, and the only 

person who is truly thinking of suicide as a way out of her misery is an overweight, 

cruelly teased outcast; when her attempt isn’t successful and she survives, the new in-

charge Heather ridicules her for trying to be like the popular kids and failing. 

It’s important to note that the authority figures are complicit in the distorted and 

careless ways the teens behave.  Although there is one moment of attempted insight on 

the part of Veronica’s mother when she tells her daughter that when kids complain about 

not being treated like human beings, it’s often when they are being treated like human 

beings, the moment is brief.  She immediately goes back to the completely superficial 

level of conversation they’ve had throughout the film where she asks Veronica if she 

wants some pate while her father sits in his chair like the ineffective idiot he has already 

agreed that he is.  And the mother’s first reaction when she sees her daughter hanging by 

a noose in her bedroom is to say “I should’ve let you taken that job at the mall,” as if 

being around consumerism and letting her have her way could have saved her, or was 
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really the only thing that was bothering her.  JD’s father is no better.  Most likely aware 

that JD’s mother killed herself by going into one of the buildings he was about to 

demolish, he nonetheless plays a childish fool with his son, gleefully showing him videos 

of all the latest buildings he’s destroyed.  He’s constantly exercising in an attempt to 

retain his youth in the aerobicized ‘80s, and as an indication of the acknowledged 

breakdown of parent/child relationships, JD calls his father “son” and the father calls JD 

“dad.”  Even the hippy teacher’s advice to Veronica when she finds out incorrectly that 

she might be suicidal is to tell her earnestly that “whether or not to kill yourself is one of 

the most important decisions a teenager can make.”  The absolute absurdity of these 

adult-teen interactions blatantly calls attention not just to the lack of effective 

communication, parenting and teaching skills, but to an entire system that is completely 

false, and to naming the mockery as such. 

Young adults go through a socialization process where they’re theoretically 

learning how they’re supposed to behave, but in the ‘80s, and as Heathers shows, there 

are few good role models to guide them in this process.  For JD and his plots to kill the 

offenders, high school is like a microcosm for the world, where kids don’t feel like their 

situations or emotions are being taken seriously, not because adults don’t care, but 

because nobody does.  JD sums up his plans for total school annihilation: “Now there’s a 

school that self-destructed, not because society didn’t care, but because the school was 

society.”  In Heathers, the kids are just as bad as adults, making life hard for each other 

just because of hurtful, yet fully entrenched, popularity games that mean nothing, but that 

are nonetheless impossible to escape.  Popularity is a way of life that equals power and 
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meanness; niceness equals unpopular, weak, boring, and unattractive.  Like a Hydra, 

when one popular teen girl is gone, another interchangeable one is ready to take her 

place; cruelty is inherent in teen society and there will always be the mean girls, the jerk 

jocks, the teachers who don’t really care, and the clueless parents.  Readily apparent in 

the social interactions are conflicts between how teens want one another to behave so that 

they’re accepted and how the teens try to gain the confidence needed to accept 

themselves for who they are.  In the process, instead of taking on actual identities, all the 

roles take on a level of performance.  

In the end, the film seems to be neutered with JD sacrificing himself at the alter of 

Veronica and the school steps, blowing himself up along with the idea of the rebel 

archetype instead of the whole school and all the people in it.  It seems that anarchy and 

an uprooting of the system, represented by death, could not be achieved.  Veronica goes 

back inside the school, takes the red scrunchie of power from Heather, and claims to be 

the new sheriff in town.  The meaning and repercussions of this declaration aren’t exactly 

clear.  She thought life would be easier with the popular people gone, but they just end up 

getting replaced; since the system continues intact, it’s ambiguous what her role will be.  

Will she perpetuate the system of popularity and cruelty or annihilate it?  Will she be 

benevolent ruler, tyrannical despot, or will she revel in her status as above-it-all, too-

cool-to-care outcast?  Will it even matter?  Heathers offers an incisive and scathing view 

of the teen socialization process, recognizes the artificiality of the roles different people 

play in it, and while it stops short of killing everybody, it does dare not to offer a neat 

moral conclusion, or pat solution.  A film like Heathers seems so revolutionary not just 
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because of the way it addressed suicide and the media, but for the way it called attention 

to teen behavior and constructed social identities, and their representation in teen films. 

 Admittedly, the extent to which a self-aware film like Heathers calls attention to 

the tropes of teen films isn’t always as blatantly obvious as its nods to clichés about 

growing up as a teenager in the ‘80s.  Heathers is not, for example, on the same level of 

parody, self-reflexivity, and ironic distancing of Scream (1996) or Not Another Teen 

Movie (2001), films that specifically call attention to and literally name the conventions 

used in other teen films.  Heathers does call attention to James Dean and Rebel Without a 

Cause, but it seems more interested in satirizing teens who pretend to be rebels (and those 

who try to be popular), than it is in satirizing stock character types of the teen film.  

Indeed, Heathers was produced at a time when the conventions of the teen film were just 

becoming fully codified, and seems like a necessary step in the evolutionary process of 

the genre, going from more classical films trying to get at the teen experience, to ones 

aware of the constructed nature of that experience, to later ones aware of the constructed 

nature of teen films trying to represent that experience.  Put another way, in the ‘80s, the 

self-reflexive films seem to work more on the level of acknowledging and then 

deconstructing teen life as opposed to deconstructing teen films.    

By means of comparison, and to clarify the differences between Heathers and Not 

Another Teen Movie, it’s useful to look at The Breakfast Club, a film not thought of as 

self-reflexive in a modernist or post-modernist sense (where the film is aware of its own 

construction, the film medium, and its filmic heritage), but one that nonetheless works on 

a different level of self-reflexivity in the sense of its awareness of teen socialization 
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processes.  The Breakfast Club takes five stereotypical teen characters (brain, athlete, 

princess, rebel/criminal, weirdo/basket case) and questions how their identities are 

constructed and understood, by teens and adults, and examines the extent to which the 

identifies are authentic or artificial.   

The film works in different ways: by naturalizing and making the identities 

genuine, the social roles are reinforced, but by recognizing the artifice of the identities, 

the social roles are destabilized.  For example, Hughes doesn’t seem as aware of 

conservative, retrograde gender roles, evidenced by the sanctioned romance between the 

abusive Bender and the eager-to-please Claire (reinforcing the gender roles), but does 

recognize the conventions of teen identity formation and the teen experience 

(destabilizing the teen identities).  He’s aware of some of the conventions of the teen film 

with the disparate teens bonding together against the adults and with some of the scenes 

that deal with teen sex, but he’s also interested in (re)writing some of the conventions.  

This becomes apparent when Hughes purposefully presents the characters as stereotypes, 

but then reveals them to be multi-dimensional teen characters, and then goes on to show 

the seriousness of the problems teens face at home and at school, with their family and 

their peers, and within themselves. 

The stereotypical qualities of the roles seem obvious, but what isn’t clear is how 

much Hughes, the characters, or actual teens are aware of the constructed nature of the 

roles they’re assigned or that they themselves purposefully adopt.  Indeed, the central 

issue in The Breakfast Club is seeing beyond the surface, is realizing people are more 

than just their stereotypes, and as Brian says in his composition, they all share qualities 
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with one another.  However, the issue does not seem to be as much about whether the 

identities are completely fake; they are projections, yes, and they are performances of 

identity.  But there are some elements of truth to the self-conscious performances as well.  

For teens, these identities can seem quite real, very important, and extremely confusing.  

Bender literally puts on a show detailing his abusive home life, but it doesn’t make his 

experiences any less real; Allison simultaneously wants to hide and be noticed, evidenced 

when she dumps out the odd contents of her purse, which paints her as both an instigator 

and as someone who’s still trying to figure herself out.  When still in the process of self-

discovery and self-acceptance, on some level the teens are trying to live up to aspirational 

identities while also trying to make the most of what they’ve been assigned. 

This dual nature of the performed identities as both true and false brings up 

questions about youth culture and the teen experience, and about how these were 

represented in teen films of the ‘80s.  Is going through a process of self-discovery and 

struggling with finding an acceptable identity an inherent part of being a teenager?  And 

if so, what is an acceptable identity and how do teens come to it?  The ‘80s were a time 

when youth was in crisis: the Boomers were trying to reclaim youth, and in the process, 

confusing generational boundaries, while members of Generation X were being 

criticized, labeled as inscrutable and cynical, and out of necessity, were becoming highly 

self-reliant.  This uncertainty surrounding youth and youth culture, and the taking on of 

different roles and identities that came with it, became part of the teen socialization 

process at the time.  And teen films represented that experience when they started to 

codify and then dissect stereotypical character types as in The Breakfast Club, and when 
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they highlighted moments when teens were performing identity, such as when teens 

actively choose their music or when the Heathers are such interchangeable character 

types that they all have the same name.  What becomes an issue for classifications of 

genre, though, is if and how much the teen films in the ‘80s are aware of the changing 

teen experience, and if they’re conscious of the nature of the filmic representations of that 

experience. 

It’s interesting to note that many of the more blatant self-reflexive films that call 

attention to their own construction, like Better Off Dead, Once Bitten, and Heathers, did 

not make it into the top 50 grossing films of their year of release, but have been included 

in the sample because of their popularity in other outlets like cable and home video, and 

because of attaining a kind of cult status.  Regardless, however, of the degree and kind of 

self-reflexivity in the films, the self-awareness that is present points to a level of parody 

of teen life and of the way teen life had been represented in popular films.  This 

reflexivity and parody, according to the life cycle theories of genre, can actually be seen 

as the signs of a mature genre form, where a film is aware of itself and its legacy.  As 

some of the evolutionary theories of the development of genre state, according to Cawelti 

(1979), Metz (1975), and Schatz (1981), genres develop from early stages of 

experimentation, to middle periods of maturity, and to later phases of self-reflexivity.  

And although there isn’t necessarily a linear progression in the development of genres, 

the appearance of self-reflexivity and parody nonetheless signifies a consciousness and 

awareness of the form as such, and calls attention to the knowledge on the part of 

filmmakers and audiences who know what to expect from a textual system that has been 
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codified.  It’s almost as though, by nature of being self-aware of both the conventions of 

teen life and teen film motifs, by commenting on them and making them transparent, 

some of the self-reflexive teen films of the ‘80s help cement the status of the teen film as 

genre.  
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Chapter 6: Narrative 

 A popular girl in a cheerleader uniform or a jock in a letter jacket walks through 

the halls of a high school.  A bully threatens to beat up a geek.  A rebel feels like an 

outcast from the rest of the school.  A teen has an unrequited crush, while a virgin is 

trying to have sex for the first time.  The appearance of these stock character types and 

situations signify the familiar motifs of a teen film.  These stock characters, among 

others, are so strongly associated with the teen film that their appearance, especially if 

they are prominently featured, can indeed indicate a teen film.  It is not just the specific 

character types, but also the actions and personality traits that are connected with them, as 

well as the settings and situations in which they’re usually found, that typify genre.  As 

with most genres, the familiar stock characters that frequently appear prime expectations 

of what’s to happen or what the film will be about, and their frequent appearance helps 

solidify the status of the teen film as genre. 

 This chapter examines the often-repeated narrative elements of the teen film, 

beginning with a specific focus on character types and traits and then moving on to an 

analysis of stories and plots.  These familiar and repeated narrative elements deal with the 

subject matter of the films and with the series of relationships between their constituent 

parts, or as Altman might say, the syntactic elements (1984).  Discussions of characters 

necessarily involve details of the situations in which they’re found and the motivation 

behind the actions they take, and as such, story elements start to become apparent in these 

analyses.  These character and story elements are assessed to see if similarities across all 

the different teen films in the major industry genres (comedy, drama, action adventure, 
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science fiction/fantasy, horror) are strong enough to make the teen films as a whole 

cohere.  Analyzing the narrative elements, and examining what the similarities across the 

films say about the adolescent experience in the ‘80s, gets to the very essence of the idea 

of the teen film as genre. 

 

CHARACTERS 

Character Functions 

One of the ways to reach a greater understanding of how narrative elements work 

together to form a cohesive genre is by looking closely at the characters, at the roles they 

play, the actions they take, and the development processes they go through.  In Myth and 

the Movies, Stuart Voytilla describes the archetypes, or the various kinds of characters 

that appear in a story, and the function those characters play.  These archetypical 

characters (and their primary function) include: the Hero (to serve and sacrifice); the 

Mentor (to guide); the Herald (to warn and challenge); the Shapeshifter (to question and 

deceive); and the Shadow (to destroy) (1999, 13).  This model provides a useful 

framework for looking at genres, and subsequently, at the teen film.  The characters in 

teen films fall into eight main categories.   As a combination of role and typically 

recurring function, the eight main teen characters are: 

1. Hero – on a journey of personal growth and transformation, has to meet 

challenges relating to both inner and outer struggles; often works alone, but 

sometimes has help from Friends or Guides. 
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2. Friend – helpful, supportive, loyal, needs saving or helps save, sometimes 

challenges the Hero but has mostly good intentions; can also be or turn into a 

Romantic Interest. 

3. Romantic Interest – helpful, encouraging, unattainable, objectified, needs saving 

or helps save; can also be a Friend. 

4. Enemy – plots against the Hero, tries to do harm, deceptive, wants something and 

the Hero is in the way. 

5. Guide – mentor, helpful or harmful; can also take on any of the other roles. 

6. Sibling – helpful or harmful, annoying/troublemakers, needs saving or helps save; 

can also be a Friend. 

7. Parent – helpful or harmful, tries to help but unable/ineffective, absent, needs 

saving or helps save. 

8. Authority Figure – (such as teachers, administrators, coaches, cops, doctors, 

clergy) helpful or harmful, try to help but unable/ineffective, absent. 

Frequently, the heroes, friends, and romantic interests are teen roles; the guides, parents, 

and authority figures are older; and the enemies and siblings can be of any age.  There 

can of course be exceptions and overlaps: in My Tutor the romantic interest is an older 

woman (and consequently somewhat of an authority figure or guide); in Big the guide is a 

knowledgeable peer (and a friend); and in Summer School even the hero is a teacher (and 

subsequently an authority figure and guide). 

The hero of the film is the character who is at the center of the action and who 

goes through the biggest transformation.  Like an archetypical hero, the main teen 
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characters often have to find the way to believe in themselves and triumph over adversity, 

help others, usually on their own or with the help of a very select few.  What sets the teen 

heroes apart, aside from age, are often the particular situations in which they find 

themselves.  With great frequency in the teen film: youth are often left on their own and 

have to learn to make the right decision without much guidance – there is very little 

indication that anyone ever taught them the “right way,” it is just something they are 

expected to know; they fight more against injustice than authority per se, with the 

absence of powerful authority figures forcing them to take on adult roles at a pre-mature 

age.  Their initiation into adulthood is often full of both ordinary and extraordinary 

turbulence where they have to prove not only their worth in the present, but establish 

their character for the course of their entire lifetime.  When teen problems are taken 

seriously in these films, it isn’t only because these issues are important to the people 

going through them at the time, but also because the way the teens overcome their present 

situation is seen as helping determine the future.  

The discussion of the eight characters and their functions is still quite broad at this 

point, providing a general framework within which the different characters operate.  To 

get at the specificities of the characters, and to a greater understanding of how they 

operate as structural elements of the teen film, it’s necessary to look more closely at 

character types in addition to character functions or roles.  For example, the hero can be a 

boy who learns to stand up for himself against an enemy.  This function or role of the 

hero overlaps with multiple types, or stock characters – he can be a geek, a rebel, or an 

outcast; the function or role of the enemy can overlap with multiple types as well – he 
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could be a bully, a jock, or one of the popular teens in the high school.  And indeed, it is 

the very specific and distinct set of stock characters that dominate these films and help 

articulate the teen film as a distinct genre.  

 

Stock Characters 

The characters in teen films of the ‘80s, taking cues from their teen film legacies, 

have a remarkable amount of similarities across the main industry genres, and a 

considerable amount of differences from other non-teen films in the main industry 

genres.  Through the descriptions of recurring stock character types that repeat across the 

different industry genres, story details and character development will be further 

examined in order to give additional support to the teen film as genre.  It isn’t necessary 

to have every stock teen character type in a film, and certainly not every film will have all 

of them, but when one or more of these kinds of character types appear, the association of 

the film with a teen genre is particularly compelling. 

The comedy teen films have some of the widest variety of character types, and are 

where almost all of the character types identified with the teen film appear.  These most 

common teen character types are: Virgins; First Loves; Crushes; Popular Girls/Boys; 

Jocks, Athletes; Bullies; Nerds, Geeks; Projects; Rebels, Outcasts; Serious Students; and 

Partiers.  Additional characters, such as the Dreamers, Protectors, and Final Girls, will be 

discussed in subsequent sections corresponding to the industry genres where they’re more 

noticeable.  This character area of analysis, even more so than any of the other categories, 

focuses a great deal on the comedies before moving onto the other genres.  Again, 
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comedies were the most dominant, contain the largest number of films, and they provide 

a baseline for the most indicative examples.  It’s important to note, however, that even 

though the first part of the discussion focuses on the character types that find their most 

prominent articulation in the comedies, they also appear across all the other films.   

Before going into more detail about the specific characters, looking at Table 6.1 

helps illustrate that these types do indeed appear in the drama, action adventure, science 

fiction/fantasy, and horror films.  Additionally, to indicate that they appear in a wide 

array of films as well, a different film is used for each character type, sometimes 

bypassing more obvious choices of films that contain many cogent examples (Karate 

Kid, Back to the Future) in order to show the pervasiveness of the types. 

TABLE 6.1. Examples of comedy character types across four other genres, with no 
repeat films 
 

Genre 
Character Type 

Drama Action 
Adventure 

Sci-Fi/ 
Fantasy 

Horror 

Virgins Louden, Vision 
Quest 

Chris, 
Adventures in 
Babysitting 

Josh, Big Nancy, 
Nightmare on 
Elm Street 

First Loves Darcy and Stan, 
For Keeps? 

Doc and Yen 
Sun, Young 
Guns 

Edward and 
Kim, Edward 
Scissorhands 

Alice and Dan, 
Nightmare on 
Elm Street 5 

Crushes (person 
who has crush) 

Maggie (Lucas), 
Lucas 

Andie (Mikey), 
The Goonies 

April (Turtles), 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles 

Scott (Lisa), 
Teen Wolf 

Popular 
Girls/Boys 

Donna, La 
Bamba 

Ali, Karate Kid Amy, Honey, I 
Shrunk the Kids 

Lisa, Nightmare 
on Elm Street 2 

Jocks, Athletes Denny, Stand 
by Me 

Jed, Red Dawn Chris, Like 
Father, Like 
Son 

Dennis, 
Christine 

Bullies Bob, The 
Outsiders 

Mike, Karate 
Kid III 

Biff, Back to the 
Future 

Wendy, Prom 
Night 

Nerds, Geeks David, 
WarGames 

Milo, Iron 
Eagle 

Gary, Wyatt, 
Weird Science 

Frog Brothers, 
Lost Boys 
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Projects Kelly, Breakin’ Chris, Platoon Alex, Last 
Starfighter  

Peter, Fright 
Night 

Rebels, Outcasts Ariel, Footloose Joker, Full 
Metal Jacket 

Peggy Sue, 
Peggy Sue Got 
Married 

Tommy, Friday 
the 13th Part VI 

Serious 
Students 

Paige, Pump Up 
the Volume 

Holmes, Young 
Sherlock 
Holmes 

Barney, 
Zapped! 

Sheila, 
Nightmare on 
Elm Street 4 

Partiers Charlie, Dead 
Poets Society 

Billy, Young 
Guns II 

Bill, Ted, Bill & 
Ted’s Excellent 
Adventure 

Jimmy, Friday 
the 13th:The 
Final Chapter 

 
While some of these characters are more memorable than others, they’re still 

significant for showing the expected ways the character types function.  Some are 

familiar either because the films are better known and remembered or because they 

played major roles: David is the teen who hacks into the government’s system to play a 

“game” of thermonuclear war and then learns the consequences in WarGames; Louden is 

the athlete who wants to beat the best wrestler in the state, but his plans get derailed after 

having sex for the first time in Vision Quest.  Some played key roles, but might not be 

remembered as well: Wendy is the head of the pack of cruel and murderous friends, but 

Jamie Lee Curtis is the bigger star in Prom Night; Amy is the pretty girl who lives next 

door but doesn’t run in the same circles as her neighbors until they’re forced together in 

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, but the film is more associated Rick Moranis as her father.   

Granted, a few characters serve as narrative devices, but their classification into 

these typical roles still establishes expected sets of relationships and actions.  Some play 

minor roles important to the story and to depicting the teen experience: Paige is the 

seemingly perfect student who’s actually under a lot of pressure and gets the parents riled 

up with her misbehavior in Pump Up the Volume; Denny, shown in flashback in athletic 
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uniforms, is the brother who looked after Gordie and gave him a treasured baseball cap, 

and whom Gordie sorely misses in Stand by Me.  And some aren’t identified as much by 

their names as by the function they serve: Milo is one of Doug’s friends who’s good with 

computers and helps him find information about his hostage-taken father in Iron Eagle; 

Jimmy (although played by somewhat familiar Crispin Glover) is just one in a sea of 

interchangeable teens looking to have a good time with sex and drugs in the Friday the 

13th series.  Almost all the characters are teens, with some exceptions: Doc and Yen Sun’s 

ages aren’t specified in Young Guns, but Yen Sun’s enslavement by Murphy alludes to 

her and Doc’s relationship likely being something new for her, and is important for 

motivating Doc’s heroic actions; and Peter is an older vampire hunter, but instead of a 

teen who needs to be indoctrinated, Peter is the one who needs Charley to give him self-

confidence, showing the breakdown of traditional adult/teen relationships.  

Although the tone and situations are different depending on the industry genre, 

there is a great deal of consistency regarding the ways the characters are defined 

according to their teen film type, and with how these definitions help shape expectations 

of narrative events.  For example, while Nancy is a virgin, she’s not on a quest to lose her 

virginity in A Nightmare on Elm Street.  But her character type does highlight her 

innocence (and in the earlier horror films of the decade, increases her odds of survival), 

and importantly, indicates that she’s a character on the cusp of coming of age, only her 

maturity is reached through learning self-reliance instead of through involvement in a 

sexual relationship.  Keeping in mind how pervasive these recurring types are, the 
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following discusses the characters in more specific detail to show their relevance to the 

structure of the genre.  

 

Comedy 

Perhaps the one of the most canonical characters from the teen comedies in the 

‘80s is the virgin on the sex quest.  The characters are mostly male, such as Jonathan in 

Class, Bobby in My Tutor, Joel in Risky Business, and PeeWee in Porky’s.  There’s even 

a scene where Eugene visits a prostitute to lose his virginity in Biloxi Blues.  Some 

characters directly state the importance of losing one’s virginity to a teenager: when the 

experienced Terry tells her virgin brother Buddy in Just One of the Guys that sex isn’t a 

big deal, he responds that he’d like to form his own opinion, pointing out that when 

someone hasn’t had sex yet, it’s a bigger deal than if he or she has; it’s magnified as a, if 

not the, ultimate rite of passage.  Jamie, one of Mark’s friends in Once Bitten, puts it 

another way: “There’s too much pressure about getting laid; it’s like taking a driver’s test 

for manhood.” 

Some of the most compelling depictions of virgins on a sex quest and teens’ first 

sexual experiences are actually shown from the female point-of-view, such as with Stacy 

in Fast Times at Ridgemont High and Angel and Ferris in Little Darlings.  Stacy, a 15-

year-old girl new to high school, gets somewhat questionable advice from her older 

friend Linda about dating and sex.  Stacy starts to think that having sex is one of the most 

important things in a relationship and that guys won’t like her if she doesn’t “put out,” 

i.e., have sex with them.  She gets involved with an older guy, where her lack of 
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engagement and connection with him during her first time having sex is characterized by 

her point-of-view shots focusing on the walls and ceiling of the dugout where they’re 

lying on a bench.   

Stacy also has a disastrous afternoon affair with Damone that leads to an 

unwanted pregnancy.  Damone is actually a friend of Mark’s, the boy she really likes, and 

Mark likes her as well, but he isn’t as sexually experienced and is actually a bit 

intimidated by her advances (instead of what might be assumed about the typical teenage 

boy who is ready for a sexual relationship no matter what).  Eventually, by the end of the 

film, she and Mark do end up planning to go out together, but without as much pressure; 

Stacy realizes that a physical relationship isn’t the most important thing and guys will 

still like her if she doesn’t have sex with them.  Importantly, there are no condemnations 

about her choices.  Yes, she does end up getting pregnant and deciding to get an abortion, 

but the film seems less interested in passing moral judgments on her than on stating that 

these are the things that can happen.  If any character faces criticism and judgment, 

especially from his friends, it’s Damone for not helping her after she’s made her decision.  

Ultimately, Stacy comes to realize that it’s more important for her to have a relationship 

that develops with a friendship than one based primarily on sex.   

Angel learns a similar lesson in Little Darlings.  When she first comes to camp, 

she and Ferris are teased by popular and mean girl Cinder about still being virgins.  Even 

though they’re in the 15-year-old age group, all the other girls lie about already having 

had sex, and so the two are singled out.  The entire camp then gets involved in picking 

sides in a bet to see who can lose her virginity first, Angel or Ferris.  Angel meets Randy, 
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a boy in a neighboring camp, and although she’s hesitant and has mixed feelings, they 

end up having sex.  Angel realizes, however, that what happened was more meaningful 

than something done to win a bet so she doesn’t tell the rest of the camp.  Meanwhile 

Ferris lies about having sex with an older counselor, inadvertently gets him fired, and 

then after bonding with Angel, admits the truth.  Cinder then becomes the outcast and 

revealed for the mean girl she is when all the other girls stick up to her and proudly 

declare that they’re virgins as well.  Importantly, for Angel, as she talks to Randy, she 

reveals her confusion and fears about rushing into physical intimacy, about her 

uncertainty in wanting a relationship but also in thinking that she wants to have sex so 

that she knows what it’s like, and then comes to realize that sex is meaningful as part of a 

bond that develops with the right person.  She thinks her mother is wrong, or is dating the 

wrong people, if she’s telling her that physical intimacy isn’t a big deal.  Angel does 

realize the importance of the act, which becomes all the more apparent when she doesn’t 

claim to win the bet, when she realizes that maturity through sex isn’t about flaunting 

something personal.   

Although the story revolving around the loss of virginity in Little Darlings, in a 

film typed as a comedy/drama, is quite serious, for most of the sex quest comedies in the 

sample, sex is actually often taken as representative of something rather significant 

instead of just a goal or humorous plotline unto itself.  While it would be easy to suggest 

that boys seem to have more fun in the sex-capades than the girls, and the teens are 

definitely seen as enjoying themselves as part of the comedy of these films, both genders 

usually learn that sex is more important than just a conquest or just a recreational activity.  
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This is not to say that teen sex is condemned, just that it’s taken seriously.  Jonathan in 

Class has to deal with the repercussions of how his affair has hurt people he cares about; 

in the second Porky’s, Wendy and PeeWee have a touching conversation about their 

relationship and about how the rumors about her being “easy” are false; Bobby learns 

how to treat women with respect in My Tutor; and even for Joel in Risky Business, sex is 

only one part of a complicated process in learning how to be an adult, or at least an 

enterprising businessman.  For characters in teen films, sex is a rite of passage, a sexual 

initiation into adulthood, but for the most part, it becomes more important for how the 

characters get to a specific point in their relationships, and for what it symbolizes about 

maturity rather than the act itself. 

 While the virgin on a quest is one of the familiar character types in the teen film, 

films centered more on the developing relationship of a young couple, who sometimes 

end up having a sexual relationship, are also common.  Instead of virgins, however, these 

familiar characters types can be labeled as “first loves,” or “young loves.”  While some of 

the films deal more with a couple getting together instead of what they do afterwards, as 

in Can’t Buy Me Love, Sixteen Candles, The Sure Thing, and Valley Girl, some of the 

comedy teen films actually show a young couple deciding to have sex for the first time.  

Interestingly, there are quite candid depictions of these actions, or rather the decisions 

and conversations leading up to and after them, effectively making the portrayal of teen 

sex a carefully thought-out decision and a natural progression in a relationship.  Instead 

of treating sex like a joke or, conversely, something that must be punished, with the first 
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loves, sex becomes another rite of passage that shows maturity, and the care and respect, 

that two young people feel for each other.   

In Private School, Chris and Jim are a couple in love trying to decide if they are 

ready to have a sexual relationship.  The film is definitely a comedy replete with pranks 

and gags, with the boys constantly trying to spy on the girls changing and the girls trying 

to get a mean girl in trouble, and indeed, part of the lead-up to Chris and Jim’s first 

sexual encounter is also done humorously.  They get tongue-tied when trying to make 

reservations at a hotel, they get sick on champagne in the chintzy room, and even though 

it’s important that they make a point of getting protection, there’s also a mix-up with their 

language when they go to a pharmacy to get prophylactics and end up with oral hygiene 

products instead of condoms.  But when it comes time to the actual romance scenes 

between Chris and Jim, there are actually some earnest moments.  Jim wants to make 

sure Chris is comfortable and ready, and even though they plan on a special night, when 

there was too much built-up pressure, they decided against going through with it.  

Instead, the next day, after talking more and being more at ease, they do decide to have 

sex, and it’s seen as a choice made by two people who care for each other and who are 

ready to make a thoughtful decision together. 

 Although it isn’t clear whether either Lloyd or Diane are virgins in Say 

Anything…, there is the assumption that this relationship is likely one of the first times 

they are each truly in love.  Even if these aren’t their first sexual experiences, Lloyd’s 

friend Corey points out that a relationship changes after sex, noting that the act itself will 

mean a development of some sort.  Lloyd has had longstanding feelings for Diane, one of 
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the prettiest and smartest girls in school, and even though he doesn’t feel like he has a 

chance with her, he decides to take a risk and ask her out.  Although it wouldn’t seem like 

they have a lot in common, Lloyd is such a genuinely good person and cares for her so 

deeply, and Diane enjoys spending time with him and is made to feel special by someone 

besides her father, that they start to develop a strong connection.  Eventually they decide 

to have sex, although it isn’t the culmination of their story; it isn’t the goal.  There are 

other obstacles in their relationship, such as their differing career and educational 

aspirations, and the investigation into Diane’s father’s finances which leads to their 

breakup and then to them getting back together.  But through it all, whether it’s the first 

time they go out, the first time they’re physically intimate, the more they learn about each 

other, or the way they comfort each other when things get hard, they are shown as two 

young people going through substantial changes in their lives, as two decent people who 

care for each other.  Diane moves from feeling safe with her father to protected and brave 

when she’s with Lloyd, and Lloyd fulfills his aspirations of spending as much time as 

possible with Diane.  Even though sex is a part of their story as “young love” types, 

what’s more important is that they learn to trust and rely on each other as part of a strong 

relationship.  

 Another familiar character in the teen film that relates to the virgins and young 

loves is the crush, or the person with whom another character is infatuated.  The character 

is usually found in a teen film, coinciding with the ages when young people are first 

developing romantic attractions, and often first starting to be able to act on those feelings, 

usually by studying together or going out on dates.  While older and younger characters 
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in different types of films can certainly have crushes or be the object of someone’s 

affection, the crush character and situation frequently appear, and can be indicative of, a 

teen film.  In Sixteen Candles, both Jake and Sam have crushes on each other, and 

although it ends up happily, along the way Sam doubts herself and can’t understand how 

someone as popular and beautiful as Jake could like her, while Jake (who already knows 

Sam likes him from a note he intercepted in study hall) is attracted to Sam because he 

sees in her a depth and affection that he’s been missing.  In Can’t Buy Me Love, Ronald 

has a crush on Cindy which makes him give up his savings to buy her a dress; in Just One 

of the Guys, Sandy has a crush on Terry (who she thinks is male) while Terry, who also 

already has a boyfriend (who conveniently turns out to be a jerk) has a crush on Rick; in 

Little Darlings Angel has a crush on Gary, an older counselor at the camp she 

inadvertently gets in trouble when she lies about their relationship; in License to Drive 

Les has a crush on Mercedes and ends up ditching his father in the street to try to impress 

her with a ride without her thinking he still needs to drive around with his dad; and in 

Some Kind of Wonderful Watts is so in love with Keith, even though he’s in love with 

Amanda, that Watts is willing to sacrifice her own happiness for his, until Keith realizes 

who his true love has been all along (and gives Watts the diamond earrings that he’s 

spent all his savings buying). 

In most of these films, characters end up compromising some of their values or 

effacing part of their identities for their crushes.  Crushes border on the immature, or at 

least represent an attraction that at first isn’t acted upon because the person who has the 

crush doesn’t have the courage to approach the person he or she likes, or doesn’t have the 
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confidence to believe that he or she has something of value to offer.  Acting on the 

attraction is a way characters can develop and is representative of their growth.  On the 

other hand, a crush can be given up when the person infatuated realizes that the 

relationship wasn’t meant to be and instead of hanging onto something that will never 

happen, is able to move on.  One of the clearest examples of this is in Pretty in Pink when 

Duckie realizes that he and Andie are just going to remain friends.  While it’s an 

obviously tacked-on, inconsistent ending when Duckie finds his Duckette at the prom (a 

pretty blond who happens to be at the dance by herself), looks directly at the camera, and 

raises his eyebrows before he makes his way over to her, it does show that Duckie will be 

just fine without Andie.  Importantly, he’s contrasted with Andie’s father who was never 

able to give up on Andie’s mother, even though she didn’t love him back, and has been 

suffering and stunted ever since she left.  When the crush goes from acted upon or moved 

on from, the infatuated party usually has gone through a process of gaining security and 

assurance in him or herself.  Often in a teen film, because starting to gain self-confidence 

and starting to realize self-worth are so important to characters’ development, the crush 

plays an important role in signifying this level of maturity. 

Either requited or unrequited, the crushes are found in all different segments of 

the social strata of teenagers.  Although not always, the crush often goes from one social 

group to another, for example from a somewhat outcast or geek having a crush on a 

popular girl, like Ronald liking Cindy in Can’t Buy Me Love, Les liking Mercedes in 

License to Drive, Keith liking Amanda in Some Kind of Wonderful, or geek Rick liking 

popular girl Deborah in Just One of the Guys.  The girls who are the objects of affection 
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are usually popular, and indeed the popular girl, representative of the social hierarchies 

and divisions in teen groupings, is another kind of stock character in the teen film.  They 

can be nice or mean, popular because they’re cheerleaders, because they’re rich, or just 

popular because they’re pretty, accepted and looked up to by others, and usually have no 

trouble getting their way in general.  Examples of the nicer popular girls include Terry 

and Debbie in Just One of the Guys; Caroline, Jake’s girlfriend in 16 Candles who, 

although she throws a wild party at Jake’s parents’ house, was never otherwise really 

seen as being mean, just demanding respect from Jake and even saying “hi” to Sam when 

she saw her in the hall; and of course Claire in The Breakfast Club, who although as she 

herself admits would be the type to be mean and say nasty things behind people’s back in 

school, is revealed to have more depth and decency during Saturday detention.  The 

popular girl is a status symbol; she’s the ultimate accepted insider, if not the model 

student then the model at the top of the social hierarchy, the person who seems 

completely put-together and to have figured out how to handle the often turbulent 

adolescent years. 

Of course there can be more to the surface than just what the popular girl seems.  

She can be full of self-doubt like Claire, or full of some self- or friend-loathing like 

Veronica in Heathers, or she can also feel tremendous pressure to fit in by her fellow 

popular friends, especially when it comes to making sure she doesn’t date the wrong boy, 

like Stephanie in Grease 2, Amanda in Some Kind of Wonderful, and Julie in Valley Girl.  

But there are also the popular girls who are exactly what they seem and who are 

exceptionally mean, who could even be called bullies, who feel the need to keep their 
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status by putting other people down.  Even though they’re popular, they’re not 

necessarily well-liked, just intimidating.  In Heathers, Heather Chandler and Heather 

Duke, the lead Heather and the one who takes her place, are downright cruel because they 

can be, because that’s what keeps them popular, because that’s what’s expected of them, 

and it seems like it’s what they enjoy.  Cinder tries to make Angel and Ferris feel like 

outcasts in Little Darlings, Jordan tries to steal Jim from Chris in Private School, and 

Benny can’t stand Andie in Pretty in Pink, perhaps because Andie is poor, different, an 

easy target, or because she knows that some of the popular boys in school secretly like 

her.  While some popular girls are revealed to have more sensitivity than their status 

would belie, the truly mean popular girl is another staple of the teen film, someone who 

might get her comeuppance, but rarely learns her lesson.  She’s rarely the hero; rather, 

she’s mostly an obstacle for other characters to triumph against, to realize that status from 

others doesn’t mean as much as acceptance of self.  

The popular boys can be seen as the girls’ counterpoint, and indeed, they too 

come in the nice versus mean varieties.  The nice ones, even though they make some 

serious mistakes throughout, such as Blane in Pretty in Pink and Jake in Sixteen Candles, 

just seem to be popular because they’re good-looking and wealthy.  Some of the mean 

ones, again just popular because they’re good-looking and wealthy, but not necessarily 

well-liked, are also found in John Hughes’ films with Steff in Pretty in Pink and Hardy in 

Some Kind of Wonderful fitting the bill perfectly as two popular boys, who, like some of 

the mean popular girls, trample over others because they can, are cruel because it’s 

something they can get away with, and because it’s something they enjoy.  When their 
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malevolence and insecurity are revealed, they again serve as the obstacle from which 

other characters can learn about how to stick up for themselves and be true to what they 

really want, for example, as Blane discovers when he decides he loves Andie against 

Steff’s putdowns and threats of ostracism. 

More common for the popular boy is the additional feature of being on one of the 

school’s sports teams, which leads to the character type of the jock.  The popular boys in 

Better Off Dead, Can’t Buy Me Love, Heathers, Just One of the Guys, and Revenge of the 

Nerds are all athletes too, usually walk around with letter jackets, and sometimes sports 

equipment like baseball bats or footballs, to illustrate it.  While most of these characters 

are mean as well, there is the occasional nice and popular jock in the teen comedies, or 

comedy/dramas, such as Andy in The Breakfast Club, another teen who’s revealed to 

have more depth than his outward appearance and social standing would otherwise imply.  

Of course, even though he feels sorry for what he’s done, he was also extremely cruel to 

one of the geeks in the school, tormenting him with a callous locker room prank (the 

reason he was in detention in the first place).  In the comedies, the jocks aren’t usually 

the main characters who learn valuable lessons or who grow and develop into maturity; 

with the popular boys, like the girls, they too seem like they have status and acceptance, 

but are often revealed to be jerks that aren’t very well liked, that are just another 

adversary the real hero has to defeat. 

Sometimes a popular teen is a bully as well, another frequently repeated character 

type in the teen film.  Like some of the popular people, the bully relies on intimidation to 

try to get his or her way, sometimes with physical force, sometimes with coercion.  The 
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bullies could be someone like Greg in Just One of the Guys or Hardy in Some Kind of 

Wonderful who physically threaten some of the outcasts in the school, usually when 

they’re in a group of friends and the outcast is by himself, to try to show their false 

machismo and feeble arrogance.  Bullies could be like Heather Chandler and Heather 

Duke in Heathers, Cinder in Little Darlings, or Stef in Pretty in Pink who are all full of 

vanity and conceit, and try to belittle others to make themselves look better.  Again, not 

often main characters, the bullies might get punished but are rarely ever redeemed.  

Occasionally, they learn a lesson without getting their comeuppance, like the jocks in 

Can’t Buy Me Love who realize they’ve been unfair to the unpopular geeks after Ronald’s 

speech, but their enlightened state comes about because of the hero’s actions, not because 

the bullies go on a journey of discovery.  Indeed, the teen film isn’t often interested in 

understanding these characters; rather, they’re a part of teen life and set up as the 

adversarial “bad guys.”  Because of the threats and impediments to the hero that the bully 

represents, he or she is seen as another one of the tribulations of teen life that the hero 

must survive and overcome.     

One of the clearest examples of a bully, the schoolyard variety who isn’t 

necessarily popular but rather is feared because he threatens to beat students up if they 

don’t pay him and his goons “protection” money, is found in My Bodyguard.  Clifford is 

a well-adjusted teen new to the high school.  He’s not one of the popular kids or a 

standout in any particular way, except that when he hears about Moody and the way he 

bullies people, he refuses on principle to give him any money.  Clifford is tormented, 

confined in a locker, and teased, but he never backs down.  Because authority is inept and 
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unable to help, he decides to take matters into his own hands and befriends Linderman, 

the biggest kid in school, an outcast who doesn’t speak much himself because of a tragic 

past, to try to help him.  At first his plan works; Moody stops bothering him because 

Clifford has Linderman as his friend, but this of course isn’t a good enough solution.  

Moody gets his own muscle to fight off Linderman, and after Linderman faces his own 

demons emotionally and then Moody’s bodyguard physically, Clifford is left to face 

Moody instead of having someone else stick up for him.  The only way Clifford could 

ever be free of being harassed, could ever feel safe when he’s by himself, is if he were to 

face the bully on his own, and after a brawl in a park, Clifford triumphs.  Although the 

film does make some commentary about when physical fighting is acceptable, the point 

seems less about violence and more about standing up for yourself.  Importantly, bullies 

are there as obstacles and as a way the heroes can learn valuable lessons; heroes must 

gain the self-confidence needed to stand up for themselves, and importantly, even if the 

heroes have help from friends, they ultimately have to face their own battles.  

The characters who stand up to the bullies can also come from varied social 

groups in school.  Veronica is one of the popular girls, but she stands up to the Heathers 

and the jocks in order to stop their persecution of the rest of the student body, albeit with 

some dire consequences.  Clifford in My Bodyguard and Keith in Some Kind of 

Wonderful are neither popular nor outcasts, they’re just regular teens who have their own 

group of friends.  Frequently, though, the character type that is at odds with the bullies or 

the popular kids are the nerds and geeks.  Usually there isn’t a big difference in semantics 

between nerds and geeks and they are grouped together as people who have interests in 
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computers and technology, who are book smart but might be a little socially awkward, 

and who don’t dress in the most stylish clothes or go to the cool kids’ parties.  They are in 

essence some of the popular kids’ opposite, perceived as lower on the social totem pole in 

school, and make up another one of the stock characters in the teen film.   

The nerds and geeks can be male or female, can be happy with their station in the 

social hierarchy, or can have aspirations of popularity.  For all the Rodneys who want to 

be popular in Can’t Buy Me Love, there are also the Kenneths who are happy with where 

they are and who their friends are.  There also the nerds/geeks in Revenge of the Nerds 

who are happy with their position, but they just want to stop being treated so poorly by 

the popular people in the opposing sororities and fraternities.  During the final showdown 

at the carnival to determine who will be head of the Greek Council, Gilbert, one of the 

main characters and leaders of the group states, “I’m a nerd, and I’m pretty proud of it.”  

When Lewis, the other leader of the group joins in, he realizes that he’s worked hard to 

accept himself, and actually points out that all of the outcasts probably outnumber the so-

called “pretty people,” calling into question the workings of the social system and the 

value all different people place in it.   

Anthony Michael Hall’s roles as the geeks in some John Hughes’ films provide 

some additional commentary on the character type.  The Geek/Farmer Ted in Sixteen 

Candles seems pretty self-confident, almost to a fault, but even though he’s concerned 

with trying to look good, he doesn’t discriminate: it’s the popular kids, the geeks, and the 

kids who don’t seem to fall into a particular group that he wants to impress.  But it’s 

actually Brian and Claire’s conversation in The Breakfast Club that speaks to the idea of 
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hierarchies and popularity levels.  When Brian, the nerd/geek/brain, says that he would 

say “hello” to the other students in detention if he were to see them in the halls during 

regular school time, as would Allison the outcast, Claire, the popular girl points out that 

it’s because the people in their groups look up to the people in hers.  For teens, often 

being popular means being accepted; logically then, not being popular is the opposite, 

and often the geeks and nerds are not in the inner and upper echelons of the social 

hierarchies.  For teens still looking for acceptance from an outside source, trying to be 

popular and gaining others’ approval can be a powerful motivating force.  When the teens 

develop through the narrative, though, popularity as a goal becomes less important 

because they realize that acceptance of and belief in oneself is what is actually most 

important.  They become well-adjusted and secure in who they are not because a great 

number of others like them, but because they approve of themselves.  

While gaining self-acceptance and self-confidence are primary goals in the 

development of characters in teen films, there is also the character type of the project 

with which to contend, or a somewhat outcast character that goes through a significant 

inner or outer transformation that is usually helped along by a fellow teen.  The project 

character isn’t necessarily a staple solely of the teen film, especially along the lines of the 

makeover scenes or montages with Pygmalion-type characters in My Fair Lady (1964) or 

Pretty Woman (1990), but it does come up frequently.  Although the project type could 

seem like it’s at odds with teens coming to terms with themselves, rarely is the ultimate 

transformation about just changing surface appearances to fit into a societally accepted 

norm.  Sometimes a character changes just to please someone else, but also manages to 
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keep his sense of self intact, like Michael who goes from clean-cut to greaser in order to 

please Stephanie in Grease 2.  Then there are the characters who go from geek to chic, 

like Ronald (with the help of Cindy) in Can’t Buy Me Love and Rick (with the help of 

Terry) in Just One of the Guys.  But while their new looks represent a change on the 

surface, they indicate that their inner character has changed as well – Ronald into 

someone who forgot his values and Rick into someone with more self-confidence.  And 

although Allison has a big reveal at the end of The Breakfast Club that seems primarily 

based on looks – a new hairstyle and new makeup with the help of Claire – the clever 

conceit about this transformation is that it actually reveals more of the character.  Her 

previous style, veiled behind dark clothes, her hair over a face covered in makeup, 

actually served to conceal her, and indicated how she felt like she could disappear and no 

one would notice.  Although a makeover might not seem to fit with self-discovery and 

self-acceptance, Allison’s transformation actually makes her more visible, allows her to 

be seen instead of hidden. 

For some characters, the transformation is less about looks than about attitude.  

These changes are significant because they embody not just a new style, but rather show 

how a character has developed from someone inexperienced or weak to someone self-

assured and strong.  Joel is no longer a naïve kid at the end of Risky Business thanks to 

the trial by fire that was his relationship with Lana and her pimp; Lane learned how to 

believe in himself again after his bad breakup and failed skiing attempts thanks to the 

help of Monique, the multi-talented French foreign exchange student who befriends him 

in Better Off Dead; and Cameron finally learns how to stick up for himself against the 
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neglect he feels from his parents for a large part because of the help of his friend Ferris 

Bueller.   

In some ways, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off is Cameron’s film in that he is the 

character who goes through the biggest transformation and in one of the climaxes of the 

film, learns how to stand up for himself.  Cameron starts out as a nervous, ailing teen who 

actually seems to feel better when he’s sick, even though his illnesses don’t actually merit 

any attention from his parents.  His parents, who are never seen, show him so little 

affection that he thinks his father loves his Ferrari more than his son because he treats the 

car better and pays it more attention.  Cameron admits to knowing what he was doing 

when he allowed Ferris to convince him to take his father’s car to Chicago, that he could 

have stood up to him, but there was something inside him that was rebelling and wanted 

to go, and even ended up having a good time despite himself.  Meanwhile, Ferris admits 

that part of the reason for the day off was to make Cameron feel better about himself; 

Ferris had been worried about how little self-esteem Cameron has and how it might haunt 

him for the rest of his life, or that whomever he ends up with will end up walking all over 

him because he has so little self-respect.   

When the friends, along with Ferris’s girlfriend Sloane (who’s there primarily to 

show how put-together Ferris is), all go to The Art Institute of Chicago, Cameron stares 

at mother and child holding hands in Georges Seurat’s “A Sunday on La Grande Jette.”  

He sees not only the lack of family and affection that he’s had in comparison, but also 

starts to have the desire for something more for himself.  When they all get home, 

Cameron decides that he’s not going to try to hide that he took the car, starts to get 
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furious at his father for how he’s been treated, and then dents the car by kicking it, 

damage that he also wouldn’t be able to hide.  Accidentally, after getting out his 

frustration by damaging the car slightly, the car falls to the ravine below the garage and is 

destroyed.  Even though Ferris tells him he’ll take the blame, Cameron decides that he 

will finally face his father.  He realizes that it’s time for him not to back down, not be 

ignored or treated worse than a material object.  In a transformative day, Cameron 

develops into someone who will stop worrying all the time, will take responsibilities for 

his actions, and who is able to stand up for himself; he has in essence become self-

actualized.  The strong impression is that his life has changed and that he now has more 

control over what will likely be a better future. 

 While Cameron is the friend and project who goes through a significant 

transformation in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, of course the film belongs to the titular 

character who decides to take off from school to enjoy the beautiful day in Chicago.  

Ferris is exceptional, the proverbial “great guy”; yet in a seeming contradiction, he’s also 

just a regular teen whose character type is hard to pigeonhole.  He could be grouped with 

the rebel type for breaking the school rules.  Although the rebels are more pronounced in 

the dramas, there are the teen comedies that feature this type of character, who, if nothing 

else, could be labeled as rebels because they go against the status quo, they don’t accept 

how things are.  This could mean they stand up to the bully like Clifford in My 

Bodyguard, fall outside the norm of accepted behavior like Veronica and J.D. in 

Heathers, are outcasts or difficult like Allison and Bender in The Breakfast Club, go 

against the rules of their club like Stephanie in Grease 2, against their parents like Bobby 
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in My Tutor or Joel in Risky Business, or against their parents and the social order of the 

school like Keith in Some Kind of Wonderful.  While Ferris is a bit rebellious, he could 

also be grouped together with the popular people.  However, he’s never depicted as 

someone with a specific group of friends, who is snobbish, feels pressure to conform, or 

is hard to reach in any way.  He’s just that unusual teen who’s liked by almost everybody, 

who seems to know and get along with everybody, and who seems to have everything 

figured out.  

Instead of a rebel or a popular type, Ferris might best be described as a partier, 

another character type often found in the teen films of the ‘80s.  Contrasted with the 

hardworking, studious types like valedictorian Diane in Say Anything…, Les’s serious 

twin sister Natalie who studies for and passes her written driver’s test legitimately in 

License to Drive, or Alison in The Sure Thing who needs Gib, the partier, to try to pull 

her out of her shell, partiers are also different from the slackers who would become more 

prominent in the ‘90s.  A slacker is someone who tries to avoid work but also seems 

apathetic and to lack direction.  With the partiers, however, there’s much more of a sense 

of enjoyment to what they do, a not wanting to harm anyone else, just a sense of 

celebrating their time and freedom with only moderate concern for consequences.  

Caroline is the not-serious-enough girlfriend of Jake’s in Sixteen Candles; Kid and Play 

are trying their best to have a good time in House Party; and of course, one of the 

epitomes of the character type, Spicoli is the easygoing, surfer boy stoner with the 

laissez-faire attitude in Fast Times at Ridgemont High.   
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 As the partier, Ferris is full of joie de vivre.   He’s the all around great kid and 

good friend who’s affable and ready to help out anyone in need.  He’s figured out the 

system and knows how to work it to achieve his goals; instead of outwardly and 

apparently rebelling, he gets his way in a quieter fashion that rarely gets him in trouble or 

makes his parents worry.  A bit of an operator, and certainly a bit lucky, he’s 

manipulative but never for ill ends, rebellious but not dangerous, self-confident but not 

arrogant, and ultimately, ready to handle anything and everything for the sake of good 

will and a good time.  Ferris is the ultimate well-rounded, well-adjusted teen that people 

either wished they could be like or wished they could be friends with, and his day off is a 

way to show how good things can be, even if it’s just a vicarious glimpse into a fantasy.  

World-wise beyond his years, Ferris realizes that life is meant to be enjoyed, that even 

teen life can and should be celebrated. 

 

Comedy – Additional Characters 

 The stock character types described so far – the virgins, young loves, crushes, the 

popular people, jocks, bullies, the nerds, geeks, the projects, rebels, outcasts, serious 

students, and the partiers – appear mostly as the main or supporting teen characters.  

Before moving on to the characters in the drama, action adventure, science 

fiction/fantasy, and horror films, though, there are other important roles that establish 

relationship dynamics and situate action in the teen film.  Teens inhabit a world 

populated by older and younger characters, and these interactions are important for 

understanding the teen experience as represented in the teen film.  
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 These additional characters are largely categorized according to their role or 

function as opposed to their type.  The classification of the eight primary character roles 

in the teen film is useful to recall here.  Instead of the hero, friend, romantic interest, and 

enemy that correspond to most of the stock character types previously discussed, these 

additional roles include characters such as the sibling, parent, and authority figure, as 

well as guides and additional enemies.  Aside from school officials, like the teacher, 

coach, and school administrator who are closely associated with the teen film as recurring 

character types, there is much less specificity in terms of character type with most of 

these roles.  Just the appearance of siblings, parents, guides, and authority figures is 

generally not enough to indicate genre.  Even if these characters do take on a specific 

type, such as the annoying sibling or the overbearing parent, the types don’t necessarily 

indicate a teen film. 

 It’s important to note, however, the meaning behind this lack of specificity.  There 

are no typically recurring guides that the teen can always turn to for support; there are no 

specific kinds of authority figures or even parents that the teens either have to rebel 

against or go to for guidance.  The narrative details given to these characters in specific 

films often relates to the way they give context to the teens’ everyday lives or to the 

impact they have on the teens’ actions.  Frequently, characters like the authority figures 

are portrayed as either positive or negative forces that affect the heroes, or, if they are not 

completely absent (some of the teens are never seen with parents or teachers), they are 

seen as being ineffective.  This lack of specificity further indicates that the central issues 

in the hero’s coming-of-age process are often directed inwards, especially at a time when 
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changing and uncertain generational roles left teens to figure things out largely on their 

own and when the importance of the peer group was becoming more firmly established.  

While the primary focus is necessarily, on the teens in these films, these other characters 

do significantly shape and affect the environment the teens occupy.  As such, their 

specific roles as siblings, guides, authority figures, and parents, need to be examined to 

show how the teens proceed along their journey.   

 Because teens are so often seen in the family home setting, the appearance of 

other family members, as in the case of other students in the hallways at school, can be 

par for the course in the depiction of teens’ home lives.  There are some of the usual 

sibling rivalries portrayed, where one sibling is angry, teasing, or jealous of the other, 

such as when Sam’s little brother thinks it’s funny that everyone forgot his sister’s 

birthday in Sixteen Candles, or when Paulette, one of the Pink Ladies, takes out her 

frustrations on her sister and yells at her to go home after she was rebuffed by Johnny in 

the bowling alley in Grease 2.  And even though mostly strong sibling bonds are stressed, 

showing the close ties between siblings as comrades, there could be some outright 

contention before this alliance is reached.  This type of relationship is probably most 

notably portrayed by Ferris Bueller and his sister, Jeanie.  She spends almost the entire 

film trying to prove that Ferris is playing hooky from school; she’s angry and jealous that 

he’s to be able to get away with everything and have all the fun.  More of her story comes 

to light, though, when instead of just her anger, she reveals some of her insecurities, as 

when she’s in the police station and she pretends her name is Shawna to try to impress 

the “bad boy” seated next to her.  He ends up passing on one of the lessons he’s learned 
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from Ferris Bueller (unbeknownst to him, her older brother) that her problem isn’t with 

her brother but with herself, that she should loosen up and enjoy life more.  When Ferris 

is in danger of being caught by Principal Rooney, in combination with wanting to get 

back at the principal for getting her in trouble, together with the lesson she learned in the 

police station, and importantly, together with sticking by her brother, Jeanie rescues 

Ferris from certain punishment by covering for him, pretending the reason he was caught 

out of bed was because he was trying to walk home from the hospital, not because he was 

out having fun.   

 A lot of the siblings in teen films help each other.  Even in small ways, or rather 

ways that aren’t prominently featured but that are compelling nonetheless, some of their 

ties and bonds are made quite clear.  Lloyd lives with his older sister in Say Anything…, 

Charlotte helps take care of her little sister when their mother is out in Mermaids, Buddy 

covers for Terry’s double life while their parents are away in Just One of the Guys, and 

Jeffrey’s younger sister, with their mother, secretly brings him food and clothes after he’s 

left home in The Flamingo Kid.  One of the subtler yet still powerful depictions of a 

sibling bond takes place with Brad and Stacy in Fast Times at Ridgemont High.  Stacy’s 

been left on her own when she needs to get an abortion.  Since she doesn’t have a ride or 

drive yet, she asks her brother to drop her off, pretends that she’s hanging out with 

friends, but then ducks back across the street to go to the clinic.  Brad sees her in the 

rearview mirror, and a while later when she walks out of the building, it turns out that 

he’s standing there waiting for her.  There’s not a lot of overt emotion in the exchange 

when they see each other, but there also isn’t any badgering or lecturing; he’s just there 
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for her.  While family members help in the depiction of a well-formulated home life, 

siblings also show the strong bonds between people who have shared experiences and 

who feel responsible towards one another (a heightened form of the teen peer group more 

generally), especially when one of the siblings is in need and the other is one of the few 

people in a position to help.  

 The guide is another character type that is often seen in the teen film, and while 

usually older, can also appear as a teenager.  Guides often take on some type of authorial 

role, because of either age or the perceived wisdom they can impart to the hero.  Linda, 

an upperclassmen, is more of a friend to Stacy in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, but she 

also serves as a guide, delivering somewhat questionable advice about sex.  In Risky 

Business, Lana teaches Joel about sex and making money, and pushes him along to suit 

her will until he learns to make some of his own decisions.  Although she seems world-

wise and mature, she’s actually about the same age as Joel; they just came from 

extremely different backgrounds and ended up going down different paths in life in order 

to get to the point where they meet up one fateful week while Joel’s parents are away.  

And even though Eugene and Arnold seem to have similar backgrounds in Biloxi Blues 

(both are Jewish intellectuals from New York in the same platoon during basic training at 

the end of World War II), Eugene is an aspiring writer, a bit of a comedian, and generally 

well-liked, but doesn’t like to rock the boat, while Arnold is an outcast and seems to 

follow his own moral code no matter what the punishment might be.  Arnold consistently 

tries to tell Eugene that he can’t just observe, he needs to choose a side and get into the 

fight, that he has to stand up for something and not compromise. When Eugene’s journal 
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is stolen and read aloud, and it reveals that he thinks Arnold might be the homosexual 

soldier the MPs are looking for, Eugene tries to rip the page out.  Even though Arnold is 

the one being falsely accused, he tells him that doing so, not being honest, will just lead 

to mediocrity as a writer and a person.  When it comes to the final showdown between 

Toomey, the drill sergeant, and the recruits, Eugene does indeed get involved in the fight 

and potentially saves Arnold’s life by doing so.  Without Arnold as a guide and role 

model, it’s unlikely that Eugene would have been able to stand up to Toomey. 

 Although there is the occasional guide that’s a fellow teenager, often the guides 

appear as older characters.  For example, they could take the form of an older woman 

who teaches the teen about sex in films like Class, My Tutor, and Private Lessons.  The 

guides are also usually, but not always, helpful, and could just be an older friend that the 

teens are able to turn to when they can’t go to parents, teachers, or others in positions of 

more official authority.  A prime example of an older guide who also serves as a friend is 

Iona in Pretty in Pink.  Iona owns the record store where Andie works and the two have a 

good rapport.  With Iona’s quirky sense of style and non-judgmental accessibility, she’s 

able to stand in as almost a surrogate mother figure for Andie, comforts her when she’s 

upset about Blane, and even gives Andie her old prom dress.  In a film where characters’ 

clothing says so much about their individuality, it is disconcerting to see how Iona gives 

up her uniqueness to be “normal” (as she says, to dress like a soccer mom) when she 

starts dating a new man, implying a counter-message that her previous eccentric style was 

just a childish phase until she met the right guy.  Or to go even farther, her transformation 

could be read as a critique of feminism because of reinstating traditional class and gender 
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roles (Bleach 2010, 41).  But it could also be argued that her development is less one of 

conformity and more one of wanting to be with a nice person who treats her well, 

reinforcing the tone throughout the majority film that Iona is one of the few people Andie 

could look up to and trust.   

 There are also the guides, older adults who don’t necessarily have a position of 

authority but who are influential even so, who at first seem helpful but are then revealed 

to be unreliable and duplicitous.  Lester, the chauffeur in Private Lessons, along with the 

housekeeper, is left in charge of Philly when his father is out of town, but he’s secretly 

involved in a blackmail and extortion plot to steal the father’s money.  Perhaps one of the 

more apparent examples of this type of character is Phil Brody in The Flamingo Kid.  

He’s a wealthy car salesman and a member of the country club where Jeffrey decides to 

work one summer.  Jeffrey’s father has a job lined up for him working at an engineer’s 

office, but Jeffrey instead gets seduced by the easy money he makes at the club and by 

Brody’s glamorous lifestyle.  He starts to think, at Brody’s urgings, that he doesn’t need 

to work so hard in school.  After an argument with his father, Jeffrey goes to Brody to 

take him up on his offer of working in sales for him, at which point Brody’s unreliable 

character is revealed – he has no job for him except maybe as a stock boy.  To top it off, 

Jeffrey realizes the real reason Brody has been winning at cards all summer is because 

he’s been cheating, and eventually stands up to him and exposes him as a fraud.  Rarely 

are any of these guide characters in traditional positions of authority.  Most of the guides, 

whether helpful or harmful, true or false, show how the teens must learn to navigate 

through their lives often without the help from the usual authority figures.  As is so 
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frequently the case with teen relationships in these films, even if the teens are susceptible 

to influence, they ultimately must learn to filter other people’s advice, make up their own 

minds, and go down their own paths.     

There are of course the more traditional authority figures in the teen film, most 

notably the parents and teachers, who appear with some regularity.  The teachers, and 

other authority figures associated with high school such as principals and coaches, are 

some of the few specific types of adult characters whose appearance helps signify a teen 

film (largely as the result of their presence and function in the high school setting).  Like 

the guides, they can take on either helpful or harmful roles.  There are authority figures 

who are positively portrayed, as in Summer School and Teachers, where the teachers 

Freddy Shoop and Alex Jurel, respectively, are trying to help their students succeed.  The 

administrators, like Gills in Summer School, who want the students to fail because it will 

look bad for Shoop, or like Roger in Teachers, who wants Alex to keep in line with 

school policy in order to save them money and embarrassment in a lawsuit, are seen as 

the harmful adversaries.  They might not necessarily want to see the students fail; they 

just put their own needs, and the perceived needs of the school as a whole, in front of 

what would be beneficial for the individual students. 

 Sometimes there is the teacher or administrator who is overtly trying to take down 

a particular student for a perceived or real slight against the authority figure’s pride or 

sense of justice.  Principal Rooney, quite comically, spends all of Ferris Bueller’s Day 

Off trying to prove that Ferris is being truant.  His excuse is that he knows other students 

look up to Ferris, and if he gets away with this behavior, it will set a bad example.  
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However, the lengths he goes to, like breaking into the Bueller’s home, especially when 

he indicated that he wants to ruin Ferris’s life, are of course obscenely extreme, and 

indicate the lack of integrity he has as a person in position of authority.  In The Breakfast 

Club, Vernon, also a principal in a John Hughes’ film, is another example of an 

administrator out to take down some students, although his role is quite a bit more serious 

than Rooney’s.  Vernon completely doesn’t understand how to relate to the teens in his 

high school.  He ineffectively tries to assert his authority, such as when he tries but fails 

to separate Bender from the rest of group.  He’s downright adversarial with Bender, 

someone who particularly calls into question his power, and threatens him physically, 

knowing that no one would believe the delinquent student over the unblemished principal 

if they were to have gotten in a fight.  Because he’s such an antagonist to the teens, even 

though they don’t like each other in the beginning, they like Vernon less, and remain 

unified in their defiance of him.  Vernon is a primary example of a corrupt authority 

figure who puts his needs first, who wants to feel important and respected by the same 

teens that he cares so little about, and who, as such, is undeserving of any respect his 

position might otherwise command.   

 Frequently, there’s a mix of different kinds of school officials who try either to 

support or hinder the teens, even in the same film, indicating that these authority figures 

might be trying to be helpful but don’t know how, or that often their position comes with 

only limited significance in teen life.  In Pretty in Pink, the English teacher, gym teacher, 

and principal are all aware of the differences and animosity between the rich and poor 

students in the school, but there isn’t much they can do about it, almost making matters 
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worse when they try to punish students with extra homework or with being kicked out of 

class.  Mr. Hand, in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, and Coach Balbricker in Porky’s are 

both adversarial at first to the troublemaker students, but at the end of Fast Times, and in 

a later installment in the Porky’s series, they both come around to thinking the students 

that are just fooling around aren’t really so bad after all.  Different teachers in the same 

film can be spiteful or helpful, like the stuck up business teacher and the sultry English 

teacher in Back to School, or the adult nerds and jocks in Revenge of the Nerds who play 

out the same popularity games the teens do even though they’re older.  The teachers can 

also push forward the narrative action, like the writing teacher in Just One of the Guys 

who inadvertently gets Terry to prove her mettle as a journalist, or the English teacher in 

Grease 2 who makes Stephanie re-do her paper while luckily Michael is there to help her.  

Ultimately, the role of the teachers and administrators is sometimes adversarial, 

sometimes supportive, but frequently, barely present in a major capacity.  As a further 

indication that it is usually the group dynamics of the peer group where most of the action 

takes place, only a handful of the teachers have memorable, well-rounded, or influential 

roles that stand out in the teen film.  

 Like most of the other characters in positions of authority, the parents can take on 

positive or negative roles, or sometimes, even if they’re trying to be helpful, they end up 

being ineffective or inadvertently harmful.  As with the teachers, it’s usually only films 

where adults and teens share the main roles that the adult is more fully developed.  In 

Mermaids, as a prime example, single mother Rachel is a main character, along with her 

eldest daughter, Charlotte.  Rachel loves her children, but is also self-involved and gets 
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into a series of bad relationships, and as a result, Charlotte feels that she needs to take on 

the parental role of caring for her younger sister.  Charlotte’s nun-like attire shows how 

confused she is about her own identity and burgeoning sexuality, notably because she’s 

afraid of being too much like her mother.  The tension between them escalates after the 

little sister gets hurt because Charlotte was being irresponsible, even though she was 

really just behaving a lot like Rachel at the time.  In typical fashion, Rachel wants to run 

away from their problems, but Charlotte doesn’t want to follow suit; she forces a 

confrontation, indicating that she learns what’s right by having witnessing so much of 

what she thought her mother did wrong. Both characters mature into realizing the effort 

they’re going to have to put in to make the family work; the story focuses on the 

problems and the development of both mother and teenage daughter.  

For the most part, however, if parents are even present, they take on supporting 

and sometimes supportive roles.  There are a number of touching parent-child scenes in 

some of the teen comedies where the teens go to their parents for advice.  Sam in Sixteen 

Candles and Julie in Valley Girl both have boy troubles, Sam for not thinking Jake likes 

her, and Julie because she’s not sure if she can continue to see Randy since he doesn’t fit 

in with the rest of her friends.  Both fathers are reassuring and try to boost their 

daughters’ confidence by telling them what they think would be the right thing to do:  

Sam’s dad is encouraging when he tells her how great she is, and Julie’s dad tells her not 

to succumb to peer pressure.  These parents try at least to be supportive of their children 

and to give them a strong foundation; however, their kids don’t necessarily listen – Sam 

still worries about Jake, and Julie stays with her popular boyfriend until the final 
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confrontation.  Even when the parents are helpful, the teens still need to learn things for 

themselves and in their own time. 

 Other times parents can try to be helpful, but end up unintentionally being 

harmful.  Mr. Peache realizes that his son Clifford is having a hard time with the school 

bully in My Bodyguard, and in a surprising move for a person in a place of authority in a 

teen film, actually tries to step in and tell the administration what’s happening so they can 

do something about it.  Of course, his call ends up backfiring when afterwards Clifford is 

tormented more, and then has to take matters into his own hands, again indicating that 

ultimately, teens need to solve their own problems.  Some parents try to be helpful but 

can barely take care of themselves, like Andie’s father in Pretty in Pink, or are kind and 

provide a stable home, but are also somewhat clueless when it comes to knowing what 

their kids are up to such as with Ferris Bueller’s parents, Lane’s in Better Off Dead, or 

Veronica’s in Heathers.  Then there’s also the rare case of the parents that are too strict, 

although they mean well, and that the teens rebel against.  Kid’s father in House Party 

always seems to put his son “on punishment” so that he ends up sneaking out to get to 

Play’s party; Jeffrey’s father in The Flamingo Kid has a lot of integrity and strong values 

about hard work and education, and he wants what’s best for his children, but ends up 

being overbearing and not letting them make decisions on their own.  And in a classic 

line of teen rebellion, in Some Kind of Wonderful, Keith asks his father, who has been 

planning his life out for him and trying to convince the budding artist to take business 

classes when he gets to college, “When does my life belong to me?”  Even with all the 
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parents who try to be loving and supportive, in all the varied ways they’re represented, it 

is still the teens who are consistently shown to know what’s best. 

 Meanwhile, there are other parents who might be strict, or just have their own 

style of parenting, but whether they have their children’s or their own best interests at 

heart is debatable.  It’s easy to see how Joel’s parents in Risky Business have their 

priorities skewed to favor materialism and the well-being of their belongings, if not above 

their son, then pretty close.  After leaving their son with a long list of rules, the first thing 

Joel’s mother does when she comes home from their trip is to thoroughly inspect her 

expensive crystal egg; it is not to ask any details about how her son has been while 

they’ve been away.  In another indication of skewed priorities, Cameron’s parents in 

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off don’t seem to care about him as much as keeping their house 

looking like a museum.  The situation with Cameron’s parents in Ferris Bueller’s Day 

Off and with all the parents in the group of five in The Breakfast Club are similarly dire in 

that all the parents seem to be using their kids in some way and ignoring their needs: 

Andy’s and Brian’s parents pressure them into acting certain ways, Bender’s parents are 

physically abusive, Claire’s parent’s use her as a pawn in their likely imminent divorce, 

and Allison’s parents, like Cameron’s, ignore her.  These are the kinds of parents that 

force the teens into learning how to take care of themselves. 

Another telling similarity with the parents in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off and in The 

Breakfast Club is that they, like many mothers and fathers in the teen film, are all marked 

by their absence.  Even though there are brief glimpses of some of the parents dropping 

off their kids at detention in The Breakfast Club, they are hardly seen.  Yet, although 
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they’re almost completely absent as characters unto themselves, their emotional and 

affective presence is felt dramatically.  It is quite clear that the source of most of the ills 

of the teens in these films stems from parents who don’t seem to care, who have given up 

trying to understand or reach their kids, and that the teens are left largely on their own not 

only to survive being teenagers, but also to survive their parents.   

Parental absence is built into the teen film in a number of ways.  The teens can be 

away in boarding school (Class, Private School) or sleep-away camp (Little Darlings), or 

the parents could be away on vacation (Just One of the Guys, Private Lessons, Risky 

Business).  The parents could be divorced or one parent could be deceased so that only 

one parent is depicted, like in House Party, Little Darlings, My Bodyguard, and Can’t 

Buy Me Love.  Or, the absence can be marked by a lack of screen time: Lloyd’s parents in 

Say Anything… and Watts’ parents in Some Kind of Wonderful are never shown, and no 

parents are ever seen in Fast Times at Ridgemont High or Grease 2.  Similarly to some of 

the teacher roles, and in a further indication of the breakdown of traditional forms of 

authority, many of the parents in the teen films of the ‘80s are notable for their 

ineffectiveness or deficiencies as caregivers, or for their absence, and subsequently, for 

the teens’ lack of supervision.  Occasionally a parent can be a nemesis, or can sometimes 

offer support, but the only consistency seems to be that, regardless of their actions, the 

teen’s problems as well as the solutions to those problems are played out and have to be 

solved by the teens themselves and within the context of their peer group. 
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Drama 

  As in the comedies, in the teen dramas the same stock characters make their 

appearance, and because of the similar narrative conventions across the different kinds of 

films, these similar character types further support the case for a teen film genre.  There 

are the popular and nice people, like Cherry in The Outsiders who volunteers to stick up 

for the greasers to tell the police what likely happened in their fight with the soc’s (rich 

kids), and Cappie (also a jock) in Lucas, who stands up for Lucas even though he’s not 

one of the popular kids.  Then there are popular and mean people, such as Michaela in 

For Keeps? who tries to instigate discord between young couple Darcy and Stan, Bruno 

(also a jock) in Lucas who picks on and teases the unpopular kids, and all the soc’s in The 

Outsiders who are mean to the greasers just because they’re different and poor, and 

because they can get away with it.  As in the comedies, there are also the projects, or the 

teens that are encouraged to break out of their shells, as with Willard who’s taught how to 

dance in Footloose, Todd and the other students who are taught how to follow their 

dreams and also stand up for their teacher in Dead Poets Society, and all the students who 

are influenced to express themselves by pirate radio jockey Happy Harry Hard-on in 

Pump Up the Volume. 

In the dramas, regardless of the sub-category, teen characters are often finding 

love for the first time.  Virgins and first loves make their appearances in All the Right 

Moves with Stef and his girlfriend Lisa, Louden in Vision Quest, and with almost all the 

couples in the romances Blue Lagoon, Dirty Dancing, Endless Love, and For Keeps?.  

The older partner who teaches the younger about sex and love can be found with Carla in 
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Vision Quest and Johnny in Dirty Dancing, and the crushes are present in Lucas with 

Lucas’s (a geek/nerd) unrequited crush on Maggie (a cheerleader), and Rina’s (a 

geek/nerd) unrequited crush on Lucas.  Characters try not only to navigate first love, but 

also other interpersonal and academic responsibilities, such as with the serious students, 

like Paige in Pump Up the Volume and the budding artists in Fame who are all under 

tremendous pressure to perform, and the partiers, like Charlie in Dead Poets Society, who 

pulls pranks on the stodgy teachers, and who plays jazz, reads beat poetry, and invites 

girls to Dead Poets’ club meetings. 

Not surprisingly, because of the more serious tone of the dramas, there is added 

focus on more earnest stories and more dangerous situations.  This plays out with two 

character types, the dreamer and the rebel, who are given more attention in the dramas 

than in the comedies, even though their counterparts can still be found in the other teen 

films.  The dreamers are types of characters that want more for themselves than what 

their lot in life suggests they are entitled to, whether because of where they were born, 

how much money they have, or because of how much talent they have.  While some of 

the comedy characters, like the nerds or geeks who stand up to the bullies or the crushes 

who go after their objects of affection, are steadfast in the pursuit of their goals, the 

dreamers are a bit different.  It isn’t just that they want to be treated better; they are 

focused on an ambition, usually relating to a potential future occupation, such as with 

Eugene in Biloxi Blues who wants to be writer, Keith in Some Kind of Wonderful who 

wants to be a painter, or even Joel in Risky Business who wants to be a successful 

entrepreneur.  In the dramas, the dreamers take on a slightly more exaggerated, urgent 
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tone.  They want to change their social standing in interpersonal relationships, but 

importantly, their identities are also wrapped up in pursuing their dreams; they aspire to 

change their potential livelihoods and futures, try to prove something to themselves, or 

try to fight against injustice. 

Dreamers are often pursuing something somewhat out of the ordinary – or are 

possibly out of the ordinary themselves, like Rocky in Mask who suffers from a cranio-

facial deformity but tries to live a normal life and plans a road trip across Europe.  Alex 

in Flashdance, Kelly in Breakin’, Ritchie in La Bamba, and all the performers singers, 

dancers, actors, and comedians in Fame find their identities, and the courage to believe in 

themselves, through performance.  They know it’s a hard profession, they might not 

make it, but they also know they have to work hard and try or they’ll always question 

what could have been.  Similarly, although through sport instead of the arts, Stef dreams 

of a better life for himself by trying to get a football scholarship so that he can go to 

college and not be stuck in a dying mining town.  Louden tries to prove something to 

himself, and in the process gives his whole town hope for something seemingly 

impossible, by trying to take on the best wrestler in the state in Vision Quest.   

While Ren in Footloose and Baby in Dirty Dancing also prove themselves and 

find their identities through dance, and could also be considered rebels for going against 

the status quo, there is something more to their aspirations that warrants their label as 

dreamers as well.  Both are standing up for what they believe is right – Ren for believing 

that his fellow peers should have the freedom to express themselves, and Baby for being 

an idealist, for helping other people at her own personal risk, and for believing that 
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everyone deserves a fair chance no matter where they come from or who they are.  Even 

though Baby’s aspirations are large (Peace Corps, Supreme Court Justice) and her actions 

might seem small, she is actually sticking to her values and standing up for what she 

believes is right.  She gets herself in potentially serious trouble by helping Penny with an 

illegal abortion, and, considering she was only 18 and it was 1963, by admitting that she 

was having an affair with Johnny, giving him an alibi to prove his innocence against false 

theft accusations.  At the expense of greatly disappointing and losing the trust of her 

father, and altering everyone’s views of her, she admits the affair because she believes, 

and hopes others believe as well, in truth and justice.  All the dreamers are trying to prove 

something, are fighting to be the people they want to be no matter what the odds or 

consequences, because otherwise they know if they don’t, they’ll only live with regret.  

There is certainly an element of the rebel in the dreamer character type, with both 

types going against the status quo, against what’s safe, easy, and expected.  The rebels, 

however, especially in the teen dramas, often take on either a more adversarial tone, or a 

more troubled quality, and represent and express their angst in ways that represent the 

more serious nature of what’s at stake in these films.  While most rebels threaten 

accepted societal rules by their very definition, there are also the characters who represent 

different levels on the scale of “trouble”: those who are trouble (often the problem teens 

or bullies), those who are troubled (the ones with more emotional issues), and those who 

make trouble (the hero rebels more generally).  Like in the comedies, the bullies appear, 

but with more dangerous implications, and with the rebels standing up to them at greater 

expense to their well-being.  The bullies can be like the thug Ace who threatens the kids 
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in Stand by Me, Hubie who harasses Billie Jean and trashes her brother Binx’s bike in 

The Legend of Billie Jean, or Layne in River’s Edge who coerces all the members in the 

group not to go to the police when they find out one of their friend’s killed another.  All 

these characters are adversaries against which the heroic rebels have to fight.  Gordie and 

Chris stand up to Ace, Gordie by threatening to use a gun, Billie Jean goes on the run and 

then proves her and her brother’s innocence against Hubie and his father, and Matt 

eventually opposes Layne and does the right thing by going to the police.  The act of 

standing up to the bullies, of defying the more powerful, speaks volumes not just to the 

ways that teens have to prove themselves and have to defend themselves when no one 

else is willing or able to do so for them, but also to fact that this is still the case even 

when lives are at stake.   

Some of the rebellious teens in the dramas are more troubled than the ones who 

make trouble, and have to go through personal, psychological traumas in order to 

overcome their personal demons.  Conrad in Ordinary People has to live with the guilt of 

surviving the boating accident that took his brother Buck’s life, and has to deal with his 

mother’s coldness to him in the aftermath of the tragedy.  He acts out by not living up to 

his parents’ expectations, by threatening the cohesion of what’s left of their family unit, 

and by making the parents realize that the way the family has been coping with Buck’s 

death will no longer work.  In many of the dramas that deal with unfortunate teen death, 

some similarly troubled teens make their appearance, and threaten the stability of 

accepted norms and family veneers.  The recruits in Taps refuse to allow their military 

home taken away from them and fight to the death to preserve it, forcing questions about 
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their home lives and what they’ve been taught in the academy; Neil commits suicide 

rather then living under his father’s strict control in Dead Poets Society; and in Stand by 

Me, Gordie, who feels like his parents no longer care about him after the death of his 

favored older brother, learns his own self worth in defiance of the parents and bullies who 

constantly belittle and threaten him.  The troubled rebels show how, yet again, teens are 

forced to face serious challenges on their own, how even if there is a helpful guide or 

authority figure like the doctor in Ordinary People or the teacher in Dead Poets Society, 

they have to learn to sift through the negative influences and discover their own self-

confidence and self-worth. 

The teens who make trouble, the characters more conventionally thought of as 

rebels, can also sometimes be seen as outcasts, as a little bit different or out of the 

ordinary, who by their arrival or existence, threaten the status quo.  Ariel has been 

rebelling against her father by running around with dangerous boys in Footloose, but 

when Ren comes to town, the rebellion takes on urgency and a call for a greater good.  

When shy, introverted Mark arrives in Pump Up the Volume, he takes on the alter ego of 

an outspoken pirate radio jockey and exposes the corruption at the seemingly perfect high 

school.  And even though David in WarGames has been a quiet kid in school and had 

only previously messed around with his grades on the school computers, it’s one fateful 

day when he discovers a way to get into the government’s computer defense system that 

sets him apart.  Not only does he almost start, and then is able to prevent, global 

thermonuclear war, but in the process, the unassuming teenager shows the powers that be 
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the futility and senselessness of nuclear war in the first place, and does so with a game of 

tic-tac-toe, a game that always ends in a tie if both sides know how to play.   

Some rebels are perceived as trouble, often because they’re poor and haven’t had 

certain opportunities in life, but there is usually much more to them than at first appears.  

Even though they have a stigma, they’re frequently unfairly judged by others, such as 

stalwart Chris who’s falsely accused of stealing money in Stand By Me, the greasers who 

are just trying to avoid the soc’s in The Outsiders, or Johnny who gets wrongly blamed 

for getting Penny pregnant in Dirty Dancing.  Johnny, however, stands out; even though 

he doesn’t set out to make trouble or change the status quo, he decides not to take 

people’s perceptions of him lying down largely as the result of his interactions with Baby 

– because of the respect he’s gained for her, and subsequently, himself because of their 

relationship.  After at first being rebuffed when he tries to modernize the dances at the 

resort in a bid to give voice to how he and his fellow dancers try to express themselves, 

and then after being asked to leave because of his relationship with a guest’s daughter, he 

decides to stand up for himself and Baby.  Instead of quietly disappearing, Johnny comes 

back to the resort to dance the final dance of the season with Baby the way he thought 

was best.  He shows everyone, including Baby’s father, that in spite of what others may 

think, he wasn’t just using her, that their relationship meant something, and that through 

dance, they were both able to convey their values and worth.  The longstanding rebel 

archetype, especially as represented by some of the people who make trouble in the teen 

dramas, has so much consistent allure because of its appeal to a sense of individuality, 

because rebels have the means to stand up for themselves and fight against injustice.  In 
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the teen film, the way rebels defy authority and refuse to conform to the codes and 

conventions of society expresses an ideal: the rebels set themselves apart from the 

ordinary and determine their own identity.  

Of course with the rebel characters come the situations and the figures against 

which and whom they are rebelling.  Like in the teen comedies, the roles of the family 

members (siblings, parents) and authority figures (guides, teachers, administrators, 

officials, parents) are quite similar.  The siblings make their appearance as characters that 

need to be protected such as Binx with his prized bike in The Legend of Billie Jean or that 

protect, like Darrel who tries to serve as a parent figure to his younger brothers in The 

Outsiders, that harass like Keith, the brother who tries to keep apart his sister Jade and his 

friend David in Endless Love, or that other siblings have to constantly live in the shadow 

of until they can prove their own worth, especially noticeable with the siblings who have 

died before the film begins as in Footloose, Ordinary People, and Stand by Me.  The 

guides are also similar across the different films with younger characters, like Chris in 

Stand by Me and Dallas in The Outsiders trying to offer guidance to their friends in need, 

and older characters such as the psychiatrist Dr. Berger in Ordinary People and Feck, the 

pot dealer, killer-in-hiding mentor of sorts to Layne and Matt’s gang of friends in River’s 

Edge, offering a mix of good and bad guidance to the teens. 

Interestingly, the authority figures, even in all their different varieties, don’t 

represent the dominant source of conflict.  While there is a combination of the positive 

and negative authority figures in the films, with good influence teachers like John 

Keating in Dead Poets Society and Jan Emerson (the English teacher who encourages 
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Mark to express himself) in Pump Up the Volume, and bad influence figures like the out-

of-touch sixties radical teacher in River’s Edge, direct conflict and rebellion usually only 

occurs more pointedly with the authority figures who try deliberately to harm the teens.  

Mark/Harry defies Principal Creswood in Pump Up the Volume because she unfairly 

expels under-performing students to keep the numbers of the school artificially inflated.  

In All the Right Moves, Coach Nickerson’s hubris makes him refuse to see for most of the 

film that Stef was a decent kid who just had the courage to stand up to him when the 

coach made a mistake in the big game.  Yet again, the teens are often left to fend for 

themselves with these authority figures, are forced to try to assess on their own where 

their best interests and lie, and then to fight for them. 

The parents take on similar roles as well (relative to other figures of authority and 

to their roles in comedies) with the mix of attributes ranging from positive/negative, 

helpful/ineffective, present/absent.  While there are the parents who try to help their kids 

like Calvin who tries to support his son in Ordinary People or Mr. Swain who tries to 

help Carla and provide a good home for his son after the mother left in Vision Quest, 

there are also the ones who don’t seem to understand at all what is best for their children 

or how to be an effective parent, like Mr. Percy in Dead Poets Society who forces 

thespian Neil to go to military school, or Madeleine in River’s Edge who has no control 

over her troubled kids.  In the romances, the parent/child conflict can be even more 

pronounced and misinformed, and confusing for trying to assess the parents’ motivations.  

Some of the conflicts stem from parents trying to prevent their children from entering 

into relationships with partners their children love and who love them back, not 
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necessarily because of a real fault with the partners, but because the parents are forced to 

face their own aging with their children’s burgeoning sexual maturity, and because what 

they see is that their children are rejecting their (questionable) values by entering into 

these relationships.  In Endless Love Jade’s parents, who until she started seeing David 

had been extremely lax in their rules, all of a sudden became jealous and overprotective 

when their daughter’s relationship gets more serious, sending out extremely confusing 

messages.  And both Stan’s and Darcy’s parents in For Keeps? try to keep the pair apart 

after Darcy gets pregnant, not listening to the two teens who still love each other and are 

willing, and able, to make their new family work.  At one point, Stan’s father even yells 

at his son, “Butt out!  We’re trying to decide your future.”  

The more nuanced parental portrayals occur, not surprisingly, with the characters 

depicted by bigger stars who share more screen time with the teens, like Mary Tyler 

Moore’s Beth in Ordinary People, Cher’s Rusty in Mask, and John Lithgow’s Reverend 

Shaw in Footloose.  For the most part, these parents try to be there for their children to 

the best of their abilities, but they have limitations.  Beth and Reverend Shaw are 

grieving and trying to cope with the loss of a child the best way they know how, 

sometimes at the expense of seeing what their surviving child needs, while Rusty, a 

single mom who fights for her son and ignores all the naysayers who tell them what they 

can’t do, also has to contend with her drug problems and her co-dependence on her son to 

help take care of her.  There is little doubt that these parents love their children, or that 

this love is reciprocated; however, there are doubts about the effectiveness of their 
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parenting skills, of the parents both knowing and being able to do what is right for their 

children.   

Additionally, as with the comedies although taking on a much more serious tone, 

there are the parents in the teen dramas who are effectively or totally absent, as in Fame, 

Flashdance, Lucas, and The Outsiders, forcing the teens to take responsibility for their 

own physical and mental well-being.  With some of the films, the parents are so far in the 

background that the teens are left essentially alone, as with some of the parents in Fame 

and The Legend of Billie Jean, All the Right Moves, River’s Edge, and WarGames, that 

occasionally the teens end up having to step into the role of caregiver to watch out not 

only for themselves, but for their friends or siblings as well.  The characters in Fame 

form surrogate families, Billie Jean takes care not just of her own brother, but two 

neighboring girls as well, and in River’s Edge Matt tries to defend his sister against the 

brother who is tormenting all of them.  In Stand by Me Gordie is in such danger of going 

down the wrong path as he grows up not because he doesn’t have parents, but because his 

older brother, the only one in his family who cared about him and paid attention to him, 

was gone.  The only person who steps into that caretaker role for him is his friend, Chris.  

Across these different types of films, giving further evidence showing how teens were 

forced into becoming more self-reliant and dependable at the time, the teens often find 

themselves in a position where they have to take care not only of themselves, but also of 

others, whether it’s a friend bailing another out of trouble, a sibling protecting another, or 

a child trying to take care of a parent.  
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Action Adventure 

The character types across the action-adventure films, as well as the science 

fiction/fantasy and horror films, remain remarkably consistent, with almost all the 

characters fitting into the already discussed roles that are found in the comedies and 

dramas.  This consistency strengthens the argument for labeling the teen film its own 

genre, while the characters that appear that are different from the ones in the comedies 

and dramas, that are necessary to satisfy the requirements of other genres, further support 

the hybrid label when getting to the level of individual films.  The attributes of the main 

industry genres are obviously still present, but the recognizable and complementary 

features of the teen film are also apparent; there are the structural components that make 

up a teen film, and also the elements that work together to create a hybrid form where the 

individual and identifiable qualities of the different types of film are present. 

It’s also important to reiterate that even though the genres of action adventure, 

science fiction/fantasy, and horror might be more clearly defined, they often take on tonal 

qualities of comedy or drama, and also often combine qualities with other genres as well.  

For example, the action adventure film Adventures in Babysitting is also a comedy, as is 

the science fiction/fantasy film Weird Science and the horror film Teen Wolf.  

Meanwhile, a number of films also combine multiple elements, such as the comedy, 

action, science fiction/fantasy film Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure.  As such, the 

character types already discussed in the comedy and drama sections are similar in their 

narrative function in these other films.  
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With the necessary overlaps between multiple types of films duly noted, at issue 

is indicating what the conventions of the teen genre are and whether and how these films 

fit with those conventions.  Even though there are strong generic pulls due to the nature 

of the action adventure, science fiction/fantasy, and horror films, the differences with 

character types are primarily seen in only two instances.  The main teen characters of the 

films take on an exaggerated role of savior or protector, even though they could still 

certainly be labeled according to other previously mentioned types like the rebel, project, 

virgin, geek, sibling, etc.  The other instance where there is a more pronounced difference 

is with the villains.  The antagonists in the action adventure, science fiction/fantasy, and 

horror films aren’t just the bullies or corrupt school officials, even though these 

characters make their appearances as well.  Rather, they also take on the role of “bad 

guy” somewhat more classically defined, such as the criminal masterminds, communist 

military combatants (still during the Cold War), evil aliens, or supernatural monsters.  

Even though these noted differences are present, the films still generally abide by the 

character qualities of the teen film, where the teens are the main characters who need to 

learn how to believe in themselves and how to triumph over adversity, sometimes with 

help from their peer group or a mentor, but usually mostly on their own. 

In the action adventure films, the protectors/saviors include characters like Chris 

in Adventures in Babysitting, who takes on a mother/caregiver/protector role when she 

has to watch three kids on a dangerous trip into the big city on her way to rescue a friend 

who decided to run away from home.  The villains along the way are petty street 

criminals as well as criminal masterminds, along with her jerk boyfriend who she realizes 
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has been cheating on her because she doesn’t want to have sex with him, along with 

people who look frightening but end up being helpful.  Not unlike the rebel who turns out 

to be a good person, or the guide who turns out to have questionable motives, characters 

with initially deceptive appearances often show up in these films, with someone the 

protector/savior teen thinks is friend or foe turning out to be the opposite.  This happens 

with the characters in The Goonies and Young Sherlock Holmes, with the kids who are 

trying to save their town and another who’s trying to save lives by preventing murders, 

respectively.  The Goonies, a club of slightly geeky and awkward young adventurers, 

come upon Sloth, the disfigured son of the Fratelli crime family, who at first appears 

monstrous, but is actually a helpful friend.  In Young Sherlock Holmes, Professor Rathe 

has been a mentor/teacher to Holmes, but Holmes discovers he’s actually responsible for 

the murders.  When the protectors/saviors are in dangerous situations, one of the 

recurring issues of character is not to judge people based on how they at first appear, an 

issue readily apparent across the different types of films. 

Other protector/savior characters appear in the action adventure films with the 

characters thrown into combat situations.  The teens in Red Dawn become what they 

believe is the last line of defense against the invading Russian and Cuban bad guys 

who’ve initiated World War III by invading Middle America.  Using their high school 

sports team mascot the Wolverines as their mark, the teens become guerilla warriors 

trying to protect themselves and their town, and trying to avenge their parents who can no 

longer protect them.  Word of the Wolverines spreads and ends up giving faith to the 

entire resistance movement around the country.  In Iron Eagle, Doug is the 
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rebel/protector/savior teen son out to save his Air Force pilot father who was kidnapped 

by non-descript Arab bad guys.  The ineffective government won’t help him, so he must 

rely on a savvy group of friends and an older mentor to get the job done.  In most of these 

films, the teens are in the position of rescuer, taking over when authority figures have lost 

power.  An exception to this teen as savior in the action adventure films is with Daniel in 

The Karate Kid.  With an absent father but with his guide Mr. Miyagi, the new kid in 

town/outcast/project learns how to stand up for himself and triumph over the bullies.  

This exception, however, is firmly in line with the tropes of teen film character types. 

 Vietnam War films like Platoon and Full Metal Jacket are also considered in the 

sample because of the age of the characters.  Chris in Platoon and Joker in Full Metal 

Jacket exemplify coming-of-age dilemmas but in vastly different ways.  Chris is more of 

a project type at first who then becomes a rebel savior able to stand up to the evil 

Sergeant Barnes.  The problem his character faces is spelled out explicitly; he feels like 

he’s torn between two fathers, savior Elias and brute Barnes, and that he has to become 

the moral center in the crazy situation when no one else is able to do so.  Joker’s 

character is a bit more complex and difficult to read.  He can be seen as a bit of a rebel 

for the way he jokes about the military, for his dissenting and ironic stance toward the 

war evidenced by the peace button and “born to kill” logo on his uniform.  He is also put 

in the position of protector over Pyle, the slow recruit who’s tormented by the drill 

sergeant and the rest of the platoon, and then over his friend Rafter Man when they get to 

Vietnam.  The parenting/protector character type continues not just with him, but with 

one of the toughest combat soldiers he meets in Vietnam, named Animal Mother.  A 
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double for Pyle in size but the opposite in ability, Animal Mother, in his attempts to 

rescue a fellow soldier, ends up defying the order of command and then getting more 

soldiers killed, in effect trying to step into the protector role but failing.  

Joker is torn trying to understand the nature of war and the duality of man, trying 

to do so in a comical way until things get deadly serious when under attack by, and then 

when having to kill, a sniper.  There is character development in the film, a coming-of-

age process of sorts, but one that is profoundly twisted.  Joker develops, but it’s more of a 

reversion than a progression; in order to be a good soldier, he has to become less human.  

An individual with a wry sense of humor at the beginning, he ends grittily singing the 

infantilizing “Mickey Mouse” theme song while marching with the other troops.  Instead 

of showing like some of the other films how teens strive during the trials of adolescence 

to become morally-centered people who do the right thing, who become people that face 

challenges and who can be proud of themselves, Full Metal Jacket doubts that it’s 

possible for (young) men to become soldiers and still retain their humanity in a time of 

war.  Whether Full Metal Jacket can be considered a teen film is certainly a valid 

question considering its differences in character development and its overall themes.  

However, looking at it through the lens of the teen film shows how examining formative 

experiences, especially when ethics are tested when there is no clear indication of, or 

model for, right and wrong, speaks to the ways youth are forced to navigate through a 

figurative and literal moral jungle on the road to adulthood.  
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Science Fiction/Fantasy 

 The science fiction/fantasy films use similar character types to the other films as 

well, with few differences from the comedies, dramas, and action adventures.  All the 

regulars make their appearances: rebels (Peggy Sue in Peggy Sue Got Married), outcasts 

(Edward Scissorhands), projects (George McFly in Back to the Future, Lisa in Weird 

Science, a project that ends up teaching her makers), geeks (Gary and Wyatt in Weird 

Science), crushes (Amy in Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, Michael in Peggy Sue), first loves 

(popular Kim in Edward Scissorhands, older woman Susan in Big), dreamers (Charlie in 

Peggy Sue and Bill and Ted who all want to be musicians), siblings who annoy, protect, 

or need saving (in Back to the Future, Edward Scissorhands, Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, 

Weird Science), guides (Doc Brown in Future, Rufus in Bill & Ted, Grig and Centauri in 

The Last Starfighter, Rat in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), parents who are trying to 

help but aren’t that effective or need saving themselves (Jack Hammond in Like Father, 

Like Son, Peg in Edward Scissorhands, George and Lorraine in Back to the Future), and 

the helpful or harmful teachers/authority figures (Bill and Ted’s history teacher, the 

principal who has it out for Marty and his dad in Future, the principal who wants to use 

Barney’s special powers to his advantage in Zapped!).   

The bad guys, in combining teen and science fiction/fantasy, have a wide range, 

some recognizable from other teen films, some more unique to the worlds of science 

fiction and fantasy.  There are the more familiar, or often comedic bullies in Back to the 

Future, Big, Like Father, Like Son, and Weird Science, who are more concerned with 

being disruptive and troublesome (although Biff does turn murderous in Back to the 
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Future Part II, his actions are reversible); Kim’s abusive and scheming boyfriend Jim in 

the more dramatic Edward Scissorhands, who is much more dangerous and seriously 

threatening; and the criminal mastermind Shredder in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and 

the aliens in The Last Starfighter, who are more interested in chaos and ruin on a larger 

scale and who use special powers to try to carry out their nefarious plots.  Although these 

enemies may be different, from the common scoundrels to the fantastic villains who are 

downright evil and bent on widespread destruction, it’s still always the teens who have to 

find a way to defeat them. 

As with the action adventure films, the protectors/saviors also have a more 

pronounced role in the science fiction/fantasies, but also take on the other recurring roles 

evident in the teen film.  In Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure, the titular characters 

(reminiscent of Spicoli in Fast Times at Ridgemont High) have been partying all year and 

are in danger of failing history class if they don’t get an A on their final project.  The 

added onus comes after they get a visit from Rufus, a guide from the future who tells 

them how important this project is – if they fail, they’ll be separated when Ted’s dad 

sends him to military school (like Neil’s father’s threat in Dead Poets Society), and then 

they won’t be able to start their band and play their music, music that will eventually 

align all the planets and save the world.  Alex in The Last Starfighter is just a regular kid 

who dreams of making it out of the trailer park on a scholarship so he can go to college 

and make a better life for himself (not unlike Stef in All the Right Moves).  But Alex’s 

skill isn’t with football, it’s with the somewhat geeky talent of being an expert at an 

arcade game, which unbeknownst to him is actually a testing ground to recruit possible 
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Starfighters who can help defeat the evil aliens threatening the Starfleet.  He’s mentored 

by good alien Centauri who makes the pithy comment, “if you think you’re just a kid 

from a trailer park, then that’s all you’ll ever be,” and indeed the teen with the heavy 

burden on his shoulders does begin to believe in himself and ends up defeating the bad 

guys and saves the universe.   

 Another one of the most canonical teen film roles of the ‘80s takes on the 

character type of the dreamer, rebel, protector/savior.  Marty in the Back to the Future 

franchise is an everyday kid who dreams of making it in the music business, who isn’t the 

best student and gets in trouble with the principal when he’s tardy, whose parents seem 

spineless and unable to stand up to Biff, the bully that’s been bothering them since high 

school, and who also happens to be friends with the town’s mad scientist, Doc Brown.  

One fateful night, he gets mixed up in one of Doc Brown’s experiments, and accidentally 

gets sent back in time to 1955, the same year Doc Brown invented his time travel device, 

the same year his parents meet and fall in love, and coincidentally, the time when the 

teenager was gaining popularity in American culture.  His appearance in the past alters 

events, though: his parents don’t meet like they’re supposed to, and as a result, his whole 

life, and his siblings’ lives, are in jeopardy.   

Marty is charged with tremendous tasks.  He has to save his own life, in the 

process he has to teach his own father how to be a man and how to stand up to Biff so 

that their family won’t live the rest of their lives at his mercy, and he has to save Doc 

Brown’s life, who in the original present, was gunned down by the terrorists who helped 

fund him to build his time machine.  In the second film, Marty is also charged with 
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putting right a new present and future, a timeline that had been altered when Biff goes 

back in time to give himself a sports almanac that lists all the winners of every sporting 

event and which allows him to place bets and build a fortune.  Because all events have 

such a great impact, in the versions where Biff makes his fortune gambling, the entire 

town is in seedy, crime-ridden shambles, his father is dead, his mother is forced into 

marrying Biff, and Doc Brown has been committed to an insane asylum.  When Marty 

goes back to 1955 again, he has to save not just his own family, but the entire world as he 

knows it.   

In the process, Marty also has to mature as a character.  He has to face the perils 

and burdens of trying to save lives while at the same time, he has to survive his own 

adolescence; not only does he save the world as he knows it, but he also has to learn 

which battles are worth fighting, lessons emphasized in the third film as his life story 

comes full circle.  When the bullies in the past and present, in the old West and in 1985, 

challenge him to a duel and drag race, respectively, he has to learn when to walk away so 

that he doesn’t put himself in danger unnecessarily.  The teen protector is assigned the 

task of being heroic savior, while at the same time, he also has to somehow figure out 

when it’s better to fight, when it’s better to walk away, and how to have the self-

confidence and wisdom to know the difference.  

 

Horror 

 Again, the same set of character types appears in the teen horror film, giving 

further support to the teen film as genre.  And again, there are the characters types that 
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satisfy the genre requirements of the horror film more specifically, in further support of 

seeing the individual films as hybrids.  The horror film takes the duality found in many of 

the teen characters to an extreme with its pulls of having adolescence be a period teens 

try to celebrate and also survive, something they try to enjoy but also have to struggle to 

get through.  And for the victims chased by an evil force, whether it’s supernatural or 

human, the ones who learn the valuable lesson of self-confidence, of standing up for 

themselves and fighting back, are the ones that survive (if only until the end of the film 

before they’re killed in a sequel where another batch of teenagers has to go through 

similar trials).  These final characters, often but not always branded the “Final Girl,” are 

also usually ones that not only have to defend themselves, but often try to protect others 

as well, again putting the teens into the burdensome, pre-mature role of protector/savior 

and caregiver. 

 As Carol Clover describes, the “[Final Girl] alone looks death in the face, but she 

alone also finds the strength either to stay the killer long enough to be rescued (ending A) 

or to kill him herself (ending B).…  It is no surprise that the films following Halloween 

present Final Girls who not only fight back but do so with ferocity and even kill the killer 

on their own, without help from the outside” (1992, 35, 37).  The character type seems 

unique to the horror film because of the literally life-threatening and tortuous situations in 

which she’s found, but there are also cogent similarities with other teen characters that 

firmly align her as a teen hero.  She learns that she can’t rely on others, she might have to 

protect others as well as herself, and she has to gain the inner courage and confidence to 

fight back.  It seems the rules of the horror film meld with those of the teen: “With the 
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introduction of the Final Girl, then, the Psycho formula is radically altered.…  Psycho’s 

detective plot, revolving around revelation, yields in the modern slasher film to a hero 

plot, revolving around the main character’s struggle with and eventual triumph over evil” 

(Clover 1999, 40).  

 The Final Girl, the last girl who is left alive after all her friends have been killed 

and who learns to believe in herself and her ability to fight back against the evil force, 

appears in all the slasher films including all the Friday the 13th films, all the Nightmare 

on Elm Street films, Prom Night, and Halloween II.  In almost all the slashers, she’s a 

teenager, except Ginny in Friday the 13th Part 2 (the older graduate student) and Pam in 

Friday the 13th – Part V (the assistant director who helps run the home for troubled 

teens).  The Final Girl is often the one who didn’t partake in whatever rebellious teenage 

activity that is usually associated with, or given as a reason for, the teen murders.  This 

can range from the teens who have sex or the ones who experiment with drugs, the ones 

who shirk their responsibilities or who are rude in some way, and who are then killed 

soon after.  These instances occur in almost all the slasher films and are especially 

notable when characters are killed while still in bed right after having sex as in Friday the 

13th and A Nightmare on Elm Street.   

While there is a lot of support for associating the specific teen vices of sex and 

drugs with murder, these are not the only reasons people are killed, that is if “reason” is 

taken lightly and not as an actual condemnation of these activities.  Aside from people 

being killed just because they’re irresponsible, like some of the staff at the hospital in 

Halloween II, very frequently, people are killed, whether older or younger, for no reason 
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at all except that they are at the wrong place at the wrong time.  In some of these films, a 

couple gets killed in their home, teens get killed who are just pulled over on the side of 

the road, and even a dedicated bookworm becomes a victim in A Nightmare on Elm 

Street 4: The Dream Master, showing that Freddy kills without concern for virtue.  In 

later installments of the franchises, however, the sex as reason for murder motif is almost 

discarded – survivors Tommy and Megan in Friday the 13th Part VI are forming a sexual 

relationship while the counselors back at camp doing their jobs watching the children are 

killed, and Alice in both the fourth and fifth A Nightmare on Elm Street installments has a 

boyfriend, and then a child out of wedlock, but is also the Final Girl in both films.  A 

reason for this change could be that after people started dying for real as a result of 

having sex (the AIDS epidemic was in full force by the end of the decade), it wasn’t so 

funny or irreverent to see it happening on screen as well.  But for character identification 

purposes, it means that what’s more important as a feature of the Final Girl is not that 

she’s a virgin, but rather, that like most of the other main characters in the teen films, she 

learns how to believe in herself and fight back. 

As with the heroes in the action adventures and science fiction/fantasies, the 

plucky Final Girl also frequently takes on the role or protector/savior.  This could be with 

a child who ends up in her care, like Reggie in Friday the 13th – Part V, a younger brother 

she has to protect like Tommy in Friday the 13: The Final Chapter, or friends and family 

whose lives she’s trying to save, especially notable with Nancy, and in later films Lisa, 

Kristen, and Alice, in the A Nightmare on Elm Street series.  Nancy is the only teen 

survivor of the first film, and she also reappears in the third to help the teens who are 
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suffering from the same haunting of their dreams by Freddy Kruger.  Clover describes 

her as the “grittiest of the Final Girls” (1999, 38), and indeed she takes an active role not 

only in trying to thwart Freddy, but even chases him down as she goes on the attack.  

Nancy realizes what’s happening and tries to make plans to protect herself, and warn 

others, by not sleeping, setting booby traps, and stating that she’s “into survival.”  

Although it seems odd that it’s her alcoholic mother who tells her that her gift is that she 

faces things, but that she also has to learn when to turn away, putting the advice to good 

use is another case of Nancy assessing and adapting to the situation.  Nancy ends up 

realizing that if she turns away from Freddy, he has no power over her, he only has the 

power she gives him.  Although the lesson changes by the third film when it’s revealed 

that Freddy did indeed kill almost everyone, Nancy still takes on the role of 

protector/savior – she tries to help the next batch of teens Freddy is killing by first, 

believing what they’re going through, and next, by going into their dreams with them and 

teaching them that they have to work together to try to defeat him.  

 Although Nancy comes back as an adult in the third film with firsthand 

experience of Freddy Kruger, most adults in the horror films don’t believe in the reality 

of the terror the teens are facing.  This happens not just in the slasher films, but in most of 

the horror films as well.  Authority figures are notable for their lack of knowledge and 

lack of belief, rendering them practically ineffective or harmful, not unlike most authority 

figures in the teen film.  Cops are disbelieving and the parents are either absent or the 

kids are away at camp in most of the Friday the 13th films, parents seem unable to stand 

up for and believe their children in most of the A Nightmare on Elm Street Films (except 
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Nancy’s father who in later installments becomes a believer and sacrificial protector), are 

unable or unwilling to do anything to protect their children as in Christine when Arnie 

becomes defiant after buying the car, or in Prom Night when the parents are still reeling 

from the death of their daughter, or just don’t believe that the supernatural characters 

exist, as in the vampire movies Fright Night and The Lost Boys.  Occasionally, authority 

figures do step up, but it is often the teen who must take critical action, as with Laurie 

who pulls the trigger even though Dr. Loomis has been hunting Michael throughout 

Halloween II, or with Charley who has to teach washed-up TV host Peter Vincent how to 

believe in himself so they can both fight back together in Fright Night.  The only adult 

who seems to come out of nowhere to save the day, believing in and delivering the final 

blow to the lead vampire, is the seemingly daffy grandfather in The Lost Boys, someone 

who is, incidentally, like a teenager, underestimated and not taken seriously. 

 One key and generically motivated difference between the horror film and the rest 

of the teen films involves the villain.  Aside from family members avenging a loved one 

in Friday the 13th, Friday the 13th – Part V, and Prom Night, many of the antagonists are 

either supernatural (like the vampires) or superhuman (like the indestructible psycho 

killers).  However, their powers, and the way and reason those powers are used, are often 

still in line with the tropes of the teen film.  The superhuman serial killers who keep 

coming back again and again, like Jason Voorhees in the Friday the 13th series and 

Michael in the Halloween series, instill fear in teens because of the taboo behavior they 

try to partake in, the risk-taking actions and responsibility-avoiding conduct that some 

adolescents are naturally prone to, but have to learn to temper.  Additionally, as though 
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explicitly stating that children are responsible for the sins of the parents, that one 

generation must try to overcome the shortcomings of the previous generations, the teens 

in these films are often hunted because of the crimes of those who came before, as with 

Mrs. Voorhees/Jason “protecting” children from being put in danger by irresponsible 

camp counselors, or with Freddy Kruger making the children of the parents who tried to 

kill him suffer.  The supernatural vampires, werewolves, and creatures take on a 

somewhat different role, but also speak to the tribulations of adolescence.  As tempting, 

and confusing, as succumbing to the lure and desire of being powerful can be, the teens 

have to resist the easy way out, of letting a car like Christine protect them, of letting 

supernatural powers make them popular in Teen Wolf, or of letting being a vampire make 

them forever young.  The villains remain the obstacles the teens must overcome in order 

to make them learn both how to stand up and defend themselves, and to believe in 

themselves and their own self-worth.  

 

STORY 

 Discussions of the various characters that appear in the teen film reveal 

fundamental overarching similarities; these repeated character types and traits then 

provide a foundation for the stories in which the characters are frequently found.  

Typically, the heroes in the teen film: gain confidence, courage, and self-acceptance; 

learn to be highly self-reliant or to go to their peer group for support; feel pressure to 

succeed, fit in, overcome obstacles, but do so by adhering to a moral code; help, save, 

and protect others and themselves; learn about themselves and others; and decide what 
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kind of people they want to be.  These key, consistently recurring character traits, 

regardless of character type or role, are essential for understanding the way the stories in 

the teen films are structured because of the emphasis in the films on characters’ journeys 

of personal growth.  Storylines deal with what happens, of course, but often for the teen 

film, story action is determined by character motivation.  The outer struggles have many 

points of difference, but the inner struggles and the way the heroes overcome the 

obstacles are notably similar.    

Since a great deal of information has already been revealed in the discussion of 

the characters, instead of reviewing detailed plots, this analysis focuses on the main story 

and character arcs in the films.  When originally evaluating the stories in the films, 

specific features and plot synopses were noted, and when reviewed, dominant storylines 

emerged that were a combination between character action and character motivation.  

Dominant storylines were defined as those that took up a significant amount of narrative 

time or that provided the driving force behind character action, and included both primary 

storylines and significant subplots.  Importantly, the qualifications of dominant storylines 

and primary character motivation apply to the actions teens take, even though in a few 

cases they aren’t the lead characters (Back to School, Summer School, Teachers, and 

Dead Poets Society).  These dominant teen storylines, together with key aspects of 

character motivation that structure the narrative action, were grouped according to main 

industry genre in order to discover patterns within the comedy, drama, action adventure, 

science fiction/fantasy, and horror films.  The analysis reveals that the storylines have 
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qualities that are typical of the main industry genres, as well as qualities that appear to be 

more specific to the teen film.   

 This section is quantitative in its focus, presenting types of storylines and their 

frequency of occurrence, and then analyzing the findings.  The main storylines are listed 

for each genre, and then two examples for each are provided.  Storylines are listed in 

descending order starting with the ones that appear the most frequently.  Many of the 

films contain a number of different plotlines; for example, Porky’s involves teens trying 

to lose their virginity, pulling pranks, rebelling against authority, and sticking up for 

themselves as well as standing up for their friends.  Even though many films contain a 

combination of the dominant storylines and some may seem like more obvious examples, 

two different examples are given for each to illustrate how the stories work across a 

larger number of films.  Reviewing some of the details in the character section shows 

which other films contain the dominant stories as well, further indicating their 

pervasiveness and the frequency with which they occur.  

 Some storylines are grouped together not because they are exactly the same, but 

because they share similar, related ideas that unify them.  For example, in the dramas, 

one of the repeated storyline groupings is “standing up for self, self-discovery, self-

acceptance, finding courage, following dreams.”  All the teen dramas actually contain 

this dominant storyline, but there are variations.  In Mask, because of his outward 

appearance, Rocky wonders if he’ll ever find someone who’ll love and accept him.  

When he meets and falls in love with Diana, and then she doesn’t return his calls, he 

travels a long distance to confront her, and discovers it was her parents who were trying 
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to keep them apart.  Rocky had to find the courage to see her, even in the face of fear and 

rejection, and held onto his dream of finding love.  In a different but related way, Matt in 

River’s Edge stands up for what he knows is right and finds the courage to go to the 

police about his friend’s murder, while Louden in Vision Quest follows his dreams by 

setting a seemingly impossible task for himself, but does so to learn more about himself 

and his capabilities.  Similarities about characters on various kinds of journeys of 

personal growth link the films together. 

These groupings of similar stories are also useful for looking at patterns across the 

genres.  For example, a dominant storyline in the comedy films is “standing up for others, 

trying to help/save/protect others”; in the science fiction/fantasy films, this storyline is 

grouped together with “time or space travel to save others, family, the world.”  The 

overarching similarities between what the characters are trying to do – save others – 

dictate grouping these storylines together, with the implications of how time and space 

travel are unique to the science fiction/fantasy film duly noted.  Although brief 

descriptions of the points of difference between the teen film and the industry genres are 

discussed after noting the dominant storylines in each, a more detailed examination of 

these areas of conflict are analyzed in the next chapter in order to keep the focus on story.  

After grouping the dominant storylines by industry genre, they are then compared 

across all the films in the sample to see which ones appear not only the most frequently 

by number of films, but also across all the industry genres.  As a result, the discussion 

focuses initially on the dominant stories in the five genres, and then across all the films.  

Importantly, with this discussion of story, the analytical process goes from one of 
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separating the teen films into industry genres towards one of looking at the teen films as a 

cohesive whole.  Revealing these cohesive structural components then becomes central to 

the establishment of narrative conventions across teen films, and to the next chapter when 

the analysis focuses on overarching thematic elements of the teen film as genre. 

 

Storylines by Industry Genres 

Comedy  

1. Trying to have sex or be in a relationship (32 out of 34 films, 94%): Porky’s – Pee 

Wee is on a quest to lose his virginity; Say Anything… – Lloyd and Diane commit to each 

other 

2. Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage (30/34, 88%): My 

Bodyguard – Cliff finds the courage to stand up for himself against a bully; Pretty in Pink 

– Andie stands up for herself with Blaine and courageously goes to the prom on her own 

3. Rebelling against, fighting with authority/against status quo (23/34, 68%): License to 

Drive – Les goes against his parents’ and the DMV’s orders by taking his grandfather’s 

car for the night after he failed his driver’s test; House Party – Kid gets in trouble at 

school and after he’s grounded, sneaks out of the house to go to a party 

4. Standing up for others, trying to help/save/protect others (15/34, 44%): Ferris 

Bueller’s Day Off – Ferris tries to help Cameron and offers to take the blame for 

wrecking the car; Biloxi Blues – when Sgt. Toomey threatens Arnold with a gun, Eugene 

takes his place 
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5. Pulling pranks (13/34, 38%): Private School – Bubba and friends try to find different 

ways to watch girls getting undressed; Summer School – Chainsaw and Dave use horror 

movie gags to scare a substitute teacher 

6. Worried about the future – school, jobs, grades (13/34, 38%): Risky Business – Joel is 

worried about what college he’s going to get into, how much money he can make; The 

Flamingo Kid – Jeffrey is at a crossroads trying to decide between working hard in 

school or taking the quicker way to wealth as a salesman 

7. Trying to fit in, be accepted, understood (12/34, 35%): Revenge of the Nerds – Lewis 

tries to be accepted by the people in the popular fraternities and sororities; The Breakfast 

Club – all five try to do what other members of their group think would be cool to try to 

fit in, but they also want to be understood as individuals 

Comedy, in its nature as a genre that is more general, requiring more in the way of 

a humorous tone than a specific structural framework, offers few points of tension with 

teen film conventions.  The only storyline that seems the most specific to comedy is 

“pulling pranks,” but notably, the storyline of “trying to have sex” (taking out the part 

about “or be in a relationship”), especially when mixed with pranks and high jinks, is 

more unique to the teen film.  Other storylines that could be dramatic, like “rebelling 

against, fighting with authority” are given a lighter tone instead.  

A substantial majority of the films deal with “trying to have sex or be in a 

relationship” (32/34, 94%).  The sex or relationship quest is a primary narrative element 

or chief character concern in 24/34 (71%) films, such as in Better Off Dead with Layne 

trying to win back his girlfriend, and Little Darlings, with Angel and Ferris in a bet to see 
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who can lose her virginity first.  In the other eight films (24%), it’s an important element, 

but functions as more of a subplot, for example in Heathers, Veronica and JD are 

interested in each other, but the romantic aspect of the relationship isn’t central, nor is it 

in The Breakfast Club, even though four of the teens end up romantically paired.  

Because they’re exceptions, it’s worth noting the two films (6%) that don’t focus on a sex 

or relationship (sub)plot.  In My Bodyguard Cliff is primarily forming new friendships at 

school, not romantic relationships.  Not including Teachers, meanwhile, points to the 

foregrounding of teen actions and motivations in this story analysis.  The main teacher in 

the film and a former student are forming a romantic relationship, but he’s obviously not 

a teenager, and even though he helps one of his current students after she has an affair 

and the action has repercussions on the teacher’s job, the plot is minor and doesn’t 

warrant considering the film with the sex/relationship storyline.  

It’s also worth noting the few films that don’t deal with the “standing up for self, 

self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage” storyline (4/34, 12%).  The second and 

third Porky’s films, as well as House Party and Teachers, don’t really focus on this 

storyline (again, for the main teen characters).  In the later Porky’s films and in House 

Party, the focus is more on pranksters (Porky’s) or already well-adjusted teens (House 

Party) figuring out their places within their peer group as helpful and supportive friends, 

and less on the journey of self-discovery and acceptance.  
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Drama  

1. Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage, following 

dreams (22 out of 22 films, 100%): Dead Poets Society – Neil decides to follow his 

dreams of being an actor and Todd finds the courage to ask out a girl; Flashdance – Alex 

gains the self-confidence to audition for the prestigious dance school she’s always wanted 

to attend 

2. Standing up for others, trying to help/save/protect others (19/22, 86%): Legend of 

Billie Jean – Billie Jean sticks up for her brother and protects neighborhood kids in 

trouble; WarGames – David literally has to try to save the world after he accidentally 

triggers the threat of nuclear war 

3. Proving love, proving faith in romantic love (9/22, 41%)/Trying to be in a relationship 

(8/22, 36%), (total 17/22, 77%): Lucas – Lucas is motivated to join the football team 

because he’s trying to win over the girl he loves; For Keeps? – Darcy and Stan show that 

they can make their relationship and their new family work 

4. Rebelling against: authority, status quo, injustice/immorality (14/22, 64%): Pump Up 

the Volume – Mark stands up against the corrupt school officials; Footloose – Ren and 

Ariel defy Reverend Shaw by bringing outlawed music and dance back to town 

5. Worried about and trying to make plans for the future (11/22, 50%): Fame – the 

students at the performing arts school are working at their crafts but are worried about not 

being successful; All the Right Moves – Stef is working hard on grades and a scholarship 

so he can have a better life 
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6. Dealing with the tragedy of lost youth (10/22, 45%): Ordinary People – Conrad’s 

brother Buck died in a boating accident and the whole family is trying to cope; Stand by 

Me – Gordie’s brother Denny died in a car accident and he’s trying to handle the loss of 

the only person in his family who cared about him 

7. Creation of own community/new family/support unit (10/22, 45%): Taps – the boys in 

the military academy vow to keep their home and support one another; The Outsiders – 

the greasers all band together and help one another 

Like comedy, dramas are also primarily concerned with tone instead of a specific 

structural framework.  The only storyline that seems specific to drama is “dealing with 

the tragedy of lost youth,” while the familiar “rebelling against: authority, status quo, 

injustice/immorality” takes on more seriousness and urgency than in the comedies.  The 

“proving love, proving faith in romantic love” is a primary concern in the romances and 

Lucas, while the “trying to be in a relationship” storyline can be foregrounded or an 

important subplot, as with Ren and Ariel’s relationship in Footloose, or with Knox’s 

pursuit of his crush in Dead Poets Society. 

 

Action Adventure 

1. Standing up for others, trying to help/save/protect others (12 out of 12 films, 100%): 

Karate Kid Part II – Daniel and Miyagi try to protect Miyagi’s old village from Sato; 

Platoon – Chris tries to save Elias, and what he stand for, from Barnes 
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2. Rebelling against: authority, status quo, injustice/immorality (11/12, 92%): Young 

Guns II – Billy is trying to clear his name and keep the governor to his word of giving 

him a pardon; Full Metal Jacket – Joker questions the entire institution of war  

3. Creation of own community/new family/support unit (10/12, 83%): Young Guns – 

Billy stresses the importance of loyalty to his gang of Regulators; Red Dawn – older 

brother Jed takes over as leader of the resistance group and they all help one another 

survive 

4. Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage (10/12, 83%): 

The Goonies – despite doubts, Mikey and the rest of the Goonies bravely fight against the 

Fratellis and the land developers; Karate Kid Part III – Daniel gets manipulated into 

another karate competition, but finds his way back to Miyagi’s original teachings 

5. Fighting against a categorically evil force – criminals, murderers (7/12, 58%): Young 

Sherlock Holmes – Sherlock has to stop Rathe from committing more murders; Iron 

Eagle – Doug has to rescue his father from enemy forces  

6. Trying to be in a relationship (7/12, 58%): Adventures in Babysitting – Chris readies 

for a date with her boyfriend, and after discovering he was cheating, forms a relationship 

with a new suitor; The Karate Kid – Daniel tries to impress Ali 

The action adventure films, as well as the western and war films, frequently deal 

with the battle between good and evil, albeit in very different settings.  There’s only one 

dominant storyline in these films that could be considered specifically coded as action 

adventure: “fighting against a categorically evil force – criminals, murderers.”  The 

“trying to be in a relationship” storyline in all of these films is a subplot to the dominant 
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plots usually involving answering a noble call to action.  Also, although not a dominant 

storyline throughout, the “worried about the future” plot comes up in a few films (3/12, 

25%), for example in The Goonies, the kids are worried about where they’ll live and if 

they can still be friends if their homes are destroyed.   

Here again, it’s worth noting the exceptions to the “standing up for self, self-

discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage” (2/12, 17%) storyline that’s becoming 

dominant throughout the industry genres.  Young Guns and Young Guns II, like the later 

Porky’s films and House Party, deal more with the peer group dynamic and the gang 

community than the journey of personal growth.  Notably, however, in a minor plot in 

Young Guns II that does point to the significance of the journey of self-acceptance, 

French, one of Billy’s newer gang members, rejects the nickname Billy gives him (which 

would have symbolized his full acceptance into the group) when he realizes that it’s 

better to be an individual than part of a dead, mythic gang; he’s also one of the few 

characters to survive. 

 

Science Fiction/Fantasy 

1. Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage (12 out of 13 

films, 92%): Weird Science – Gary and Wyatt originally want to be popular but learn to 

accept themselves; The Last Starfighter – Alex is recruited as a Starfighter, but has to 

gain confidence in his abilities to defeat the aliens 
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2. Trying to be in a relationship (12/13, 92%): Edward Scissorhands – Edward and Kim 

try to overcome obstacles to be together; Honey, I Shrunk the Kids – Russ has a crush on 

Amy and tries to impress her 

3. Importance of and commitment to family/community (8/13, 62%): Peggy Sue Got 

Married – Peggy realizes all the mistakes she made and tries to change them, but won’t 

give up her daughter; Like Father, Like Son – both Jack and Chris learn more about what 

each is going through and try to be more accepting 

4. Worried about and trying to make plans for the future (8/13, 62%): Big – Josh wants to 

be older and stay with Susan, but also wants to go home because he doesn’t want to miss 

out on the years he skipped; Back to the Future Part II – Marty has to go to the future to 

prevent his child from making a terrible mistake  

5. Time or space travel to save others, family, the world (7/13, 54%): Bill & Ted’s 

Excellent Adventure – Bill and Ted have to complete their history project so they can 

continue playing music that will eventually bring interstellar peace; Back to the Future – 

Marty has to fix what he changed in the past to ensure his family’s survival 

6. Special powers used to try to fit in, help/save/protect others, learn about others (6/13, 

46%): Zapped! – Barney gets telekinetic powers in a lab experiment and uses them to 

impress his friends; Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles – the turtles have to learn how to 

harness their skills to thwart Shredder’s plans 

 Science fiction and fantasy films usually deal with the imaginary, with the setting 

of a fantastic world or the appearance of fantastic beings.  The storylines that are 

specifically coded as science fiction/fantasy are “time or space travel to save others, 
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family, the world” and “special powers used to try to fit in, help/save/protect others, learn 

about others,” even though all the stories combine the fantastic with the teen when the 

teen comes into contact with the imaginary.  Additionally, both these storylines are 

related to the dominant/repeated storyline of “standing up for others, trying to 

help/save/protect others.”  Like the action adventure, the romance story is usually a 

subplot to the dominant lines of action involving mastering the fantastic world.  The 

exception to the “standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage” 

storyline (1/13, 8%) is Like Father, Like Son where the characters are more focused on 

learning about each other (finding their place in relationships) than they are about 

learning self-acceptance. 

 

Horror 

1. Trying to have sex or be in a relationship (19 out of 19 films, 100%): A Nightmare on 

Elm Street 4 – Alice and Dan express interest in each other and start dating; Prom Night – 

teens who took part in the death of a girl years ago get killed after having sex  

2. Gaining confidence in ability and strength to overcome evil force (18/19, 

95%)/(Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage [19/19, 

100%]): Friday the 13th – after multiple threats, Alice starts to believe she can fight back 

against Mrs. Voorhees; The Lost Boys – Michael finds the strength and will to fight the 

vampires  
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3. Psycho killer (human, superhuman, supernatural) on the loose (17/19, 89%): 

Halloween II – Michael tries to get at Laurie, and stalks and kills victims in the hospital; 

Fright Night – Jerry, the debonair new neighbor, is actually a murderous vampire 

4. Protecting loved ones/others against evil force (standing up for others, trying to 

help/save/protect others) (15/19, 79%): Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter – siblings 

Trish and Tommy protect each other from Jason; Gremlins – Billy has to defend his 

family and the whole town against the evil monsters 

5. Seduction by supernatural powers (seduced by power or feelings of acceptance they 

bring) (5/19, 26%): Christine – Arnie is possessed by his new car and the power and self-

confidence it instills in him; Teen Wolf – Scott is tempted to remain a werewolf because it 

makes him better at basketball and more popular  

 The most clearly coded horror storylines involve the “psycho killer (human, 

superhuman, supernatural) on the loose” and the “seduction by supernatural powers.”  

Being seduced by supernatural powers is also in line with teen storylines, however, 

especially when these are used to help teens feel special or to give them a (false) sense of 

confidence about “fitting in” (3/19, 16%).  These powers often have to be rejected if the 

teens are to accept themselves without artificial bolsters.  While “trying to have sex or be 

in a relationship” might be a primary drive for some characters, the motivation for many 

of the characters (after finding out there’s a killer on the loose) is trying to survive.  In the 

horror film, the “worried about the future” plot really only comes up once (1/19, 5%) in A 

Nightmare on Elm Street 5, when Alice is worried about protecting the future and 
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wellbeing of her unborn child.  Most of the films deal with handling the immediate threat 

to personal safety. 

Interestingly, the exception to the “gaining confidence in ability and strength to 

overcome evil force” (1/19, 5%) actually still fits with the “standing up for self, self-

discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage” storyline.  In Prom Night, Kim seems to 

have no problem fighting back against bullies and the killer she later finds out is her 

brother, and is quite confident and self-assured throughout.  Her development as a 

character isn’t in fighting evil, but rather that she learns how to mourn and accept the loss 

of a family member.  She cries as her brother dies in her arms, whereas she wasn’t able to 

cry earlier in the day when she visited her sister’s grave, indicating personal growth and 

the strength to fully accept loss and what it means to her. 

 

Across Industry Genres  

Main storylines (primary and secondary plots) across all five genres, and out of total 

number of films: 

1. Standing up for self, self-discovery, self-acceptance, finding courage (93/100, 93%) 

2. Trying to have sex or be in a relationship (87/100, 87%) 

3. Standing up for others, trying to help/save/protect others (74/100, 74%) 

4. Worried about and trying to make plans for the future (35/100, 35%)  

Main storylines (primary and secondary plots) across three genres, and out of total 

number of films: 

1. Rebelling against: authority, status quo, injustice/immorality (48/100, 48%) 
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2. Creation of own community, commitment to family/community (28/100, 28%)  

3. Trying to fit in (21/100, 21%)  

 Overwhelmingly, the storyline about “standing up for self, self-discovery, self-

acceptance, finding courage” appears across all the genres and in almost every film.  The 

only exceptions, as noted in the discussions above, deal with the other dominant storyline 

of “standing up for others, trying to help/save/protect others,” indicating that even if the 

teens are already self-confident and self-assured, they still must find their place and play 

their part in solidifying peer group (or family and community) relationships.  While the 

“trying to have sex or be in a relationship” storyline is also prevalent across the films and 

genres, often determining narrative action and character motivation, it also frequently 

appears as a secondary storyline.  Its appearance as both primary and secondary points to 

the significance of the romance plot as a principle way through which teens find out more 

about themselves and others, but also shows how the teen film works with other industry 

genres wherein the romance is regularly used as a subplot.  The prevalence and 

dominance of these three storylines as both main stories and subplots that motivate 

character action indicates somewhat of a tension in the teen film between the 

complementary yet antagonistic drives towards discovering individuality and creating 

couples and communities.  The interplay between the storylines involving the formation 

of the self and the integration of self into society will be discussed further when looking 

at the mythic function of the teen film in the next chapter.  

 Through the course of all these different story progressions and characters arcs, 

specific patterns emerge that are prevalent amongst almost all of the teen films in the 
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sample: the heroes most often have to face both inner and outer struggles, but it is the 

journey of personal growth where the biggest transformations occur, and that end up 

guiding their actions and motivating the story.  The main teen characters in many of the 

films have to learn how to stand up for themselves, and they have to gain the courage to 

do so by learning more information about themselves and by accepting themselves for 

who they are.  Even though they might be compelled to conform or feel peer pressure, 

acceptance from others becomes less of a concern as they ultimately must figure out the 

correct moral choice for themselves.  Importantly, most of the time they have to find the 

right path with very few role models to guide them.  While rebelling against authority is 

certainly a recurring element in the teen film, there are not quite as many authority 

figures who wield that much actual power in teen films on the ‘80s, for good or for bad, 

as a moral compass in either direction.  Frequently, when the teens are rebelling, it is 

against the status quo, unjust social norms, or perceived immorality as opposed to an 

individual authority figure like a parent or teacher.    

 Teens in these films are also frequently put in the position where they are not only 

standing up for and defending themselves, but for others as well.  In the process of 

learning how to negotiate new kinds of relationships, whether with friends or with 

romantic interests for the first time, the main teen characters often feel responsible for the 

well-being of others.  This has the effect of putting them in a pre-mature role of 

caregiver, and further reinforcing that there are few people they can rely on to help, 

especially authority figures.  Teens often look to peers for assistance, and in so doing, 

create new kinds of support units and communities; they try to make something better for 
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themselves and those they care about than what others were willing or able to provide for 

them. 

  Although the specifics of the stories vary, the teen film narrative frequently 

involves characters who are put in the position of having limited power because of their 

age, yet who must still try to succeed in making difficult moral choices.  All the films 

propose that even though teens might have limited control over circumstances, what they 

can control is the type of adults they will become, laying the groundwork for their, and 

society’s, future.  The story of the films is how they get to that point where they have 

learned something about the identities that are closer to their true selves, where they have 

figured out and accepted who they want to be and who they are.  Overcoming the 

obstacles and making the most of the possibilities, negotiating relationships, and 

surviving the process of identity formation are a part of the coming-of-age process 

through which teens in these films reach self-actualization, and consequently, through 

which the teen film is defined.  The narrative elements of character and story point to the 

significance of these identity formation processes as fundamental structuring components 

of the teen film as genre. 
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Chapter 7: Theme 

  As the narrative analysis of teen films of the ‘80s suggests, very often the heroes 

can only rely on themselves or their peers.  While this might be the case for most heroes 

on a journey, because the heroes in these films are teens, it speaks to larger cultural 

issues.  What does it mean that youth feel that if they’re in trouble they usually can’t go 

to authority figures for help?  The recurring narrative elements in the films point to teens 

becoming self-actualized, show how they move from lacking to gaining self-confidence 

and self-acceptance.  But what does it mean that teens have to navigate this confusing 

coming-of-age process largely on their own?  Questions such as these are especially 

relevant in the ‘80s when the ostensibly unknowable Generation X was coming of age, a 

time when the idea of youth and what it means to be young were put into question during 

a sustained period of identity crisis, not necessarily on an individual level, but of the 

concept of youth more generally. 

The cohesion of the formal and narrative elements across the teen films indicate 

that there is what Altman (1984) would call semantic and syntactic agreement in the 

textual system.  The familiar ways the stock character types develop and relate to each 

other in similar types of stories offers particularly compelling support for the teen film as 

a distinct, coherent genre.  However, there are still more issues to consider that get at the 

fundamental structuring principles and the governing dynamics of genre.  What 

constitutes conflict in these films?  What’s at stake in these narratives?  Why keep 

retelling these stories?  These questions relate to the larger thematic issues the films 

address, the central conflicts the films deal with, and the cultural stories they tell.  
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In order to approach these issues, the final categories of analysis need to be examined, 

namely, the oppositions and themes.  But importantly, these have to be situated in a 

structuralist framework that reveals the teen genre’s role as contemporary myth, as 

narratives that embody particular aspects of culture and that satisfy certain needs of that 

culture.  Additionally, looking at oppositions, themes, and ultimately at teen film 

indicators, or the key components that are essential for the teen film as genre, involves 

considering the films as a cohesive whole, instead of split into different industry genres. 

These overarching thematic elements necessarily take into account issues relating 

to the specific time of the films’ production in the 1980s.  Therefore, during this textual 

analysis, it’s important to remember the historical contextual analysis examined in earlier 

chapters.  The ‘80s were a time of marked confusion masked by seeming calm.  There 

were no internal revolutions and no outer wars, but discord was under the surface.  

Political, economic, and social roles were changing as conservative and liberal forces 

were clashing together, leaving people to discover appropriate models of behavior and 

leaving them trying to balance individual action within the confines of powerful 

institutional and ideological forces.  Generational roles were confused with people from 

older generations trying to reclaim their youth and with younger generations trying to 

find their way with limited guidance.  And a disaffected Generation X was coming of age 

in a time of dire circumstances marked by limited prospects for the future (Lewis 2000, 

184).  In the midst of all these changes, teens and their representations in cultural texts 

are situated in a particularly contested space.  As Neil Campbell points out, “youth is 

always ideological because it is bound up with a whole series of social discourses, power 
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relations, hierarchies and institutions, and, therefore, as one examines these forces in 

individual texts or groups of texts, one in drawn into an exploration of what Fredric 

Jameson would term ‘the political unconscious’ (1981) of America” (2000, 24). 

 

THEMES AND OPPOSITIONS IN THEORETICAL CONTEXT 

 Examining film, a form of popular culture, for Tudor, means “to conceive of it as 

an ‘embedded’ feature of social life, as simultaneously both symptom and cause, 

reflection and articulation, language of ideological production and reproduction” (1989, 

5).  Studying features of films, and overarching, repeating elements of genres, is central 

to understanding the relationship between cultural products and the culture that produces 

them.  In this way, genres can be seen as expressions of ideology, which is itself always 

rife with contradictions.  Films show the world as members of a culture might like it to 

be, they show threats safely contained in a way that reinforces the social order, and show 

enduring conflicts temporarily resolved.  As ways a culture speaks to itself, films can 

serve the function of myth by addressing issues critical to the society, bringing to light 

problems and solutions, and illustrating systems of values and beliefs.  

  Even though films are produced by filmmakers and consumed by audiences, the 

relationship between films, producers, and consumers is complex; it is not just a one-way 

street, but rather a feedback loop that informs the way films work and the way meanings 

circulate.  Popular genres especially are significant sources of interest when looking at 

the larger implications of what films mean.  Schatz points out that “film genres are not 

organized or discovered by analysts but are the result of the material conditions of 
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commercial filmmaking itself, whereby popular stories are varied and repeated as long as 

they satisfy audience demand and turn a profit for the studios” (1981, 16).  Even if 

audiences don’t produce the texts, genres are still formed by producers and by audiences 

as a function of consumption and as a function of audiences being arbiters of taste in a 

complex interplay between audiences and filmmakers.  Indeed, what audiences like keeps 

getting reproduced, not necessarily what studios want audiences to like, as a number of 

big budget flops can attest (Wright 1975, 13).  This is not to ignore the choice limitations 

audiences have within the system of production, but it does point to genres as a way for 

audiences to influence what they want to see, and hence, filmmaking.  In turn, it also 

indicates that films are in some way representative of larger forces.  

A way to approach genre, and through it, culture, to study the enduring underlying 

structures of myth and to get at the universal issues the genres address, is by employing a 

structural mode of analysis.  In linking the study of films and myths, another link can be 

made with sign systems and language analogies.  In models of structuralism, of which 

Claude Lévi-Strauss was a major contributor in relating the conceptual framework to 

cultural anthropology, sign systems work according to systems of binary oppositions.  

This structure is a model that “contends that meaning is determined by the oppositional 

relationship which inheres between different signs (good-bad, light-dark, etc.) and exerts 

a fundamental determining force on the construction of meaning” (Edgar 2007, 337).  

According to Lévi-Strauss, myths work as sign systems, and one of the ways to 

understand the way myths work is to analyze their deep structure, which can be borne out 

by looking at series of oppositions.  He notes that “the true constituent units of a myth are 
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not the isolated relations but bundles of such relations, and it is only as bundles that these 

relations can be put to use and combined so as to produce meaning” (1963, 211).  

Because myths also serve to comment on the ways cultures see themselves and their 

existence, because they try to reproduce and stabilize society, Roland Barthes adds that 

“mythology harmonizes with the world, not as it is, but as it wants to create itself” (1957, 

156).  Barthes indicates that myths have an ideological function, naturalizing certain 

relationships and cultural norms.  By studying myths and their binary oppositions, the 

underlying structures and ideological implications can be revealed.    

 Lévi-Strauss notes that “what gives the myth an operational value is that the 

specific pattern described is timeless; it explains the present and the past as well as the 

future” (1963, 209).  In Six Guns and Society, a study that examines the western genre 

within a structural frame, Will Wright builds on this, saying that to study genres, or 

contemporary myths, we need to look not just at the universal oppositional structure, but 

also at the specific instances and ways in which these oppositions are articulated: “the 

structure of myth is assumed to be universal; it can be derived from an analysis of any 

instance of myth and the requirements of symbolic communication.  But the formal 

structure of myth is embodied in a symbolic content that is socially specific” (1975, 11).  

Looking at the universal and the specific helps with explaining and interpreting the 

binary oppositions of a system that indicates both what the conflicts and oppositions are, 

and then helps clarify the ideological implications.  “As the institutions change…so the 

narrative structure of myth must change.  The social types symbolized by the oppositional 

structure will generally remain the same, since they are fundamental to the society’s 
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understanding of itself; but the conceptual relationships between those types will change 

as the real relationships between people change with the institutions of the society” 

(Wright 1975, 186).  

To study genre, then, means uncovering the binary oppositions that keep getting 

repeated while also looking at the ways films at a particular time address those recurring 

issues.  The oppositional concepts remain, but the relationships, born out in the narrative, 

change.  Wright notes the difference between the paradigmatic (conceptual oppositions) 

and syntagmatic (narrative functions) structure of myths/films (1975, 124).  Schatz 

recognizes this framework when he points to the static and dynamic nature of genres, 

relating the universal static structure to la langue, or the rule-bound language system, and 

the changing dynamic nature to la parole, or specific utterances (1981, 16, 19).  If the 

mythic structure is like the rules of a game in general, an individual story that makes up 

part of the myth is like a specific game.  The rules are the same, but the ways the players, 

or the opposing sides, relate to each other in individual games are different.  The concepts 

and oppositions remain, but the way the elements are organized in an utterance can reveal 

both the universal myth and its contemporary relevance.   

Wright emphasizes narrative structures, but since the emphasis in this study is not 

on changes in the genre over time but rather what the specific ‘80s teen films add to our 

understanding of the form and the contemporary culture that produced the films, the 

focus in this chapter is instead on the topical themes that continually appear in the films 

and the way these manifest in the more universal sets of oppositions that structure our 

understanding of myth.  Of course formal and narrative elements, and the way different 
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components are organized, are necessary to understand and categorize the films, but the 

discussion of the themes and oppositions speaks to the conceptual relationships between 

the elements, and addresses the enduring nature and significance of the genre.   

 

THEMES AND OPPOSITIONS 

 The teen film manifests contemporary challenges that arise in light of changing 

cultural attitudes, presents temporary solutions to complex and contradictory issues, and 

naturalizes cultural behaviors.  Society’s values are articulated in its films, but those 

values involve conflicts, especially as they relate to the relationship between the 

underlying oppositions that offer structure to the genre.  In order to examine these films 

and their role as contemporary myths, and to get at their central conflicts, this section 

examines recurring oppositional pairs and the thematic issues they manifest.  

 All the films in the sample were analyzed according to their oppositions.  When 

the films were viewed, multiple types of oppositional pairs were noted relating to varied 

aspects of the texts, including characters, setting, actions, emotions, etc.  Two examples 

illustrate the breadth of oppositions from the initial analyses: Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 

and Footloose, a comedy and a drama, two films that fall squarely into the teen film 

classification, and that don’t seem to “compete” with any other genre restrictions. 

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 
parents     kids 
teachers, administrators  students 
brother     sister 
family     outsiders 
home     school 
suburbs     city 
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loving, caring    distant, removed 
easy-going    nervous, high strung 
self-respect, confidence  insecurity  
trust     mistrust, abuse of trust 
single     couple 
alone     friends 
inside     outside 
standing up for self   backing down 
following rules   breaking rules 
excitement    drudgery 
loyalty     disloyalty 
abuse of power   confines of responsibility 
jealous     content 
succumbing to peer pressure  standing up for self 
boy     man 
material objects   human relations 
 

Footloose 
old      new 
tradition    change 
parents     kids 
church officials   teens 
husbands, fathers   wives, mothers 
overprotective    lax 
good      bad 
moral     immoral 
city     town 
outdoor spaces    school, church 
insider     outsider 
different    same 
popular    outcast 
alone     friends 
single     couple 
responsible, trustworthy   irresponsible 
trusting    suspicious 
sober     drunk 
dangerous    safe 
sexually active    sexually inexperienced 
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After noting the oppositions for the individual films, all the oppositions were reviewed as 

a whole, and then similar pairs were grouped together.  All the oppositional pairs fell into 

eight categories relating to (with examples from above): setting (home/school); authority 

figures (parents/kids); age and time (tradition/change); status and relationship to others 

(popular/outcast); character traits (responsible/irresponsible); perceptions 

(different/same); actions (standing up for self/backing down); and sex and relationships 

(single/couple).  There were also overlaps; for example, feeling like an outcast 

(inside/outside) could relate to the category of “perceptions” or how the teens see 

themselves, but it could also relate to the category of “status/relationship to others” for 

the teens’ place in social groups.  There are also overlaps between “character traits” and 

“actions” where teens who have self-respect and confidence will likely stand up for 

themselves and others.  

 After reviewing the pairs and the categories of pairs, overarching thematic issues 

started to become apparent.  It wasn’t just that the films dealt with differences, for 

example, between home and school, but rather, that these differences related to where the 

teens felt safe, where they felt they were being watched and subjected to rules, or where 

they had more freedom, but with that, were subjected to dangerous or risky situations.  

The issues behind the actions the teens took related to what those actions said about how 

much freedom the teens had, and whether or not they took responsibility for what they 

had done.  Sex and relationships didn’t just relate to whether the teens were virgins or 

not, whether they were in couples or not, but rather had to do with what the teens had 

learned from their relationships.  The eight categories under which the oppositions were 
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grouped lent themselves to larger thematic concerns, and subsequently, larger thematic 

oppositional pairs.   

Although there are different ways to position the many issues the films address, 

and different means by which to situate the representational issues the films sometimes 

gloss over, many of these ideological concerns are actually taken up, or subsumed under 

larger oppositional categories.  For example, class tensions between rich and poor often 

play out as a function of who has power and who doesn’t, or it can relate to issues of 

popularity and acceptance when wealthy teens feel as though they’re in the upper 

echelons of the social hierarchy while poor teens feel marginalized.  Instead of mapping 

analytical ideological frameworks onto the texts deductively, the main categories of 

analysis work inductively, taking into account how multiple concerns facing teens can be 

grouped together, and considering the more overarching and inclusive oppositional pairs 

apparent in the texts.  Again, there are many overlaps between the categories, and the 

thematic oppositional pairs encapsulate the variety of issues the teen films address:  

1. Authority figures: young/old 

2. Age and time: past/future 

3. Actions: carelessness/responsibility 

4. Sex and relationships: innocence/knowledge 

5. Character traits: weak/strong 

6. Setting: danger/safety 

7. Perceptions: normal/different 

8. Status and relationship to others: inside/outside  
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Almost all the teen films reference these eight opposing pairs to some degree, 

with some films more strongly associated with certain pairs than others.  In order to get at 

the way the oppositional pairs work, one film is chosen to explicate the relationship 

between them, eight films all together.  Films are chosen from all the different industry 

genres, from some of the prominent industry subgenres such as romance and 

comedy/drama, and one that crosses three main industry genres, but importantly, the 

films are chosen to clarify the pairs, not to reinforce any separateness between the films.  

There is also a mix of contemporary and period, independent and studio, top grossing, 

auteur, and cult favorite films to indicate the pervasiveness of the binary pairs.  The films 

and the dominant oppositional pairs are as follows: 

River’s Edge     young   old 

Back to the Future    past    future 

Fast Times at Ridgemont High  carelessness  responsibility 

Dirty Dancing     innocence  knowledge 

The Karate Kid    weak    strong 

A Nightmare on Elm Street   danger   safety 

Edward Scissorhands    normal   different 

The Breakfast Club    inside   outside 

Of course, noting that these oppositions are the key structuring elements in the teen film 

genre, many films could be used to underscore the oppositional relationships, but the 

films above offer highly illustrative examples.  To show that the specific films chosen 

could be used to demonstrate any of the pairs of oppositions, after analyzing an 
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individual oppositional pair and corresponding film, examples demonstrating the 

oppositional pair from the remaining seven films are reviewed briefly.  A more detailed, 

overarching discussion follows the analysis of the oppositional pairs.  It is important to 

note, however, that while these eight films crystallize the oppositions, they are not the 

only films that are most emblematic of the sample.  For a list of what can be considered 

the canonical teen films of the decade, according to the ways they exemplify multiple 

themes from the ‘80s, see Appendix H. 

 

Young and Old 

 One of the reasons River’s Edge has such lasting resonance is because it taps into 

some of the qualities associated with members of Generation X, namely, cynicism and 

apathy.  These were qualities that were previously associated with older people, those 

who had seen more of the world and whose cynicism and apathy were a result of age and 

experience, as opposed to qualities attributable to youth.  Based on actual events, the film 

tells the story of a high school student, Samson, who strangled another, Jamie, showed 

their group of friends her dead body, and for days afterwards, partially because of 

ringleader Layne’s behest, no one in the group goes to the police.  It’s only after Matt 

decides to break ranks, although for no discernable reason, that he reports the crime.  The 

teens in River’s Edge hadn’t really been seen before; most of the characters seem 

incapable of expressing appropriate emotional responses to the situation at hand.  Yes, 

there were the teen rebels, the troubled kids and the kids who were trouble, but these 

seemed to be the kids who just didn’t care.  In order to be a rebel, it would seem that you 
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would have to care about something enough first.  Not only would you have to care, but 

there would have to be something against which to rebel, either authority figures or the 

status quo more generally, and you would have to feel as though what you were doing 

could have some effect.   

But these were teens who were growing up in an era after the rebellions of the 

‘60s and ‘70s.  As they listen to their ex-‘60s radical teacher talking about how much his 

generation did because they were passionate, the students look bored and unimpressed.  

They’ve just been talking about the Cold War and nuclear threats from the Soviet Union 

and can’t see how they have any control over anything, and can’t see what good came of 

student rebellions in the past.  In addition, they go home to parents who seem clueless as 

well.  Matt’s mother is divorced, overworked, smokes pot, has a boyfriend who doesn’t 

get along with her kids but at least he pays rent, and she has absolutely no control over 

her children.  She’s powerless to stop her younger son from tormenting and threatening 

her daughter, and Matt just locks her out of his room when they’re in middle of a 

conversation.  Meanwhile, Clarissa’s only interactions with her parents are when she 

walks out of the house to spend the night with Matt.  Her mother, unseen, calls out from 

the living room, “Clarissa, is that you?”  She responds “yes,” and that’s the end of the 

exchange and the level of concern.   

 The other adults in the film don’t fare much better.  The police officer who 

interviews Matt gives him a hard time about why he didn’t do anything, even though 

Matt’s the one who came forward to report the crime.  And Feck, the pot 

supplier/girlfriend killer, seems aware that the teens only come to visit him because he 
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gives them drugs, but he gives it to them anyway.  As part of Layne’s plan, he has 

Samson, who incidentally lives with and cares for a senile aunt, hide out with Feck.  

When he realizes that Samson didn’t love Jamie, which apparently is a good enough 

reason to kill somebody, he decides to kill Samson because there was no hope for him.  

Feck’s logic, while tapping into the hopelessness and the confusion about what to do 

about these kids, is warped as well. 

 The youth in River’s Edge lack feeling and agency.  The older characters are 

powerless, clueless, ineffective, and in some way corrupt.  There is no sense that the 

teens are effectively learning moral lessons from anywhere, leaving them floundering.  

For teen films of the ‘80s, people in positions traditionally associated with authority 

because of age and the responsibility that comes with the positions – parents, teachers, 

police, even an older guide/mentor – have none of the qualities traditionally associated 

with authority, such as power, knowledge, and effectiveness.  And youth, traditionally 

associated with a lack of power and knowledge, are given a different type authority – 

they seem to know what’s wrong, have the awareness that there aren’t any adults who can 

fix the problems, but are left to figure out and then do the right thing on their own.   

 Table 7.1 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

young and old: 

TABLE 7.1. Young/Old 
Film Oppositional Pair: young/old 
Back to the Future The principal tells Marty outright that he doesn’t think he’ll amount to 

anything; George and Lorraine are ineffective parents. 
Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

Mr. Hand, the history teacher, doesn’t have much power over his 
students; otherwise, there’s a striking absence of authority figures. 
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Dirty Dancing There are clear distinction between Baby and her father; Dr. Houseman 
has authority, but doesn’t necessarily use it judiciously. 

The Karate Kid Miyagi is a helpful authority teaching wisely vs. Kreese who is a bad 
influence; Daniel’s mother has limited authority and power. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

Almost all the parents are useless, don’t believe the teens, and even 
when some try to help, actually end up being harmful (ex. bars on 
windows lock Nancy in the house). 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

Peggy’s authority is limited, but she is a kind mother-figure; fathers are 
ineffective (Bill) or harsh (Jim’s never-seen father); suburban 
housewives turn cruel. 

The Breakfast 
Club 

Principal Vernon is a nemesis; teens reveal the problems with all of 
their parents ranging from lack of understanding and caring to outright 
abuse. 

 

 What becomes apparent is that older characters and characters in positions 

traditionally associated with authority have been almost completely separated from 

having any actual authority.  Most of the adults in teen films, especially parents and 

teachers, are either ineffective or harmful, leaving the teens to rely on themselves and 

their peer group.  There are the occasional older characters that do offer good guidance, 

such as Doc Brown in Back to the Future and Mr. Miyagi in The Karate Kid, but these 

two characters are coded as out of the ordinary, as people who aren’t traditionally 

associated with authority.  Doc Brown is the town mad scientist who people think is 

crazy, and Mr. Miyagi, although revealed to have a tremendous amount of depth, is easily 

overlooked because he’s an unassuming janitor.  The teens are forced to look for 

authority in uncharacteristic places.   

For the most part, there isn’t so much rebellion against elders and authority 

figures as there is an inherent dismissal of their value.  The change in representations of 

authority becomes especially notable in the ‘80s.  As Grossberg points out, this was a 
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time when the lines between youth and adults were blurring because both were taking on 

qualities of the other (1986, 64).  There are very few rites of passage leading to 

adulthood, and rarely does just the act of having sex, learning how to drive, or proving 

yourself on some stage, whether it’s a sporting event or a big dance, actually lead to 

maturity.  Just being older, or just being a parent or a teacher, doesn’t make someone 

mature or authoritative either.  When both youth and maturity can be seen as identities 

and attitudes instead of something associated with age, uncertainties arise, especially 

when considering how we make sense of the world in terms of binary oppositions.  

Adolescence itself is confusing in that it is not old and not young but rather an in-

between, liminal stage; but when adults lose their authority and when teens feel like they 

have no role models and a great amount of responsibility, it leads to confusion about the 

parts different people play that help maintain a society. 

 

Past and Future 

 One of the reasons there is so much concern surrounding youth is because it is 

seen as symbolic. Youth carry hope and fear, promise and apprehension.  The younger 

generations represent how well the values of the past have been instilled, potentially 

leading to the perpetuation of those values in the future.  But what happens when the 

values of the past are suspect or when things aren’t going down the right path?  Back to 

the Future, with its time travel plot line, allows for a fantasy version of the role youth can 

play in securing the future.  In the series, Marty is a kid who’s often late to class, who 

likes to party, and is an aspiring musician.  He has a bit of a chip on his shoulder because 
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his parents, George and Lorraine, have spent their entire lives kowtowing to Biff, the 

bully they’ve been afraid of since high school.  In response to his parents’ weakness, 

Marty has become oversensitive to being called “chicken” (not unlike Jim Stark in Rebel 

Without a Cause) and confronts adversity head on when he’s faced with it. 

When Marty gets sent back in time, he’s charged with not only rectifying what 

got mixed up with history, but also with trying to save Doc Brown from the terrorists 

trying to kill him in the future, and importantly, trying to save his entire family.  While 

his primary objective is making sure his parents meet and fall in love so that he and his 

siblings can be born, he also tries to instill confidence in his father to approach his 

mother, to encourage him in his dreams to be a writer, and to strengthen his resolve to 

stand up for himself against Biff.  The son almost literally takes on the role of parent 

when he is forced to ensure his own existence, but also does so when he tries to teach his 

father how to be a man and believe in himself.  As Marty learns self-confidence and 

teaches his father to believe in himself, both father and son learn how to survive 

adolescence and life more generally.  The film emphasizes how the tumultuous period of 

adolescence isn’t isolated; what happens as a teenager has a huge impact on adulthood, as 

evidenced by the new life Marty comes back to in the present, with parents who are self-

assured and happy, and with siblings who are better off as well, all because the father 

stood up to a bully in high school. 

In the later installments of the franchise, Marty also has to learn his own lessons 

about not taking the message of standing up for himself to the extreme in order to protect 

his own future.  When he’s called a “chicken” by bullies, whether in the past with Tannen 
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in the Old West who challenges him to a duel or Needles in the present who challenges 

him to a car race, he has to learn to moderate his temper so that he’s not cajoled into 

dangerous situations.  Instead of racing Needles, which would have injured his hand and 

crushed his hopes of being a musician, he drives away because he doesn’t feel he has to 

prove himself to others.  The act calls into question games of chicken and the ways teens 

have tried to prove themselves in other films.  It seems the lesson imparted is not just 

about knowing when to stand up for yourself and fight back, but also knowing when it’s 

better to walk away, to know which fights are worth fighting.  Marty effectively has to 

learn to temper the lessons he had to teach his own father. 

Table 7.2 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

past and future: 

 

TABLE 7.2. Past/Future  
Film Oppositional Pair: past/future 
River’s Edge Violence and behaviors are passed down the generations; Feck killed in 

the past and is worried about Sam killing again in the future; teacher 
talks about how kids used to behave, used to care. 

Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

Brad is worried about his future job prospects; Stacy is concerned about 
seeming more like an adult; interesting that Mr. Hand is a history 
teacher. 

Dirty Dancing The film is set on the cusp of the revolutionary ‘60s; Kellerman talks 
about times changing; Baby wonders if she’ll ever feel the same way 
again about somebody as she does for Johnny. 

The Karate Kid Miyagi shows Daniel the country’s past mistakes with the Japanese 
Internment camps during WWII; he tries not to repeat mistakes of past 
violence with how he teaches Daniel. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

The parents’ past mistakes of trying to take justice into their own hands 
ends up haunting (and killing) their children in the present and future. 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

An elderly Kim bookends the tale (all set in the past), meanwhile 
Edward will always stay young; the Inventor creates life, but doesn’t live 
long enough to secure Edward’s future. 
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The Breakfast 
Club 

Teens note the mistakes their parents make and how they don’t want to 
be like them in the future; teens worry about who’ll they’ll become 
(“when you grow up, your heart dies”); Vernon wonders if teens have 
changed and who’ll take care of him when he’s older. 

 

While the Back to the Future films make literal the idea that teens have to take 

control of their lives by fixing the past, that they have to help their parents with their jobs 

in the generational process, teen films in general address past and future concerns as well.  

There is a sense of the passage of time, an inevitable aging process the teens go through 

as they progress into adulthood, but at issue is what kind of adults the teens will become.  

Teens have to secure their own futures by figuring out the best course of action, by 

realizing the actions their parents have taken affect them, but it’s the decisions the teens 

make now that will decide their future.  The values the older generations are passing 

down come with the mistakes they’ve made; in order to secure the future, the teens have 

to right the past, whether by not becoming like their parents (The Breakfast Club) or by 

finishing the job their parents started (A Nightmare on Elm Street).  Of course history 

can’t actually be changed, but the lines between past and future, between the lessons of 

the past and promise of the future, are blurred when considering how the values 

associated with each are called into question as the teens figure out how to do the right 

thing when no one has been able to teach them how.  The teens aren’t in line to be 

indoctrinated into society in a socialization process that perpetuates misguided values, but 

rather are rejecting the old ways that don’t work.  The promise the new generation holds 

for the future is directly related to how teens are able to overcome the past. 
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Carelessness and Responsibility 

 Fast Times at Ridgemont High is a film on the cusp; it marks both the end of one 

era and the beginning of a new one.  The film shows different types of teens in high 

school, in various social groupings, hanging out, going to class, thinking about dates, 

sports, and jobs, and just generally interacting, providing a slice of teen life.  Part of that 

everyday life involves the teens getting stoned and having sex without too many 

devastating repercussions.  It came from the ‘70s when having sex and doing drugs, even 

for teens, went from not such a big deal, to later in the ‘80s when those actions could lead 

to things far more serious and dangerous, like crack and AIDS; it was on the border 

between the more socially liberal ‘70s and the more socially conservative ‘80s.   

 The teens in Fast Times at Ridgemont High have their share of fun.  They pull 

pranks, like accidentally wrecking a star football player’s car and blaming an opposing 

sports team so they don’t get in trouble.  Spicoli is a stoner who disrupts Mr. Hand’s 

history class with lateness and pizza deliveries, but he’s usually just reprimanded with a 

proverbial slap on the wrist.  Indeed, most of the teens in the film go about their year in 

high school without much in the way of character development and with limited 

repercussions for their careless actions.  Stacy, however, is the character with the most to 

learn after she starts having sexual relationships for the first time, and after she 

accidentally gets pregnant and needs an abortion.  Importantly, she isn’t condemned or 

criticized for having sex, but she does learn the consequences for what happened.  

Damone, the boy that got her pregnant and then left her to handle things on her own, 

evades his responsibilities, and is shunned by most of his former friends, showing that 
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teens can enjoy having more freedoms, but they have to start to learn to balance these 

freedoms with responsibility.  Fast Times at Ridgemont High is able to revel in the fun 

and joy of youth while still treating the subjects and the teens with a degree of frankness 

and pragmatism. 

Table 7.3 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

carelessness and responsibility: 

TABLE 7.3. Carelessness/Responsibility 
Film Oppositional Pair: carelessness/responsibility 
River’s Edge Teens have to figure out what kind of responsibility they have to their 

friends, to a sense of morality. 
Back to the 
Future 

There is the sense that Marty doesn’t take school seriously and would rather 
be playing music, but he has to learn to take responsibility for himself, his 
parents, and even the entire town. 

Dirty Dancing Penny and her friends face the responsibility of an unwanted pregnancy 
while Robbie shirks his; Baby has to consider the consequences of her 
actions when she stands up for Johnny. 

The Karate 
Kid 

Daniel can learn how to fight and feel more secure, to have the freedom to 
go where he wants, but has to use the knowledge responsibly, to know that 
karate is about self-defense, not violence. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

Parents don’t live up to their responsibilities to their children (don’t believe 
them, leave them alone to go on dates or out of town, are alcoholics); teens 
feel responsible about protecting one another. 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

The Inventor’s sense of responsibility is questionable – what kind of life 
was he leaving for Edward? The housewives, Jim, Kim, Edward all have 
power (varying from telling lies to committing violence), but have to decide 
if they’ll use it responsibly.  

The Breakfast 
Club 

Some of the teens are in detention to pay for/take responsibility for the 
“fun” they had, such as going shopping or pulling pranks. 

 

Many of the films touch on the issue of balance – teens are at a stage where they 

have more independence, but they constantly have to assess and consider what results 

from their actions (as well as the actions of adults).  Instead of just being about a state of 

mind, such as being carefree, the opposition of carelessness and responsibility has to do 
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with accountability.  The teens are of course allowed to have fun, and many of the films 

encourage getting enjoyment from life; but all the actions the characters take, whether 

something seemingly harmless like taking a day off to go shopping (The Breakfast Club), 

or more serious like being held accountable for reporting a murder (River’s Edge), have 

to come with the knowledge that there are repercussions for those actions.  Carelessness 

often leads to someone getting hurt, while taking responsibility (for their actions, for 

helping take care of others), although difficult, signifies part of the maturity process.  

Even a film like Fast Times at Ridgemont High which relishes in celebrating teen life, 

doesn’t seem concerned with teaching overt, heavy-handed moral lessons and criticizing 

behavior, but still makes clear that as part of the process of growing up, teens have to 

learn the consequences for their actions; they have to learn carelessness can lead to 

hardship, and that it’s all right to have fun as long as they take responsibility. 

 

Innocence and Knowledge  

 Dirty Dancing begins with Baby and her family coming to a resort in upstate New 

York in late summer 1963.  She seems to feel somewhat out of place with the guests and 

instead spends time observing; she’s impressed when watching the dancers, but also 

notices the way they’re treated differently.  Her eyes are opened as she overhears the 

owner, Max Kellerman, telling Robbie and the other waiters, the ones who are from 

wealthier families and are more educated, that they should romance the daughters, even 

the ugly ones, while Johnny and the crew of people who work in other areas of the resort, 

the street kids who aren’t as wealthy or educated, should keep to the wives.  Baby also 
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comes to realize that the world is different for some people, even the ones who might live 

just a few doors or cabins away: Johnny could lose his job if he stands up to the owner’s 

son, and even though Johnny could tell Dr. Houseman that he wasn’t the one who got 

Penny pregnant, he wouldn’t have been believed because people judge him based on 

where he comes from instead of who he is.  When Baby sticks up for him, when she 

provides him an alibi against the false accusations that he was a thief, Johnny is surprised 

because no one had ever been nice to him before without wanting something in return.  

Baby starts the film sheltered and idealistic, innocent in her beliefs about the world, but 

she becomes more knowledgeable and aware of the hardships some people face.  

 Although it’s a tale of young love with people from opposing cultures and classes, 

Baby and Johnny never profess their feelings in overwrought scenes; instead, they seem 

to know that they’ve found something special, they don’t know how long it will last, but 

they know they want to be with each other while they can be.  One of the more emotional 

confrontations in the film actually occurs with Baby and her father.  To Dr. Houseman’s 

credit, he wasn’t entirely wrong to be worried about Baby, and he eventually admits his 

mistakes; but he was wrong to quickly pass judgment on Johnny and not give him a 

chance.  Baby’s father instilled in her the strong moral code by which she acts, but she 

confronts him because he wasn’t living by the standards he professed and wasn’t treating 

people fairly.  (It’s interesting to note that with the film set in the past, the authoritative 

parental role is informed by a different generational dynamic, while the father’s eventual 

open-mindedness reflects more contemporary sentiments.)  Baby knows that her father 

will forever see her differently, that he won’t think of her as his innocent, wide-eyed little 
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girl, and not just because she’s had sex or because she got mixed up in an illegal abortion, 

but also because she lied to him and because she made choices he expressly didn’t 

approve.  But Baby also knows that what she did was right – she chose to follow her 

moral code by being loyal to her friends, helping those in need, and standing up for 

justice even at personal risk.  When Baby confronts her father, she shows she’s grown up 

and become her own person, and also realizes they both need to see each other as human, 

as people with strengths and faults. 

 The opposition of innocence and knowledge does relate to first loves and to 

becoming sexually active, and indeed, Baby is brave and forward about her feelings for 

Johnny, taking her from an innocent girl to a more knowledgeable woman.  But 

additionally, Baby goes from innocence to knowledge because she has a change in her 

worldview; she learns more about how other people live and the prejudices they face, and 

she learns about people’s limitations.  While she matures, she doesn’t lose her sense of 

idealism in thinking that she can make a difference, that it’s important to stand up for her 

beliefs and to treat people fairly.  While innocence and knowledge may be set in 

opposition, Baby shows that gaining knowledge doesn’t preclude retaining one’s ideals 

and values.     

Table 7.4 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

innocence and knowledge: 

TABLE 7.4. Innocence/Knowledge 
Film Oppositional Pair: innocence/knowledge 
River’s Edge If the friends know what happened, are they accomplices (guilty)? How 

long will the little sister stay innocent in the home environment? 
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Back to the 
Future 

Marty finds out what his mother was really like, i.e. she was interested in 
boys and sex as a teen and isn’t as innocent as she claimed. 

Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

Stacy learns about sex, but her knowledge isn’t limited to sex – it also 
has to do with what she learns about her self-worth and what she values 
in relationships.  

The Karate Kid Daniel gains knowledge of karate and the “right way” to fight; there is 
the question of the students’ innocence vs. guilt when they follow 
Kreese’s orders to fight dirty – should they know better? 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

There’s a link between sex and guilt (opposing innocence) when teens 
are killed right after sex; also, even though teens have no knowledge of 
or guilt in Freddy’s murder, they’re still held accountable. 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

Edward knows more than he seems to about love and human 
relationships, but it’s an innocent form of knowledge – he believes if 
you love someone, you won’t hurt that person. 

The Breakfast 
Club 

There is some talk about sex and sexual experience, but more so, after 
gaining knowledge about one another, can the teens go back to how they 
were before? 

 

 The binary of innocence and knowledge covers a number of areas.  Although the 

transition from sexual innocence to knowledge and experience is important in the teen 

film, what’s more important is knowledge about self-worth and about being considerate 

of others (as in Fast Times at Ridgemont High).  In varied films like A Nightmare on Elm 

Street, River’s Edge, and The Karate Kid, innocence is linked to blamelessness and 

knowledge to guilt – how much responsibility do the teens have for the actions of others, 

how much culpability can they avoid when they know better?  The binary is significant in 

the teen film for underscoring a maturity process and bringing awareness to all the 

different forms this process can take.  Even with the range of means by which the teens 

go from being to innocent to more knowledgeable, from naïve to informed, the 

overarching theme is one that deals with a change in perspective, from the teens being 

inexperienced to having more sophisticated understandings of how the world works and 

their place in it. 
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Weak and Strong 

 When Daniel meets Ali on the beach after moving to California with his single 

mother in the beginning of The Karate Kid, he courageously stands up for her when her 

ex-boyfriend, Johnny, harasses her.  Little does Daniel know that Johnny is a bully, a 

leader of a gang of high school thugs, and that he’s an expert in karate.  The bullies 

constantly pick on Daniel in unfair ambushes, and even though he fights back, he’s 

always outmaneuvered.  Daniel’s just a gawky outcast who’s tortured by the unyielding 

torment, but then Mr. Miyagi, the seemingly unassuming maintenance person at his 

apartment complex, offers to teach him karate.  Miyagi is small in stature and taciturn in 

nature, but when he comes upon Daniel getting beaten up by five other people, he can 

step in and defend him.  Miyagi is contrasted with Kreese, the sensei at the dojo where 

Johnny trains, who is brash and full of bluster.  He trains his students to believe that 

karate is about fighting, is about the strong defeating the weak and showing no mercy.  

When Miyagi agrees to train Daniel for the tournament, it’s not to advocate violence, but 

rather it’s so that Daniel can learn to defend himself.  In the process of learning karate, 

Daniel discovers that true strength and power are not in showboating displays, fighting, 

or being bigger than the other guy, but rather in wisdom and inner fortitude, in believing 

in himself and gaining courage.   

 When the tournament arrives and Daniel actually gets to the final round, Kreese 

orders his students to cheat by illegally injuring Daniel.  He’s almost taken out of the 

competition, but gets Miyagi to help him get through the rest of the round.  While Miyagi 
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at first thinks that Daniel had already done enough just by showing up, what Daniel has 

realized, and is able to show, is that he has to finish so that he can know he tried as best 

he could, so that he no longer has to be afraid, not just of others, but of self-doubt.  

Importantly, Daniel doesn’t fight in the competition to show his power and skill or to 

teach someone a lesson; rather, it becomes a matter of not letting himself be taken 

advantage of and not letting the strong feel like they could get away with intimidating 

and tormenting the people they think are weak.  In The Karate Kid someone who cheats 

and gangs up on someone, or someone who thinks power means being cruel and showing 

no mercy, isn’t strong, no matter how brawny they are or how proficient in technique; 

even the bullies learn this when they eventually turn against Kreese.  What Daniel’s 

triumph indicates is that strength isn’t necessarily defined by how big or how loud you 

are, but has more to do with inner strength of character.   

Table 7.5 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

weak and strong: 

TABLE 7.5. Weak/Strong 
Film Oppositional Pair: weak/strong 
River’s Edge There are those who can stand up to Sam and Layne, and those who 

can’t. 
Back to the Future Marty (and George and Lorraine) need to face Biff the bully. 
Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

There isn’t as much in terms of physical conflict, but rather the 
opposition relates to having strength of character to do the right thing 
by standing by friends instead of abandoning them. 

Dirty Dancing Certain characters have, or achieve, the strength of character to stand 
up for what they believe, to defend themselves or others. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

There are those who are able to fight and face Freddy, vs. those who 
are unable to and either run away and hide (some of the parents) or die 
(most of the teens). 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

Edward, and later Kim, confront Jim the bully; Edward has the 
strength of character to do what he believes is right. 
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The Breakfast Club Different types of characters are set in opposition: bullies and athletes 
vs. each other, vs. those seen as weaker (nerds, weirdos); there are the 
characters who need protection vs. those who stand up for themselves. 

 

 The bully is a prevalent character in the teen film, and is a close approximation to 

an evil force that teens have to overcome.  The character often shows the disparity 

between weak and strong in terms of brute force, or psychological manipulation as is the 

case with the mean popular girls, but importantly, the appearance of these traits on the 

outside almost always belies what’s really on the inside.  The character who seems small 

and meek usually grows to have inner strength, a strength that is made apparent in a 

confrontation with a physically larger or more commandeering opponent.  Weakness and 

strength isn’t just about physicality; if the characters don’t gain self-confidence, they’re 

unlikely to prevail in any contest.  This significance placed on inner development also 

speaks to the ways the binary is represented in non-physical or non-confrontational terms 

when the teens have to find the strength of character to do the right thing, for example 

when they have to go to the police in River’s Edge, or stand up for justice when Baby 

helps Penny and defends Johnny in Dirty Dancing.  Going from weak to strong, or to 

gaining inner strength of character, is another way the progression to maturity and 

confidence is represented in the teen film. 

 

Danger and Safety 

 The first dream sequence in A Nightmare on Elm Street isn’t Nancy’s, the 

main/final girl/hero, but rather of her friend Tina.  At first, like most of the dream 
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sequences throughout the film, it isn’t clear on what level of reality the events are 

occurring.  When Tina wakes up startled from the nightmare and she’s shown supposedly 

safe in her own bed, in her own house, her mother opens the door and instead of being 

concerned, is mad at her daughter for disturbing her time with her boyfriend.  When she 

gets to school the next day, the group of four friends, including Tina’s boyfriend Rod and 

Nancy’s boyfriend Glen, reveal they have all had haunted dreams recently.  Of course 

when they voice any of their concerns at the strange occurrence, no one believes them, 

and no one can protect them, and as a result, they’re systematically attacked. 

 As the film progresses, Nancy’s dreams are increasingly haunted and tormented.  

And she knows that they’re not just dreams; whatever happens to her in her nightmares 

happens in real life.  She’s not safe at home when she sleeps in bed, and she’s not safe at 

school, where because she’s so sleep deprived, she occasionally nods off in class.  Freddy 

can get to her wherever she is and whenever she’s vulnerable; all he needs is for her to 

dream.  Even when she tries to protect her friends, she’s thwarted – when she realizes 

Glen is in danger, she can’t get to him because her parents have put bars on her windows 

and she’s trapped in her own home.  Although Nancy actively fights Freddy, and seems 

to temporarily defeat him, the battle never ends as he continually returns to haunt her and 

the rest of the teens on Elm Street.  The teens can try to protect themselves from danger 

by learning how to defend themselves and gaining strength and knowledge, but they have 

nowhere to feel truly safe, not in their schools, not in their own homes and beds, and not 

even in the only place that should be secure as belonging to only them, in their own 

thoughts and dreams.  
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Table 7.6 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

danger and safety: 

TABLE 7.6. Danger/Safety 
Film Oppositional Pair: danger/safety 
River’s Edge The friends are in harm’s way by hanging around Sam, Feck, and Layne, 

and Matt’s little brother’s increasing violence poses a real threat as well.  
Back to the 
Future 

Throughout, Marty’s entire existence is at stake. 

Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

There is some danger re: Damone wrecking Jefferson’s car, Brad 
thwarting the holdup, but otherwise, just somewhat of a sense of the 
potential trouble teens can get into when they’re unsupervised. 

Dirty Dancing Dancers’ areas (and their supposed bad influences) are considered 
dangerous for Baby, and dangerous for the dancers (they could get fired) 
if they get caught spending time with the younger guests. 

The Karate Kid The bullies can reach Daniel wherever he is: at school, walking home, on 
the beach, at the local hangout; few places are safe. 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

The real danger/threat comes from Jim and the housewives even though 
Edward is blamed; Edward tries to keep people safe. 

The Breakfast 
Club 

The teens get in trouble or are in danger in various spaces they thought 
would be safe – with the principal, at school (the locker room prank), in 
classes they thought would be easy to pass, in their homes (abusive 
parents). 

 

The binary of danger and safety appears throughout the teen film, but like the 

opposition between weak and strong, it doesn’t just refer to the physical.  Danger can 

come from known or more obvious sources, like a murderer (River’s Edge) or an 

experiment gone awry (Back to the Future), or from unsuspecting people, such as a 

principal who physically threatens a student in The Breakfast Club.  It could also come 

from unsuspecting places, like walking down a street where bullies attack (The Karate 

Kid).  Often the teens realize that safety, or feeling protected, doesn’t automatically come 

from what would seem like a trusting source, that people, places, and situations aren’t 

always what they seem.  They learn that they have to gain and use good judgment by 
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trying to carve out their own spaces and trusting the right people, whether this is by 

learning to stand up for themselves or learning to avoid bad influences.  There is the 

possibility that the teens will find safety, and indeed one of the goals in the films is often 

to be able to feel more secure physically and emotionally.  But the multiple and nebulous 

places of danger and threat speak to the ways teens have to repeatedly assess the new 

situations in which they find themselves.   

 

Normal and Different 

 It’s easy to see Edward’s differences in Edward Scissorhands – he’s made from a 

machine and was turned into a person, but his transformation couldn’t be completed 

because his inventor/father died before he could give him human hands.  Except for being 

left with scissors where his hands would have been, Edward seems like a human being.  

He has emotions like a person, gets confused when he doesn’t understand something, 

expresses his creativity through art, gets frustrated and angry when he can’t do what he 

wants or when people try to take advantage of him, gets sad when he’s lonely, and 

fiercely protects the people he loves.  While he has some attributes remaining of a 

machine in that he will never age, he also shares qualities with teenagers.  Edward is in a 

period of transition, trying to learn about human nature, about why people act the way 

they do, and about how he can remain true to himself and what he values in situations 

that test him and that call his humanity into question. 

 The first part of the film is framed very much like a parent-child relationship: 

Edward has lost his father/creator, is struggling to find himself and his place in the world, 
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and then Peg, a compassionate surrogate mother comes around and brings him into her 

family.  The next part of the film is framed by his developing romantic relationship with 

Kim, Peg’s daughter.  She at first sees him as odd, but then starts to appreciate him and 

starts falling in love with him when she’s able to see through his differences, when she 

can see him as a caring, loving person, and when she can see more of her own self-worth 

because of how much he loves her.  But their interactions don’t happen in a vacuum; the 

whole community takes part in Edward’s socialization process.  Various people in the 

town welcome Edward, making him feel wanted and included, but only as long as they 

can use him.  One of the housewives wants more attention, then starts telling lies when he 

rejects her; Jim, Kim’s ex-boyfriend, uses him to help him steal from his father, then 

accuses him of the crime when things go wrong.  Edward even tries to save Kim’s little 

brother from Jim’s drunk driving, but gets blamed for hurting him when he cuts him 

while pushing him out of harm’s way.  At first Edward is accepted with his differences, 

but then he’s chased away and cast out when he’s seen as a threat because of those 

differences. 

Even though the town rejects him, it seems Edward’s bigger concerns are with his 

feelings for Kim.  When Jim asks Edward to help him break into his father’s house, it’s a 

bit of a surprise to discover that Edward was fully aware that it was wrong.  Edward is 

innocent and child-like in many ways, but he actually has a more sophisticated 

understanding of how the world works in terms of the rules of society and what it means 

to love someone – he broke into the house for Kim, because he feels that you’re supposed 

to do things for someone you love, but also because he believes that a person that loves 
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you should be aware of what they ask of you.  When the town rejects Edward, and when 

Kim and Edward have to sacrifice their love for each other because Edward would never 

be safe if they were together, in actuality his banishment isn’t based on him being bad or 

wrong, but rather it’s because the supposedly normal community is corrupt and 

intolerant, and can’t accept those who are different.  

Table 7.7 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

normal and different: 

TABLE 7.7. Normal/Different 
Film Oppositional Pair: normal/different 
River’s Edge The teacher asks what’s wrong with these kids; the group is set apart 

from others in the school by their tastes in music, clothes, drug use. 
Back to the 
Future 

George feels different, not accepted, shy; he feels like he can’t approach 
Lorraine. 

Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

Stacy feels different because she’s a virgin, and feels more normal or 
accepted in relationships if she has sex. 

Dirty Dancing Baby feels like she doesn’t fit in with the rest of the guests and is 
different from her sister; Johnny recognizes that he’s treated differently 
by Kellerman and Dr. Houseman because of his social class. 

The Karate Kid Daniel doesn’t feel accepted at his new school in the new town; he 
decides to fight because he wants to feel OK with who he is, not because 
he has to prove himself to others. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

At first the teens feel like something is wrong with them for the dreams 
they’re having, but then they realize they aren’t alone. 

The Breakfast 
Club 

Teens, even the popular ones, feel like they don’t belong, or that their 
belonging in a group is tenuous – if they do the wrong thing, such as 
associate with “uncool” people, they’ll be ostracized; they feel like 
everybody else has it (teen life) figured out except them. 

 

 Edward Scissorhands questions surfaces, how the outside can belie the inside.  It 

questions what ugliness can lurk beneath the idyllic, and conversely, how what might 

seem ugly on the outside can actually be quite beautiful.  Edward struggles with a cruel 

society, but also struggles with feeling alienated and lonely, like a lot of teens do.  
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Feeling normal or different extends to other situations as well – the teens in A Nightmare 

on Elm Street at first feel crazy for what’s happening in their dreams, and characters in 

Dirty Dancing, ranging from the guests to the workers, are made to feel accepted or out 

of place depending who the other people in the room are.  But often, when the characters 

are able to communicate with others, with friends or members of opposing groups, they 

realize they’re not so different or alone.  Whether people’s differences are real or 

imagined, the goal of self-acceptance is always key, and the goal of acceptance by society 

is only worthwhile if they don’t have to compromise their values in order to fit in, 

especially when there’s something wrong with what’s considered normal. 

The binary between normal and different has to do with perceptions and feelings, 

with the way teens see themselves.  The time of adolescence is marked by the importance 

of the peer group, by learning socialization rituals, and feeling pressure to conform.  

Because of these pressures, it can take a while for the teens to realize that feeling normal 

or feeling different has more to do with self-acceptance as opposed to acceptance by 

others.  Unlike some of the other oppositions that deal with a positive progression, from 

feeling or being weak to strong, or in danger to safe, the binary acknowledges that the 

two states exist for teens, that they either feel accepted or like outcasts, but that the goal 

isn’t necessarily to be normal or to conform.  After all, while different can seem like 

weird or abnormal, it can also mean unique and special; while normal can seem like 

acceptable and natural, it can also mean boring and ordinary.  Rather, the teen films 

accept that both states, that being different or normal, are both fine; the significance lies 
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in whether the teens accept themselves for who they are, regardless of what someone 

else’s standards might be. 

 

Inside and Outside 

 The Breakfast Club is perhaps one of the most canonical and quintessential teen 

films of the ‘80s.  It tackles some of the key issues surrounding teens trying to survive the 

tumultuous period of adolescence while they’re in the process of trying to figure out who 

they are, where they belong, and what kind of people they want to be.  Five different high 

school social groups and stereotypes are represented in the film, and although they don’t 

usually intermingle, on this day they’re forced together and actually bond.  However, 

when Brian asks if they’ll be friends when school starts, Claire, although she gets yelled 

at for saying what other people are thinking, articulates what they already know about 

how the high school social structure works – she says they probably won’t be.  She says 

that her, John, and Andy’s friends wouldn’t accept the friendships, that they might say 

“hi” but then would feel pressured by their friends for breaking social protocol and would 

likely make fun of the person they had just greeted.  When Brian states that he and 

Allison are better people because they wouldn’t do that, Claire says it’s because they, the 

geeks and the outcasts, the ones who are considered to be a little socially awkward, look 

up to the “cooler” kids and wouldn’t lose any status by associating with them. 

 Although Claire’s points seem harsh, there’s an element of truth when it comes to 

adolescent peer groups.  She points out not just social differences, but also social 

hierarchies.  Someone can have a group of friends and not feel alone, and there can be 
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lots of different types of groups.  But what Claire notes is that there are the popular kids, 

those who are accepted by what seems to be the largest numbers and those who people 

look up to because they have status, whether it’s based on looks, wealth, or because it 

seems like they’ve mastered the codes of high school etiquette.  And then there are the 

other kids, the ones who feel like they’re not as accepted by the majority, those on the 

margins who can feel like outcasts even if they have a group of friends.  There is an 

inside and an outside to the social groups with the insiders, the popular kids, on top.  

Since popular tends to mean accepted and approved, the status can be appealing to 

adolescents who are in a period where they get so much validation from their peers.   

Ultimately, what the teens in The Breakfast Club come to realize is that there’s 

more to all of them than what initially seems, and that the struggle for acceptance by a 

group isn’t as important as being true to themselves and their values, especially if the 

group’s norms are at odds with what they know is right.  But not giving in to others’ 

expectations, to peer pressure and pressure from adults, can be a difficult lesson to learn 

without having the concomitant feelings of self-worth and self-confidence, and when the 

fear of being an outsider and all alone can be so strong.  When John walks down the field 

by himself at the end of the film, he pumps his arm in the air as the music to “Don’t You 

(Forget about Me)” plays, but it isn’t clear what the gesture means and how much he’s 

aware of its potential meanings – is it a fist pump of defiance in rebellion, of triumph in 

accomplishment?  Is it an action that’s expressive for character John (Bender) or for 

director John (Hughes)?  The question remains unanswered as to whether the five will be 
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friends on Monday, even though the group was able to break through barriers and social 

protocols, reveal themselves, and not feel so alone for one Saturday.  

Table 7.8 reviews how the other teen films in this section address the binary of 

inside and outside: 

TABLE 7.8. Inside/Outside 
Film Oppositional Pair: inside/outside 
River’s Edge Matt and his friends are a group of teens on the outskirts of the larger 

community that no one seems to care about; the teens follow Layne 
because they want to stay on the inside of their group. 

Back to the 
Future 

George is treated like an outsider; Marty is “outed” by his clothing, but 
also by his musical tastes during both of his performances (prom 
audition in ‘85 and parents’ prom in ‘55). 

Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 

There’s an acceptance of different social types, but still a sense that there 
are distinct social groups and cliques in the school; in order to be 
accepted, Stacy thinks she has to “put out.” 

Dirty Dancing Baby is jealous of the dancers and wants to feel like she belongs in their 
group, meanwhile Johnny is jealous of the relationships and lifestyle the 
guests have. 

The Karate Kid Daniel wants to be accepted at school and by Ali; Miyagi is an outsider 
because of his heritage; Miyagi’s teachings aren’t within the accepted 
tradition and he has to make up a story about his Dojo to get into the 
tournament. 

A Nightmare 
on Elm Street 

There’s a sense of the “good” teens, like Nancy, who fit in with the 
standards of the community and who are believed and cared for vs. the 
“bad” ones, like Rod, who don’t fit in and who are discounted and put in 
danger. 

Edward 
Scissorhands 

Edward gains acceptance from the community, but then faces expulsion 
because the acceptance is conditional; he’ll always be an outsider 
because of his appearance. 

 

Inside and outside refers to the way teens are treated and how they see themselves 

in relation to others.  Although the teens in River’s Edge might be marginalized by 

society, they’re more concerned with their status within their group than with the law.  

And while Baby in Dirty Dancing never compromises her values, she has to make 

choices that changes her relationship with her father, and becomes aware of the coldness 
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with which he subsequently treats her, as well as the different ways different classes of 

people are treated in the resort.  However, importantly, the binary of inside and outside 

refers not just to social status, but also to the disparity between feeling one way on the 

inside, but presenting another front on the outside.  The binary illustrates the prevalence 

of teen performance of identity not just as an expression of self, but as an indication of 

the pressure of conformity; it deals with how teens want to be seen by others.  In The 

Breakfast Club, even though his friends were cheering him on and thought it was funny, 

Andy breaks down crying when he admits the cruel locker room prank he pulled that got 

him in detention, and Claire feels like she’s always under pressure to perform and 

conform to the demands of her popular friends.  Even Edward Scissorhands, a character 

of strong moral fortitude, does what he knows is wrong by helping Jim break into his 

father’s house, but he does it for Kim.  Succumbing to peer pressure indicates tension 

between the characters’ internal values and external façade, and relates to the ways teens 

are and want to be perceived by different groups. 

The binary of inside and outside shares some similarities with the binary of 

normal and different.  Both relate to the way the teens feel, but normal and different has 

more to do with how the teens perceive of themselves as individuals, while inside and 

outside has more to do with their relationship to others.  The goal or process by which the 

teens overcome the negative feelings associated with being either on the inside (pressure 

to conform) or on the outside (discomfort from being an outcast) is still about learning 

self-acceptance instead of acceptance from a group, or acceptance by comprising 

personal standards.  But the manifestation of the self-acceptance process is different; with 
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the binary of normal and different, the teens start to care less about feeling similar to 

others (being like someone else), whereas with the binary of inside and outside, the teens 

start to care less about approval from others (being liked by someone else).  Again, both 

oppositions represent less a positive transition from one side to the other, from different 

to normal, from outside to inside; rather, what’s more important is that the teens accept 

themselves and do what they know is right, regardless of how other people see them.  

  

The Mythic Function of the Teen Film 

 The eight key oppositional pairs focus on issues that are essential to 

understanding the mythic function of the teen film genre.  They relate to issues of age and 

maturity, and to the struggle for acceptance.  They deal with an inevitable passing of time 

and aging progression, with outer struggles relating to security and wellbeing, and with 

inner struggles that deal with the perception of self in relation to the world.  The 

oppositions pose a series of questions that the teen film addresses: 

1. How can teens hold on to their values and a sense of idealism after learning more about 

the world?   

2. How do teens balance the opportunities and freedoms of youth with the risks they 

pose?  

3. How do teens achieve and retain a sense of themselves as individuals while feeling the 

need to conform to the standards of a community? 

The oppositions, and the themes and questions they bring up, are significant for 

underscoring the many different forms the adolescent maturation process can take.  Most 
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of the binary pairs deal with a coming-of-age process, and indeed, the genre is about the 

process of self-discovery and acceptance.  The films repeatedly show teens figuring out 

who they are, who their friends are, and who they want to be, as they become the heroes 

of their own lives.   

 Because this process is at the center of the teen film narrative, navigating the 

different sides of the oppositional pairs involves a positive progression, and as such the 

overarching, structuring opposition in the genre can be seen as one between insecurity 

and confidence.  This essential opposition takes into account multiple aspects that 

manifest in the eight oppositional pairs: the teens gain confidence in their abilities to 

make decisions and take care of themselves both physically and emotionally, they gain 

the confidence to take responsibility for themselves and their actions, and they gain the 

confidence to accept themselves for who they are.  Importantly, the opposition isn't from 

insecurity just to self-confidence, but rather confidence more broadly, which includes 

matters concerning the self and the relation of self to others.  This governing principle of 

confidence accommodates the teen films where the peer group is given prominence and, 

subsequently, where the journey focuses more on the teens figuring out their place in the 

world.   

In emphasizing the nature of the progress narrative, it’s notable that the essential 

opposition isn’t just a matter of going from immature to mature.  There isn’t one point at 

which the teens “grow up,” where they take a specific action that renders them adults.  

Rather, the teen films in general show characters on journeys of growth as opposed to 

concentrating on specific moments of epiphany and action.  This distinction of gaining 
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confidence instead of maturity can be seen as relating to the lack of rites of passage in 

American society.  In the 1980s specifically, the distinction relates to the blurred lines 

between young and old, to the idea that there was no single age or quality associated with 

either immaturity or maturity at a time when youth as a concept was beginning to be 

considered an attitude instead of an age.  

 Because the films are progress-oriented, questions remain about what constitutes 

conflict.  There is no one overarching, defining conflict in the teen film as genre.  There 

is no one typical bad guy – the oppositional forces can be as varied as teen bullies, 

supernatural monsters, or inattentive parents.  Instead, the governing dynamic is one of 

internal struggle, rather than external conflict; what’s in common between the films isn’t 

so much the conflict, but rather, the solutions to the conflict.  Regardless of the external 

struggle, the solutions almost always involve overcoming an internal struggle, one that 

leads to the teens believing and trusting in themselves, in their abilities and moral 

choices, as they progress on the road of personal growth.   

 Like all myths, the teen film genre articulates a community’s values, naturalizes 

certain behaviors, and offers temporary resolutions to complex and contradictory issues.  

Social norms are rife with tensions and contradictions, and inherent in these notions of 

values, tensions, and resolutions is the concept of ideology.  For Louis Althusser, “the 

primary function of ideology is to reproduce subjects acquiescent in the values necessary 

for maintaining an oppressive social order” (Stam 2000, 136); it becomes necessary, then, 

to carefully consider these tensions to see what social processes are naturalized and what 

ideological issues are at stake in the teen film.  Looking back to the historical analysis 
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earlier in the study, it becomes evident that broader, more systemic political, economic, 

and societal conflicts are presented and then, rather quickly, resolved in the teen film.  

For example, in WarGames, a teenager is able to prevent a nuclear holocaust, resolving 

how citizens are expected to live in fear of foreign and nuclear threats while they’re also 

made to feel safe and that they have power and agency.  In Flashdance, a steel-worker-

cum-dancer is able to realize her dreams and break out of her blue-collar world through 

hard work and dedication, ignoring the greater institutional barriers and obstacles to 

success.  Meanwhile, quite problematically, many teen films in the ‘80s are noticeable for 

ignoring differences of race, religion, sexuality, disability, and other categories of 

diversity in an assumption of peaceful coexistence and equal rights.   

In a genre that examines how adolescents see themselves as individuals and in 

relation to others in processes that often focus on the increasing awareness of sexual 

roles, concerns about gender take a prominent position in the teen film.  For example, 

Adventures in Babysitting puts a young woman in the role of mother-like protector, 

showing that women and girls can be tough and sweet, can take care of themselves and 

others, but also need the helping hand of an attractive gentleman/Prince Charming (one 

who literally finds Chris by returning a shoe after the babysitting adventures are over).  

The film articulates the confusions of trying to balance shifting masculine and feminine 

gender role designations, and even points to this issue by giving the main character an 

androgynous name.  The film also reestablishes heterosexual normativity while 

simultaneously confining and acknowledging female sexuality.  After Chris and her 

boyfriend break up because she refuses to give up her virginity, and after continually 
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being mistaken for the naked centerfold in a men’s magazine (she can’t actually inhabit 

both divergent roles so she’s split into two people), she ends up romantically paired with 

her new prince as the children she was babysitting look on approvingly.  In effect, the 

coupling neatly, and nearly impossibly, resolves how teens figure out allowable 

expressions of their sexuality while negotiating the lines between prudishness and 

promiscuity – plucky Chris just needed to find the right guy.  Likewise, the gender roles 

in the horror films are rife with contradictions: women/girls are both objects and subjects, 

objectified and assertive, victims and heroes, while the men/boys, traditionally heroic and 

valiant, are mostly ineffective (although unlike their female counterparts, they often 

remain fully clothed).  

While some points concerning political, economic, and social tensions, and their 

seamlessly naturalized solutions, abound in many Hollywood films, there are some 

ideological contradictions that find more unique resolutions in the teen film.  Although 

issues of diversity are often dodged in the films, differences between groups are not 

completely ignored but rather are subsumed under other names and categories.  For 

example, teens who are from different economic classes or who have tastes that fall 

outside the contemporary mainstream, like being fans of punk and hip hop, can be 

marked as “other.”  But these differences, instead of becoming solely a meditation on 

class or taste, can also be considered under the purview of the inside/outside and 

normal/different oppositions, the only oppositional pairs that don’t represent the goal of 

progressing from one side to the other.  For example, in a film like Pretty in Pink, the 

conflicts between dominant and marginal are naturalized and resolved by the teens 
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learning self-acceptance and self-worth.  The resolutions to the broader tensions 

presented in the film point to the ways conditions of inequality are naturalized by 

foregrounding instead the struggle around teen identity formation and socialization 

processes – Andie can gain confidence in herself, and then her romance can cross class 

boundaries because Blaine ends up being a good person, too (again indicating the 

importance of the heterosexual couple).  Ideological concerns can be safely contained by 

showing that individuals, especially teens, have a great amount of self-assurance and 

awareness, and possess a tremendous capacity to act on those qualities to arrive at 

acceptable solutions to problems, than is likely possible or feasible in an inherently 

contradictory landscape. 

 Another ideologically contentious point more specific to the teen film revolves 

around the principles of independence and self-reliance.  The 1980s are generally 

recognized as an era of staunch individualism, marked by people looking out for 

themselves in relentless pursuits of self-advancement.  However, in the teen film, while 

the focus is on self-realization and individualism, there is also great attention paid to the 

teen as part of a community, to teens looking out for and caring for other members of 

their peer group.  In ‘80s films generally, and perhaps most noticeably in the action 

adventure genre, another type of film closely associated with the decade, there is 

somewhat of a tension between the hero’s traits of independence and saving the day and 

the victims’ traits of dependence and needing to be saved.  But the victims’ traits are 

usually secondary at best, while the role of heroic savior ends up painting the hero in an 

almost arrogant light, showing that he (often male) can step in, and on his own, help 
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others when all other institutions have failed.  The primacy of individualism remains 

intact. 

The teen film, however, presents more of a paradox relating to this dominant 

ideology.  Especially during a developmental period when peer groups gain prominence 

in their power and influence over other adolescents, teens are going through a process 

where they discover not only who they are, but who they are in relation to others.  This 

process of concurrent self-discovery and community formation points to the unique 

qualities of the teen film genre, and indicates a meaningful correlation between the 

dominant storylines involving self-discovery, standing up for others, and trying to be in a 

relationship (which can be either the main story or a subplot, but still strongly motivates 

character action).  The teens must navigate through and reconcile these seemingly 

opposing drives to discover their individuality while simultaneously recognizing the need 

for community; both the formation of the self as individual and the integration of the self 

into society are essential to the coming-of-age process 

On a level that speaks more specifically to the methods by which teens go through 

identity formation processes, in almost all of these films, the relative independence and 

agency of youth – their ability to make complex decisions and take decisive, effective 

action – is accepted as a given.  This independence and agency, however, has the effect 

of concealing a number of other concerns.  Even if the teens feel like they have to solve 

all their problems on their own, almost all of them have someone else taking care of their 

basic needs, such as food and shelter.  While these care issues are often glossed over, 

these are primary concerns for which their caregivers take responsibility, and it’s usually 
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only when basic needs are already taken care of that the teens can focus on the more 

existential problems that make up the bulk of the teen film narratives.  Additionally, even 

though the teens feel as though they have no role models, the question remains – where 

did they come by their moral code and inner strength?  Like cowboys in westerns and 

detectives in thrillers, they’re in a world where morality and integrity are scarce, yet 

somehow, they’re able to find the means to be true to and live up to a personal code of 

honor, one that that must be inherent instead of learned.  

 An essential aspect of the genre’s mythic function is to convey that if teens figure 

out their place in the world, if they gain the necessary confidence to overcome obstacles, 

they’ll consequently know their place in society at large.  If they can get past the 

struggles of adolescence, a time when these issues are felt most acutely, then adulthood 

will be easier.  Of course, there is no one obstacle to overcome at one age that makes 

everything else in life fall neatly into place, but the idea that teens attain the tools they 

need to be well-adjusted adults is part of the genre’s broader appeal and relevance.  The 

narratives that take characters from insecure to confident are relevant not just to youth, 

but to identity processes that go on past adolescence as well; the stories keep getting 

repeated because self-discovery is ongoing.   

While a central myth of the teen film is that somehow, if teens figure out their 

lives, who they are and who they want to be, then the rest of their lives will make sense, 

the idea can be expanded and other conclusions can be drawn – if adults can remember 

what they learned as teens, then the world would be better; and if the teens are all right, 

then in their role as forebears of the future, society will be all right, too.  It isn’t by 
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chance that an archetypical teen film of the ‘80s concludes with words of advice: after 

leaving a more confident and self-assured Cameron to face his father at the end of their 

adventure-filled day off, Ferris Bueller states, in a message for teens and adults alike, that 

“Life moves pretty fast.  You don’t stop and look around once in a while, you might miss 

it.”  The teen film does nothing less than offer solutions on how to live life.  

 

TEEN FILM AS GENRE 

 Throughout the textual analysis of the teen film, the films have been discussed on 

multiple levels relating to their formal, narrative, and thematic elements.  But another 

important aspect to the analysis has been the discussion on the conceptual level of genre 

formation relating to how the teen film works as subgenre of other industry genres, as 

hybrid form, and as its own genre category.  This last section examines these final areas 

by assessing the teen film genre on the textual and conceptual levels.  On the textual 

level, the key teen film indicators are described in order to clarify the essential elements 

that identify the teen film as genre.  On the conceptual level, the films are looked at 

according to the ways they fit into different genre classification systems, and at the 

different ways it makes sense to group the films into subgenres distinct to the teen film.   

 

Teen Film Indicators 

 Most of the teen films discussed share a number of recurring elements, some of 

which can be labeled as teen film indicators.  These consistently repeating components 

point to a few key characteristics, or elements that can define, indicate, and qualify the 
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teen film as genre, and factor in all the aspects of the previous analyses concerning 

formal, narrative, and thematic elements.  Of course, the most basic semantic feature of 

the teen genre is that teens are the main characters, or that they play essential parts where 

they are significant characters unto themselves.  It is not enough that teens appear in a 

film; they have to have character arcs and have to play crucial roles in the development of 

the narrative.  However, it’s also not enough that teens are the main characters; the teen 

film genre asks the questions of its characters: who are you and who do you want to be?  

The process through which the teens figure this out is comprised of three main parts 

where the teens: search for their identity, gain confidence, and learn self-acceptance; the 

teens try to both celebrate and survive adolescence; and learn to take responsibility for 

themselves and recognize that the decisions and actions they take now will affect the rest 

of their lives.   

1.  The teens search for their identity, gain confidence, and learn self-acceptance.   

The search for identity and the journey of self-discovery relate to the ways the 

teens see themselves, their place in the world, and the way they see themselves in relation 

to others.  Teens learn that even in the face of disillusionment and with few role models, 

they have to find out and stick to their own moral code.  In the teen film of the ‘80s, teens 

learn that they have to rely on themselves and have to stick up for themselves, and they 

are able to do so after they learn who they are and gain confidence.  If they are able to 

rely on someone else, it’s usually a member of their peer group, sometimes a guide or 

mentor, but rarely a parent.  Teens learn that they are not usually able to go to authority 

figures for help and as a result, have to learn how to take care of themselves.  
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 As part of searching for their identity, teens also have to learn how to negotiate 

interpersonal relationships.  Often, this means gaining knowledge and confidence in 

themselves, and knowledge about others, so that they can better handle the different trials 

teen life presents.  With relation to their first family, they grow to not be ashamed or 

embarrassed about where they come from; in relation to romantic interests, they go 

through first love as a rite of passage, but learn that caring and mutual respect are more 

important than sex; and in relation to everyone they come into contact with, they learn 

that they shouldn’t give in to pressure, whether from peers, from parents, or anyone else.  

Instead of feeling and giving in to the pressure to conform, teens learn to trust and believe 

in themselves, and again, to find out and stick to their own moral code.  

2. The teens try to both celebrate and survive adolescence. 

In these films, this celebration/survival motif manifests itself in the liminal state 

of adolescence: it seems sometimes teens feel and act like teens as kids, while sometimes 

they feel and act like teens as adults.  When teens get to feel and act like kids, there is a 

sense of enjoyment, of joie de vivre, where they get to pull pranks, slack off, have fun, 

and not think as much about the consequences of their actions.  On the other hand, there 

is also a pull towards learning responsibility and maturity.  Teens have to learn how to 

survive, sometimes quite literally, and fight for what they know is right.  They have to 

pay the consequences not just for their actions, but for mistakes of past generations as 

well.  Because there is no one else to fill the role of caretaker or protector, teens often feel 

like they have to take on these adult roles and care for themselves and others.  And also 

in line with surviving these transitional years of adolescence, the teens go through a 
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change in perception that affects how they see the world and all the people they thought 

they knew.  As a result, they come to realize that there is something wrong with the way 

things are, and they have to decide if they’re going to overcome an obstacle and try to fit 

in, or if they’re going to try to change the system. 

3. The teens learn to take responsibility for themselves and recognize that the decisions 

and actions they take now will affect the rest of their lives.    

While the teens learn responsibility and learn that decisions and actions have 

consequences, the scope of the consequences doesn’t just relate to the present and 

immediate future, but rather is on a greater scale.  Of course, this isn’t to say that the 

significance and seriousness of what the teens are facing in the present is minimized, but 

rather it’s emphasized.  The trials teens go through are handled earnestly as opposed to 

flippantly; the events and feelings are not ones that can be dismissed because they’re 

something they might forget later.  Teens learn that what they do as adolescents has an 

affect on who they will be as adults, that by making choices in the present, they are 

deciding what kind of people they are going to be in the future.  One of the reasons teen 

films and the situations presented in them are taken seriously, as opposed to just 

something the teens have to experience but then will get over or forget, is because of this 

level of greater impact and influence.  Teens will grow into adults in a biological process 

over which they have little control, but what the teen film proposes is that they can 

control what kind of adults they will become.  What teens do, what they go through and 

learn, are things that matter; they have relevance and help determine the course of their 

lives. 
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The teen genre is about teens going through the coming-of-age process as a search 

for identity.  Teens search for and learn about the self – self-knowledge, belief in self, 

and self-acceptance – and the self in relation to the world and to others, as they move 

from a state of insecurity, both emotionally and physically, to one of overall confidence.  

In the process of learning how to survive the period of adolescence, they become secure, 

well-adjusted, and self-actualized individuals.  The teen film genre is about this journey 

of identity, about discovering who the teens are, and who they want to become.  

 

Genre Formations – Subgenre, Genre, Hybrid 

 One of the initial questions that framed this study was asking if teen films 

constitute their own genre, or if it would be more appropriate, if there were a lack of 

distinct similarities across the texts, to consider them subgenres of larger industry genres 

such as comedy, drama, action adventure, science fiction/fantasy, and horror.  The 

methodology of separating the teen films into main industry genre categories instead of 

looking at teen film subgenres, such as the school picture or the juvenile delinquent films, 

subgenres that were based on divisions that didn’t offer coherence to the larger genre, 

was devised in order to test whether the teen films could actually be classified as a 

distinct form.  This led to an analysis of the different textual elements which revealed that 

there is a distinct, coherent teen film genre with rules, governing principles, and 

expectations.  However, on the level of the individual film, as with all genres, there are 

additional factors at work.  Here, the distinction between the film genre and the genre 

film again comes into play.  Genres are a concept, based on multiple film texts, while the 
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individual films combine different storytelling modes that work with and around genre 

categorizations to create hybrid forms.  The teen film as genre is distinct; it is not a 

subgenre of larger, more established genres.  Individual films, though, function in 

multiple genre modes at once. 

While noting similarities across the teen films in the industry genres is essential 

for showing cohesion amongst the films, it’s also useful to examine the points where 

there is either tension or cooperation between what’s expected in the teen film and what’s 

expected of the other genres to illustrate the point of teen film as genre and individual 

films as hybrids.  Do teen films break, transcend, or meld with the rules of the other 

genres?  Instead of just the original five industry genres under which the films in the 

sample were categorized, table 7.9 looks briefly at comparisons between the conventions 

of the teen film and the conventions of other already clearly codified narrative systems, 

like the musical and the western.  The films are chosen for their clear adherence to the 

structural components of the other genres, but are also noteworthy for the prominence 

given to teen film concerns.  These areas of difference emphasize issues of hybridity on 

the level of the individual film, and highlight the essential narrative elements that are 

principally featured throughout the teen films.  Importantly, and quite noticeably, there 

are significant ties and similarities between the films as teen films, as opposed to 

primarily separations and differences based on their association with other genres. 
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TABLE 7.9. Teen film paradigms within codified genre systems 
Genre Governing principles 
Teen Film Points of tension or highlighted teen film attributes 
Action Adventure call to a higher cause of saving community, world from evil 
Iron Eagle Doug relies on his peer group to help him save his father; when 

learning from a mentor, he needs to assert his identity through 
music 

Horror fear and terror from clearly defined threat 
The Lost Boys Instead of giving in to peer pressure to join the vampire group, 

Michael declares his own identity, and fights off the vampires to 
save himself and his family 

Musical utopia and unified community through song 
Grease 2 “We’ll Be Together” song in finale unifies group, but lyrics point to 

finding courage to accept self and others’ differences, and also 
mention the goal of trying to “score” 

Romance Sacrifice for a forbidden love 
Dirty Dancing Baby and Johnny sacrifice for each other (standing with father, 

job), but more to prove integrity and character than to prove love 
(they never actually proclaim love for each other) 

Romantic Comedy two people come together from two different classes, groups 
Can’t Buy Me Love different groups become different levels of popularity; Ronald 

doesn’t prove his love for Cindy, but rather learns to accept himself 
for who is, and then Cindy comes back to him 

Science Fiction/ 
Fantasy 

Hero placed in fantastic world or with fantastic beings and has to 
help set world on the right path 

Bill & Ted’s Excellent 
Adventure 

Bill and Ted have to learn history lessons for a grade in a class, but 
it’s in preparation for the promise they show for securing the future; 
they gain courage and determination to follow their dreams 

War Pain, loss, and sacrifice of war 
Red Dawn teens feel like they’re the only ones left to defend against the 

invading forces; they have to fight to prove their worth and to 
ensure future survival 

Western solitary hero fighting the threat to the community 
Young Guns Billy relishes his role as leader of the outlaws and emphasizes the 

bonds of loyalty of the gang (peer group); the last voiceover tells 
how someone wrote the word “pals” on Billy’s gravestone 

 

 Markedly absent from the list of genres are the comedies and dramas.  These 

genres are broader and more diffuse and don’t have specific sets of narrative conventions 

until getting to the level of subgenre.  Although comedies and dramas have a long legacy, 
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issues of tone play a larger role than a precise narrative system.  Indeed, some individual 

films categorized with comedies and dramas, such as Fast Times at Ridgemont High, The 

Breakfast Club, and Footloose, could be labeled as teen films without additional 

qualifiers.  Of course to get a better understanding of the films from their genre labels, 

additional modifiers are valuable and informative. 

A question that arises when examining some of the points of convergence and 

tension between genres is whether the teen film has re-written the rules of other genres.  

For the most part, the individual films work in both, or multiple, genre modes at once, but 

teen film paradigms have the potential to affect the conventions of other genres.  For 

most genres, there haven’t been enough teen films to start a trend, to have a greater 

impact on changes in the form.  For example, there haven’t been many teen westerns, and 

while there have been a few very successful teen musicals that have influenced marketing 

strategies, like Grease and the High School Musical franchise, there hasn’t been much of 

an effect on changing what’s expected on the narrative level.  There are, however, two 

exceptions where teen film conventions have had an effect on the genre at large (or on 

prolific subgenres), most notably with comedy and horror.  Perhaps as a result of the 

number of films produced, combined with the inexpensive production costs and relatively 

high box office returns, the gross-out comedy and the slasher films, taking their cues 

from the teen film, have become prevalent production trends.   

 The comedic sex quest teen films of the ‘80s, with their focus on pranks, puerile 

and raunchy humor, and with elements of specific teen concerns, helped spawn the gross-

out comedies.  These films tend to focus on similar kinds of humor, and even some 
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similar stories, but are even more explicit, as in There’s Something About Mary (1998), 

American Pie (1999), and Knocked Up (2005).  There are of course earlier films in the 

gross-out mode and a legacy in comedy more generally, but 1978’s Animal House, and 

the subsequent successes of films like Porky’s and Revenge of the Nerds helped usher in 

the popularity of the filmmaking trend.  Similarly, key teen films also helped initiate the 

slasher horror.  Although a “hero finding courage to stand up against an evil force” plot is 

not unique, the appearance of the teenage final girl, as well as the gore with which mostly 

scantily clad adolescent girls were killed, became prominent after Halloween was 

released, also in 1978.  The slasher subgenre started to become even more prominent and 

gained enormous popularity a couple years later in the ‘80s (enough time for the original 

films to have an effect on new releases) with the success of the Friday the 13th and A 

Nightmare on Elm Street films, signaling a new trend in horror. 

 The influence of the teen film could also be seen on films that don’t prominently 

feature teen characters.  In the biopic Born on the Fourth of July, although Ron Kovic is a 

teen for part of the film, the majority focuses on the aftermath of his paralysis injury in 

Vietnam.  But throughout, the film reads like a teen film, or could be said to operate in 

the teen film mode.  He goes from self-pity to self-acceptance and strength, and stands up 

for his beliefs, first as a patriotic Marine, then as a veteran who fights against the war.  

The journey he takes is one of self-discovery, where he learns what it means for him to be 

a man, where he tries to become someone he could be proud of, even though so much of 

what he thought he knew had changed.  Similarly, specific teen film motifs could apply 

to certain “coming of age” films, more broadly defined.  Looking back at Star Wars, the 
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film works clearly in the science fiction/fantasy mode, but is also notable for combining 

genres, for being known as a “space western.”  Additionally, though, it could be seen as a 

coming of age film, replete with teen film elements, for the journey of personal growth 

Luke must take in order to be able to face the evil forces.  More than just a hero who 

turns away from the call of action only to return when he’s more prepared, Star Wars is 

infused with Luke’s search for his identity and his increasing self-confidence, conflict 

with his father, as well as with the promise he shows for the future.  And in a lighter 

manner, even the rites of passage of youth films can be applied elsewhere, as with the 

film The 40 Year Old Virgin (2005).  As Altman (1984) described, when the syntactic 

structure of a genre has been established, it can be mapped onto other genres, even if the 

semantics, such as the presence of teen characters, are different.  

For a majority of the teen films, and for other films influenced by the teen films, 

the mixing of multiple genres creates hybridity rather than rupture.  Identifiable traits of 

both or multiple genres don’t create glaring points of conflict where the cohesion of the 

narrative structure starts to break down; rather, they work together.  The individual films 

can be understood as a teen film and a comedy, drama, action adventure, science 

fiction/fantasy, horror, or western or musical, etc.  One genre term does not have to be 

subordinate to another; one doesn’t have to be a subgenre of the other.  But the points of 

difference do highlight a system of fundamental conventions of the teen film, and signify 

cohesion amongst the films.  Indeed, these sites of divergence indicate that the rules of 

the teen film have become codified, and that when watching a teen film, regardless of any 

other genre classifications that may apply, certain teen film elements are expected.   
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Genre Formations – Genre, Subgenres 

 While it’s useful to look at teen films as hybrid forms that combine elements of 

the teen film genre along with others, it’s also constructive to think of ways to group and 

categorize the teen film in a manner that isn’t reliant on the main industry genres for 

identification.  If the teen film can be seen as its own genre, then it follows that it’s a 

larger, overarching label that encompasses a number of films, and consequently, that it 

can further be broken down into categories based on tenets of the genre.  And as Altman 

(1999) states, the more adjectival qualifiers added to a genre, in the form of subgenres, 

the more the generic status of the teen films as a whole is reinforced. 

Instead of labeling subgenres based on films that have similar topics but that don’t 

relate back to the organizing principles of the genre as a whole, it’s more productive to 

look at teen film subgenres that speak to the core principles of the larger genre.  Looking 

at the horror film is a useful comparison.  Horror films can be broken down according to 

the source of the threat, one of the main ways the genre is understood.  There can be 

monster horror films (Dracula), mad scientists and their creations horror films 

(Frankenstein), or monstrous human horror films (The Silence of the Lambs).  

Understanding the specific type of threat is helpful for grasping narrative structure and 

for situating the film within the horror genre more broadly.   

 Because the teen film is centered primarily around character, around the teen 

coming-of-age process and the many shapes that process takes, including the journey of 

self-discovery and discovery of the teens’ place in the world, the balance between 
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celebration and survival, and the recognition of the larger impact of actions, it makes 

sense to categorize the subgenres according to these issues of character.  The teen film as 

genre looks at who the teens are and who they want to be as a central issue, and there is 

usually a primary impulse or motivation through which they achieve that identity and 

reach a desired level of confidence.  Organizing the subgenres by characters’ identity 

formation process, therefore, involves looking at subgenres according to characters’ 

primary drives. 

 Table 7.10 organizes the 100 films in this sample according to teen subgenre 

categories, subgenres that are distinct to the teen film and that add to an understanding of 

the teen film genre as a whole.  The subgenres, which account for the main ways the 

teens try to find and assert their identity, include: survival/protection – teens trying to 

survive emotionally and physically, and helping others survive, the period of 

adolescence; love/sex – teens learning about themselves and others through romantic 

relationships; angst/rebellion – teens working through and acting out on feelings of 

dissatisfaction with their lives and larger institutional systems; ambition/dreams – teens 

working hard at trying to make a better future for themselves; and celebration/leisure – 

teens enjoying the fun and freedom of youth while learning to take responsibility for their 

actions.  The subgenres are listed according to the number of films in each category, and 

the films are listed in order of their release dates.   
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TABLE 7.10. Teen subgenres 
Survival/Protection (34) Love/Sex (27) Angst/Rebellion (15) 
Friday the 13th Little Darlings  Taps 
Prom Night  Blue Lagoon The Outsiders 
My Bodyguard Endless Love Footloose  
Ordinary People Private Lessons Teachers 
Friday the 13th Part 2 Porky's The Breakfast Club 
Halloween II Grease 2 The Legend of Billie Jean 
Friday the 13th Part III My Tutor Iron Eagle 
WarGames Valley Girl River’s Edge 
Christine Porky's II: The Next Day Young Guns 
Friday the 13th: Final Chapter Class Heathers 
The Karate Kid Private School Dead Poets Society 
Gremlins  Sixteen Candles Pump Up the Volume 
Red Dawn Revenge of the Nerds Young Guns II 
A Nightmare on Elm Street Porky's Revenge (Part III) Mermaids 
Friday the 13th - Part V The Sure Thing Edward Scissorhands 
The Goonies Better Off Dead  
Back to the Future Once Bitten Ambition/Dreams (13) 
Fright Night Pretty in Pink Fame 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 2 Lucas Flashdance 
Karate Kid Part II Peggy Sue Got Married Risky Business 
Stand By Me Some Kind of Wonderful All the Right Moves 
Friday the 13th Part VI Revenge of the Nerds II Breakin’ 
Platoon Can't Buy Me Love The Last Starfighter 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 3 Dirty Dancing The Flamingo Kid 
Full Metal Jacket For Keeps? Vision Quest 
Adventures in Babysitting Big Mask 
The Lost Boys Say Anything… Just One of the Guys 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 4  Young Sherlock Holmes 
The Karate Kid Part III  La Bamba 
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids  Biloxi Blues 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 5   
Back to the Future Part II  Celebration/Leisure (11) 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles  Zapped! 
Back to the Future Part III  Fast Times at Ridgemont High 
  Weird Science 
  Teen Wolf 
  Ferris Bueller's Day Off 
  Back to School 
  Summer School 
  Like Father, Like Son 
  License to Drive 
  Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure 
  House Party  
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Even though so many of the teen films in the sample are comedies, the specific 

teen subgenres have much less to do with tone than with how the characters find and 

assert identity.  Although the celebration/leisure subgenre can predominantly be seen as 

comedic, it isn’t the most important consideration.  Additionally, other subgenres that 

would seem to focus on the tones or thematic issues of the more established industry 

genres actually mix various qualities.  Mermaids and The Breakfast Club combine issues 

of the overall dramatic subgenre of angst/rebellion with comedy, and the 

survival/protection subgenre isn’t just about the horror films, but is rather about the many 

ways in which teens are forced to fight for their wellbeing.  Notably, the films classified 

in the teen subgenres can still be classified along with the more established industry 

genres; the notion of the individual films as hybrids (combining larger genres) remains 

intact.     

Unlike some other subgenre classification systems, the teen film subgenres are not 

mutually exclusive categories.  Actually, the teen subgenres work in quite the opposite 

way; many films could be categorized in multiple subgenres.  The films were classified 

into the subgenres based on the characters’ main driving force, their primary motivation, 

but there are often multiple teen characters in the films with multiple drives.  Frequently, 

the more subgenres under which a teen film can be classified, the closer the association of 

that film with the teen genre.  For example, Risky Business can be classified under the 

ambition/dreams subgenre because of Joel’s drive to ensure his financial future, but he’s 

also rebelling against his parents (angst/rebellion), trying to have a good time partying 
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while his parents are away (celebration/leisure), having his first sexual relationship with 

Lana (love/sex), and trying to shield himself, and his parents’ belongings, from Lana’s 

pimp (survival/protection).  Conversely, often the fewer subgenre categories under which 

a film fits, the less obvious the film’s association with the teen genre.  Much of Josh’s 

development in Big is as a result of his first sexual relationship, but his primary, and 

ultimate, drives have less to do with the other teen subgenres and more to do with trying 

to get back to the way he was before.    

While there is fluidity across the subgenres, it is still notable that the largest 

number of films fall into the subgenre of survival/protection, especially during the ‘80s 

when so many qualities of Generation X describe how members of the generation were 

acutely aware of the problems facing the country and felt like they were on their own 

when it came to solving those problems.  It’s also interesting to see how the other 

categories relate so discernibly to issues topical to teens growing up in the ‘80s, such as 

the increase in teens having sex (love/sex) and the increasing drives towards financial 

security (ambition/dreams).  But while these subgenres relate to contemporary concerns, 

they harken back to films of other eras as well.  Teen romance (Gidget), teen survival (I 

Was a Teenage Werewolf), and teen ambition (Rock Around the Clock) were all a part of 

the teen film oeuvre in the ‘50s and ‘60s.  The celebration/leisure films like the Beach 

Party movies, and of course the angst/rebellion films like Rebel Without a Cause, also 

speak to the coherence of the genre system over time and to the aptness of the subgenre 

labels. 
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Fitting films from multiple eras into the different subgenres is useful for relating 

the films’ content with their context of production, and for establishing the subgenres’ 

durability.  This coherence becomes relevant when looking at the teen films that 

immediately preceded the boom in production in the ‘80s, and when thinking about 

where to put the brackets around different filmmaking periods.  Only a handful of 

successful teen films were produced in the ‘70s, but the popularity of few from ’78 and 

‘79 helped prime the market in the ‘80s, and interestingly, thematically, fit quite clearly 

into the five teen film subgenres: survival/protection – Halloween; love/sex – Grease; 

angst/rebellion – Over the Edge; ambition/dreams – Breaking Away; and 

celebration/leisure – Animal House.  Of course, similarities amongst the films aren’t 

coincidental; many of the various aspects of upheaval that swept over the country in the 

‘80s had their precursors in the ‘70s.  But the myriad industrial and cultural issues that 

led to the increase in production of teen films in the ‘80s do pose the question of 

periodization.  This study has examined teen films from 1980-1990 because teen films 

from this time reached their highest production numbers and box office success, and 

because of the coherence of the political, economic, and social attributes of the decade.  

But it’s important to take note of history, and to see how films from other periods affect 

how we understand genre.  

Effectively, the analysis has gone from looking at the teen films as subgenres of 

other larger genres, to teen films as their own their own genre complete with distinct 

subgenre categories.  Once the classification system is established, based on the analysis 

of the popular and prolific teen films of the ‘80s, and based on the way the genre 
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coalesced during the decade, teen films from other eras could be placed in these subgenre 

categories as well.  We can look back at films from other eras and classify them as part of 

the teen genre, but it isn’t until the genre coalesced in the ‘80s that those distinctions 

could be made with the benefit of historical hindsight.  Going back to the historical 

analysis at the beginning of this study shows that films that featured teens before the 

1950s weren’t considered a specific category unto itself.  Earlier film teens like Andy 

Hardy were emerging adults, being indoctrinated and guided into adulthood by 

established authority figures.  It was only in the ‘50s, starting primarily with Rebel 

Without a Cause, that teens began to be recognized as their own cohort set in opposition 

to the dominant, that perceptions of films featuring teens started to change.  And it was 

only in the ‘80s that films started focusing more on the teen perspective, treating teens 

not as children needing to be indoctrinated into society, but rather as their own 

community, with their own social rules and roles, with their own complex problems. 

 Conceptions of teens in film and the teen film as genre directly relate to the 

conception of youth as a population and the roles they play in culture.  Here, it’s useful to 

look back at how different youth groups are related to the dominant.  Prior to the 1950s, 

there was a youth culture, but it was seen as forming part of the culture at large, which 

could be defined as non-marginalized groups at the center; in the ‘50s, youth were 

starting to be seen as a subculture, or a distinct group operating within, but different from 

the dominant; youth formed a counterculture in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, or an 

oppositional group that was unified and articulate about its oppositional stance; in the 

later ‘70s and the into the ‘80s, a vague conception of youth and its relation to the 
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dominant developed.  Youth culture at the time Generation X was coming of age was 

hard to characterize, especially because youth was increasingly being defined as a state of 

mind instead of a state of age.  The term “youth culture” could describe the youth 

population, but not its relationship to the dominant; youth culture was distinct to the 

culture at the center, but without a clear definition of the difference.  

 The multiple ways of thinking about the teen film’s generic status and formation, 

as part of larger industry genres, as distinct subgenres of those larger categories, or as 

constituting their own genre, relates to this progression of youth in culture.  The transition 

from youth as part of the dominant culture, to sub- and counter-culture, to its own youth 

culture, closely corresponds to teens on film pre-'50s, to the beginning of teen films as 

subgenres and teens as subculture in the '50s (to the counterculture of the '60s and '70s 

where films of older youth dominate), and then into the '80s when teens as a group are 

not really defined as a subculture or unified counterculture, but rather as something more 

amorphous, as their own group that exists alongside the dominant.  Another way to look 

at teens, at their relationship to their culture and at the status of teen films as genre, is to 

say teens go from “part” of the whole, to “other,” to “another,” analogous to the three 

levels of understanding the generic status of the teen film as part of larger genres, to 

subgenres, to their own genre.  Indeed, ultimately, how we conceptualize and categorize 

the teen film as genre relates to how we understand youth in contemporary society.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

THE CHANGING MEDIA LANDSCAPE AND NEW GENERATIONS OF YOUTH 

 In the 1990s and 2000s Hollywood faced new changes and challenges.  If Jaws 

ushered in the New Hollywood and the importance of the blockbuster when it earned 

$100 million in about six months in 1975, Batman (1989) raised the stakes even higher 

when it reached the same box office gross in ten days.  Batman had a full-scale marketing 

attack and a wide saturation release, was a pre-sold concept, had media tie-ins, multiple 

soundtracks, big stars, the possibility for sequels, and the making of an entire franchise.  

It showed how the structure of the industry, marked by renewed interest in mergers and 

acquisitions, could take full advantage of conglomerate ownership.  Additionally, 

because of deregulation of media ownership, especially after the Telecommunications 

Act of 1996, cross-fertilization of products, synergy, and the control of production, 

distribution, and exhibition firmly entrenched the conglomerates’ power.  Twenty years 

after the ‘80s ended, the big six studios are all part of conglomerate giants: General 

Electric (Universal), The Walt Disney Company, News Corp. (Fox), Sony (Columbia), 

Time Warner, and Viacom (Paramount), while a new wave of independents, like 

Lionsgate and Summit, are growing as well.  One media property could be integrated 

seamlessly across the film, television, cable, video, music, publishing, and Internet arms 

of a company leading to greater convergence between all the different industries. 

 The end of the ‘80s into the ‘90s marked additional changes.  While the home 

video and cable market overtook domestic theatrical in the late ‘80s, the international box 

office overtook domestic theatrical in the early ‘90s (Groves 1994).  In order for films to 
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translate well across borders and secure profits, the biggest successes became large-scale 

blockbusters, such as the Terminator and Jurassic Park films, the reboot of the Star Wars 

franchise, the Lord of the Rings trilogy, and the Pirates of the Caribbean series, all films 

relying on action, expensive effects, and the familiarity with pre-sold properties.  At the 

same time, especially in the ‘90s before a lot of the smaller studios were bought by larger 

companies later in the decade, there was also a burgeoning independent market, spurned 

on by the success of sex, lies and videotape (1989), the growing importance of the film 

festival circuit, and the increasing visibility and successes of independent studios like 

Miramax and New Line Cinemas.   

As Schatz points out in “The New Hollywood,” there were three main types of 

filmmaking at the time: the big budget blockbuster, the A-class star vehicle, and the low 

budget independent (1993, 35).  But genre pics like the teen film could also be added to 

the mid-range category, and were important for fueling the need for product.  These 

smaller budget, but still polished productions, became especially significant as the DVD 

market started to expand in the ‘90s.  Sometimes larger in scale like Titanic (1997), 

sometimes inexpensive indies like Kids (1995), often mid-range major studio or 

independent studio fare like American Pie (1999, Universal) or Scream (1996, 

Dimension), and sometimes direct-to-video releases like those starring the Olsen twins, 

the teen film continued to be a staple for the marketplace, albeit one that took less of a 

bite out of the ranks of top grossing films than it did in the ‘80s.   

 Although teen films as they came to be defined in the ‘80s never again made up as 

high a percentage of the top grossing films per year as they did during that decade, teen 
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media never went away, nor did the impetus to try to appeal to the teen market.  In the 

mid-‘90s, the market research group Teen Research Unlimited found that going to the 

movies was the favorite leisure activity of the teen demographic (Dixon 2000, 127), and 

that this population segment, and their spending power, was on the rise again after a 

decline in the teen population.  For Strauss and Howe, who consider historical events and 

cohort personality, the birth years for a large-sized Generation X start in 1961 and extend 

to 1981, but according to demographics and census numbers, the population of 15-24 

year olds reached a peak in 1980, and had a steady decline until 1990 when the 

population started a steady increase that continued into 2000 (Hobbs and Stoops 2009, 

56).  Following the baby bust, or declining years of fertility from 1965-76 (ibid. 208), the 

teen and early twenties population started to rise again as a result of the increase in births 

to Baby Boomer parents that started in the late ‘70s.  Largely considered a more coddled 

and technology savvy generation than any before, the new generation coming of age in 

the later ‘90s was labeled variously Generation Y or the Millennials, with the first term 

indicating their post-Gen X status, and the latter signifying that this generation was 

coming of age at the turn of the new century.  

 Discourses around the Millennials show them in a vastly different light from the 

previous Generation X, and from the Boomers (Howe and Strauss, 2000), and as such, 

their media representations are different as well.  The population born from 1982 to the 

turn of the century are more protected and sheltered, civic-minded team players, more 

optimistic, and projected to be great achievers (Strauss and Howe 1991, 335-343).  After 

a period of hostility towards children, Millennials were born into a period of increasing 
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nurture, going from the latchkey kids of the previous generation to the “Baby on Board” 

kids of the new one, differences that were evident in changing media portrayals.  The 

demonic children of Generation X’s youth, from Rosemary’s Baby (1968), The Exorcist 

(1973), and The Omen (1976), gave way to angelic children who inspire their parents or 

caregivers to put family first in Baby Boom (1987), Three Men and a Baby (1987), Look 

Who’s Talking (1989), and She’s Having a Baby (1988).  The more positive attention 

towards children could also be seen in the resurgence of Disney animated features 

starting in the late ’80s with The Little Mermaid (1989), the emergence of Pixar and 

computer animation with Toy Story (1995), and with the hugely successful precocious 

child film Home Alone (1990), written by John Hughes.  Hughes’ transition to more 

family-oriented fare, such as in Uncle Buck (1989) and Curly Sue (1991), was in line with 

the trend towards family values, children-first films.  Even large-scale action pictures like 

True Lies (1994) and Deep Impact (1998) show parents trying to save the world and 

protect their teenage children, marking a significant shift from the way children of 

Generation X were treated.  

 While these films indicate the changing perceptions of the new generation coming 

of age, teen films and teen media are still trying to figure out what strikes a chord with 

audiences.  But like in the ‘80s, many issues factor into figuring out this changing 

formula, and as such, teen media needs to be examined in historical and industrial 

contexts, and within changing generational cycles, similarly to the way the 1980s have 

been situated in earlier chapters.  Even if the teen film, as it came to be defined and 

recognized in the ‘80s, is in a period of decline or transition, Hollywood is always 
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looking towards attracting teenagers and twentysomethings.  And even if this age group 

isn’t making up as large a portion of the general population, it’s still the demographic that 

makes up the most significant portion of audiences.  In multiple MPAA audience study 

reports from 1998 to 2009, the demographic marked by the ages 12-29 consistently 

makes up almost half of all admissions, following the trend that audience researchers 

realized from decades earlier.  While Hollywood always looks to appeal to the youth 

market, its methods vary depending on the time.  Whether the teen film genre as it came 

to be understood in the ‘80s persists is debatable. 

 

Teen Media in the 1990s and 2000s 

 The story of teen film production after the ‘80s is intricately interwoven with teen 

media in other platforms, especially television and music, and is indicative of the greater 

convergence of the entertainment industries.  While in the ‘80s filmmakers originally saw 

threats to audience attendance from cable and home video, and made films to appeal to 

teens in order to entice their most reliable audience segment, they realized that these 

other outlets could be seen instead as additional, and quite profitable, revenue streams.  

Although teen films are still relevant for gauging industrial and cultural trends, it’s 

important to consider how related products have become dominant in teen media.  

Indeed, even though there was a lull in production of teen films in the early ‘90s, teen 

media, in television and music especially, was flourishing.  Successes, however, were 

measured differently.  As had started in the ‘80s with audience fragmentation as a result 

of the availability of multiple channels and cable, there was a lack of an easily defined 
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mainstream; different shows, on multiple channels, could find varied audiences.  

Additionally, in the music business, when SoundScan technology was introduced and 

started to chart actual sales, the somewhat more democratic process paved the way for 

tracking the success of niche musical tastes, and for these different types of music to find 

varied audiences through genre-specific outlets (Sheffield 2001).  

While pop music enjoyed widespread success in the ‘80s, including teen pop acts 

like Debbie Gibson, Tiffany, and The New Kids on the Block, music that was popular in 

the ‘90s took a different turn.  Grunge and alternative rock exploded on the scene with 

Nirvana and Pearl Jam, echoing the Gen X ethos, but other genres were popular as well, 

such as hip hop, R&B, singer-songwriter, metal, pop punk, country, and electronic.  In 

the mid-‘90s, it seemed pop music, along with its teen stars and appeal, was in decline.  

But like with films and television, the tide turned in the later ‘90s with popular teen acts 

who updated the styles of the ‘80s.  Young singers like Brittany Spears and Christina 

Aguilera, former members of the Mickey Mouse Club, along with boy bands like The 

Backstreet Boys and *NSync, were wildly successful at the end of the decade, while new 

teen and tween singers and groups gained popularity in the 2000s like Miley Cyrus, 

Taylor Swift, and The Jonas Brothers.  The popularity of teen acts have the effect of both 

coinciding with and fueling teen media in other areas, especially when the singers are 

featured on soundtracks and appear in television shows and movies.   

 Throughout the ‘90s teen productions on television flourished with teen dramas, 

such as Beverly Hills, 90210 (1990-2000), My So-Called Life (1994-95), and Party of 

Five (1994-2000), and teen sitcoms like Saved by the Bell (1989-93), Moesha (1996-
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2001), That ‘70s Show (1998-2006), and Freaks and Geeks (1999-2000).  The Fox 

network, as well as MTV, initially gained success by trying to appeal to the youth 

demographic, and new network stations that premiered in the ‘90s, The WB and UPN, 

also tried this same tactic.  In the later ‘90s, television shows like Buffy, the Vampire 

Slayer (1997-2003), Felicity (1998-2002), Dawson’s Creek (1998-2003), 7th Heaven 

(1996-2007), and The Gilmore Girls (2000-07), bolstered the new networks.  The shows 

often focused on particularly articulate teens discussing the tribulations of being young, 

trying to find their way, and sometimes literally trying to save the world, but they also 

frequently showed them in supportive family environments, an element that was 

becoming increasingly emblematic of the Millennial Generation.  Indeed, the attention 

towards valuing families was one of the guiding reasons behind networks like the WB 

going after parents and children with some of their popular shows (Gubbins 1999).  

 The fluid exchanges between the teen performers in the various media were 

especially notable in the ‘90s.  While Willie Aames and Kristy McNichol had moderate 

success on teen TV shows and teen movies in the ‘80s, and one star in particular, Michael 

J. Fox, enjoyed tremendous accomplishments in both media, it was nothing compared to 

the inter-media success of stars starting in the ‘90s.  Following and expanding on the 

synergy trends of the ‘80s, stars like Sarah Michelle Gellar, Neve Campell, Katie 

Holmes, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, James Van Der Beek, and Joshua 

Jackson were just some of the TV and film draws at the time.  Additional actors like 

Reese Witherspoon, Kirsten Dunst, Julia Styles, and Ryan Phillippe were also in a 

number of teen productions.  But these actors were less of a cohesive group, and were 
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unlike the Brat Pack of the ‘80s, the first large batch of extremely successful young stars 

to grow up without big studio handlers and without the benefit of learning from the 

experiences of other young stars who grew up in a saturated media environment.  The 

teens in the ‘90s, less a “pack” and more a number of actors who consistently appeared in 

teen media, “are performers who are following a career game-plan and whose looks and 

opinions are carefully sculpted by experts” (Pulver and Davies 2000, 69).   

In the ‘00s, teen TV continued its popularity with shows on the broadcast 

networks like The O.C. (2003-07), One Tree Hill (2003-), and Smallville (2001-).  

Networks are willing to take the risks on a teen television show because there’s the 

potential for great rewards; even if audiences are splintered, teens are still big spenders 

and advertisers want to reach this demographic (Becker 2005).  But the new century was 

also marked by successes in cable markets and with edgier teen-oriented shows on MTV, 

such as Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County (2004-06) and The Hills (2006-10), and 

on the new broadcast network The CW, with shows like Gossip Girl (2007-) and 90210 

(2008-).  However, there’s also a trend towards cleaner, more wholesome teen and tween 

fare that could be found on The Disney Channel with Lizzie McGuire (2001-04) and 

Hannah Montana (2006-11), and on Nickelodeon with The Amanda Show (1999-2002) 

and The Nick Cannon Show (2002-03).  Notable about the market in the ‘00s is the appeal 

to younger, especially female, audiences, and the marketability of young girl stars (and 

their related products), most of whom are actually still in their teens as they make their 

television shows and movies.   
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Of course with appeals to tweens, the target audience age is lowered and as a 

result, the material is often more wholesome.  Marketers note the trend of the increasing 

importance of family to the tween demographic at the end of the ‘00s and see a tendency 

towards the “superconsumer,” where parents and children are deciding together what 

kind of products to buy, which in turn leads towards more sanitized fare (Maher 2009).  

With family considerations having an impact on teen and tween purchasing decisions, 

with the fragmentation of audiences in general, and with the increase in fluidity between 

different media, generational views that were relevant in the ‘80s are changing 

dramatically, while industrial trends that started in the ‘80s are becoming exaggerated as 

the landscape of teen entertainment becomes more complex and broader in scope.  

 

Teen Films in the 1990s and 2000s 

 Very few teen-focused films made it to the top 50 grossing lists in the early part 

of the ‘90s.  Some exceptions were sequels, like Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II (1991) 

and Freddy’s Dead: The Final Nightmare (1991), a number of more family-oriented, 

although younger tween protagonist films like Free Willy (1993) and Rookie of the Year 

(1993), and the occasional more teen-centered comedies like Encino Man (1992) or Son-

in-Law (1993), or dramas with teens as the main characters such as in The Client (1994) 

or Little Women (1994).  Very few, however, made much of an impact as teen films.  On 

the whole, the number of top grossing teen films dropped dramatically after the ‘80s.  

Taking into account the same number of years (thus 1990 and 2000 are counted in two 

groupings), there were 87 top grossing teen films from 1980-1990, 44 from 1990-2000, 
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and 53 from 2000-2010, representing a 49% decline in the ‘90s and a 39% decline in the 

‘00s as compared to the period of prolific production and profitability in the ‘80s.  For a 

full list of the top grossing teen films from 1991-2010, see Appendix I.   

Generation X, meanwhile, had finally gotten a label that stuck after Douglas 

Coupand’s book was released in 1991, and some of the characteristics noted of the 

generation seemed to coalesce in what might be called Gen X or slacker films from the 

early ‘90s.  Slackers, as they came to be associated with youth during this time, weren’t 

so much lazy; rather they were seen as aimless and apathetic, as living in a prolonged 

state of adolescence but who weren’t necessarily having fun doing so.  While angst was 

recognized as rebellion in previous generations, it was unfairly labeled as whining for 

Generation X.  Youth of the period were also seen as wanting what they did with their 

lives to have value, not wanting to sell out, but also seemed to be dissatisfied with life 

without feeling like they had the power to effect change.  The early ‘90s was a period of 

limited economic opportunities, but this was combined with a perceived lack of ambition 

and the failure to recognize and take advantage of good opportunities when they did 

present themselves.  Films like Slacker (1991), Singles (1992), Clerks (1994), Reality 

Bites (1994), and Before Sunrise (1995), were emblematic of this ethos, and serve as a 

coda to the Generation X teen films of the ‘80s.   

Another notable element about these films was the ages of some of the 

filmmakers behind them.  Cameron Crowe (b. 1957), Richard Linklater (b. 1960), Kevin 

Smith (b. 1970), and Ben Stiller (b. 1965) were all closer in age to their youthful 

protagonists than previous directors.  Shary notes this as a feature of the Gen X films, but 
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also as a feature of the cycle of black urban youth crime films that were popular around 

this time as well (2002, 123).  Perhaps the most notable of these, made by John Singleton 

(b. 1968), was Boyz n the Hood (1991).  Both Sklar (1994) and Shary note Singleton and 

other young black filmmakers were able to get a foothold in the industry because of the 

previous successes of Spike Lee films such as She’s Gotta Have It (1986) and Do the 

Right Thing (1989).  Boyz n the Hood, along with Menace II Society (1993) and Juice 

(1992), were films that dealt with contemporary issues surrounding class, race, and 

prejudice, and gave voice, and starring roles, to people usually more marginalized.  In 

keeping with the themes central to teen films, they emphasize characters that are at a 

crossroads trying to decide what to do with their lives (a life of crime or the straight and 

narrow), and that are struggling to survive quite literally through the period of 

adolescence.  Like Over the Edge in 1979 and continuing into the ‘80s and beyond, the 

films didn’t blame one source as the cause for the problems; instead, the problems were 

multiple and varied and stemmed from issues of class, race, parents, the inner city, 

society, and law, and the solutions were equally as difficult to pin down, but were always 

seen as needing to come from the teens themselves.   

While independent, edgier teen films focusing on marginalized characters and 

tackling controversial subject matter, like Just Another Girl on the IRT (1992), The 

Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love (1995), and Kids (1995), were gaining 

some recognition, it was in 1995 and 1996 that the mainstream tide for teen film fare 

started to change with the success of a few influential films.  Clueless was released in 

1995, and was directed by Amy Heckerling of Fast Times at Ridgemont High.  Like her 
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earlier film, it followed another female high school protagonist over a few months, with 

her interacting with her friends and looking for romance.  But the film, loosely based on 

Jane Austen’s Emma, was quite a bit more chaste, and even though Cher is a delightful 

and endearing character living life with humor even through embarrassing situations, her 

objectives throughout the year consist of dressing up, helping her friends, matchmaking 

happy couples, and retaining her virginal charm.  Additionally, the father in this film is 

quite a bit more involved than the totally absent parents in Fast Times, and even though 

the film is squarely focused on the teens, the change, characteristic of the way Millennials 

were being raised, is noticeable.  After Cher’s mother passed away, her father had 

multiple marriages, but when Cher wonders why he’s still in touch with his former 

stepson, he tells her it’s because you divorce wives, not children.  

Additional teen films released in 1995 and 1996 were popular at the box office, 

and continued to take their cues from the types of films made popular in the ‘80s, such as 

the motivational high school teacher film Dangerous Minds, the nostalgic The Brady 

Bunch Movie, and the slacker animated teen film Beavis and Butt-Head Do America.  

However, by far the biggest film released in 1996 that incited a new round of teen film 

production was Scream.  Scream, along with Beavis and Butt-Head Do America, 

“spurred new consideration of the teen audience, a segment that’s largely been ignored by 

the majors for the past five years” (Klady 1997).  And again indicating that teen films 

aren’t just for teen audiences, “people who would never dream of seeing either picture 

are wondering what all the fuss is about, and making these hits even bigger.  The films 

are working because the crossover crowd also finds the films entertaining” (ibid.). 
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 Indeed, Scream marked a turning point for the teen film in a larger sense, not just 

for the slasher horror pic.  Its self-reflexivity was decidedly more focused on teen films, 

instead of teen life, as was the focus of the self-reflexive teen films of the ‘80s.  

Audiences were already aware of the overused rules of these kinds of films from the 

numerous sequels to the Halloween, Friday the 13th, and A Nightmare on Elm Street 

franchises.  Scream was able to provide a hyper-conscious narrative that appealed to 

audiences’ sense of intertextuality, irony, and knowledge of the form, especially as the 

conventions were not only spelled out (one of the characters lists all the rules of the 

horror films), but also contradicted (the surprise killers and survivors who break the 

rules).  As Dan Harries notes in “Film Parody and the Resuscitation of Genre,” parodies 

provide master codes of the genre, and while self-reflexivity can be seen as occurring 

during the later stages of a genre’s development, Harries points out that parodies serve 

additional functions – they create opportunities for the critique and continuation of a tired 

genre, while at the same time, they cultivate new growth in the form as they weed-out 

clichéd conventions; they symbolize the end of a phase rather than the end of an entire 

system (2002, 287).  By critiquing and sustaining the genre, Scream was not only a huge 

success, but also made way for sequels, more hyper-conscious films and parodies like 

Scary Movie (2000), and a revival of teen horror with films like I Know What You Did 

Last Summer (1997) and Final Destination (2000).   

Notably, both Clueless and Scream mark an important turn for the teen film.  

Even though Cher has a familial support system, something many ‘80s teens lacked, 

she’s still left to figure out her relationship issues on her own.  In Scream, even though all 
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the characters are aware of horror movies and know what’s likely to happen, they’re still 

victimized and have to figure out how to survive.  Again, there was no central, common 

source of conflict in the films, but similarities continued to revolve around teens, either as 

individuals or with their peer group, coming up with their own solutions.  The teen film 

as a genre matured and coalesced as a form in the ‘80s, and the issues essential to the 

films about teens progressing from insecure to gaining confidence, remain.  But while 

teen films in the ‘90s revisited the formulas set forth in the ‘80s, and indeed couldn’t 

exist without the genre rules established in the previous decade, the new experiences and 

environments of the Millennials were also taken into consideration.  Even though these 

teens might be more protected and more knowledgeable than the teens in the ‘80s, they 

still have to go through the coming-of-age process, in whatever form it might take, on 

their own.     

 After the mid-decade successes, teen films at the end of the ‘90s and into the ‘00s 

were prolific and marked a new resurgence in the form.  Multiple types of films 

flourished indicating both the coherence and recognizability of the teen film as genre and 

the way individual films work as hybrids.  Although updated, the films fit into the ‘80s 

teen film blueprints: familiar characters (jocks, geeks, outsiders, popular girls, projects) 

as well as familiar stories (teens worrying about the future, trying to accept themselves 

and fit into social groups, looking for romance, standing up and defending themselves) 

appeared, along with the central elements of the search for identify, the navigation 

through celebrating and surviving adolescence, and the recognition that actions taken as 

teens will affect the rest of their lives.  As in the ‘80s, the types of films included the 
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horror films, and also dramas as varied as Titanic (1997), American Beauty (1999), and 

The Virgin Suicides (2000), and thrillers and sci-fi actioners like Wild Things (1998) and 

Starship Troopers (1997).  The comedy films were also successful, with variations 

including romantic comedies like Can’t Hardly Wait (1998), Drive Me Crazy (1999), and 

Never Been Kissed (1999), and “gross out” films that could also be grouped with the 

romantic comedies, but with a distinct echo of the sex quest comedies of the ‘80s, 

especially with American Pie (1999) and Road Trip (2000).    

A number of teen films were based on literary adaptations such as She’s All That 

(1999, Pygmalion), 10 Things I Hate About You (1999, The Taming of the Shrew), and 

Cruel Intentions (1999, Les Liaisons dangereuses), again showing the how teen films fit 

into previously shaped molds, but added their own style appropriate for the time.  

Original stories about quirky characters, such as in Rushmore (1998), Slums of Beverly 

Hills (1998), and Election (1999), also indicated the maturity and varied appeal of the 

genre.  And in perhaps an attempt to attract teens and their next elders, nostalgia films 

going back to the ‘70s and ‘80s also appeared from the earlier Dazed and Confused 

(1993) to Detroit Rock City (1999) and Donnie Darko (2001), while some other nostalgia 

films, such as Grosse Pointe Blank (1997), Romy and Michele’s High School Reunion 

(1997), and The Wedding Singer (1998), and later Hot Tub Time Machine (2010), were 

going back not just to the ‘80s, but the ‘80s defined and influenced by the teen films of 

the period. 

While the teen films continue to show how they work as hybrid forms combining 

aspects of multiple genres and appealing to various audiences, the teen films after the 
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‘80s also have their place in the teen subgenre categories, combining elements of 

love/sex, angst/rebellion, survival/protection, dreams/ambitions, and celebration/leisure.  

A film like Pleasantville provides an excellent example of how teen films work in 

multiple subgenre veins – different teens gain a sense of self and identity (indicated by 

achieving color in a black and white world) through either sex, rebellion, or following 

their dreams, while at the same time they try to celebrate and survive the stormy period of 

adolescence.  The son even recuperates the family unit when, after he has learned his 

lessons by traveling to Pleasantville, he comes back to help his mother learn to accept and 

make the most of what life has to offer.  However, unlike films from the ‘80s, there is 

more a sense of the teen passing on knowledge rather than taking over responsibilities.  

As Strauss and Howe note about Millennials’ media representations, “the new cinematic 

children began helping adults – not, like film 13ers [Gen Xers], by sharing parental 

burdens, but by reminding parents to cope with life more responsibly on their own” 

(1991, 337).  Interestingly, the film is actually set in the early ‘90s, a period when Gen X 

teens were still coming of age, and as a result, the film combines these different 

generational sensibilities.   

Many of the films from the later ‘90s into the ‘00s were infused with a sense of 

knowingness of the teen film form, with the familiar character types and stories both 

entrenched and toyed around with.  As with the films of the ‘80s, characters were still 

searching for their identities, and were still struggling with the essential conflicts between 

who they are as children versus who they want to be as adults, and how to accept 

themselves for who they are while also finding their place within social groups.  
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However, there was less a sense that what teens were left by the previous generation was 

bungled and that the situation they were coming into as they grew up was dire, as was the 

case in ‘80s.  There was, though, a seen-it-all awareness quality to the teens in this period 

that allowed for their self-sufficiency and self-reliance, qualities that remained from teens 

of the ‘80s.  Teens could be featured in any type of film indicating the maturity not just of 

the teen film as genre, but also the precociousness with which contemporary adolescents 

were perceived. 

Even though there was a maturity and familiarity evident in the teen film as genre, 

while teen films seemed to be glutting the market in the late ‘90s and early ‘00s, they 

were not as successful according to top grossing charts as they were in the ‘80s.  In fact, 

there were approximately the same number of teen films that made it to the top 50 

grossing films of the year from 1980-1990 (n=87), as there were from 1991-2010 (n=86), 

a period almost twice as long.  Even though the films were still popular, their success 

didn’t match that of the teen films of the ‘80s, and as a result, seem less of a remarkable 

phenomenon and are less indicative and emblematic of the time.  Of course, multiple 

factors need to be taken into consideration when making these assessments.  With the 

increasing importance of the international market, smaller films like those similar to teen 

films of the ‘80s, while still needed to fill the need for product, don’t do as well as big-

budget blockbusters that translate well across borders.  Additionally, the proliferation of 

the teen film has historically occurred in periods marked by noted economic growth and 

prosperity, such as in the ‘50s, ‘80s, and late ‘90s.  But the ‘60s, ‘70s, early ‘90s, and into 

the 2000s, periods marked by slower growth and economic recessions, mark decreases in 
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the production and widespread success of the teen film.  Teen films are still produced 

during these times, but it seems specifically trying to appeal to teens based on the idea 

that they have lots of leisure time and plenty of disposable income isn’t as palatable when 

the economy is in dire straits.  It’s uncertain whether the phenomenon of the prolific and 

profitable teen films of the ‘80s, marked by a confluence of circumstances that lead the 

genre to flourish, could ever be repeated, but it also isn’t clear what changing economic 

conditions, in combination with generational cycles and industrial changes, might bring. 

Although the box office success and phenomenon-type attributes of teen films of 

the ‘80s has yet to be repeated, there are other indicators of success that became 

important in the more audience fragmented, convergent media landscape at the turn of the 

century.  As Variety writers Klady and Cox point out in 1999 in “Media Taps into Zit-

Geist,” the teen films were inexpensive to produce at about the $10 million range, there 

weren’t as many special effects driven films, the stars didn’t have to be paid richly or 

need profit-sharing deals, studios could take chances on new talent because of the lower 

production costs, they were inexpensive to market, and did well in ancillaries like home 

video, cable, and network.  And because of all these factors, if a teen film did even 

moderate box office success, it still made money for the studios.  As a case in point, 

“even the lowest grossers of these teenage frat parties still manage to turn a profit. ‘Can't 

Hardly Wait’ garnered just $25.6 million domestically and $3 million overseas. But with 

a budget of only $13 million, the pic made a tidy profit for Columbia last year” (ibid.).  

Major studios as well as independents were jumping on the bandwagon and had dozens 

of teen films scheduled for release.  Even though the majority of these films didn’t appear 
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on top grossing lists, it wasn’t that teen films weren’t popular and moderately successful 

moneymakers; in fact, the danger felt at the time was that the market was becoming 

oversaturated.  Studios were realizing that just having a teen film wasn’t enough, that 

audiences were getting more sophisticated, and that marketing campaigns had to be 

tailor-made to reach audiences the right way (Argy 1999).     

 Although over-saturation was a concern, film ratings became another factor that 

adversely affected the output of teen film productions into the ‘00s.  In 1999, Klady and 

Cox could write that ratings were a “thorny issue,” that studios ideally wanted PG teen 

films, but with films like Varsity Blues containing raunchy scenes that required an R-

rating, “ratings aren't seen as much of a deterrent to under-17s seeing R-rated movies,” or 

for that matter, to studios producing them.  The audience numbers for the films could 

actually have been much greater, largely as a result of teens knowing how to sneak into 

R-rated films by buying a ticket for one movie but then going into another theater, 

especially doable in multiplexes where one usher could be manning six or more screens.  

In one of the few published accounts of the tactic, Klady and Cox report that “industry 

estimates range from 5% to 15% that a popular restricted film's weekend viewership is 

comprised of mostly under-age theater hoppers.”   

 Perhaps because of the “raunchiness” and the “gross-out” type films like 

American Pie and Varsity Blues that were normalizing and making humorous certain 

aspects of teen sex, there was rising concern over the ways these films targeted the teen 

audience, even with their R-ratings, a concern representative of the more protected 

Millennial Generation coming of age at the time.  A Federal Trade Commission report 
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released in 2000 found, not surprisingly, that while the film, music, and video game 

entertainment industries identified content inappropriate for children, companies in the 

industries still market those products to children through media with primary audiences 

under 17, and don’t enforce not selling media deemed inappropriate to children (“FTC 

Releases”).  Because of the danger of interfering with First Amendment rights if the 

government were to get involved, the FTC recommended that the industries practice 

greater self-regulation, and indeed the next year, the FTC found that the movie and video 

game industries were taking steps to limit marketing mature material to young audiences 

(“FTC – Follow-Up” 2001).  

 The crackdown on ratings, in addition to over-saturation, had an effect on teen 

film production and content.  From 1991-2000, 18 out of 38 (47%) of top grossing teen 

films were rated R, the same percentage as from 1980-1990, while from 2001-2010, the 

number dropped to 9 out of 48 (19%).  Not surprisingly, the number of top grossing teen 

horror films, a staple of teen film fare in the ‘80s, dropped as well.  Even though the films 

were still relatively inexpensive to produce, the cyclical nature of popular productions, in 

combination with the FTC reports and recommendations, meant that teen films again 

experienced a lull.  In order to qualify for a PG-13-rating, the films were toned down and 

lost some of their appeal, and even the R-rated films had a hard time.  Bruce Snyder, the 

distribution president of 20th Century Fox, observed in 2001 that “You have to play 18 

and above, and it's tough to have teenage movies when you preclude teenagers from 

coming except with their parents” (quoted in DiOrio).  While audience tastes could have 

been changing, the effects of the FTC reports were far reaching and have to be taken into 
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account (Hayes 2001).  Even though teens could still theater hop, it was more difficult, 

and even if teens were watching the films, the box office grosses of the titles would be 

adversely affected.   

 Into the ‘00s, there was a notable decline in the low- and mid-range budget teen 

genre films as interest waned.  But other trends started to take shape.  Many of the high 

concept, big-budget blockbusters perhaps one of the most dominant and successful 

production trends of the New Hollywood era, starred teenage protagonists.  Films in 

fantasy franchises like Spider-Man (2002), later films in the Harry Potter series, the 

Chronicles of Narnia films, and the Transformers and Twilight franchises, all feature teen 

heroes, who, like other teen characters, have to recognize their strengths and gain 

confidence in their abilities and identities, could sometimes look to their peers and 

occasional mentors for assistance, but now have to so in order to save the world.  The 

predominance of the trend is notable: 19 out of 48 (40%) top grossing teen films from 

2001-10 focus on teens with special powers in stories of epic proportions.  Although 

there were the occasional world-saving teen heroes in the ‘80s, the dominant trend 

revolved around the teen comedies; but comedies dropped to about 13 out of 48 (27%) of 

the top grossing teen films from 2001-10 as the science fiction/fantasy films became 

more prevalent.  While teen films of the ‘80s stressed heroic deeds of everyday living, 

teen films in the ‘00s stressed the heroic deeds of extraordinary living.  The difference 

accentuates the ways the two generations are perceived – Generation X as survivors and 

Millennials as saviors.  The differences could also start to affect what’s thought of as a 

teen film as it came to be defined in the ‘80s. 
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As a factor of teen subgenres, the number of survival/protection films, including 

ones focusing on the teen epic hero, remained high (notably, these films often overlap 

with the horror films which had higher numbers in the ‘80s).  The number of films 

focusing on teen ambitions/dreams, including dance and sport films like Save the Last 

Dance (2001) and Friday Night Lights (2004), also held steady, as did the love/sex films, 

even if the latter turned decidedly less sexualized in line with increased attention to 

ratings.  However, films focusing on celebration/leisure and rebellion/angst declined 

dramatically.  In fact, there are no top grossing teen films from 2001-10 where the 

primary focus is on teens trying to slack off or have fun.  There were, though, films that 

focused on somewhat older characters still trying to find an identity and behaving 

immaturely, such as Old School (2003), Failure to Launch (2006), Knocked Up (2007), 

Step Brothers (2008), and Grown Ups (2010).  Films starring Adam Sandler and Will 

Farrell, members of the “Frat Pack,” Judd Apatow and Kevin Smith productions, and 

films David Denby (2007) labels as slacker-striver romances for their focus on older male 

protagonists who can’t seem to get their act together, still seemed to be the purview of 

Generation X and first-wave Millennials.  Meanwhile, rebellion, a trait so often 

associated with youth of recent past generations, isn’t as much a defining characteristic of 

Millennials, and their representation in films seems to indicate as much.  Howe and 

Strauss note that “this generation is going to rebel not by behaving worse, but better.  

Their life mission will not be to tear down old institutions that don’t work, but to build up 

new ones that do” (2000, 7).  Indeed, of the few teen films to focus on rebellion, some of 

the ones that do, such as Alice in Wonderland (2010) and How to Train Your Dragon 
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(2010), show characters rebelling against established norms, only so that they can later be 

the ones to protect their communities, further illustrating changing depictions of teens. 

 While the box office success of blockbusters that focus on ambitious teen saviors 

indicates certain trends, there is still a market for mid-range teen films, especially ones 

that are successful by other indicators besides top grossing charts, including returns on 

production costs, success in other media outlets, and ones that are critically acclaimed or 

become cult favorites.  Horror films are still staples filling up production schedules, like 

the additional Halloween, Friday the 13th, A Nightmare on Elm Street, and Final 

Destination sequels and remakes, as are the occasional comedy, drama, and action films 

such as Saved! (2004), Mean Girls (2004), Brick (2006), Step Up (2006), Juno (2007), 

Superbad (2007), Adventureland (2009), An Education (2009), Easy A (2010), and Kick-

Ass (2010).   

But it’s also the smaller films that are indicating another pattern.  High-profile but 

still relatively small budget films like High School Musical 3: Senior Year (2008) and 

Hannah Montana: The Movie (2009), indicate a direction for teen films towards using 

talent from television shows – taking cues from the ‘80s and ‘90s, and towards teen films 

that skew younger, and cleaner, to the tween set – something more unique to the ‘00s.  In 

the ‘80s, tweens were identified as ages 10-14, but the age for this group got younger in 

the ‘00s as kids started to mature faster and tweens started to range from 8-12.  These 

tweens are sometimes considered the new teens because their physical and social 

maturation is accelerated, matching that of teens from previous years (Irvine 2006).  And 

though tweens may be an important audience demographic, the tendency for wholesome 
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entertainment, even more so than what started with ratings restrictions and epic teen hero 

productions, could start to have an effect on conceptions of the teen film.  

Not surprisingly, Hollywood still tries to cater to youth, their most reliable 

audience, while also trying to figure out the best ways to appeal not just to the youngest 

audiences, but to broader ones as well.  Just months apart in 2003, Variety reported that 

the new tween audience segment is showing its vitality as studios are realizing the 

importance of even younger audiences (Graser 2003), and that even though teens make 

up the highest number of admissions, there is a lot of diversification in the audiences and 

studios should try to appeal to multiple niche groups (Hayes 2003).  Films like The 

Princess Diaries (2001), What a Girl Wants (2003), Holes (2003), and Hairspray (2007), 

were successful with modest budgets, sanitized appeals to tweens, built-in product 

recognition with familiar television stars, and if not huge profits in international markets, 

then still goldmines in cable and home video.  Even The Karate Kid (2010) remake, a 

bigger budget film made from a well-known property, changed the age of the protagonist 

from 17 to 11, but still had cross-generational appeal.  As they always do, marketers are 

looking into how to appeal to the next generation, another that has yet to be officially 

named (Irvine 2010), without alienating the rest of the audience. 

While studios are trying to appeal to the teen and tween set, at the same time, 

Hollywood’s products are also tremendously varied, even within the teen film form, with 

hybrids, films from multiple subgenres, and multiple budget ranges appealing to varied 

audiences.  As Hayes (2003) points out in “H’w’d Revels in Niche Riches,” demography 

is “the unsexy science that fuels Hollywood.”  But as surprise successes indicate, and as 
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the relatively constant audience breakdowns show, demographics don’t bring audiences 

into the theaters – movies do.  The youth audience has never gone away, and Hollywood 

is aware of this even if they make up 40% of the audience instead of closer to 50% during 

some time periods.  With the youth market a constantly moving target, what changes is 

finding out what speaks to them. 

 

TEEN FILMS OF THE 1980S: IMPACT AND LEGACY 

 Even though the teen film of the ‘80s extends beyond the legacy of a single 

filmmaker, no writer/director is more associated with teen films of the ‘80s, and indeed 

teen films in general, than John Hughes.  He was commended for his talent and for 

legitimizing the form, and for the unique way his films spoke to youth in the ‘80s, during 

the time he was making films (Barth 1984; Corliss 1986; Ringwald 1986), during the 

resurgence of the teen film in the late ‘90s (Smith 1999), and after his untimely death at 

the age of 59 in 2009 (Ringwald 2009; Rottenberg 2009; Scott 2009; Finke 2010; Kamp 

2010).  There were numerous tributes in the press after he died, including from journalists 

and actors who worked with him.  Alan Ruck, who played Cameron in Ferris Bueller’s 

Day Off, noted that “Growing up is both glorious and ridiculous.  Teen comedies tend to 

dwell on the ridiculous, as a rule.  But Hughes added this element of dignity.  He was an 

advocate for teenagers as complete human beings.  Yes, they’re crazy kids, but they have 

hearts and minds and dreams for the future.  They’re works in progress.  John honored 

that” (quoted in Rottenberg 2009, 30).  Josh Rottenberg, meanwhile, put a concise spin 

on it: “Before Generation X even had a name, John Hughes gave it a voice” (ibid., 28).  
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His influence was felt so strongly that there was even a special Oscar tribute to him in 

2010 acknowledging the enormity of his impact. 

Well before his death, however, and soon after the prolific teen film of the ‘80s 

was in a fallow period, Robert Sklar tried to assess his relevance: “When future histories 

from lengthier hindsight rank the significant figures of 1980s Hollywood, it will be 

interesting to see whether Hughes holds a place among Spielberg and Lucas, Stallone and 

Schwarzenegger, and others whose artistry may rise to greater prominence as box-office 

triumph fades” (1994, 347).  With the teen films so closely associated with the ‘80s, and, 

in hindsight, considered so emblematic of Generation X, it is reasonable to question how 

great the impact the singular talent of John Hughes was on the phenomenon, and whether 

that impact could be repeated.  While there have been a number of teen films produced 

since the ‘80s, there haven’t been filmmakers who have reached Hughes’ level of 

influence.  Additionally, there is less coherence to the films, less of a sense that they are 

encapsulating a moment in time or capturing a voice of a generation, than there was 

during that decade.  Of course, as it’s been for the ‘80s, it could be a matter of needing 

more historical distance from the films of the ‘90s and ‘00s to determine their relevance.   

Regardless of whether or not teen films will ever again achieve the emblematic, 

phenom status they had in the ‘80s, the importance of the genre won’t go away.  Indeed, 

there will always be teens and the coming-of-age process will always involve struggle, 

albeit new kinds of struggles and conflicts that are unique to new generations of youth.  

Whether the teens are knowledgeable or naïve, rebellious or well-behaved, sheltered or 

neglected, cynics or optimists, they will still have to navigate the search for identity and 
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confidence on their own terms.  It still remains to be discovered, however, what terms 

will come to symbolize the new generations and how they will be represented in teen 

films.  While Generation X was labeled rather late in age, Millennials are a generation 

that received attention relatively early and rather quickly after their predecessors.  

However, the traits associated with different generations still take time to evaluate, and 

likewise, the teen films that speak to new generations also need the benefit of the passage 

of time to assess.  Tellingly, the more wholesome teen films of the ‘00s beg the question 

of whither the rebellion, angst, sexuality, and boundary-pushing of youth?  These traits 

are evidently still relevant for teens, but overall, perhaps these qualities are associated 

more with different generations, further indicating that the concepts of youth and what it 

means to be young constantly change, as do, necessarily, the teen films that represent 

youth. 

During the ‘80s, the teen genre was coalescing; the basic rules and vocabulary 

that would be followed by later films were still being written.  In a sense, the teen film, a 

genre about the coming of age process, was going through its own maturation process 

during the ‘80s, and the close association of the conception of the form with the 

substance of the content contributes to seeing the era as a golden age of teen film 

production.  Examining the teen film of the ‘80s through the conceptual lens of genre 

reveals the impact of historical events, the influence of the industrial context of 

production, the significance of understandings of generations, and of course, the 

importance of what the films say.  There are still many avenues for future research on 

these films that can address the limitations of the present analysis, including studies that 
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look in depth at the production notes and marketing campaigns of individual films; ones 

that examine audiences in reception studies, or that focus more directly on ideological 

issues and on representational concerns of more marginalized groups; and investigations 

that take into account how constructions and conceptions of teens and the teen film as 

genre can apply in other films and to other genres.  Additionally, further research that has 

the benefit of more historical distance can hopefully reveal new assessments and insights 

both about future generations and future generations of teen films, and perhaps, can 

further establish the continued legacy of teen films of the 1980s. 
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Appendix A 

Top Grossing Teen Films, 1980-1990, by Year, Box Office Rank, and Distributor 
Source: boxofficemojo.com 
   
Year (n) 
Rank Movie Title Studio 
   

1980 (7)   
9 Blue Lagoon Columbia 

11 Ordinary People Paramount 
18 Friday the 13th Paramount 
20 Little Darlings  Paramount 
30 My Bodyguard Fox 
32 Fame MGM 
49 Prom Night  Embassy 

   
1981 (5)   

16 Taps Fox 
22 Endless Love Universal 
28 Private Lessons Jensen Farley Pictures 
30 Halloween II Universal 
35 Friday the 13 Part 2 Paramount 

   
1982 (5)   

5 Porky's Fox 
21 Friday the 13th Part III Paramount 
29 Fast Times at Ridgemont High Universal 
45 Zapped! Embassy 
50 Grease 2 Paramount 

   
1983 (10)   

3 Flashdance Paramount 
5 War Games MGM 

10 Risky Business WB 
21 Porky's II: The Next Day Fox 
28 The Outsiders WB 
31 My Tutor Crown International 
32 Class Orion 
35 Christine Columbia 
41 Valley Girl Atlantic Releasing 
42 All the Right Moves Fox 
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1984 (12)   

4 Gremlins  WB 
5 The Karate Kid Columbia 
7 Footloose  Paramount 

16 Revenge of the Nerds Fox 
18 Breakin' Cannon Pictures 
20 Red Dawn MGM 
26 Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter Paramount 
31 The Last Starfighter Universal 
33 Teachers MGM 
40 A Nightmare on Elm Street New Line 
43 The Flamingo Kid Fox 
44 Sixteen Candles Universal 

   
1985 (12)   

1 Back to the Future Universal 
9 The Goonies WB 

15 Mask Universal 
16 The Breakfast Club Universal 
26 Teen Wolf Atlantic 
30 A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy's Revenge New Line 
35 Fright Night Columbia 
38 Weird Science Universal 
41 Friday the 13th - Part V Paramount 
43 Porky's Revenge (Part III) Fox 
46 Young Sherlock Holmes Paramount 
49 The Sure Thing Embassy 

   
1986 (9)   

3 Platoon Orion 
4 Karate Kid Part II Columbia 
6 Back to School Orion 

10 Ferris Bueller's Day Off Paramount 
13 Stand By Me Columbia 
19 Peggy Sue Got Married TriStar 
22 Pretty in Pink Paramount 
41 Iron Eagle TriStar 
46 Friday the 13th Part VI Paramount 

   
1987 (10)   

11 Dirty Dancing Vestron 
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15 La Bamba Columbia 
23 Full Metal Jacket WB 
24 A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors New Line 
32 Summer School Paramount 
34 Like Father, Like Son TriStar 
35 Adventures in Babysitting Buena Vista 
38 The Lost Boys WB 
39 Can't Buy Me Love Buena Vista 
42 Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise Fox 

   
1988 (5)   

4 Big Fox 
19 A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master New Line 
22 Young Guns Fox 
23 Biloxi Blues Universal 
44 License to Drive Fox 

   
1989 (6)   

5 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids Buena Vista 
6 Back to the Future Part II Universal 

10 Dead Poet's Society Buena Vista 
32 Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure Orion 
33 The Karate Kid Part III Columbia 
47 A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child New Line 

   
1990 (6)   

5 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles New Line 
11 Back to the Future Part III Universal 
20 Edward Scissorhands Fox 
30 Young Guns II Fox 
35 Mermaids  Orion 
46 House Party  New Line 
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Appendix B 

Top Grossing 1980s Teen Films, by Year of Release, Box Office Ranking, and 
MPAA Rating 
 
Year B.O. Rank Movie Title Rating            
    
PG = 23   
1980 30 My Bodyguard PG 
1981 16 Taps PG 
1982 50 Grease 2 PG 
1983 5 WarGames PG 
 28 The Outsiders PG 
1984 4 Gremlins  PG 
 5 The Karate Kid PG 
 7 Footloose  PG 
 18 Breakin' PG 
 31 The Last Starfighter PG 
 44 Sixteen Candles PG 
1985 1 Back to the Future PG 
 9 The Goonies PG 
 26 Teen Wolf PG 
1986 4 Karate Kid Part II PG 
1988 4 Big PG 
1989 5 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids PG 
 6 Back to the Future Part II PG 
 10 Dead Poet's Society PG 
 32 Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure PG 
 33 The Karate Kid Part III PG 
1990 5 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles PG 
 11 Back to the Future Part III PG 
    
PG-13 = 23   
1984 20 Red Dawn PG-13 
 43 The Flamingo Kid PG-13 
1985 15 Mask PG-13 
 38 Weird Science PG-13 
 46 Young Sherlock Holmes PG-13 
 49 The Sure Thing PG-13 
1986 6 Back to School PG-13 
 10 Ferris Bueller's Day Off PG-13 
 19 Peggy Sue Got Married PG-13 
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 22 Pretty in Pink PG-13 
 41 Iron Eagle PG-13 
1987 11 Dirty Dancing PG-13 
 15 La Bamba PG-13 
 32 Summer School PG-13 
 34 Like Father, Like Son PG-13 
 35 Adventures in Babysitting PG-13 
 39 Can't Buy Me Love PG-13 
 42 Revenge of the Nerds: Nerd in Paradise PG-13 
1988 23 Biloxi Blues PG-13 
 44 License to Drive PG-13 
1990 20 Edward Scissorhands PG-13 
 30 Young Guns II PG-13 
 35 Mermaids  PG-13 
    
R = 41   
1980 9 Blue Lagoon R 
 11 Ordinary People R 
 18 Friday the 13th R 
 20 Little Darlings  R 
 32 Fame R 
 49 Prom Night  R 
1981 22 Endless Love R 
 28 Private Lessons R 
 30 Halloween II R 
 35 Friday the 13 Part 2 R 
1982 5 Porky's R 
 21 Friday the 13th Part III R 
 29 Fast Times at Ridgemont High R 
 45 Zapped! R 
1983 3 Flashdance R 
 10 Risky Business R 
 21 Porky's II: The Next Day R 
 31 My Tutor R 
 32 Class R 
 35 Christine R 
 41 Valley Girl R 
 42 All the Right Moves R 
1984 16 Revenge of the Nerds R 
 26 Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter R 
 33 Teachers R 
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 40 A Nightmare on Elm Street R 
1985 16 The Breakfast Club R 
 30 A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy's Revenge R 
 35 Fright Night R 
 41 Friday the 13th - Part V R 
 43 Porky's Revenge (Part III) R 
1986 3 Platoon R 
 13 Stand By Me R 
 46 Friday the 13th Part VI R 
1987 23 Full Metal Jacket R 
 24 A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors R 
 38 The Lost Boys R 
1988 19 A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master R 
 22 Young Guns R 
 47 A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child R 
1990 46 House Party  R 
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Appendix C 
100 Teen Films, 1980-1990, Top Grossing + Selected Others (cultural impact, filmic legacy, large 
TV/VHS market; indicated by *), by US Release Date, and Major Industry Genres. (The “Genres, 
Additional Specificity” category lists genres according to Box Office Mojo, but labels in parentheses are 
either additions or discrepancies with Variety or my assessments.)   
Genre, Date Title Genres,  
  Additional Specificity  
COMEDY (34)  
8/81 Private Lessons Comedy 
3/82 Porky's Comedy 
8/82 Fast Times at Ridgemont High Comedy 
3/83 My Tutor Comedy 
6/83 Porky's II: The Next Day Comedy 
6/7/83 Class Comedy 
29/7/83 Private School* Comedy 
8/83 Risky Business Comedy 
7/84 Revenge of the Nerds Comedy 
3/85 Porky's Revenge (Part III) Comedy 
4/85 Just One of the Guys* Comedy 
10/85 Better Off Dead* (Comedy) 
11/6/86 Ferris Bueller's Day Off Comedy 
13/6/86 Back to School Comedy 
10/7/87 Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise Comedy 
22/7/87 Summer School Comedy 
7/88 License to Drive Comedy 
3/89 Heathers* Comedy 
3/90 House Party  Comedy 
   
5/80 Little Darlings  Comedy/Drama 
9/80 My Bodyguard Comedy/(Drama) 
10/84 Teachers Comedy/Drama 
12/84 The Flamingo Kid Comedy/Drama 
2/85 The Breakfast Club Comedy/Drama 
3/88 Biloxi Blues Comedy/Drama 
12/90 Mermaids (Comedy)/Drama 
   
     Romantic Comedy  
4/83 Valley Girl Romantic Comedy 
5/84 Sixteen Candles Comedy (Rom Com) 
3/85 The Sure Thing Romantic Comedy 
2/86 Pretty in Pink Romantic Comedy (Drama) 
2/87 Some Kind of Wonderful* Romance (Rom Com) 
8/87 Can't Buy Me Love Romantic Comedy 
4/89 Say Anything…* Romantic Comedy 
   
     Musical   
6/82 Grease 2 Musical (Rom Com) 
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Genre, Date Title Genres, 
  Additional Specificity  
DRAMA (22)  
   
9/80 Ordinary People Drama 
12/81 Taps Drama 
3/85 Mask Drama 
7/85 The Legend of Billie Jean* (Drama) 
8/86 Stand By Me Drama 
6/89 Dead Poets Society Drama 
8/90 Pump Up the Volume* Drama 
   
6/83 WarGames Drama/Thriller 
   
3/83 The Outsiders Crime Drama 
5/87 River’s Edge* Drama (Crime) 
   
5/80 Fame Music Drama 
5/83 Flashdance Music Drama 
2/84 Footloose  Music Drama 
5/84 Breakin’ Music Drama 
7/87 La Bamba Music Drama (Biopic) 
   
10/83 All the Right Moves Sports Drama 
2/85 Vision Quest* Sports Drama 
3/86 Lucas* (Sports Drama) 
   
     Romance   
7/80 Blue Lagoon Romance 
7/81 Endless Love Romance 
8/87 Dirty Dancing Romance 
1/88 For Keeps?* Romance 
   
ACTION ADVENTURE  (12)  
   
7/87 Adventures in Babysitting Comedy (Adventure) 
6/85 The Goonies Family Adventure 
12/85 Young Sherlock Holmes Period Adventure 
6/84 The Karate Kid Sports Action 
1/86 Iron Eagle Action 
6/86 Karate Kid Part II Sports Action 
6/89 The Karate Kid Part III Sports Action 
   
     Western   
8/88 Young Guns Western 
8/90 Young Guns II Western 
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     War   
8/84 Red Dawn Action (War) 
12/86 Platoon War 
6/87 Full Metal Jacket War 
Genre, Date Title Genres, 
  Additional Specificity  
SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY  (13)  
   
10/86 Peggy Sue Got Married Fantasy Comedy 
10/87 Like Father, Like Son Fantasy Comedy 
6/88 Big Fantasy Comedy 
7/82 Zapped! Sci-Fi Comedy 
8/85 Weird Science Sci-Fi Comedy 
2/89 Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure Sci-Fi Comedy (Adventure) 
   
12/90 Edward Scissorhands Fantasy Drama 
   
7/84 The Last Starfighter Sci-Fi Adventure 
7/85 Back to the Future Sci-Fi Adventure 
6/89 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids Family (Sci-Fi) Adventure 
11/89 Back to the Future Part II Sci-Fi Adventure 
3/90 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Family (Sci-Fi) Adventure 
5/90 Back to the Future Part III Western (Sci-Fi Adventure) 
   
HORROR  (19)  
   
5/80 Friday the 13th Horror 
7/80 Prom Night  Horror 
5/81 Friday the 13th Part 2 Horror 
10/81 Halloween II Horror 
8/82 Friday the 13th Part III Horror 
12/83 Christine Horror 
4/84 Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter Horror 
11/84 A Nightmare on Elm Street Horror 
3/85 Friday the 13th - Part V Horror 
11/85 A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy's Revenge Horror 
8/86 Friday the 13th Part VI Horror 
2/87 A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors Horror 
8/88 A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master Horror 
8/89 A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child Horror 
   
6/84 Gremlins  Horror Comedy 
2/8/85 Fright Night Horror Comedy 
23/8/85 Teen Wolf Horror Comedy 
11/85 Once Bitten* (Horror Comedy) 
   
7/87 The Lost Boys Horror Thriller 
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Appendix D 
100 Teen Films: Franchises.  Franchise information as follows: R = Remake; S = Sequel (or prequel);  
TV = TV show; VG = Videogame; p = planned; nr = not related to the film. 
Genre, Date Title Franchise 
   
COMEDY (34) (n=10) 
   
8/81 Private Lessons  
3/82 Porky's S 
8/82 Fast Times at Ridgemont High TV 
3/83 My Tutor  
6/83 Porky's II: The Next Day S 
6/7/83 Class  
29/7/83 Private School*  
8/83 Risky Business  
7/84 Revenge of the Nerds TV, S 
3/85 Porky's Revenge (Part III) S 
4/85 Just One of the Guys*  
10/85 Better Off Dead*  
11/6/86 Ferris Bueller's Day Off TV 
13/6/86 Back to School  
10/7/87 Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise S 
22/7/87 Summer School  
7/88 License to Drive  
3/89 Heathers*  
3/90 House Party  S 
   
5/80 Little Darlings   
9/80 My Bodyguard  
10/84 Teachers  
12/84 The Flamingo Kid TV 
2/85 The Breakfast Club  
3/88 Biloxi Blues  
12/90 Mermaids  
   
     Romantic Comedy  
4/83 Valley Girl  
5/84 Sixteen Candles  
3/85 The Sure Thing  
2/86 Pretty in Pink  
2/87 Some Kind of Wonderful*  
8/87 Can't Buy Me Love  
4/89 Say Anything…*  
   
     Musical   
6/82 Grease 2 S 
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Genre, Date Title Franchise 
   
DRAMA (22) (n=6) 
   
9/80 Ordinary People  
12/81 Taps  
3/85 Mask  
7/85 The Legend of Billie Jean*  
8/86 Stand By Me  
6/89 Dead Poets Society  
8/90 Pump Up the Volume*  
   
6/83 WarGames VG 
   
3/83 The Outsiders  
5/87 River’s Edge*  
   
5/80 Fame TV, R 
5/83 Flashdance  
2/84 Footloose  Rp 
5/84 Breakin’ S 
7/87 La Bamba  
   
10/83 All the Right Moves  
2/85 Vision Quest*  
3/86 Lucas*  
   
     Romance   
7/80 Blue Lagoon S 
7/81 Endless Love  
8/87 Dirty Dancing TV, S 
1/88 For Keeps?*  
   
ACTION ADVENTURE  (12) (n=8) 
   
7/87 Adventures in Babysitting TV 
6/85 The Goonies  
12/85 Young Sherlock Holmes  
6/84 The Karate Kid S, R 
1/86 Iron Eagle S 
6/86 Karate Kid Part II S 
6/89 The Karate Kid Part III S 
   
     Western   
8/88 Young Guns S 
8/90 Young Guns II S 
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     War   
8/84 Red Dawn Rp 
12/86 Platoon  
6/87 Full Metal Jacket  
Genre, Date Title Franchise 
   
SCI-FI/FANTASY  (13) (n=9) 
   
10/86 Peggy Sue Got Married  
10/87 Like Father, Like Son  
6/88 Big  
7/82 Zapped! S 
8/85 Weird Science TV 
2/89 Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure TV, S 
   
12/90 Edward Scissorhands  
   
7/84 The Last Starfighter VGp 
7/85 Back to the Future TV, S 
6/89 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids TV, S 
11/89 Back to the Future Part II S 
3/90 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles TV, S, R 
5/90 Back to the Future Part III S 
   
HORROR  (19) (n=18) 
   
5/80 Friday the 13th V, S, R, TVnr 
7/80 Prom Night  R 
5/81 Friday the 13th Part 2 S 
10/81 Halloween II S 
8/82 Friday the 13th Part III S 
12/83 Christine Rp 
4/84 Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter S 
11/84 A Nightmare on Elm Street TV, S, R 
3/85 Friday the 13th - Part V S 
11/85 A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy's Revenge S 
8/86 Friday the 13th Part VI S 
2/87 A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors S 
8/88 A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master S 
8/89 A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child S 
   
6/84 Gremlins  VG, S 
2/8/85 Fright Night S, Rp 
23/8/85 Teen Wolf TV, S 
11/85 Once Bitten*  
   
7/87 The Lost Boys S 
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Appendix E 

Brat Pack Actors 
 
Core 
Emilio Estevez 
Anthony Michael Hall 
Rob Lowe 
Andrew McCarthy 
Judd Nelson 
Molly Ringwald 
Ally Sheedy 
 
Periphery 
Kevin Bacon 
Matthew Broderick 
Nicholas Cage 
Tom Cruise 
Jon Cryer 
John Cusack 
Matt Dillon 
Robert Downey, Jr. 
Jami Gertz 
Jennifer Grey 
C. Thomas Howell 
Timothy Hutton 
Ralph Macchio 
Mary Stuart Masterson 
Matthew Modine  
Demi Moore 
Sean Penn 
Charlie Sheen 
James Spader 
Eric Stoltz 
Kiefer Sutherland 
Patrick Swayze 
Daphne Zuniga 
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Appendix F 

Teen-Related TV Shows 
 
T = Teen centered 
F = Family with teen characters 
P = Post-teen/college 
 
Primetime: 
 
1970s 
T: Welcome Back, Kotter (75-59); What’s Happening!! (76-79) 
F: The Brady Bunch (69-74); The Partridge Family (70-74), Good Times (74-49) 
 
1970s-into ‘80s 
T: Happy Days (74-84); The White Shadow (78-81); The Facts of Life (79-88)  
F: The Waltons (72-81); Little House on the Prairie (74-83); One Day at a Time (75-84); 
Eight is Enough (77-81); Diff’rent Strokes (78-86)  
 
1980-81 (MTV premiers Aug 1, 1981) 
T: 
F: 
 
1981-82 
T: 
F: Father Murphy (81-83); Gimme a Break! (81-87) 
 
1982-83 
T: Fame (82-87); Silver Spoons (82-87); Square Pegs (82-83)  
F: Family Ties (82-89); It Takes Two (82-83) 
 
1983-84 
T: Whiz Kids (83-84) 
F: Webster (83-89) 
 
1984-85 
T: Charles in Charge (84-90); Punky Brewster (84-88) 
F: The Cosby Show (84-92); Kate & Allie (84-89); Who’s the Boss (84-92) 
 
1985-86 
T:  
F: Charlie & Co. (85-86); Growing Pains (85-92); Mr. Belvedere (85-90) 
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1986-87 
T: Head of the Class (86-91) 
F: ALF (86-90); Heart of the City (86-87); My Sister Sam (86-88); Our House (86-88); 
Sidekicks (86-87); Valerie/The Hogan Family (86-91) 
 
1987-88 (Fox premiers) 
T: The Wonder Years (88-93) 
F: Full House (87-95); Married with Children (87-97); My Two Dads (87-90); Rags to 
Riches (87-88) 
P: 21 Jump Street (87-91); A Different World (87-93); Tour of Duty (87-90) 
 
1988-89 
T:  
F: Day by Day (88-89); Just the Ten of Us (88-90); Paradise (88-90); Roseanne (88-97)  
 
1989-90 
T: Doogie Howser, M.D. (89-93); The Young Riders (89-92) 
F: Family Matters (89-98); Life Goes On (89-93); Major Dad (89-93); Sister Kate (89-
90)  
 
1990-91 
T: Beverly Hills, 90210 (90-00); Ferris Bueller (90-91); The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (90-
96); Parker Lewis Can’t Lose (90-93)  
F: Twin Peaks (90-91); Uncle Buck (90-91) 
 
 
Daytime/Others: 
 
Canadian production airing in US: Degrassi Junior High (87-89), Degrassi High (89-91)  
Saturday mornings: Saved by the Bell (89-93)  
Afternoon serial: Tribes (90) 
Variety Shows: American Bandstand (57-89); Star Search (83-95) 
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Appendix G 

Top Soundtracks (Albums): 1980-1989  
Source: Billboard, December 23, 1989, “The ‘80s’ Soundtracks” 
* = Teen film soundtrack; 24 out of 100 (accounting for repeats) 
 
1980 

1. The Rose 
2. Urban Cowboy 
3. The Empire Strikes Back 
4. American Gigolo 
5. The Muppet Movie 
6. All That Jazz 
7. Fame* 
8. The Blues Brothers 
9. The Electric Horseman 
10. Coal Miner’s Daughter 

 
1981 

1. The Jazz Singer 
2. Honeysuckle Rose 
3. Fame* 
4. Endless Love* 
5. Xanadu 
6. Urban Cowboy 
7. Heavy Metal  
8. Times Square* 
9. For Your Eyes Only 
10. Raiders of the Lost Ark 

 
1982 

1. Chariots of Fire 
2. Annie 
3. Rocky III 
4. E.T. 
5. The Jazz Singer 
6. Fame* 
7. Heavy Metal 
8. Cat People 
9. Fast Times at Ridgemont High* 
10. The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas 
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1983 
1. Flashdance* 
2. Staying Alive 
3. Return of the Jedi 
4. An Officer and a Gentleman 
5. Cats 
6. E.T. 
7. La Cage Aux Folles 
8. Cats: Complete Original Broadway Cast 
9. Annie: Original Children’s Soundtrack and Story 
10. Mike’s Murder 

 
1984 

1. Footloose* 
2. The Big Chill 
3. Purple Rain 
4. Flashdance* 
5. Ghostbusters 
6. Breakin’* 
7. Yentl 
8. Eddie and the Cruisers 
9. Hard to Hold 
10. Against All Odds 

 
1985 

1. Beverly Hills Cop 
2. Purple Rain 
3. Stop Making Sense 
4. The Big Chill 
5. The Woman in Red 
6. Amadeus 
7. The Breakfast Club* 
8. Eddie and the Cruisers 
9. Vision Quest* 
10. St. Elmo’s Fire 

 
1986 

1. Top Gun 
2. Miami Vice 
3. Pretty in Pink* 
4. Rocky IV 
5. White Nights 
6. The Big Chill 
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7. Out of Africa 
8. Karate Kid Part II* 
9. Ruthless People 
10. Sweet Dreams 

 
1987 

1. Top Gun 
2. La Bamba* 
3. Beverly Hills Cop II 
4. Stand by Me* 
5. Who’s That Girl? 
6. Dirty Dancing* 
7. Lost Boys* 
8. An American Tail 
9. Little Shop of Horrors 
10. Moonlighting 

 
1988 

1. Dirty Dancing* 
2. More Dirty Dancing* 
3. Good Morning, Vietnam 
4. Cocktail 
5. La Bamba* 
6. Less Than Zero 
7. Colors 
8. Who’s That Girl? 
9. School Daze* 
10. Lost Boys* 

 
1989 

1. Beaches 
2. Cocktail 
3. Batman: Soundtrack by Prince 
4. Ghostbusters II 
5. Dirty Dancing* 
6. Rain Man 
7. Buster 
8. Imagine: John Lennon 
9. Working Girl 
10. Batman Motion Picture Score: Danny Elfman 
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Appendix H 

Teen Films of the 1980s: Canon 
 
35 films that epitomize issues essential to the teen films of the ‘80s and that correspond to 
the main ideas in the chapters in this study, including: films tackling topical ‘80s issues 
relating to the political, economic, and social climate of the time; films correlating to 
industry trends such as sequels and synergy; films that pushed the genre forward in terms 
of form, narrative, and theme; films that include archetypical characters and 
quintessential storylines; and films that address thematic issues relating to generational 
conflict and youth identity.       
 
It’s also important to note that four out of the eighteen titles on the “primary” list are 
films by John Hughes, the filmmaker most closely associated with teen film production in 
the ‘80s, and perhaps the only filmmaker with auteur status because of his teen films.   
 
 
Primary 
 
Friday the 13th 
Porky’s 
Fast Times at Ridgemont High 
WarGames 
The Outsiders 
Risky Business 
Footloose 
The Karate Kid 
Sixteen Candles 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 
The Breakfast Club 
Back to the Future 
Pretty in Pink 
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 
River’s Edge 
Dirty Dancing 
Heathers 
Say Anything… 

Secondary 
 
Fame 
Valley Girl 
Flashdance 
Revenge of the Nerds 
Red Dawn 
The Goonies 
Weird Science 
Lucas 
Adventures in Babysitting 
The Lost Boys 
Some Kind of Wonderful 
Can’t Buy Me Love 
Young Guns 
Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure 
Dead Poets Society 
Pump Up the Volume 
Edward Scissorhands 
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Appendix I 

Top Grossing Teen Movies, 1991-2010, by Year and Box Office Rank (n=86) 
Source: Yearly rankings on boxofficemojo.com 
 
1991  
13. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II 
23. Boyz n the Hood 
37. Freddy’s Dead: The Final Nightmare 
 
1992  
19. Scent of a Woman 
38. Encino Man 
43. Sleepwalkers 
 
1993 
34. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III 
44. Son-in-Law 
 
1994  
13. The Client 
27. Little Women (1994) 
30. D2: The Mighty Ducks 
 
1995  
13. Dangerous Minds 
14. Mr. Holland’s Opus 
32. Clueless 
38. The Brady Bunch Movie 
44. Higher Learning  
45. Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers 
 
1996  
13. Scream 
21. Beavis and Butt-Head Do America 
27. Primal Fear 
34. Romeo + Juliet 
 
1997  
1. Titanic 
14. Scream 2 
20. I Know What You Did Last Summer 
32. Anastasia 
35. Starship Troopers 
 
 

1998 
26. The Horse Whisperer 
41. Halloween: H20 
 
1999  
13. American Beauty 
20. American Pie 
38. She’s All That 
43. Never Been Kissed 
44. Varsity Blues 
 
2000  
9. Scary Movie 
18. Remember the Titans 
36. Road Trip 
37. Bring It On 
49. Final Destination 
 
2001 
13. American Pie 2 
19. The Princess Diaries 
25. Save the Last Dance 
32. Scary Movie 2 
 
2002 
1. Spider-Man 
11. Catch Me If You Can 
47. Drumline 
50. Like Mike 
 
2003 
21. Freaky Friday 
35. Freddy Vs. Jason 
41. Holes 
 
2004 
6. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 
28. Mean Girls 
48. Friday Night Lights 
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2005 
2. Chronicles of Narnia – Lion, Witch, 
Wardrobe 
3. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 
36. Coach Carter 
39. Sky High 
41. Jarhead 
 
2006 
31. Eragon 
32. Monster House  
40. Step Up 
 
2007 
3. Transformers 
5. Harry Potter and the Order of the 
Phoenix 
15. Juno 
22. Superbad 
24. Hairspray (2007) 
35. Disturbia 
42. Stomp the Yard  
44. Halloween (2007) 
46. TMNT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2008 
7. Twilight 
15. Chronicles Narnia – Prince Caspian 
16. Slumdog Millionaire 
33. High School Musical 3: Senior Year 
 
2009 
2. Transformers 2 – Revenge of the Fallen 
3. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince 
4. The Twilight Saga: New Moon 
40. Hannah Montana The Movie 
50. The Final Destination 
 
2010 
2. Alice in Wonderland 
4. The Twilight Saga: Eclipse 
6. Harry Potter – Deathly Hallows: Part 1 
9. How to Train Your Dragon  
33. Percy Jackson the Olympians – 
Lightning 
34. Chronicles Narnia – Voyage, Dawn 
Treader 
47. A Nightmare on Elm Street (2010) 
48. The Last Song
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